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1

An Introduction to Core Knowledge and Conceptual Change

David Barner and Andrew Scott Baron

How do humans know the world? An intuitive response to this question is that we 
know the world by creating a copy of it in our minds— by representing things, events, 
properties, and ideas that make up our experience. But if this is so, what form might these 
mental representations take? How, if at all, might such representations actually resemble 
things in the world? And how might we come to have them? These questions are the bread 
and butter of a theory of concepts, and addressing them is the primary focus of this volume.

Human language is populated with words that point to the nature of our concepts. 
Words like apple and chair suggest the existence of mental representations of objects like 
apples and chairs. Words like jump, walk, and dance suggest that we have mental repre-
sentations of actions and events. And abstract words like idea, aspiration, and democracy 
indicate that conceptual content goes well beyond that which can be readily detected by 
the sense organs, to say nothing of words like if, the, or, rather, perhaps, and but. Humans 
would appear to have conceptual representations of time, space, number, and other 
minds; of subatomic particles, imaginary animals, possible worlds, and impossible out-
comes. What form do such ideas take in the mental architecture of the brain? Where do 
they come from if they don’t have a basis in experience? In short, what, if any, constraints 
exist on the acquisition and development of such concepts?

This book is an attempt to begin answering these questions. It contains a series of chap-
ters that describe the current state of the art regarding the nature and origin of human con-
ceptual knowledge. Including this Introduction, the volume comprises 20 chapters that 
describe the nature and origin of human knowledge of language, objects, number, events, 
color, space, time, beliefs, and desires, as well as how humans engage in moral reasoning 
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and causal explanation. To our knowledge, no other resource provides so broad— and so 
deep— an introduction to these topics, and no other resource provides such compelling 
answers to the difficult problem that human conceptual knowledge presents to psychology.

Three important themes can be detected throughout the chapters of this book. First 
is that the chapters are written almost exclusively by developmental psychologists. This 
is not a coincidence. Although the problem of human conceptual knowledge belongs to 
all of psychology and has lived for centuries in philosophy, developmental psychologists 
are especially likely to be forced to think about concepts, and thus especially likely to end 
up learning about their nature. This is because as we watch an infant grow, it is undeni-
able that change— radical change— occurs, and that the infant’s mental organization of 
experience lies at the center of this. To explain how an infant comes to talk, to count, to 
reason about other people’s minds, or to judge their actions, anything less than a theory 
of concepts— and conceptual change— seems utterly inadequate as an explanation. 
Human development answers the question “What is a concept?” by providing a window 
into how bits and pieces of cognitive machinery that are available at birth are repurposed, 
combined, and transformed to support reasoning about atoms, democracy, and ideas.

A second theme in these chapters, in keeping with the title of the book, addresses how 
representations in “Core Knowledge” act as inputs to human learning, and how this pro-
cess of learning results in “Conceptual Change.” This framework assumes that conceptual 
representations can come about in roughly two ways. First, they can emerge over evolu-
tionary time in a species, such that they are likely to be shared not only among all humans 
but also with other species. Such representations can be called our “innate” conceptual 
resources. Second, conceptual representations can emerge within a human lifespan via 
processes of learning, which in the case of concepts we will call conceptual change. From 
these two basic assumptions, many different directions can be taken. Conceptual change 
might be imagined as a process of assembling innate concepts— taking primitive building 
blocks and constructing more complex mental representations. Or it might be imagined 
instead as a process of learning relations between innate representations— so- called in-
ferential roles. Likewise, innate representations might be seen as necessarily sensorimotor  
in nature— for example, visual, auditory, tactile— or they might be seen as somewhat 
more abstract and including primitive representations that encode notions like time and 
number, or even moral content like good and evil.

A final theme of the book, and a central one, is that much of the work described in 
this volume has flowed through a single historical filter, which assures a certain unity 
across the chapters and, to the degree that each author was affected by this filter, a cer-
tain instantiation of this theoretical framework. This filter is the now massive theoreti-
cal and empirical structure created by one of the field’s great pioneers, Susan E. Carey. 
The first developmental psychologist to receive of the prestigious Rumelhart Prize and a 
member of the National Academy of Sciences, Carey has been hugely influential not only 
in psychology but also in philosophy and linguistics, and she is known for her pioneering 
work both on conceptual change and on language acquisition, beginning in the 1970s 
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with her still influential papers on “fast mapping” (Carey, 1978; Carey & Bartlett, 1978). 
Carey has worked on most every topic addressed in this volume to varying degrees, and 
many others, too; her work is the starting point for any serious modern theory of concep-
tual development. We therefore dedicate this book to her and to her contribution to the 
thriving field of conceptual development.

The book’s table of contents provides a summary of how the 19 remaining chapters will 
address the problems of core knowledge and conceptual change. While almost every chapter 
touches on the main themes of this book, they can nevertheless be divided into the follow-
ing four collections, each with its own core focus. First, Chapters 2– 6 focus on processes of 
conceptual change: What learning mechanisms are involved (Chapter 2)? How is conceptual 
change possible (Chapter 3)? Do concepts really change, or do they simply get supplanted by 
new concepts (Chapter 4)? Are concepts akin to intuitive theories, and if so, what is the de-
velopmental origin of such theories (Chapter 5)? Do infants actually create and test hypothe-
ses when they learn (Chapter 6)? Next, Chapters 7– 11 explore different types of abstract con-
cepts that serve as core case studies in the theory of conceptual change. Case studies include 
topics such as words for color, time, and number (Chapter 7); individuation and cardinal-
ity (Chapter 8); counting (Chapter 9); approximate number representations (Chapter 10); 
and children’s developing representation of spatial concepts and language (Chapter 11). The 
third section of the book deals specifically with linguistic structure and conceptual change. 
Case studies here address how kind information is encoded by generative lexical structures 
(Chapters 12 and 13), how linguistic structure relates to children’s representations of events 
(Chapter  14), and how children’s early linguistic sophistication is concealed by limits to 
domain general factors like executive function (Chapter 15). The final section of the book 
focuses on the development of social and moral cognition. Chapters here explore how core 
systems of social knowledge are combined in development to generate uniquely human 
social capacities (Chapter 16); how infants and young children come to reason about the 
mental states of others (Chapter 17); how we can study the development of social concepts 
via developmental neuroscience (Chapter 18); how human moral intuitions arise from core 
capacities present in human infants (Chapter 19); and, finally, how core cognitive processes 
lead children to affiliate with others through the formation of social categories and social 
group preferences (Chapter 20).

Explananda for a Theory of Concepts

Most of these chapters take for granted the idea that brains implement a type of cognitive 
software, called the mind, which offers the best available level of explanation for making 
sense of human behaviors as they emerge in development. Further, most chapters assume 
that the mind is a type of representational system, where representations take the form of 
primitive concepts and a compositional system that allows for their creative combination 
(Fodor, 1998). On some versions of this framework, mental states are representational in 
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the sense that they stand in an isomorphic relation to states of the world (Gallistel, 1990). 
Thoughts about cats can be evaluated as true or false as a function of what happens to be 
true of actual cat entities in the world. Thus, on this view, the mind is a type of intentional 
system whose states get their content from mind– world relationships. While some are 
skeptical that such mind– world mappings play a role in grounding the content of beliefs 
(see BonJour, 2002; Brentano, 2014), or that they add any explanatory power to psycho-
logical theory construction (e.g., Chomsky, 2000), the idea of intentionality nevertheless 
plays a role, even if only an intuitive one, in most theories (Dennett, 1989).

Concepts can be imagined as a type of mental representation— mental particulars, 
which play a causal role in cognition by entering into computations that underlie thought 
and drive behavior. Beyond this, what should a theory of concepts set out to explain? 
In their influential review of this question, Laurence and Margolis (1999) describe sev-
eral important explananda. At a minimum, they argue that a final theory should explain 
human behaviors such as categorization, reference, and inference, as well as the compo-
sitionality of human thought, as evidenced in natural language. Also, they note that any 
final theory should address how concepts might be acquired. Because each of these topics 
has been dealt with extensively elsewhere— and in particular by Laurence and Margolis— 
we list them only briefly here.

Categorization. In short, the ability to differentiate and group phenomena according 
to some set of criteria (specified by the concept in question)— for example, that a partic-
ular robin is a bird.

Reference Determination. The ability to semantically evaluate whether a concept truth-
fully applies to a phenomenon— for example, that the robin in question is in fact a bird, 
or instead the categorization of a robin as a bird is made in error.

Analytic Inference. The ability to compute inferences in which the truth of the conclu-
sion is guaranteed by the truth of its premises— for example, Smith is a bachelor; there-
fore Smith is an unmarried man. Analytic inferences contrast with synthetic inference, 
where there is no necessary connection between the premises and the conclusion— for 
example, “Smith is a math professor; therefore Smith is (likely) good at math.”

Compositionality. The ability to generate an infinite set of sentences from finite words 
and rules. Sentences in natural language exhibit compositionality. The meaning of a sen-
tence like “Smith is a math professor” is a function of the meanings of the individual words 
involved and how those words are put together (see Fodor & Lepore, 2002; Frege, 1892).

Each of these different attested abilities places serious constraints on what a concept 
might be. For example, theories need to explain why an expression like “big fish” refers to 
things that are big for a fish but not big relative to buildings or elephants (e.g., Kamp & 
Partee, 1995). This requires an account of compositionality and how it relates to reference 
and categorization. And they need to explain how we know that a big fish is a kind of 
fish, but that a red herring is not a type of herring. This requires a theory of inference, and 
how the compositional structure of sentences determines which inferences are licensed 
and which are not.
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Perhaps the greatest puzzle for a theory of concepts is how they might come to play 
a causal role in guiding action in the world. For concepts to play such a role, they must 
somehow make contact with experience of the world. One way to accomplish this goal is 
to posit that concepts are just collections of perceptual features— that the concept fish is 
some conjunction of primitive perceptual features that are associated with fish experiences 
such that whenever this conjunction is witnessed, the concept “fish” is tokened mentally. 
This type of account owes itself first to empiricists like John Locke, but also takes inspi-
ration from the much earlier philosophy of Plato, who despite not anchoring concepts in 
perception nevertheless sought to anchor conceptual content in definitions— essentially 
an exercise in reducing complex concepts to their simplest possible components. Both of 
these efforts to reduce concepts to primitive components, whether perceptual or other-
wise, have turned out to be notoriously fraught, as argued at some length by Fodor (1998) 
inter alia. It just happens to be incredibly difficult to articulate a definition for even the 
simplest concepts. And the most abstract concepts, like democracy and justice, just can’t 
be linked to perceptual experience in any kind of intuitive way that involves breaking the 
concepts down into primitive parts.

Developmental psychology offers the best hope we currently have of understanding this 
profound puzzle; to our knowledge developmentalists are really the only researchers se-
riously engaging the issue as a field. Observing an adult, it is all too easy to overlook the 
incredible problem that is presented by relating a mental symbol to conceptual content. 
But the problem and its character are obvious when watching children develop, especially 
as they acquire words like two and three, learn to categorize things as “alive” and “dead,” 
and classify acts as “good” and “evil.” As Susan Carey has shown very convincingly (Carey, 
2009), the cognitive systems available to children prior to learning language do not appear 
to provide representations that can be straightforwardly pasted together to derive abstract 
conceptual content. Instead, infants must begin with relatively abstract core representations 
of objects, number, events, and agents. But in each case these attested core representations 
cannot alone explain the capacities we witness in older children. Things change. But the 
question is how. What process of change could take representations x, y, and z and end up 
with anything other than some combination of these elements— xyz, xzy, yxz, yzx, zxy, 
or zyx? If the concept “justice” can’t be decomposed to elements like this that make direct 
contact with entities and relations in the world, then how could the word ever be learned?

This, in a nutshell, is the problem of conceptual change. Humans begin life with a core 
set of innate mental representations which themselves are directly triggered by experi-
ence in the world, like perceptual representations. Humans end life with representations 
that are vastly more abstract than those found in core knowledge. Somewhere between 
these endpoints, processes of change occur. Does this amount to recombination of core 
representations? Transformation of these representations? The construction of entirely 
new representational resources? The chapters that follow seek to answer these questions 
and provide state- of- the- art descriptions of what we currently know and where the field 
is heading in the coming years.
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2

Preliminary Thoughts on a Rational Constructivist Approach 
to Cognitive Development
Primitives, Symbols, Learning, and Thinking

Fei Xu

Introduction

This chapter considers a newly emerging view of cognitive development: rational con-
structivism. I  will attempt to sketch the view as I  see it, in broad strokes. I  will draw 
on arguments and evidence to see if an overall picture will emerge. Two key develop-
mental issues are discussed: how to characterize the initial state, and how to character-
ize mechanisms of learning and developmental change. I will argue for the following 
theses: (1) Infants are much smarter and much more sophisticated learners than what 
William James, Piaget, or Quine had thought; infants’ world is not “a blooming, buzz-
ing confusion.” However, it remains unclear how best to characterize the initial state. 
Instead of sensorimotor primitives or core knowledge, the initial state may perhaps be 
best characterized as a set of proto- conceptual primitives. (2)  Over the last several de-
cades of research on cognitive development three types of learning mechanisms have 
been uncovered: language and symbol learning as a vehicle for conceptual development; 
Bayesian learning as a tool for belief revision; and explanation, analogy, and related pro-
cesses as ways to organize factual knowledge and generate new hypotheses that drive 
genuine conceptual change. These mechanisms may be considered both rational and 
constructive.
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The Initial State of a Human Infant:  
Proto- conceptual Primitives

The field of developmental psychology has been struggling with the issue of innate-
ness for some time (e.g., Carey, 2009; Chomsky, 1987; Elman et al., 1996; Fodor, 1975, 
1981; Quine, 1960; Pinker, 1984, 1989; Spelke, 1994; Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & 
Jacobson, 1992; Smith, 2001). Discussions often start with philosophers such as Plato, 
Berkeley, Descartes, Locke, Quine, Fodor, Chomsky, and others, and when moving into 
the subfield of cognitive development, Piaget (e.g., Piaget, 1954). The challenge is to ac-
curately characterize the initial state of a human infant— What does the infant know? 
What is he or she capable of thinking and learning? What sorts of building blocks are in 
place at birth or shortly after? The importance of this question cannot be overstated— 
without a characterization of the initial state, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
understand the nature of learning and developmental change.

Piaget’s account of the starting state is in every textbook on developmental psychol-
ogy. Most parents have heard of Piaget and know something about his ideas, be it about 
object permanence, or the child as an active learner, or accommodation and assimilation 
as mechanisms of learning. Although the credit is due to Charles Darwin as the first to 
systematically document children’s behavior as the basis for theorizing about develop-
ment, Piaget stands out as the first to propose an account, with a characterization of the 
initial state and a characterization of how development proceeds from one stage to the 
next. (The other, even more famous, developmental psychologist is, of course, Sigmund 
Freud, whose main concern was normal and abnormal personality development.) Armed 
with the progress developmental psychologists have made in the last several decades, 
there is now reasonable consensus that the Piagetian picture is not right, in fundamental 
ways. In particular, his characterization of the initial state and his stage theory have been 
called into question by many, based on a large body of empirical findings (e.g., see Carey, 
2009; Carey & Spelke, 1996; Gelman & Baillargeon, 1983; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; 
Spelke et al., 1992; Wellman & Gelman, 1992, for reviews).

One new perspective that has been developed in detail is the core knowledge proposal 
(Carey, 2009; Carey & Spelke, 1996; Spelke, 1994; Spelke et al., 1992; also sometimes called 
core cognition). In this view, human infants begin life with a set of core knowledge systems, 
and a handful of innate concepts are at the center of these reasoning systems— object, 
number, agent, causality, and space. Each core system has its roots in our evolutionary 
history and is shared with our primate relatives. Importantly, the fact that these core cogni-
tion systems participate in certain kinds of inferences is the signature for thinking of them 
as having conceptual content. Two versions of this point have been explicated in the liter-
ature: One focuses on the fact that these early representations are amodal (Spelke, 1994; 
Spelke et al., 1992), contrary to the Fodorian view that encapsulated perceptual modules 
are modality- specific (Fodor, 1981); the other focuses on the inferential role these early 
representational structures participate in, that is, the richness of the inferences and types 
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of inferences (Carey, 2009). For example, the object concept is not limited to the visual 
modality; similar principles guide infants’ perception of objects in the visual and tactile 
modalities (e.g., if two pieces move together— common fate— infants perceive them as 
parts of one object). Infants’ number sense not only allows them to perceive approximate 
numerosities in vision and audition, but it also allows them to perform simple arithmetic 
operations, such as approximate addition and subtraction, an example of rich inference.

I have no doubt that the progress in developmental psychology warrants a serious re-
consideration of the Piagetian account of development; I also share the confidence that 
the last several decades of infancy research has been illuminating. Here I raise a few ques-
tions about the core knowledge thesis and consider a revision.

The perceptual– conceptual distinction has been central to the debate about the initial 
state of a human infant. For various reasons, most developmental psychologists are more 
sympathetic to and more comfortable with the view that infants start life with perceptual 
capacities and primitives: They can perceive color, size, shape, and motion and, indeed, 
there are well- studied brain areas that are designated for representing these basic per-
ceptual primitives (e.g., Elman et al. 1996; Karmiloff- Smith, 1990; Piaget, 1954). These 
views are in agreement with the long- standing philosophical tradition of empiricism (e.g. 
Locke, 1690/ 1975; Hume, 1748/ 1999) and Piaget’s characterization of the initial state in 
terms of sensorimotor primitives.

Spelke, Baillargeon, R. Gelman, and their colleagues were among the first to challenge 
the Piagetian view, marshaling both theoretical arguments as well as new empirical evi-
dence. The avalanche began with the seminal work of R. Gelman and Baillargeon (1983), 
Spelke (1985), and Baillargeon, Spelke, and Wasserman (1985). New methodological 
advances— in particular the development of the violation- of- expectation looking time 
paradigm— allowed researchers to ask questions of infants that could not be asked before. 
New studies with young infants barely 4 months of age suggest they may already repre-
sent persisting objects; even more astonishingly, these young infants may already have a 
set of principles that guide their reasoning about medium- sized objects, and these are the 
very same principles that adults use still— for example, continuity, solidity, and contact. 
Spelke et al. (1992) articulated the core knowledge view as an alternative to the standard 
Piagetian theory. They focused specifically on the centrality of these early concepts: Not 
only is the object concept embedded in a system of reasoning, it is also amodal— similar 
evidence is found in visual as well as tactile tasks (e.g., Streri & Spelke, 1988).

More recently, in an elegant, well- written, and ambitious synthesis of recent work on 
infant cognition and cognitive development in general, Carey (2009) argued forcefully 
against the Piagetian characterization, as well as that of the British empiricists’, of the ini-
tial state. She marshaled evidence from a large body of literature supporting the claim that 
human infants are endowed with at least four “core cognition” systems: object, number, 
agent, and cause. Although Carey suggests that the format of representation for each of 
these concepts may be iconic, she also argues that these primitives are conceptual, using 
the criterion that these early representations play important inferential roles in larger 
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conceptual structures. Within the core knowledge system of object cognition, a rich set 
of reasoning principles appears to be in place very early in development. Similarly within 
the core knowledge system of agent cognition, a rich set of reasoning principles seems to 
be in place by the end of the first year. Furthermore, the outputs of these core knowledge 
systems interact with each other to support even richer inferences in other reasoning tasks.

Two issues need further consideration, however. First, advances in vision science have 
taught us that perceptual inferences are ubiquitous in all aspects of perception, from lu-
minance perception, surface perception, structure from motion, to generic viewpoint and 
object recognition (e.g., Feldman, 2012; Knill & Richards, 1996; Knill & Pouget, 2004; 
Weiss, Simoncelli, & Adelson, 2002). For example, Feldman and Singh (2006) showed 
that shape representations naturally arise as a form of probabilistic inference. The inferen-
tial mechanism tries to guess what best explains the observed shape given certain assump-
tions about the underlying generative process. Thus it seems unlikely that, by itself, playing 
an inferential role is enough for saying that the initial primitives have conceptual content. 
Principles of object perception— cohesion, solidity, and contact— are argued to be em-
bedded in a system of reasoning that is causal- explanatory in nature. Perceptual inferences 
appear to be qualitatively similar— sets of perceptual variables are computed jointly to de-
termine the output of the inferential mechanisms, and some are more causal than others.

Second, it may not be surprising that representations of objects and agents interact— 
after all, what good would the outputs of the core knowledge systems do if they did not 
interact with each other to advance understanding of the world? Put another way, even if 
we started with lower- level primitives and somehow construct the concepts of object and 
agent, one may also expect that these concepts will interact with each other in meaning-
ful ways further down the reasoning stream. Perceptual modules (e.g., motion detection, 
color perception) do deliver outputs that can be used for higher- level cognitive processes 
such as object recognition and categorization, yet most of us continue to think that these 
lower- level processes are perceptual.

It is an important discovery that early representations are amodal. However, the strong 
evidence that the number sense exists in visual, auditory, and action forms may not neces-
sarily argue for its conceptual content. In the case of the number sense, experiments with 
young infants using visuospatial arrays, sequences of sounds, and sequences of actions 
all found that Weber’s law applies, just like it does for many other magnitudes such as 
intensity of sounds, length, and luminance level (see Carey, 2009; Feigenson, Dehaene, &  
Spelke, 2004 for reviews). Thus amodal representations are not necessarily conceptual.

Another important reason why one might question the conclusion that the initial 
primitives are fully conceptual is that there exist real discontinuities between these prim-
itives and later, more mature concepts, which can be, for the most part, lexicalized and 
tagged by mental symbols in language (e.g., dog, ball, 3, left).

Take the case of object, a well- studied concept in infancy. Carey and Xu (2001) argued 
that the properties we have evidence for in infancy for a concept of object could be thought 
of as properties of a mid- level attention system (e.g., Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1983;  
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Scholl, 2001 Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999). The initial criteria for individuation and track-
ing identity are spatiotemporal (see Spelke, Kestenbaum, Simons, & Wein, 1995;  
Xu, 1999; Xu & Carey, 1996; but see Wilcox, 2003; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998; see Xu, 
2007, for a review), whereas our criteria for bona fide sortal concepts dog or cup (Hirsch, 1982; 
Macnamara, 1982; Xu, 1997, 2007) are kind- relevant criteria that are not part of a subsystem 
of vision that relies on path and motion information for individuation and identity. Perhaps a 
better term for the initial object concept is the “object sense,” an analogy to the “number sense.”

Similarly, when we take a closer look at the evidence for the number concept, there 
is strong evidence for an approximate number system— the “number sense” (Dehaene, 
1997, 2011; Gallistel, 1990). This system, as has been argued by many, shares many prop-
erties of well- studied perceptual systems for discriminating duration, lightness, weight, 
or length— for example, Weber’s law applies (Brannon, Abbott, & Lutz, 2004; Lipton & 
Spelke, 2003; Xu, 2003; Xu & Spelke, 2000; Xu, Spelke, & Goddard, 2005; see Feigenson, 
Dehaene, and Spelke, 2004, for a review and studies with preschoolers and adults). For 
example, 6- month- old infants, and even newborns, can tell the difference between 6 and 
18, 8 and 16, but not 8 and 12; 9-  to 10- month- old infants can tell the difference between 8 
and 12 but not 8 and 10. In other words, our initial numerical representations are approxi-
mate and nondiscrete, whereas the numerical concepts we need for learning the meaning 
of number words (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …) must be symbolic and discrete. Even more impor-
tantly, the “number sense” is nothing like the number line in its formal properties: For the 
number sense, the difference between 8 and 16 is not equal to the difference between, say, 
16 and 24; in fact, the difference between 8 and 16 (1:2) is the same as that between 16 and 
32 (1:2). To acquire the concept of positive integer, learners would have to abandon every 
belief (implicitly represented in the system for numerical reasoning) they had about how 
numbers work and construct a brand new set of beliefs, such as how the successor func-
tion works, and how sets relate to each other and to the counting routine (Carey, 2009).

When it comes to learning the meanings of number words (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, …), there is 
little dispute that genuine conceptual change is needed. Wynn (1990, 1992), Sarnecka 
(2008), Sarnecka & Lee (2009), and Le Corre and Carey (2007), among others, docu-
mented the developmental time course of learning to meaning of positive integers. These 
researchers discovered that children engage in the counting routine quite early (a prac-
tice that is strongly encouraged in the average middle- class American households), but 
it takes children about a year and a half to figure out how counting works in terms of the 
cardinality principle— children begin by figuring out the meaning of 1, then the mean-
ing of 2 after a few months, then the meaning of 3 after another few months, and so on. 
Eventually they make the inductive leap that the next number on the count list represents 
“one more” from the one before, that is, the successor function.

A number of researchers have provided theoretical accounts of this developmental 
process. Carey (2009) argues that the transition from prelinguistic representations of 
numerosity to using symbols to think about numbers as referring to discrete quantities 
requires genuine conceptual change. I agree— the prelinguistics systems of approximate 
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number representations and parallel individuation are not up for the job of supporting 
the learning of verbal counting. New representational resources need to be constructed.

What about causality, agency, and space? Perhaps parallel arguments can be made. There 
exist arguments in the literature on how causality changes from perceptual (i.e., defined by 
spatiotemporal parameters, Michotte) to conceptual (see the interventionist account of cau-
sality, e.g., Gopnik et al., 2004; Gopnik & Wellman, 2012; Woodward, 2003), and causal lan-
guage may play an important role (e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2010). There also exist arguments on 
how our representations of space change drastically when spatial language is acquired (e.g., 
Hermer-Vazquez, Moffet & Munkholm, 2001; Hermer & Spelke, 1996; Spelke, 2003) and the 
initial representations are modular and encapsulated in a perceptual input analyzer. I am not 
aware of parallel arguments for the development of our concept of agent. My reading of the lit-
erature on the early understanding of agency is that it is rather messy and controversial— some 
have argued for strong nativist views (e.g., Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Gergely, Nádasdy, Csibra, 
& Bíró, 1995), while others favored a more piecemeal learning characterization (e.g., Meltzoff 
& Brooks, 2001; Woodward, 1998). One aspect of theory of mind development, false belief 
understanding, may give us another relevant example here— infants may have some implicit 
understanding of other peoples’ beliefs, but these do not appear to be accessible to verbal pre-
dictions until later in development (for papers on this controversy, see Onishi & Baillargeon, 
2005; Ruffman & Perner, 2005; Wimmer & Perner, 1983; and many others).

An alternative construal is that infants’ initial knowledge is embedded in a set of per-
ceptual analyzers that are capable of very sophisticated inferences and computations. 
Perhaps these representations are best characterized as proto- conceptual primitives be-
cause they do not deliver representations in the relevant format for the learning of lan-
guage, and children seem to have a great deal of difficulty building other, more complex 
and explicit concepts out of these primitives. In other words, it is not a simple mapping 
problem to figure out how words refer to these concepts, and it is not a simple “tweaking” 
of the primitives that would do the trick. The changes that take place during and beyond 
infancy require new primitives, new hypotheses, and new ways of learning and thinking.

Three Types of Mechanisms of Learning  
and Developmental Change

What are the learning mechanisms that bring about developmental change? In other 
words, what is “rational” and “constructivist” about the young human learner’s mind and 
the course of development? I suggest that there are at least three types of mechanisms for 
learning and developmental change: (1) language as a medium for providing placeholder 
structures and imposing constraints on representational format; (2) Bayesian inductive 
learning as a way of rationally combining evidence and prior knowledge for the purpose 
of belief revision; cumulative belief revisions may lead to conceptual change such that 
peripheral concepts may become core concepts, and vice versa; and (3) explanation, anal-
ogy, thought experiments, and other internal processes of “learning by thinking” as tools 
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for going beyond data and evidence to build larger conceptual structures. To date, we 
have some evidence for each of these three types of learning in the domains that I have 
considered in the first part of this paper.

Language Learning as a Vehicle for Conceptual Change

If infants’ initial knowledge is not in the right format for language learning, and infants 
begin to learn the meaning- bearing parts of language in earnest toward the end of the 
first year, some developmental changes need to take place. One hypothesis that has been 
argued for in the literature is the idea that various parts of language provide “placeholder 
structures” for conceptual development (e.g., Carey, 2009; Gelman, 2003; Xu, 2002, 
2007; among others). Two case studies come to mind.

In research on whether infants’ representations of objects include the crucial ingredients 
of sortal- kind representations, my colleagues and I have suggested that initially infants in-
dividuate objects and track their identity by applying spatiotemporal criteria (e.g., since no 
object can travel from point A to point B without traversing a connected path in between, 
if that appears to happen, it means that there are in fact two numerically distinct objects in 
the event). Quite a lot of empirical evidence seems to support this conclusion (e.g., Spelke 
et al., 1995; Xu & Carey, 1996; Wynn, 1992, among others). Later on, we have suggested, 
infants begin to learn words for object kinds such as BALL, CUP, and DOG, and it is 
through word learning that infants build new concepts that allow them to individuate and 
track identity under sortal- kinds BALL, CUP, and DOG (see Xu, 2007, for a review). The 
words— count nouns that refer to sortal- kinds— impose certain constraints on the format 
of the representations: Symbolic (often) refers to mutually exclusive categories that reflect 
distinct underlying essences or causal structures, and support inferences at the level of kinds.

The case of number is similar, as sketched out earlier in the chapter. The prelinguistic 
representations, especially the part that is genuinely a system capable of numerical com-
putations, the approximate number system, does not seem to play a role in acquiring the 
meanings of number words. Instead, the counting list provides a placeholder structure 
(Carey, 2009; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008) that imposes a set of constraints on the format 
of the representations: symbolic, discrete, generated by the successor function, goes on to 
infinity, among others.

Core knowledge systems may rely on language to become truly symbolic and dis-
crete, and this is a deep conceptual change that requires new representational resources 
be constructed. The “language of thought” may not have existed before these changes 
have taken place, since by definition, the LOT is supposed to respect the syntactic 
constraints of a natural language (e.g., Fodor, 1975). Note that this is not a Whorfian 
idea— all languages have a set of syntactic tools and these are, as far as I know, uni-
versal. Even if different languages express some ideas differently using different syn-
tactic devices, the totality of the thoughts we can entertain would remain the same 
for all human learners. A child learning English and a child learning Chinese may use 
different syntactic tools to transform core knowledge representations into symbolic 
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and conceptual representations, but at the end of the day, the thoughts that can be 
expressed in each language would be the same.

Bayesian Inductive Learning as a Tool for Belief Revision

Much recent research on cognitive development focuses on understanding statistical 
learning and probabilistic inference mechanisms (see Gopnik & Wellman 2012; Xu & 
Kushnir, 2012, 2013 for reviews). This line of inquiry is largely inspired by the surge of 
Bayesian computational models in cognitive science (see Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, 
& Goodman. 2011, and Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2010 for 
reviews).

Much of this work was motivated by the idea that we need an approach to cognitive 
development that is neither extreme empiricism nor extreme nativism. Nativist theories 
have focused primarily on specifying innate concepts and core knowledge systems, and 
how abstract, symbolic representations underpin not only our mature conceptual system 
but also that of infants and young children (e.g., Chomsky, 1987; Fodor, 1975; Pinker, 
1984; Spelke, 1994), whereas empiricist theories have focused on specifying associative 
learning mechanisms and the graded nature of our learning and representations (e.g., 
Elman et al., 1996; Karmiloff- Smith, 1992; Smith, 2001). Neither view appears to pro-
vide an adequate account of all the empirical findings on cognitive and language devel-
opment. The inadequacy of both extreme nativist and extreme empiricist views has led 
researchers to try to find a substantive middle ground (e.g., Johnson, 2010; Newcombe, 
Ratliff, Shallcross, & Twyman, 2010).

The rational constructivist approach blends elements of a constructivist account of 
development with the account of learning as rational statistical inference that under-
lies probabilistic models of cognition (Chater & Oaksford, 2008; Griffiths et al., 2010; 
Tenenbaum et al., 2011). Several basic tenets have been laid out elsewhere (see Xu & 
Kushnir, 2012):

• Human learning is best described as a form of rational Bayesian inference: The 
learner starts with some prior probability distribution over a set of hypoth-
eses and computes the posterior probabilities of these hypotheses given the 
strength of the evidence as given by Bayes rule. This is a computational level 
characterization; that is, it describes the inferential process without making 
a priori commitments to how that process is instantiated at the algorithmic 
level (what steps to follow when a learner wants to solve a particular task) 
(Marr, 1982).

• Hypotheses can be represented as probability distributions. Inferences are proba-
bilistic and graded, so hypotheses are not simply ruled in or out. Instead, learners 
may be more or less confident about the various hypotheses.

• Learners represent the world not just by forming associations and correlations 
but by constructing abstract, causal, generative models.
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• Learners acquire new concepts and biases in the course of development; the newly 
acquired knowledge becomes part of the prior and thus constrains subsequent 
learning.

• Domain- general learning mechanisms may give rise to domain- specific 
knowledge.

• Representations may differ in their strengths; some support predictions, actions, 
and explanations, while others may not.

• Learners are actively engaged in the learning process, from infancy to adulthood.

Empirical evidence for this view has been rapidly accumulating in the last decade, starting 
with the work on causal learning in young children (Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Gopnik et al., 
2004; Gopnik & Wellman, 2012). Many studies have demonstrated that young children are 
sensitive to probabilistic evidence when inferring causal structure, and children and adults’ 
behavior can be well captured by Bayes net representations and Bayesian learning models 
(e.g., Schulz, Bonawitz, & Griffiths, 2007; Sobel, Tenenbaum, & Gopnik, 2004).

Many domains have been investigated using this set of analytic and computational tools. 
In word learning, studies have shown that children are sensitive to “suspicious coincidences” 
and their inferences in learning the meaning of new words can be modeled by a Bayesian 
model that rationally combines the input data with a structured hypothesis space (e.g., Frank 
& Goodman, 2012; Frank, Goldwater, Griffiths, & Tenenbaum, 2010; Xu & Tenenbaum, 
2007a, 2007b). In social cognition, various researchers have demonstrated that learning 
about preferences and theory of mind can be construed as a rational inferential process (e.g., 
Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Kushnir, Xu, & Wellman, 2010; Lucas, Griffiths, Xu, 
& Fawcett, 2009; Ma & Xu, 2011). In physical reasoning, several studies have shown that 
even prelinguistic infants can carry out simple probabilistic inference tasks (e.g., Denison 
& Xu, 2010a, 2010b; Teglas, Girotto, Gonzalez, & Bonatti, 2007; Teglas et al., 2011; Xu & 
Denison, 2009; Xu & Garcia, 2008; see Denison & Xu, 2012, for a review). In pedagog-
ical learning, formal Bayesian models have led to some innovative empirical studies with 
children and adults (e.g., Bonawitz et al., 2011; Shafto & Goodman, 2008; Shafto, Kemp, 
Mansinghka, & Tenenbaum, 2011; see Shafto, Goodman, & Frank, 2012 for a review). In 
speech segmentation and rule learning in language, many have provided strong empirical 
evidence for rational inferential processes in infants (e.g., Dawson & Gerken, 2009, 2011; 
Frank & Tenenbaum, 2011; Gerken, 2006, 2010; Goldwater, Griffiths & Johnson, 2011). 
Research has also uncovered mechanisms for making inferences at multiple levels that give 
rise to learned inductive biases, in domains such as word learning and causal reasoning 
(Dewar & Xu, 2010; Lucas & Griffiths, 2010; Samuelson & Smith, 2005; Sim, Yuan & Xu, 
2011; Sim & Xu, in press; Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff-Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002).

Explanation, Analogy, and Thought Experiments

The rapidly growing research on statistical learning and statistical inference paints a pic-
ture of a child as a superb data- crunching machine, but not all learning is data driven. 
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Some psychologists have used the phrase “learning by thinking” to refer to a set of cog-
nitive activities that (seemingly) generate “knowledge from nowhere” (T. Lombrozo, 
personal communication). The basic idea is that our naïve picture of learning— that we 
are exposed to various learnable facts in the world— is inadequate, and many celebrated 
examples in the history of science show that scientists such as Galileo or Einstein arrived 
at major scientific breakthroughs without the benefits of grants, graduate students, and 
laboratories. Their scientific insights came from “mere thinking”— ways to organize and 
extend what we already know by manipulating existing representations and data struc-
tures. Several such cognitive activities have been demonstrated in lay people and scien-
tists: explanation, analogy, mental simulation, and thought experiments.

One well- studied case is the self- explanation effect (Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & 
Glaser, 1989; Chi, de Leeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). In a typical experiment, some 
participants are told to explain to themselves when given some math problems, while 
others are asked to “think aloud” with the same set of math problems. The main finding 
is that the explainers out- performed their nonexplaining counterparts, and the explainers 
did better on transfer problems that went beyond the studied examples. This appears to 
be a clear case of generating new insights by manipulating existing data, and the mental 
activity of explanation plays a crucial role. More recently, Williams and Lombrozo (2010) 
found that in a category learning task, participants who were asked to explain were more 
likely to discover broad regularities that provide an account of category structure, com-
pared to participants who were given free study time or were instructed to think aloud 
during the study. Their idea is that explanation may generate new knowledge by encour-
aging learners to find underlying rules and regularities.

Work on analogy (most notably Christie & Gentner, 2010; Gentner, 1983; Holyoak, 
2012) has suggested that structural alignment is the mechanism by which a base domain 
is mapped onto a target domain. Such an alignment encourages the learner to see the 
structural similarities between two domains and allow them to use their existing knowl-
edge in one content domain to understand the structure of a new content domain.

Other forms of “learning by thinking” include mental simulations and thought experi-
ments. Some research suggests that we solve mechanical problems by mentally simulating 
the process— appealing to these visuospatial representations provides solutions that we do 
not seem to have access to by verbally reasoning through the problem (e.g., Hegarty, 2004). 
Thought experiments have been mostly studied in philosophy of science (e.g., Gendler, 1998, 
2000). One celebrated example is how Galileo worked out that all objects, regardless of their 
weight, would fall at the same speed (contrary to the then standard Aristotelian theory).

These learning processes are not driven by new data and new evidence. Instead, the 
learner possesses the ability to manipulate existing representations and data structures in 
the head, and new insights emerge. There exists some research on how children use ex-
planation and analogy in learning (e.g., Christie & Gentner, 2010; Legare, 2012; Legare, 
Gelman, & Wellman, 2010); much more work is needed to truly understand how these 
processes play a role in cognitive development.
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Where Do New Concepts Come from and Is Learning  
All about Hypothesis Testing?

Each of the three types of learning mechanisms may give rise to new concepts. Language, 
especially in the form of new lexical items (i.e., words), may provide the child with the 
first clue that a new concept needs to be constructed. Words themselves do not pro-
vide the contents of the new concepts (e.g., repeating the word red a thousand times to 
a blind man is not going to get him to perceive redness— I thank Lila Gleitman for this 
example), yet words let learners create new mental symbols about which they can acquire 
new beliefs. It is a thorny issue whether at least some beliefs are constitutive of concepts; 
personally I think the answer is yes— I may be mistaken that there are only 10,000 cows 
living in California (a mere belief ) but I would have a different concept of cow from you 
if I didn’t think that cows were animals. The process of acquiring new concepts may at 
least be partially dependent on acquiring the relevant core beliefs. I submit that it is a 
real challenge to distinguish the core beliefs from the peripheral ones (e.g., Block, 1986).

Bayesian inference mechanisms are used widely for belief revision, from low- level vision 
to high- level language processing and learning. As beliefs are revised and small changes 
become large ones, some concepts will become more central to reasoning than others. As 
development progresses, less important concepts may become more important, and vice 
versa. This process may bring about genuine conceptual change of one kind: Given a net-
work of interrelated concepts, how central a particular concept is may change over time.

Lastly, thought processes such as explanation and analogy may allow us to see new con-
nections that we had not been aware of before. Analogy lets us impose the structure of 
one domain onto another domain, trying to fit all the pieces together in a new way. This 
is one kind of conceptual change. Explanation lets us consider what the underlying causes 
may be, and allows us to ignore outlier data in favor of a more coherent overall picture. 
Similarly, thought experiments make full use of our inductive reasoning prowess and let 
us imagine scenarios that are not physically possible (e.g., traveling at the speed of light).

Although some have suggested that all learning is hypothesis testing (e.g., Fodor, 1981), 
various developmental phenomena provide ample counter- evidence. If intuitive theories 
are at the foundation of conceptual development and children progress from Theory 1 
to Theory 2— theories that have distinct causally central concepts— much like scientists, 
then we need an account of conceptual change that goes beyond mere hypothesis testing 
(see Carey, 1985, 2009; Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997, for reviews and explications).

Caveats and Open Questions

Some caveats are in order and many open questions remain. First, although it is very import-
ant to characterize the initial state, understanding learning in Bayesian terms does not depend 
on it. This is because as long as we can specify the prior knowledge and biases— learned or 
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innate— that the learner comes to a task with, we can proceed to study how that person 
combines prior knowledge with new evidence to choose among a set of hypotheses and to 
update his or her beliefs. I think this is an important point and a “bonus” for thinking about 
inductive learning as Bayesian updating. Second, most Bayesian models have focused on 
modeling the data- driven processes. It is yet to be seen if these formal models can capture 
the effects of language learning and “learning by thinking” (see Piantadosi, Goodman, & 
Tenenbaum, 2012, and Ullman, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2012 for some examples). The 
formal tools may become very useful when we want our assumptions and algorithms clearly 
specified. Here I discuss Bayesian inductive learning as one type of learning mechanism 
by focusing on the conceptual idea of hypothesis- testing and belief- revision. Third, it may 
turn out to be the case that the mechanisms of learning discussed here would account for 
the development of some aspects of core knowledge, but the jury is still out. So far we have 
not shown that any particular aspect of core knowledge is learned, but the developmental 
changes we see during the first year of life suggest that a learning story (as opposed to mere 
maturational one) is possible. Fourth, many have asked the question, “Where do hypothe-
ses come from?” when we talk about Bayesian learning, and none of us has a clear answer at 
the moment. Here are two possibilities: Proto- conceptual primitives may provide an initial 
hypothesis space, and non- data- driven cognitive activities may also generate new hypothe-
ses for the learner along the way. Lastly, most developmental psychologists have focused on 
demonstrating that infants and children learn quickly— within the time limits of a single, 
15-  to 20- minute, lab visit. However, long- term development and conceptual change are 
surely more complicated. Not only do we keep track of statistical evidence over time and 
across subdomains, we may also need the non- data- driven cognitive activities such as expla-
nation, analogy, mental simulation, and thought experiments in order to achieve genuine, 
qualitative conceptual change.
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3

How Is Conceptual Change Possible?  
Insights from Science Education

Marianne Wiser and Carol L. Smith

Introduction

A central puzzle about conceptual change and for constructivist theories in general 
is how children come to think of objects and events in ways that are fundamentally 
different from those they start with (Carey, 2009; Fodor, 1980). How do learning 
experiences, which are not meaningful unless interpreted in terms of existing knowl-
edge, transform that knowledge into a radically different conceptual system? In other 
words, how is the incommensurability between children’s and adults’ views of the world 
surmounted?

Understanding the learning mechanisms that allow children to construct new con-
cepts is particularly crucial in science education. Four decades of research has shown that, 
although students bring rich resources to learning science, their initial ideas about the 
world are strongly at odds with those of scientists (National Research Council [NRC], 
2007). Indeed, their ideas are so different that they prevent many students from making 
sense of instruction, which does not take this incommensurability into account. For ex-
ample, the statement, “Matter is made of atoms that are tiny and invisible,” makes no 
sense to students who think that matter is something they can see, feel, and touch, and 
that it must be continuous because it looks continuous. When statements do not make 
sense in terms of existing concepts, they are often ignored or distorted (e.g., atoms must 
be embedded in a substrate that gives objects their substantiality). The deep misconcep-
tions that persist even among science majors give ample evidence of the challenge posed 
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by incommensurability and of the inadequacy of existing science curricula to overcome it. 
(See Pozo & Crespo, 2005, for matter and Brumby, 1984, for evolution.)

Susan Carey’s solution is that incommensurability is only a puzzle if one takes for 
granted (as Fodor does) that all our learning mechanisms can do is generate new com-
binations of existing concepts. In her landmark book The Origin of Concepts (2009) she 
argues that humans possess another learning mechanism, Quinian bootstrapping, that 
gives them the power to learn (or invent) entirely new systems of concepts. Much of her 
book is devoted to describing how Quinian bootstrapping works both generally and in 
the context of specific episodes of conceptual change in the history of science, in child-
hood, and in science and math classrooms. Briefly, Quinian bootstrapping always in-
volves explicit symbols and draws on our capacities to (a) generate (or learn) new symbols 
(each symbol functions as a placeholder for a new concept, and is at best only partly inter-
preted in terms of prior concepts); (b) discover (or be told) relations among these new 
symbols expressed in sentences or equations (these are larger placeholder structures that 
provide information about the relations among new concepts, however minimal); and 
(c) then generate an interpretation of those symbols through iterative and coordinated 
use of processes such as analogy, inductive and abductive inference, and thought experi-
ments that combine representations not integrated in the earlier conceptual system. The 
processes that constitute bootstrapping are well known. Each is involved individually in 
many kinds of conceptual learning. To function as bootstrapping processes, they need to 
be orchestrated and deployed in the service of acquiring a new set of concepts.

Carey’s proposal contributes importantly to solving the incommensurability puzzle. 
However, most science students lack the metacognitive, epistemological, and mathemat-
ical resources necessary to use bootstrapping processes productively, given the magni-
tude of the incommensurability they are facing. They are also unaware that the meanings 
of many scientific terms (e.g., heat) are at odds with their “everyday” meanings. More 
generally, even concepts with no everyday counterpart (e.g., atom) may violate deeply 
entrenched beliefs. Bootstrapping needs to be broadened to account for the role pre-
existing concepts and beliefs play in it, and to deal both with the incomprehension of 
new concepts that cannot be expressed in terms of existing ones and with the disbeliefs 
triggered by placeholder structures that violate existing beliefs (e.g., “Temperature does 
not measure heat”).

Our approach to helping science students learn concepts incommensurable with their 
own is to enable them to take advantage of bootstrapping by setting a series of learn-
ing goals that are conceptually intermediate between what they know and the scientific 
theory. We also explicitly break down the bootstrapping process for each concept into 
specifically ordered and orchestrated steps, and recruit preexisting concepts and beliefs, 
as well as nonconceptual knowledge units (e.g., sensory- motor schemata and percepts), 
at particular junctures. Finally, we foster epistemological development to make new con-
cepts more understandable and more acceptable and to empower students to use boot-
strapping more autonomously.
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In this chapter, we illustrate this approach in the context of our current matter learning 
progression. Before beginning, we discuss assumptions about concepts that inform this 
work, and the general goals of learning progression research in science education.

Background Assumptions

Conceptual Change Must Be Understood in the Context  
of Evolving Complex Knowledge Systems

Our most central assumption is that concepts must be understood as part of knowledge 
networks, which involve relations among various kinds of constituents. This idea was pre-
figured in Strike and Posner’s (1992) “conceptual ecology” and has been elaborated in 
contemporary theories as diverse as diSessa’s coordination class theory (2002), Brown 
and Hammer’s dynamic systems theory (2013), Vosniadou’s framework theory (2013), 
and Carey’s dual factor version of the theory- theory (2009).

Important kinds of constituents are (a) imagistic elements such as percepts, p- prims 
(diSessa, 1993), and image schemata (Clement, 2013; Nersessian, 2013); (b) internal rep-
resentations of linguistic and mathematical symbols; and (c) concepts often expressed by 
single words (Carey, 2009). These elements are related in different ways: (a) statements, 
which express relations among words or other external symbols; (b) propositions, which 
express relations among concepts; and (c) models that integrate imagistic elements with 
multiple propositions to provide explanations of phenomena (Clement, 2013; Nersessian, 
2013; Vosniadou, 2013). One can have different attitudes toward those relations— for ex-
ample, one can find statements intelligible or not; propositions true, false, or worth con-
sidering (hypotheses); and models useful or not. Beliefs are propositions one is committed 
to, such as (a) ontological commitments, that is, beliefs about what type of entity some-
thing is (Chi, 1992; Vosniadou, 1994; Wiser & Amin, 2001); (b) epistemological beliefs 
about explanatory ideals, good evidence, and reliable knowledge (Chinn, Buckland, &  
Samarapungavan, 2011; Vosniadou, 1994); and (c) generalizations about phenomena, in-
cluding laws and empirical generalizations.

We assume children’s knowledge systems include all the kinds of elements and rela-
tions just listed (see NRC, 2007, for a description of rich resources preschoolers bring to 
school), although they are sparser and have different concepts, fewer levels of explana-
tion, and less mechanistic detail, symbolization, mathematization, precision, coherence, 
and explanatory power than do scientists’ knowledge systems.

A second assumption is that concepts are both participants in beliefs and (in part) consti-
tuted by them. This might seem paradoxical, as it implies a concept is both a smaller and a 
larger unit than a belief. Resolution of this paradox depends on distinguishing between the 
unitary mental symbol, which stands for the concept and is expressed by a word or phrase (e.g., 
“weight,” “is made of ”), and the concept itself, which is the meaning of that word or phrase. 
The symbol is a node in the knowledge network, which subtends a subnetwork of relations 
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with other elements in the network (the concept). For example, the concept of weight is con-
stituted by relations between “weight” and other symbols, expressed as propositions (e.g., 
“weight” depends on “size” and what an object is “made of ”) or models, as well as between 
“weight” and sensory- motor schemata and percepts (e.g., hefting) that link the concept to the 
external world. We envision subnetworks as dense regions surrounding nodes in the network. 
(See Amin, Smith, & Wiser, 2014, for a more extensive discussion of these issues.)

Not all relations including a particular node are part of the concept (e.g., “Large rocks are 
very heavy”). We assume strong candidates are (a) ontological commitments (e.g., weight 
is a force); (b) propositions that specify the concept’s role in laws and explanations, which 
were expressed only as placeholder structures when the concept was first introduced (Carey, 
2009); and (c) epistemological beliefs inherent in determining whether and how a concept 
applies to the world (e.g., reliable information about weight requires scale measurement).

A third assumption is that the degree of incommensurability between two successive con-
ceptual systems depends on time scale. For example, fine- grain examinations of scientists’ 
thoughts as they develop new theories reveal gradual, stepwise changes (Nersessian, 1989). 
Learning a new system of concepts in a specific domain may take place in a similar way, with 
appropriate instruction. Small changes, carefully sequenced and directed over a long period 
of time, could amount to large changes in the structure of a system of concepts, without de-
stabilizing the system— that is, without creating widespread confusion and disbelief.

These assumptions frame our understanding of what underlies deep conceptual change 
in science learning. They explain why too few students achieve it in traditionally taught 
classes, why novel curricula could support it, although they are challenging to design, and 
why learning from them cannot be hurried. Deep conceptual change is hard to achieve, 
not only because adding and fleshing out placeholders is a multifaceted and lengthy pro-
cess but also because the fleshing out involves reconfiguring existing subnetworks (i.e., 
creating, severing, and changing the nature of existing links) in order to integrate existing 
elements into the structures provided by the placeholders. Pedagogically, effecting this 
reconfiguring is tricky, because the order in which placeholders are introduced, new links 
are established with existing elements, and existing links are revised matters a great deal. 
For example, simply showing that the scale reading does not change when a ball of clay is 
flattened into a pancake will not make “changing the shape of an object does not change 
its weight” part of young students’ network. This is because changing shape changes heft, 
and “weight” is linked with hefting much more strongly than with scale reading, making 
the empirical evidence innocuous. Those links have to be modified before this piece of ev-
idence affects the network. The clay ball example also illustrates that some of the subnet-
works embody epistemological knowledge; epistemological subnetworks are connected 
to those embodying content knowledge and need to be reconfigured in conjunction with 
them. Other statements may have more detrimental effects when presented too soon. For 
example, “Gases are matter” may induce very unproductive reconfiguring of the network 
and destabilize it if introduced before students believe that solids and liquids are matter 
and that even tiny pieces of matter have weight, mass, and volume (Wiser & Smith, 2013). 
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Unfortunately, traditional science curricula do not take such considerations into account. 
They tend to be designed in a “scientist- centric” way (i.e., assuming students already have 
the scientists’ concepts) and do not give epistemology its due.

Our view of the structure and restructuring of knowledge networks draws not only from 
ideas about bootstrapping in Carey’s recent book but also from the older idea that concepts 
take their meanings from each other, one of the main themes in Carey’s Conceptual Change 
in Childhood (1985) and Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions (1970). In a knowledge 
network, concepts are interrelated because the subnetworks that constitute them include 
relations among conceptual nodes. But we will argue conceptual nodes are also related 
to other kinds of elements, and it is the diversity and richness of both the subnetworks 
and learning mechanisms that make reorganization possible. For example, percepts and 
p- prims can be recruited into a new growing subnetwork and contribute to reconfiguring 
existing ones. Language plays a crucial role not only in providing placeholders but also 
in linking them to existing knowledge and in reconfiguring it. In the next sections, we 
propose principled ways to break into the network to leverage individual changes that, 
cumulatively, amount to restructuring.

Learning Progressions Describe Productive Learning Pathways

Recently, there has been considerable interest in building upon conceptual change re-
search to develop long- term learning progressions for big ideas in science targeted in K– 12 
curricula (e.g., atomic- molecular theory [AMT], evolution by natural section) (Alonzo & 
Gotwals, 2012; Corcoran, Mosher, & Rogat, 2009; NRC, 2007). A learning progression 
(LP) characterizes a potential learning trajectory, from an initial knowledge state through 
multiple intermediate states to a target state— a body of knowledge compatible with a 
scientific theory and achievable by students. In LP work, the initial knowledge state is 
commonly referred to as “the lower anchor” and the target state as the “upper anchor.”

Learning progressions are cognitively based, testable, and revisable. They draw on 
prior research findings and conceptual analyses of students’ initial ideas and those they 
develop during instruction, as well as on analyses of the challenges posed by scientific 
ideas and what we know about learning and effective instruction. Using this information, 
LP researchers hypothesize a succession of conceptual changes that would allow students 
to successfully bridge the lower and upper anchors with proper instructional support. 
The conceptual goals identified by LPs are translated into curricula and implemented in 
classrooms. If the LP has merit, students taught an LP- based curriculum should make 
more progress toward the upper anchor than students taught differently. Conceptual 
analysis of performances (before, during, and after teaching) provides the information 
needed to revise the LP and the curriculum.

This view is widely shared by LP researchers.1 In our work on a matter LP (Wiser & 
Smith, 2013; Wiser, Smith, & Doubler, 2012), we further assume that what is progressing is 
a large network of interrelated elements that constrain each other (see the previous section). 
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More so than many researchers, we make distinctions among concepts, propositions, and 
beliefs. Many in the science education community focus on whether students endorse a 
scientific tenet (e.g., All matter has mass), without separately considering whether students’ 
underlying concepts and beliefs make that tenet intelligible. The relation between concepts 
and beliefs we expounded in the previous section allows distinguishing among representing 
a statement (i.e., linking two nodes in a sentence), understanding it (i.e., having the subnet-
works to make the statement meaningful), and coming to believe it (e.g., by changing on-
tological and epistemological commitments to resolve contradictions within the network). 
Our framework also allows developing specific hypotheses about conceptual stumbling 
blocks in science learning (e.g., new terms that require differentiations and coalescences) 
and how to overcome them. We also view the intermediate states as relatively coherent and 
stable reorganizations of the network, in contrast to others who refer to them as “the messy 
middle” (Alonzo & Gotwals, 2012). We call these reorganizations stepping stones because 
each puts the next one within reach, so that the conceptual distance between the lower and 
upper anchor is reduced.

Attaining the upper anchor of the matter LP means accepting the basic tenets of 
AMT— Matter is made of atoms, which exist in the vacuum, are always in motion, and 
are ontologically very different from objects as we know them, even microscopic ones. 
Atoms are commonly bonded in molecules and networks. The properties of substances 
are determined by the nature, arrangement, and motion of the atoms and molecules of 
which they are made. Changes in matter involve both changes and underlying continu-
ities (e.g., molecules stay the same during phase changes, but not in chemical reactions). 
Matter is neither created nor destroyed (except in nuclear reactions). Perhaps less obvi-
ously, the upper anchor includes a scientific understanding of mass, matter, and volume 
and requires sophisticated epistemological knowledge about what models are. It also 
includes understanding that some macroscopic properties of materials (e.g., color) are 
emergent properties (i.e., emerge from interactions among groups of particles). Even less 
obviously, the upper anchor also involves a scientific understanding of terms not directly 
involved in AMT’s tenets and principles (e.g., “weight”).

The chasm between the version of AMT embodied in the upper anchor and young chil-
dren’s ideas about the material world is staggering. Not only do they know nothing about 
the submicroscopic world, their network of concepts about macroscopic objects is funda-
mentally different from scientists’. For example, they think of weight as heft and, conse-
quently, that liquids and tiny solids do not have weight. They think of size as global bigness, 
conflating volume with other aspects of spatial extent. They think of solids and liquids as 
substantial (they can be seen, touched, and felt), but they do not realize that (solid) objects 
are constituted of materials. They say that wax turns into water when it melts and that liq-
uids cease to exist when they evaporate. Thus, solids and non- solids are ontologically very 
different from their scientific counterparts. Young students’ epistemology, which includes 
“the senses tell the truth” and “models are copies of reality,” is also radically different from 
that in the upper anchor (see Smith & Wiser, 2013, for further discussion of all these issues).
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How Is Incommensurability Overcome in Our Matter LP?

The tenets, ontology, and epistemology of the upper anchor are not only vastly different 
from the lower anchor, they are incommensurable with it. In this section, we look at this 
incommensurability more closely and start fleshing out a proposal for overcoming it.

The concepts relevant to AMT (mass, volume, matter, weight, atom) have distant pre-
cursors in the lower anchor (e.g., bigness for volume; what can be touched and seen for 
matter, heft for weight), but those precursors are constituted of beliefs that are incompat-
ible with AMT’s tenets. For example, in the lower anchor, weight is judged by hefting and 
water disappears when it boils. Moreover, the epistemology of the lower anchor makes 
major components of AMT’s concepts unintelligible (e.g., volume and weight are mea-
sured quantities; atoms are matter, yet not detectable by the unaided senses).

Here, we consider four parts to a potential solution to bridging the lower and upper 
anchor:

• Reduce incommensurability by paving the LP with stepping stones, which are 
less incommensurable with each other than the upper and lower anchors are. 
These stepping stones are organized around models of matter.

• Create a large number of small, commensurable changes. If they are carefully 
designed and orchestrated, the network keeps supporting meaningful inter-
pretations of physical events while, in the long run, the changes synergistically 
amount to a radical reorganization.

• When some aspect of the next stepping stone is incommensurable with existing 
knowledge, use language (or other explicit symbols) to create placeholders that 
can be at least partially interpreted in terms of existing concepts. These place-
holders can then be gradually reinterpreted through observation, experimenta-
tion, and modeling (using analogy, inductive inference, thought experiments, 
etc.) and serve as mini stepping stones.

• When some aspect of the next stepping stone is not only incommensurable with 
existing knowledge but creates disbelief, make new concepts and their relations 
understandable first, then lead students to adopt them (an idea pioneered by 
Strike & Posner, 1992). These changes typically call for changes in epistemolog-
ical beliefs as well.

Progressively Reducing Incommensurability: Stepping Stones and Modeling

One tenet of our LP approach is that scientific theories are learned by “successive approxi-
mations.” Stepping stones are intermediate learning goals between the lower and the upper 
anchor (i.e., the initial and target knowledge). Each is an integrated and coherent body 
of knowledge that supports meaningful interpretations of objects and events; each intro-
duces new ontological and epistemological commitments; and each explains a wider range 
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of phenomena than the previous one. Importantly, the knowledge embodied in a stepping 
stone is easier to master than the upper anchor, while conceptually closer to it. Thus, each 
stepping stone is designed to facilitate further progress toward the scientific theory.

Stepping stones are organized around models for multiple reasons. First, modeling is 
an important scientific practice and is central to Quinian bootstrapping. Second, models 
can form a meaningful progression, both conceptually and epistemologically: They can 
be evaluated and revised on an empirical basis, thereby providing motivation to move the 
knowledge network forward. Third, models are explanatory and integrative: They cap-
ture important relations among concepts, facilitate applying them to physical objects and 
events, and support meaningful explanations. Finally, models are intrinsically “simplifica-
tions”; they are not true or false but, rather, applicable and useful, or not, in a particular sit-
uation, depending on the goal of their user and whether or not their assumptions are met. 
Therefore, models are well suited to capture the main pedagogical goal of stepping stones.

How many stepping stones are needed, whether a stepping stone actually facilitates 
learning by making achieving the next one more likely, and how complex it has to be are 
empirical questions. Based on existing research (see Wiser & Smith, 2013, for a review), 
we currently include the following three stepping stones in our matter LP.

Stepping stone 1 is a network of interrelated concepts relevant to understanding 
matter and its behavior at the macroscopic level. It is compatible with physics principles 
and, therefore, with AMT. Its concepts (e.g., solid, liquid, material, volume, and weight) 
are radically different from their counterparts in the lower anchor. Objects are now seen 
as constituted of solid materials. Both solid and non- solid materials are characterized by 
intensive properties such as smell, breakability, and viscosity. Objects and non- solid sam-
ples are made of specific amounts of material, which have volume, weight, and “heaviness 
for size.” Weight is now a measurable, extensive property (it is proportional to amount of 
material) rather than judged by heft; heaviness for size is a property associated with the 
kind of material an object is made of and differentiated from the weight of the object. 
Thus, solids and non- solids form a new ontological category, referred to as “matter.” The 
new concepts are organized in a model of matter as continuous, the compositional model: 
One can imagine any sample of material as constituted of arbitrarily small (even invisible) 
pieces, each of which has weight and volume and has the characteristic (macroscopic) 
properties of that material.2 Although not a model of the structure of matter, it involves 
the coordination of two levels of description— large objects and tiny pieces that compose 
them. It explains why weight is extensive and does not change when an object is reshaped, 
and why material identity is conserved when a solid is ground into powder. The concepts 
in the network are also supported by new epistemological insights about the importance 
of measurement and limits of unaided senses, although they still rest on the “embodied” 
experience of matter as continuous.

This reorganization puts a second stepping stone within reach, in which gases are part 
of the matter ontological category; solid, liquid, and gas are phases of matter; and macro-
scopic and (submicroscopic) particle levels of description are distinguished. It is organized 
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around the first model of the structure of matter, the particle model: Matter is constituted 
of discrete preexisting submicroscopic particles, specific to a material; these particles have 
characteristic weight3 and size, move in the vacuum, and are held together by bonds that 
weaken with temperature. This model explains phase change and thermal expansion.

This reorganization puts a third stepping stone within reach: a simple version of AMT 
in which atoms and molecules are distinguished, ontologically and structurally, but 
atoms themselves are spheres. This model allows a basic explanation of chemical reactions 
and paves the way to models of subatomic structure (Stevens, Delgado, & Krajcik, 2010).

The particle model is ontologically and epistemologically simpler than AMT models, 
and facilitates the transition from the compositional model to the first AMT model in 
the learning progression. Like AMT models, the particle model posits that matter is dis-
continuous, and that phase change is an emergent phenomenon due to changes in the 
strength of bonds and in the distance between particles, not in the particles themselves. 
However, the nature of those particles is not specified and students can endorse the par-
ticle model even if they think of particles as pieces of material, retaining its macroscopic 
properties, except they are too tiny to see and have space between them. Moreover the 
distinction between atoms and molecules is not introduced until the first AMT model. 
With more complex AMT models, the ontological difference between macroscopic 
and microscopic objects on the one hand, and atoms and molecules on the other, gets 
stronger, while more and more macroscopic (intensive) properties are understood as 
emergent. Understanding and accepting the particle model requires important episte-
mological changes that will help students learn AMT models, including the importance 
of explanation over resemblance in what makes a good model. As AMT models become 
more complex, students will continue to build epistemological sophistication not only 
about the hypothetical nature of explanatory models but also about the role of indirect 
evidence and argument in supporting them. Finally, motivating the particle model with 
phase change is easier than motivating the AMT model with the distinction between 
atoms and molecules. It is also easier to grasp the emergent nature of states of matter than 
emergent properties related to atomic structure (e.g., color). In turn, the particle model 
allows articulating new puzzles that motivate AMT models— for example, how new sub-
stances are created in chemical reactions.

 We now illustrate how generating many small commensurable changes, introducing 
and enriching placeholders, and addressing disbelief can culminate in radical restruc-
turing needed to achieve each stepping stone. We begin with the move from the lower 
anchor to stepping stone 1.

Progressively Reducing Incommensurability: From the Lower Anchor to Stepping Stone 1

Young students do not yet have the metacognitive and epistemological sophistication 
that will allow older students to adopt particular beliefs or models on the basis of ex-
plicit comparative evaluation (e.g., by asking “Which model provides a better account 
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of the evidence?”). Thus, early in the LP, new concepts, beliefs, and models need to get 
established more implicitly. Specific language input is particularly important in this re-
spect, as it is in early childhood. Waxman and Markow (1995) call words “an invitation 
to form categories.” So are grammatical constructions, whose syntactic frames constrain 
inferences about ontological status or category. We would also add that science students 
cannot respond to the invitation without further support from scientific practices such 
as classifying, measuring, and modeling and from specific forms of reasoning, such as 
thought experiments and using analogies.

In the discussion that follows, we concretize the process by which specific language 
associated with specific activities can create new concepts, that is, new nodes and sub-
networks, in the matter knowledge system. We focus first on the developing ability 
to view objects as made of material. It is a suitable starting point because the lower 
anchor contains several concepts that can be integrated (in a compositional model) to 
understand what “made of material X” means, and because much initial learning about 
material can occur without creating disbelief. We then consider how elaborating the 
compositional model supports the construction of other concepts (e.g., amount of ma-
terial, scale weight, heavy for size). Developing the concept of scale weight, unlike the 
concept of material, also involves confronting explicit disbelief, which calls for episte-
mological change.

Young children, like adults, apply an object construal to everyday objects: They think of 
objects as bounded, permanent, and countable things, whose most salient properties are 
shape, size, and function. Adults, however, can also apply a material construal to these ob-
jects. They can think of them as portions of unbounded, homogeneous stuff (e.g., a fork 
is also a piece of plastic or steel) and of their intensive properties (color, smell, hardness, 
etc.) as properties of the materials they are made of (Hall, 1996). Made of material X also 
means constituted of little pieces of material X, which have the same intensive properties 
as the object. Young children do not have this concept of made of (Smith, Carey, & Wiser, 
1985); they often interpret “made of ” as the more familiar “made from” (e.g., shadows 
are made from the sun shining on people; milk is made from cows). Consequently, they 
know few solid material names, and those they do know function as adjectives, referring 
to clusters of properties: “This is a steel spoon” means “This is a shiny, hard, gray spoon,” 
not “This spoon is shiny, hard, and gray because it is made of steel.”

Conversely, young children can only apply the material construal to non- solid sam-
ples; unlike adults, they cannot think of portions of non- solids (e.g., a pile of rice, a glass 
of milk) as bounded objects. Non- solids are just “kinds of stuff ” that have no weight, no 
individuality, and (obviously) no shape. Consequently, they are not quantified: When 
presented with 1 cup of sand in one box and 3 individual cups of sand in another box 
and asked, “Which box has more sand?” 4- year olds answer randomly (Huntley- Fenner, 
Carey, & Solimando, 2002). However, objects and samples of non- solids have substanti-
ality in common— they can be touched, felt, and seen.
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A series of commensurable changes can produce a new ontological category— 
material— as what objects are made of. Language provides placeholders— names for spe-
cific materials (e.g., wood, plastic), the superordinate “kind of material,” and the phrase 
“made of [material] X.” “Made of X” is partially interpreted from the start if contexts 
support linking it to “made from.” For example, one can cut a duck from a sheet of paper; 
the duck is both made of and made from paper. Grammatical constructions enrich and 
constrain the placeholders’ meaning. For example, the statements “This toy is made of 
foam. Foam is a kind of material. Feel how squishy foam is. The toy is squishy because 
it is made of foam,” in the context of exploring and classifying different objects made of 
different materials establish that “foam” and “material” are nouns and therefore refer to 
something substantive and that squishiness is an attribute of the material foam (as well as 
objects made of foam), in contrast to other attributes such as size and shape. Thus mate-
rials are substantial like objects, but they are not objects.

Further activities help establish relevant relations between (solid) objects and mate-
rials. For example, fashioning different objects (a duck, a rabbit) from different mate-
rials (e.g., paper, clay) helps establish that formless solid materials can be used to create 
objects of distinct shapes. However, it does not highlight the relation between objects 
and materials as one of composition. This more abstract relation can be established by 
breaking objects into smaller and smaller pieces and reconstituting them while hearing, 
“This block is made of foam; it is made of pieces of foam; this piece of foam is also made 
of [little pieces of ] foam. All the little pieces of foam make up the block.” This under-
standing can then be extended to other materials (that are harder to break apart) through 
thought experiments. The new idea constituted of pieces (of arbitrary size) along with the 
existing meaning of made from X (i.e., the small pieces are made from bigger pieces) be-
comes part of the material subnetwork. As the material construal of objects develops, 
material becomes a new ontological category— materials are substantial but unbounded 
and shapeless; objects can be fashioned from big chunks of materials; objects made of X 
are made of X all the way through.

The concept made of material is now rich enough to support developing amount of ma-
terial. Decomposing objects made of blocks, counting the blocks, and establishing that 
the number of blocks does not change when objects are reshaped, help co- construct the 
meanings of “measuring” and “amount of material.” Connecting numerical knowledge 
(counting, cardinality principle) and the belief that objects are permanent (Baillargeon, 
2004) to the made of material subnetwork further elaborates the compositional model of 
material. (See Wiser, Frazier, & Fox, 2013, for details.)

Similar activities can be carried out with liquid samples, establishing that the compo-
sitional model applies to both solids and non- solids and, therefore, that the similarities 
between them go much beyond substantiality. As can happen with analogies, these simi-
larities create a superordinate— solid and non- solid material— and extend the object con-
strual to liquid samples. “Material” now refers to unbounded, substantial “stuff,” which 
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can exist in various solid and non- solid kinds, characterized by intensive properties, and 
in portions of any specific amount.

All the restructuring mechanisms we are considering involve changes in more than 
one concept; this makes sense since one is working on beliefs. We have focused so far 
on material, solids, liquids, and amount of material. Weight is another partner in this 
co- construction.

The belief that objects affect scales according to their heft exists in the lower anchor 
(Metz, 1993), as does a crude generalization linking weight and size (Smith, Carey, & 
Wiser, 1985). The activities involved in constructing amount of material also establish 
nonproblematic relations among amount of material, heft, and effect on a scale: More (of 
the same material) feels heavier and pushes on the scale more. The mechanisms we have 
just explored are useful but not sufficient to transform these initial ideas into a concept 
of weight measured by scales. For example, integrating weight into the compositional 
model is a way to transform it into an extensive quantity, that is, to think of the weight 
of an object as the sum of the weights of the parts into which it is mentally decomposed. 
However, quantifying a push is conceptually more challenging than quantifying amount 
of material and requires major epistemological learning. Units of amount are relatively 
straightforward because they are familiar and because they are pieces of the original 
object (cups of rice, Lego blocks); units of weight, however, are not. (See Wiese, 2003, 
for a brilliant analysis of what weighing a pumpkin really means.) Moreover, quantifying 
weight does not make sense unless one believes that scales, not hands, are the proper way 
to measure the downward push exerted by objects.

Not surprisingly, young children expect the scale to yield the same result as their 
hands; hence it is puzzling (and incomprehensible) to them when it sometimes does 
not. The learning progression first builds up the notion that scales are more sensitive 
and more reliable than hands in contexts that do not create disbelief. One object may 
make the scale go down more than another even though both have the same heft. This 
allows children to confront an important epistemological issue about the relative sensi-
tivity of scales vs. hands. Another epistemological point concerns the greater reliability 
of the scale: Individuals’ weight judgments vary, but scales are consistent. Once scales are 
believed to have greater trustworthiness and therefore are the best way to measure weight 
(i.e., downward push), children can engage in activities that progressively make weight 
an extensive quantity (the weight of an object is the sum of the weights of its parts), 
measured with a scale, and that concurrently help them build the concept of weight unit.

Elsewhere we have written about some of the “small steps” needed in elaborating scale 
weight. Objects can be ordered first qualitatively by their relative effect on a scale and 
placed on a “weight line.” (Equal- size cubes of different materials are used so that heft 
does not conflict with scale weight.) They are then ordered quantitatively by balancing 
each of them with a number of units (first with idiosyncratic ones, then grams). The lan-
guage changes to scaffold the successive conceptual changes: from “The Playdoh cube is 
as heavy as five teddy bears,” to “The weight of the cube is the same as the weight of five 
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teddy bears,” to “The weight of the cube is five teddy bears,” to “The weight of the cube 
is 25 grams” (Wiser et al., 2012). Relating material and amount of material in the compo-
sitional model enhances the effects of the new experiences. For example, one can use the 
model to equate the effects of adding one teddy bear on one pan, and one unit of amount 
of Playdoh on the other pan. This links weight units with amount units and recruits the 
model into constructing the extensivity of weight, as well as the belief that weight does 
not change when objects are spatially transformed.

Another important component of the weight subnetwork is the belief that any piece 
of stuff, however minuscule, has weight. Once the beliefs that weight is measured with a 
scale and correlated with amount of material are entrenched, it makes sense to wonder, 
“If I  keep cutting a chunk of material into smaller and smaller pieces, will the pieces 
always weigh something?” Sensory evidence says “no,” but the compositional model, the 
newly acquired idea that weight is extensive, and associating weight with number can be 
used in a thought experiment to reason that they will (Wiser et al., 2012). Starting with a 
moderate number of pieces, one knows each has weight and their combined weight is the 
weight of the object. If one keeps halving each piece, each piece is half the weight and thus 
still weighs something, however small; moreover, each piece must have weight because 
the pieces compose the object, and therefore their individual weights compose the whole 
object’s weight. This holds even if the pieces are too small to be visible. Mathematical 
arguments strengthen this conclusion: If each tiny piece were really 0 grams, how could 
adding many 0’s lead to some number other than 0? Adopting this belief requires an 
epistemological commitment of a new kind: trusting a conclusion from premises, even 
though the conclusion violates sensory evidence. The compositional model thus becomes 
a microscopic model: Objects can be thought of as constituted of pieces so small as to be 
invisible and yet weighing something and occupying space.

Establishing the relations among weight, object, and kind of material is complex and 
long- drawn. It starts with crude empirical generalizations that can be established by 
hefting objects— objects made of X are heavier than objects made of Y; larger objects 
are heavier than smaller objects. Moving significantly toward density, however, requires 
not only an extensive concept of weight and a concept of material, but also a concept 
of volume and understanding that, in the phrase “material X is heavier than material Y,” 
“heavier” means “denser.” An intermediate concept, heavy for size, which applies to ob-
jects but depends on the material they are made of, helps this differentiation.

Both language and qualitative and quantitative modeling play important roles in the 
development of density. New phrases such as “this steel cube is heavier for its size than 
the aluminum one” and “steel is a heavier kind of material than aluminum” signal that a 
different concept than weight is needed in generalizations about material. These phrases, 
rather than an unknown new word such as “density,” provide important links to exist-
ing knowledge (via “heavy,” heft, “size”) that help construct a meaningful density con-
cept. They are partially interpreted placeholders. Heavy kind of material, however, needs 
a great amount of elaboration, mostly through modeling. The compositional model is 
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enriched with the belief that even tiny pieces of material have the same heaviness for size as 
larger samples. Quantitative understandings of density in terms of weight/ volume ratios 
can be bootstrapped using dots per box models (Smith, Maclin, Grosslight, & Davis, 
1997), graphical depictions of weight/ volume relations (Lehrer, Schauble, Strom, & 
Pligge, 2001), or explicit equations.

Looking back to the lower anchor, in which material, amount, volume, and density 
didn’t exist at all, solids and non- solids were ontologically distinct, and the core prop-
erty of weight was heft, one can appreciate that the matter knowledge network has under-
gone radical restructuring. It contains several new nodes— material and made of (as well 
as names of new specific materials and intensive properties), amount of material, volume, 
and density. Each node is part of a rich subnetwork of beliefs expressed as relations with 
other nodes (e.g., the weight of a portion of material does not change when it is reshaped; 
glass is brittle; glass is a material). Some nodes and connections embody new epistemolog-
ical knowledge; for example, counting can be used for measuring, and units are arbitrary 
but need to be equal. This restructuring takes place without destabilizing the network 
(i.e., without generating inconsistencies that cause incomprehension or disbelief ). This 
is because learning experiences are chosen and ordered on cognitive grounds. For exam-
ple, placeholders have some meaning at the outset, which supports and effectively con-
strains further learning. Specific materials have affordances that support integrating new 
experiences into existing knowledge and can act as prototypes for concepts in the making. 
Playdoh, for example, can easily be shaped and broken down into little pieces that keep 
the perceptual properties of the whole (as liquids do). The word “Playdoh” already refers 
to a shapeless, boundless stuff one fashions objects from, and being made of Playdoh re-
mains a very salient property of those objects. Thus, both through language and activities, 
Playdoh can act as a cognitive anchor for solid material, material, and made of, and for 
constructing the compositional model. The model can then be extended to other contexts 
through thought experiments and made more robust through acts of drawing and explicit 
symbolization (e.g., dots per box models).

Progressively Reducing Incommensurability: From Stepping Stone 1 to Stepping Stone 2

The hub of stepping stone 2 is the particle model, which is very different from the com-
positional model. The compositional model embodies quantification of and principles 
about matter (e.g., weight is extensive, amount is conserved when shape changes, micro-
scopic pieces of material have weight). It is a mental version of sensory- motor interac-
tions with solids and liquids, extended to the microscopic level. As such, it treats matter 
as continuous, but it is not a model of the structure of matter. The particle model, in 
contrast, represents the structure of matter and violates deeply held beliefs about its conti-
nuity. Therefore, students need to be taught its tenets explicitly and not only understand 
them but be persuaded to adopt them. This requires careful orchestration of both content 
knowledge and epistemological changes, which make the model progressively richer and 
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more explanatory and, therefore, more believable. Nussbaum’s pioneering work (1997) 
stressed the importance of addressing students’ epistemological (and metaphysical) as-
sumptions explicitly in teaching particle models. Those assumptions, Nussbaum argues, 
are ignored in traditional instruction and contribute significantly to making particle 
models “unbelievable.” He also argued for the need to consider carefully the contexts 
in which the tenets of the model are most compelling for students.4 Stevens, Delgado, 
and Krajcik (2010) adopted a similar approach for the atomic- molecular model in later 
grades, simultaneously developing both epistemological and content knowledge by en-
gaging students in cycles of model- based reasoning, argumentation, and revision.

Some phenomena which can be described but not explained with the concepts in 
stepping stone 1 create puzzles that the particle model can resolve (Snir, Smith, & Raz, 
2003). Successive puzzles can motivate students to adopt increasingly complex versions 
of the model. For example, when samples of alcohol and water are mixed, their weights 
add up, but their volumes do not. The compositional model, which assumes matter is 
incompressible, cannot account for this phenomenon, but a simple version of the particle 
model can: Some water particles fit into the (preexisting) spaces between alcohol mol-
ecules. Thermal expansion presents a similar puzzle but requires a richer version of the 
particle model: Particles are in motion, their motion and relative distance increase when 
a substance is heated. Of course, understanding that the particle model is a good expla-
nation for these puzzling phenomena is not sufficient. Believing that matter is particulate 
also requires reconciling the particle model with the overwhelming sensory evidence that 
matter is continuous. This, in turn, requires further elaboration of the model— solids are 
solid because their particles are held together by very strong bonds—and new epistemo-
logical considerations—the particles and spaces between them are far too tiny to see, 
even with a microscope. Macroscopic analogs can be used to demonstrate empirically 
that scale and viewing distance affect perceptual resolution (Wiser et al., 2012). For exam-
ple, TV images are composed of individual pixels but look continuous from a distance.

At this point in the learning progression, the concepts particle and bond are partially 
specified placeholders, supported by new epistemological beliefs: Particles are preexisting 
pieces of substance, too tiny to see, whose behaviors and interactions explain a whole 
range of macroscopic phenomena. Although students know particles are the substance 
(i.e., there is no other “stuff ”), they do not yet fully grasp the ontological distinction 
between particles and macroscopic pieces of material or the deep ontological similarity 
among solids, liquids, and gases. Some know particles are the same in all three states, re-
lying on motion and bond strength to account for macroscopic differences among solids, 
liquids, and gases, but they still think of particles as tiny pieces of the substance in its 
room temperature state. Others think that particles undergo phase change individually; 
for example, particles of water are liquid and particles of ice are “frozen” ( Johnson, 2013). 
These models are examples of what Vosniadou and Brewer (1992) call “synthetic models”; 
they creatively integrate elements from scientists’ models and from students’ initial 
knowledge. Synthetic models of matter are meaningful because they connect with prior 
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knowledge and they are productive in moving students’ thinking forward. The mistaken 
assumptions can later be kicked aside when, with further elaboration of the models, they 
are no longer needed. (See Johnson, 1998, 2013, for data showing that models embodying 
various misconceptions about particles may be necessary steps in a progression toward a 
more scientifically correct view of particles.)

Puzzling over the nature of gases and phase changes prompts use and enrichment of the 
particle model; it also provides opportunities to develop new epistemological insights. 
When empirical evidence, modeling, and epistemological discussion are combined, the 
ontological status of gases and particles becomes radically different from that during 
stepping stone 1. More specifically, various experiments building upon stepping stone 1 
can show that macroscopic samples of gases have weight and volume, like solid and liquid 
samples. Applying the particle model to gases explains their having weight and volume 
(as well as their being compressible). This puts gases into the same ontological category 
as solids and liquids (they are all constituted of tiny particles of materials), an implication 
that violates students’ embodied experiences of matter as something they can see, feel, 
and touch. It is one thing to accept that a piece too small to see and feel has weight and 
volume, but how can millions of them together not be detectable by sight and touch? 
Why do gases not behave perceptually like solids and liquids?

As before, overcoming the power of sensory evidence (or lack of it, in this case) re-
quires further elaboration of the particle model and explicit discussion of these episte-
mological issues. The distance between particles in a gas is many, many times their size, 
whereas particles are close to each other in solids and liquids. Therefore, when you look 
at air, for example, you are looking mostly at empty space, no matter how many particles 
there are. This epistemological argument can be supported by an analogy: Even a large 
collection of very tiny dots on a page cannot be seen if they are widely spaced; they only 
become visible when they get closer together.

Let us sum up so far. Stepping stone 2 is basic knowledge of the structure of matter in 
the solid, liquid, and gas state. Its incommensurability with stepping stone 1 is overcome 
progressively. Specific phenomena incompatible with a continuous view of solids and 
liquids are explored in a specific order to allow introducing the tenets of the particle 
model on a “need to know” basis. The model becomes entrenched as the placeholders 
particle and bond take on richer meanings and explain a wider range of phenomena. 
Epistemological knowledge undergoes major changes in conjunction with knowledge 
about matter. For example, change in the concept of a good model (from one that resem-
bles a phenomenon to one that explains it) contributes to adopting the particle model 
and itself gets entrenched as the explanatory power of the particle model grows. The par-
ticle model is crucial to placing gases in the same ontological category as solids and liq-
uids, and it further supports changing matter’s core meaning from what can be seen and 
touched to what has weight and volume.

The acceptability of gases being matter and solids and liquids being discontinuous in-
creases further when phase changes are explained with the particle model. Appreciating 
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the explanatory strength of the particle model in this context, however, entails believing 
that substance identity is conserved through phase change:  Phase change is due to in-
creased motion that loosens the bonds between particles, not to a change in the particles 
themselves. This is inconsistent with the implicit belief that being solid or liquid is an 
inherent property of materials, a very reasonable idea. Most everyday materials exist in 
only one state, and some of those that melt (e.g., wax) lose their perceptual properties (e.g., 
whiteness) and appear indeed to become something else. Thus, persuasion is involved here 
as well, supported by developing an explicit understanding of emergent properties and 
how they can be explained. A sequence of teaching activities will illustrate these points.

Most young students expect that weight should change when materials melt and freeze 
(because they assume harder things are heavier) (Stavy & Stachel, 1985)  and are quite 
surprised when the empirical evidence shows that it does not. The epistemology of step-
ping stone 1 prepares them to believe the evidence from the scale, but the compositional 
model does not explain why this should be. It accounts for weight constancy only when 
objects are cut into pieces, because weight constancy is based on each piece being a “small 
version” of the whole. That premise does not hold when solids melt.

The particle model, on the other hand, explains why weight does not change (the 
number of particles does not change; each has a weight specific to the material) and 
melting itself. But those explanations make sense only if one accepts that particles are the 
same in the solid and liquid state. Since there is no empirical way to demonstrate material 
identity conservation (at the macroscopic level), one has to rely on cognitive means (e.g., 
exemplars and analogies) to persuade students to adopt the idea. Students also need more 
sophisticated epistemological knowledge to appreciate how the particle model accounts 
for phase change. For example, given that students already know that substance identity 
does not change when an object is ground into a powder, one can use the perceptual sim-
ilarities between powders and liquids (e.g., both are pourable) to shore up the idea that 
melting does not change substance identity either. Students also know from experience 
that melted chocolate is still chocolate and melted butter is still butter because of smell 
and taste (which actually are much more reliable cues to material identity than color). 
Closer attention to such properties (melted wax smells like wax) and considering more 
abstract ones (e.g., flammability) increase the credibility of substance identity conserva-
tion during melting and freezing.

A crucial epistemological change works to tip the scale in favor of both substance iden-
tity conservation and the particle model’s account of melting: making an explicit distinc-
tion between the model itself and the observations it accounts for, and understanding 
how the model explains the state of a material as an emergent property. State depends 
on the strength of the bonds between particles, which itself depends on their motion, 
which itself depends on temperature. Note that the force of this explanation would not 
be possible with the pared- down model typical of traditional instruction, which does not 
include bonds (or, sometimes, motion), or with instruction that does not address episte-
mological issues explicitly. This epistemological change is also crucial for understanding 
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that particles are ontologically different from little macroscopic pieces (i.e., particles of 
liquids are not liquid themselves).

Understanding that the particle model provides compelling explanations for melting 
and freezing prepares students to expand the range of the model to boiling, condens-
ing, and evaporation. These new explanations, in turn, strengthen the credibility of the 
model, as well as provide further support for the material nature of gases.

It should now be clear that epistemological beliefs change radically during the journey 
from stepping stone 1 to stepping stone 2: Believing that instruments are more reliable 
than the unaided senses is one thing, but distinguishing models from data and believing 
that models should be adopted on explanatory grounds is another, especially when they 
violate deeply entrenched beliefs and strong perceptual evidence. These beliefs need to 
be explicitly addressed and develop in small steps, and in interaction with beliefs about 
substances and objects. For example, convincing students to adopt the particle model (to 
account for puzzling evidence) requires careful thinking about how to relate the model to 
specific contexts (which motivate adding different features of the model) and how to se-
quence the consideration of those contexts. Entrenchment of the model goes hand in hand 
with its development and elaboration, which in turn support believing that models should 
be adopted on explanatory grounds. Finally, the entrenchment of the particle model draws 
not only on the achievements of the prior stepping stone but also on certain biases in chil-
dren’s thinking. For example, children have “essentialist” biases (Gelman, 2003) that can 
support believing in the conservation of substance identity through transformations, even 
with limited evidence. Children are intuitively sensitive to explanatory power in situations 
where they understand proposed explanations (Koslowski & Masnick, 2010), which can 
evolve into epistemological criteria for choosing among competing models.

Conclusions

The challenges of science instruction are real— the differences between children’s con-
cepts and scientists’ are vast. However, we have shown how many small changes of the 
right type can synergetically lead to radical reconceptualization. They are effected by 
carefully orchestrating specific experiences which engage a variety of learning mecha-
nisms. Many are subsumed under Quinian bootstrapping, but more than this is involved.

Our LP framework embodies a divide- and- conquer approach, which involves setting 
coherent intermediate learning goals— a series of reorganizations which function as step-
ping stones for further learning. In each stepping stone, the new terms and ideas (e.g., 
particle, heavy for size) are not a subset of the scientists’ theory; instead they are pre-
cursors to it, individually and as a group. Those placeholders are introduced only when 
students have the knowledge necessary to give them preliminary meaning and to enrich 
that meaning by developing relations among them and with existing knowledge. This 
constrains Quinian bootstrapping: One cannot start with placeholders for the scientists’ 
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concepts because bootstrapping would not take place, for lack of sufficient grounding. 
Placeholders have to be chosen, ordered, and coordinated to maximize productive con-
nections with existing knowledge and minimize those that cause confusion, incompre-
hension, and/ or disbelief.

The divide- and- conquer approach also means paying careful attention to context. Some 
new ideas make more sense in relation to particular phenomena than others. Productive 
initial contexts are those where beliefs incompatible with the new idea remain latent, 
while those that enrich it are foregrounded (e.g., using chocolate to explore material iden-
tity conservation). Some materials or objects have affordances that help concretize a new 
idea (e.g., Playdoh vis- a- vis the compositional model). Once the new idea makes sense in 
those contexts, it is easier to generalize to less “transparent” cases. Quinian bootstrapping 
per se is not concerned with these textured contexts. Yet, carefully matching contexts to 
placeholders helps ensure that a complex knowledge system evolves toward the scientific 
theory, without being destabilized.

These considerations highlight the theoretical and pedagogical benefit of assuming 
that knowledge networks include a diversity of elements and of viewing concepts as sets 
of relations among them. Whole concepts in two successive stepping stones are incom-
mensurable, but some of their components are not. Specific contexts and learning activ-
ities can pick out those components and integrate them into the placeholders. When 
those pieces are consistent with a principle they can enrich and entrench placeholders. 
Sensory- motor schemata, p- prims, and percepts are important in the enrichment of 
placeholders because they don’t need revising.

Similar considerations apply to modeling. Understanding the model in the upper 
anchor is accomplished by developing a series of models that are meaningful, conceptually 
simpler ones, rather than the expert model with fewer parts. Each model should first be 
developed in contexts where the mapping from perceptual elements to components of the 
model is more straightforward or the explanatory power of the model is more transparent. 
Once the model is entrenched in those contexts, it can be related to broader contexts.

Changing the network progressively also means attending to coordinated changes— 
and recognizing that epistemological learning is central to model building. Each new 
model provides opportunities for developing new epistemological insights, allowing 
bootstrapping of both epistemology and content. The importance of epistemological be-
liefs for domain- specific concept development is not foregrounded in Carey’s discussion 
of Quinian bootstrapping.

Attitudes toward statements, propositions, and beliefs should also be taken into ac-
count. Our approach is to reduce the incommensurability between successive learning 
steps as much as possible, yet there are cases (e.g., matter is particulate; temperature does 
not measure heat) in which disbelief cannot be avoided. In such cases, developing the 
ability to treat a new statement or model as not yet believable but nevertheless under-
standable, or learning that the same term may have different meanings in science and in 
everyday life may be necessary for fleshing out certain placeholders.
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Finally, we have highlighted the powerful role that language can play in scaffolding the 
construction of new ideas. Placeholders provide basic structure of future concepts, but 
other aspects of language, grammatical constructions in particular, convey implicit mean-
ings that constrain how the placeholders are related to context, each other, and preexisting 
knowledge and therefore effectively contribute to building their meanings.

These elaborations on bootstrapping address major weaknesses of traditional instruction 
and should allow the majority of students, not just the most prepared and motivated ones, 
to achieve the reconceptualizations involved in learning science. Traditional instruction 
often simplifies scientific statements and models by removing some of their elements. But 
this does not bring remaining ones any closer to students’ ideas. Traditional instruction 
also pays little attention to the “conceptual fit” between principles, concepts, and models 
and the contexts to which they are applied. Although widely recognized as important by 
conceptual change researchers, developing greater epistemological sophistication is widely 
ignored in traditional instruction. Motivation and metacognition are also recognized as 
central to conceptual change, but their relations to students’ attitudes toward incommen-
surability and to processes involved in reconceptualization are not well understood. Finally, 
the importance of language, and particularly of grammatical constructions, in making sci-
entific ideas accessible to students, is not yet recognized in the educational community.

Notes

1. However, it is not universal. Some (e.g., Liu & Lesniak, 2006) think of LPs as describing the 
sequence with which ideas develop given the (traditional) science curriculum. For them, LPs are em-
pirically based, but not hypothetical or revisable based on long- term comparative teaching studies.

2. This model is first developed using macroscopic pieces and then extended via thought ex-
periments to microscopic pieces (i.e., pieces so small they are invisible to the naked eye).

3. Strictly speaking, they have characteristic mass. Similarly, the principle that weight stays the 
same when objects are reshaped or undergo phase change is not a principle in physics and applies 
only if gravity does not change. We believe, however, that it is pedagogically crucial to focus on 
weight rather than mass at first. See Foster and Wiser (2012) for more details.

4. Although we agree with many aspects of Nussbaum’s analyses of the multiple conceptual 
hurdles facing students, we disagree with one of his specific conclusions— namely that particle 
models should be first introduced in the context of gases. See Wiser and Smith (2012) for more 
details of our criticism and proposed alternative.
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Bundles of Contradiction
A Coexistence View of Conceptual Change

Andrew Shtulman and Tania Lombrozo

Introduction

Why do giraffes have long necks? One idea is that they were given long necks by a 
divine creator. Another is that they acquired long necks by stretching their necks day 
after day, week after week, year after year. And yet another is that giraffes that were 
randomly born with longer necks were more successful at surviving and reproducing 
in the African savanna and thus passed on an inherent disposition for long necks to 
their offspring.

The diversity of views on why giraffes have long necks is not special or unusual. Any 
phenomenon is consistent with multiple theories, and alternative theories often coexist. 
Scholars interested in the development of conceptual understanding have generally ne-
glected this fact: The process of conceptual change, or knowledge acquisition at the level 
of individual concepts, has traditionally been framed as the transition from an inaccurate, 
intuitive theory of a domain to a more accurate, scientific theory of that domain, with-
out much attention to the diversity of views that may abound even after the transition 
(Carey, 1985; Vosniadou, 1994). In other words, it has typically been assumed that, in any 
given domain, the endpoint of conceptual change is acquiring a scientific theory of the 
domain, and that scientific theories replace the nonscientific theories that came before 
them. Recent research, however, has begun to show that nonscientific theories persist 
in the minds of scientifically literature adults, coexisting and sometimes competing with 
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scientific alternatives. We refer to this phenomenon as explanatory coexistence (see also 
Gelman, 2011; Legare, Evans, Rosengren, & Harris, 2012).

Explanatory coexistence poses a strong challenge to traditional notions of concep-
tual change because it implies that concepts do not always change; they sometimes 
proliferate. While it’s long been argued that scientific concepts do not “replace” non-
scientific concepts in the sense of merely overwriting them (Caravita & Halldén, 
1994; Spada, 1994), all dominant models of conceptual change assume replacement 
in the sense that structures existing before the change cease to exist following the 
change. Put differently, models of conceptual change that link parent concepts to 
their descendant concepts through some form of transformation— whether it be dif-
ferentiation and coalescence (Carey, 1999), ontological reclassification (Chi, 2005), 
or the reanalysis of core presuppositions (Vosniadou, 1994)— entail an implicit pro-
cess of replacement, albeit one that occurs over an extended time frame and with 
many intermediate steps. Descendant concepts are assumed to replace the parent 
concepts, not live side by side with those concepts, potentially competing with them 
for explanatory dominance.

In this chapter, we review evidence for explanatory coexistence obtained through a 
variety of methods and across a variety of domains, with theories of biological adapta-
tion as a recurring illustration. We then consider four explanations for why nonscien-
tific theories could persist in the face of scientific ones, arguing that they are most likely 
preserved for their lasting cognitive utility. Folk theories, after all, serve multiple and 
sometimes competing aims, not unlike competing scientific models within a given field 
of science at a given point in time. We conclude by noting important implications of 
explanatory coexistence for future research on conceptual change.

Our focus throughout the chapter is on cases of explanatory coexistence in which the 
coexisting explanations are mutually incompatible; that is, they derive from theories that 
carve up the same domain of phenomena into different ontological categories and define 
different operations over those categories. There are certainly cases in which we hold 
multiple, complementary explanations of the same phenomena— for example, multiple 
explanations of why underprivileged students often perform poorly in school or multiple 
explanations of why former convicts often return to crime (Kuhn, 1991)— but those cases 
do not require special explanation from a conceptual point of view. Likewise, the fact 
that two explanations are mutually incompatible does not mean that the theories that 
generated those explanations are globally incommensurable (Carey, 1999); they most cer-
tainly overlap in their conceptual structures and conceptual referents or they would not 
be considered theories of the same domain. Our objective, then, is not to argue that all 
competing explanations are incommensurate or that all incommensurate explanations 
are irreconcilable, but to argue that some of the explanations we treat as viable accounts 
of the same phenomena are incommensurate and that such explanations bely the exis-
tence of qualitatively different theories, many of which we have explicitly rejected or 
abandoned earlier in development.
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Two Flavors of Explanatory Coexistence

Coexistence between scientific and nonscientific theories comes in at least two flavors. 
One is the coexistence of scientific and supernatural theories of the same domain. In the 
domain of biology, for instance, evolution by natural selection and creationism both 
offer explanations for the origin and complexity of adaptive traits. Creationist beliefs 
have been documented not only among religious fundamentalists, who explicitly avow 
such beliefs, but also among secular children and adults, who do not explicitly avow such 
beliefs but sometimes implicitly appeal to creation when asked to explain where living 
creatures came from (Evans, 2001; Samarapungavan & Wiers, 1997). Similarly, nonde-
nominational arguments for the “intelligent design” of biological organisms have reso-
nated with the general public for centuries and continue to resonate with the general 
public today, despite increased exposure to the scientific alternative of evolution by nat-
ural selection (Lombrozo, Shtulman, & Weisberg, 2006; Tracy, Hart, & Martens, 2011).

The coexistence of scientific and supernatural explanations of the same phenomena 
is prevalent in other domains as well. Scientific beliefs about the neural basis of cogni-
tion and behavior compete with supernatural beliefs about souls to explain consciousness 
(Preston, Ritter, & Hepler, 2013; Richert & Harris, 2008). Scientific beliefs about the in-
terpersonal transmission of microscopic germs compete with supernatural beliefs about 
karma and witchcraft to explain illness (Legare & Gelman, 2008; Raman & Gelman, 
2004). And scientific beliefs about the interrelated functions of vital organs compete 
with supernatural beliefs about the afterlife and divine justice to explain death (Harris & 
Giménez, 2005; Rosengren et al., 2014). While some people have devised explicit means 
of reconciling these two types of explanations (e.g., positing germs as a proximate cause 
of illness and witchcraft as a distal cause), many have not (Legare et al., 2012; Legare &  
Visala, 2011). Instead, they vacillate between scientific and supernatural explanations 
depending on the events being explained (e.g., the act of thinking vs. the act of feel-
ing; Richert & Harris, 2008, mundane events vs. life- altering events, Lupfer, Brock, & 
DePaola, 1992; Lupfer, Tolliver, & Jackson, 1996) or the context in which the explanation 
is provided (e.g., a hospital vs. a church; Harris & Giménez, 2005).

Another type of coexistence is that between scientific and intuitive theories of the 
same phenomena, where the intuitive theories deviate from scientific consensus but do 
not invoke the supernatural. For instance, many adults who have obtained college- level 
instruction in biology, and who passed those courses with high marks, still appear to hold 
an intuitive theory of evolution on which evolution is construed as the cross- generational 
transformation of a species’ underlying “essence,” with each organism predisposed to pro-
duce offspring more adapted to its environment than it was itself at birth. Natural selec-
tion plays no role in this theory, as species are construed not as populations of unique in-
dividuals but as discrete types that evolve as homogenous units (Shtulman, 2006). These 
nonscientific conceptions of evolution are internally consistent and explanatorily broad 
(Shtulman & Calabi, 2012, 2013).
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Coexistence between scientific and intuitive theories is evident in many other do-
mains as well. Adults who have successfully completed college- level instruction in me-
chanics often maintain intuitive theories of motion predicated on the belief that objects 
in motion possess an internal force, or “impetus,” that will maintain the object’s motion 
until dissipated or transferred to another object (Halloun & Hestenes, 1985; McCloskey, 
1983). Adults who have successfully completed college- level instruction in thermody-
namics often maintain intuitive theories of heat predicated on the belief that heat is a 
substance that flows in and out of objects and can be trapped or contained (Chiou & 
Anderson, 2010; Reiner, Slotta, Chi, & Resnick, 2000). And adults who have success-
fully completed college- level instruction in astronomy often maintain intuitive theories 
of the seasons predicated on the belief that the Earth is closer to the sun during summer 
than it is during winter (Lee, 2010; Tsai & Chang, 2005). In all such cases, adults who 
have demonstrated mastery of scientific concepts in formal contexts (e.g., problem sets, 
multiple- choice tests) still tend to default to naïve concepts in informal contexts (e.g., 
drawing tasks, thought experiments, open- ended explanations).

We should note that explanatory coexistence is not intrinsically tied to holding a scien-
tific theory of a domain, where we use “scientific” to denote the theories of contemporary 
science, as opposed to the broader category of those that are naturalistic or differentiated 
from pseudoscience via some demarcation criterion, such as falsifiability (Hansson, 2015). 
One could endorse mutually incompatible explanations such that neither explanation is 
scientific, as in the case of someone who endorses both creationist explanations for the 
origin of life and evolutionary, yet non- Darwinian, explanations (Shtulman, 2006), or in 
the case of someone who endorses both witchcraft- based explanations for illness and con-
tagious, yet nonmicrobial, explanations (Solomon & Cassimatis, 1999). There is nothing, 
in principle, that elevates the conflict between scientific and nonscientific theories above 
that of two nonscientific theories with regard to the issues considered later in the chapter. 
Still, conflicts between scientific and nonscientific theories constitute the clearest cases 
of explanatory coexistence, and we will focus on those cases for that reason. We should 
also note that we use the term “theory” to refer to networks of causal- explanatory beliefs 
that have the same structural and functional properties as scientific theories, regardless of 
whether those beliefs are introspectively accessible and regardless of whether those beliefs 
are explicitly endorsed.

Evidence of Explanatory Coexistence

Over the past decade, evidence of explanatory coexistence has been accumulating from a 
variety of sources: priming tasks, inference tasks, speeded- reasoning tasks, neuroimaging 
studies, and studies of Alzheimer’s patients. These findings paint a less uniform picture 
of conceptual development and conceptual change than that assumed by previous work 
in the field.
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Scientific vs. Supernatural Theories

Perhaps the most straightforward demonstration of coexistence comes from studies in 
which adults are asked to evaluate multiple explanations for the same phenomenon or 
event, such as illness (Legare & Gelman, 2008; Raman & Gelman, 2004) or death (Astuti 
& Harris, 2008; Harris & Giménez, 2005). Rather than endorse only scientific explana-
tions or only supernatural explanations, most adults endorse a combination of the two. 
Legare and Gelman (2008), for instance, asked Sesotho- speaking adults in South Africa 
to evaluate the likelihood that a hypothetical case of AIDS was caused by biological fac-
tors, such as blood mixing or unprotected sex, or supernatural factors, such as witchcraft 
or ancestral displeasure. They found that most adults endorsed both types of factors, de-
spite demonstrating high levels of understanding of the causal properties of AIDS and 
AIDS transmission. Similar results have been obtained when adults are asked to evaluate 
explanations for interpersonal events, such as getting a new job or fighting with one’s 
spouse; individuals who endorse folk psychological explanations also frequently endorse 
supernatural explanations for the same event (e.g., the influence of God), particularly 
when those events are life- altering (Lupfer et al., 1992, 1996).

Even adults who endorse only scientific explanations for natural phenomena show evi-
dence of representing supernatural explanations at an implicit level. For instance, Preston 
and colleagues have manipulated adults’ implicit evaluation of God relative to science 
(Preston & Epley, 2009) and their implicit evaluation of the soul relative to the body 
(Preston et al., 2013) by priming either religious or scientific conceptions of the same 
phenomenon. In one such study, participants read a passage about the Big Bang that 
ended with a statement that either affirmed or challenged the theory’s validity. They then 
completed a speeded categorization task in which they categorized words as positive or 
negative, sometimes preceded by the words “science” or “God” as masked primes (i.e., 
“science” or “God” were presented for 15 milliseconds following the 250- millisecond 
presentation of a mask, such that participants were unaware of the prime). Participants 
who read the science- affirming statement were faster to classify positive words than neg-
ative words when they were preceded by the “science” prime relative to the “God” prime, 
whereas participants who read the science- challenging statement showed the opposite 
pattern. Priming participants with religious materials had equivalent effects; when par-
ticipants were prompted to think of God as an entity with broad explanatory scope, they 
had more positive implicit associations with God relative to science (Preston & Epley, 
2009; see also Tracy et al., 2011).

Coexistence between scientific and supernatural explanations has been revealed using 
other measures as well. In a study of implicit dualism, Bering (2002) asked adults to deter-
mine whether each of 24 bodily states ceased upon death. He found that it took longer for 
participants to affirm the cessation of psychological states, such as wanting or knowing, 
than to affirm the cessation of physiological states, such as feeling hungry or feeling sick, 
even for participants who explicitly disavowed the possibility of an afterlife. In a study 
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of implicit superstition, Subbotsky (2010) showed adults a small wooden box that, when 
activated by a “magic spell,” appeared to damage a stamp placed inside it. While all adults 
denied that the box was causally efficacious, claiming instead that the outcome they had 
witnessed was merely an illusion, a third refused to place their driver’s licenses inside the 
box, and two- thirds refused to place their passport inside. On the face of it, this type of 
competition between implicit and explicit beliefs about a given phenomenon may seem 
like an alternative to coexistence, as participants’ scientific and supernatural theories do 
not exist harmoniously side by side. Nonetheless, these findings show that the same indi-
viduals must in fact represent both sets of beliefs in order for them to compete.

Scientific vs. Intuitive Theories

The primary source of evidence for the coexistence of scientific and intuitive theories is 
the finding, replicated in many studies, that adults’ verification of scientific information 
takes longer, and is less accurate, the more that information conflicts with intuitive theo-
ries of the same domain. When asked to classify entities as alive or not alive, for example, 
adults are slower to classify plants as alive than to classify animals as alive, presumably 
because our intuitive theories of life exclude plants (and other seemingly inanimate organ-
isms) from the category living thing (Babai, Sekal, & Stavy, 2010; Goldberg & Thompson- 
Schill, 2009). When asked to predict which of two objects will sink faster in water, adults 
are slower to make predictions based on density (as represented by the object’s material 
of composition) than to make predictions based on size, presumably because our intui-
tive theories of matter do not treat density as a separate dimension from weight and size 
(Kohn, 1993; Potvin, Masson, Lafortune, & Cyr, 2015). And when asked to identify scien-
tifically unwarranted explanations under time pressure, adults are less accurate in rejecting 
unwarranted teleological explanations (e.g., “trees produce oxygen so that animals can 
breathe”) than in rejecting unwarranted mechanical explanations (e.g., “zebras have black 
stripes because they eat coal”), presumably because our intuitive theories of function apply 
promiscuously to both artifacts and natural kinds (Kelemen, Rottman, & Seston, 2013).

In one of the most systematic demonstrations of this effect, Shtulman and Valcarcel 
(2012) asked college- educated adults to verify, as quickly as possible, statements of two 
types: those whose truth- value is the same on both scientific and intuitive theories of 
a domain (e.g., “the moon revolves around the Earth,” which is both scientifically and 
intuitively true) and those involving the same conceptual relations but whose truth- value 
differs across scientific and intuitive theories (e.g., “the sun revolves around the Earth,” 
which is intuitively true but scientifically false). The statements covered five concepts in 
each of ten domains. Consistent with prior studies, they found that intuition- inconsis-
tent statements were verified more slowly and less accurately than intuition- consistent 
statements, and this effect was obtained in all ten domains: astronomy, evolution, frac-
tions, genetics, germs, matter, mechanics, physiology, thermodynamics, and waves. These 
results have been replicated among science professors, who are significantly more accurate  
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than college undergraduates at verifying intuition- inconsistent statements but are no 
faster at doing so (Shtulman & Harrington, 2016).

The simultaneous representation of scientific theories and intuitive theories is evident 
not only in the speed of adults’ scientific inferences but also in the content of their errors. 
For example, when adults are asked to estimate the pairwise distances between inter-
national cities, their estimates are typically more consistent with a flat Earth than with 
a spherical Earth (Carbon, 2010). When adults are asked to recollect the location of a 
ball 20 ms after it was shot through a spiral tube, their recollections are typically more 
consistent with a physically impossible spiral path than with the straight path it actually 
took (Freyd & Jones, 1994). And when adults are asked to indicate where in a sandbox 
someone will search for a displaced object, their estimates are typically distorted away 
from where the object was initially buried— and where the digger presumably thinks it 
is— toward the site of its actual location (Sommerville, Bernstein, & Meltzoff, 2013).

Admittedly, these data constitute only indirect evidence of explanatory coexistence, 
as there are potentially other ways to explain discrepancies in the speed and accuracy 
of participants’ reasoning across the conditions reported earlier (e.g., the persistence of 
subconceptual elements rather than conceptual ones, or conflicts within a theory rather 
than between theories). Nevertheless, at least two considerations suggest that these data 
comprise more than just a collection of experimental artifacts: (1) their consistency across 
tasks, materials, and domains and (2) their convergence with findings obtained using 
different methods (fMRI) and in different populations (Alzheimer’s patients).

With respect to this second consideration, Dunbar, Fugelsang, and Stein (2007) 
found that college- educated adults exhibited different patterns of brain activity when 
watching motion displays that were either consistent or inconsistent with the laws of 
physics. The physics- consistent displays depicted two balls of unequal size falling to 
the ground at the same rate; the physics- inconsistent displays depicted the larger ball 
falling to the ground at a faster rate than the smaller ball. Dunbar et al. found that, 
among participants who judged the physics- consistent displays as natural and the phys-
ics- inconsistent displays as unnatural, the act of watching such displays increased acti-
vation in participants’ anterior cingulate cortex, an area associated with error detection 
and conflict monitoring. That is, participants who exhibited no behavioral evidence of 
the misconception “heavier objects fall faster than lighter ones” still exhibited neural 
evidence of detecting and inhibiting such a misconception. Similar results have been 
documented in the domain of electricity, where experts show increased activation in 
the anterior cingulate cortex, among other areas associated with conflict monitoring, 
when evaluating electric circuits that are intuitively correct but scientifically impossible 
(Masson, Potvin, Riopel, & Foisy, 2014).

Finally, studies with Alzheimer’s patients provide some of the most direct evidence 
of the long- term resilience of intuitive theories. Whereas healthy adults reveal only 
implicit evidence of intuitive theories (in the speed and accuracy of their scientific 
inferences), Alzheimer’s patients reveal explicit evidence of such theories, willingly 
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endorsing explanations for natural phenomena that are typically endorsed only by chil-
dren. Lombrozo, Kelemen, and Zaitchik (2007), for instance, provided Alzheimer’s 
patients with both mechanistic and teleological explanations for a variety of natural 
phenomena, some of which warranted a teleological explanation (e.g., eyes exist “so that 
people and animals can see”) and some of which did not (e.g., rain exists “so that plants 
and animals have water for drinking and growing”). Compared to healthy elderly adults, 
Alzheimer’s patients were more likely to judge unwarranted teleological explanations as 
acceptable. They were also more likely to judge those explanations as preferable to mech-
anistic ones. Likewise, Zaitchik and Solomon (2008) asked Alzheimer’s patients to judge 
the life status of various entities and found that many based their judgments on the en-
tity’s capacity for motion, denying that plants are alive but claiming that the sun and the 
clouds are alive. The cognitive impairments wrought by Alzheimer’s disease seemingly 
allow intuitive theories previously dominated by scientific theories to manifest in more 
explicit forms.

Explanations for Explanatory Coexistence

Having established the robustness of explanatory coexistence across tasks and across do-
mains, we now turn to the question of why nonscientific theories survive the acquisition 
of a scientific alternative. We consider four possibilities: (1) that nonscientific theories 
persist only insofar as their replacement by a scientific theory is incomplete, (2) that non-
scientific theories persist in a vestigial state owing to their connection to less malleable 
aspects of cognition or perception, (3)  that nonscientific theories persist because they 
reside in aspects of cognitive architecture that are resistant to explicit instruction, and 
(4) that nonscientific theories persist because of their lasting cognitive utility. While we 
view the fourth possibility as most promising, we acknowledge that more than one pos-
sibility could be true, not just in the sense that a given theory might have some replaced 
components or some vestigial components, but more generally in the sense that there 
might be different explanations for explanatory coexistence in different cases.

Incomplete Replacement

One way to explain explanatory coexistence is to challenge the idea that scientific and 
nonscientific theories truly coexist as separate, discrete theories. One could argue, for in-
stance, that the studies cited earlier do not provide evidence of two logically distinct 
theories but instead provide evidence of one globally incoherent theory— a theory that 
contains aspects of both scientific and nonscientific frameworks. Put differently, parts of 
a nonscientific theory may coexist with parts of a scientific theory in a transitional state 
on the way to proper scientific understanding. On this view, explanatory coexistence is 
a byproduct of imperfect learning; scientific theories do, in fact, replace nonscientific 
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theories, but many learners have acquired only a subset of the relevant scientific con-
cepts, analogous to beginning the process of repainting one’s house but stopping midway 
through. As a result, our conceptual understanding of many domains may be chimeric 
and would presumably remain chimeric if no further learning occurred.

Clearly, learners vary in their mastery of scientific theories, but it’s not obvious that 
learning those theories is a zero- sum process, with each scientific concept acquired at 
the cost of a nonscientific concept. Indeed, part of what makes learning many scientific 
theories difficult is that concepts in those theories bear no direct correspondence to the 
concepts in nonscientific theories and vice versa (Carey, 1999). The two theories carve up 
the same domain in qualitatively different ways. More importantly, competition between 
scientific and nonscientific theories is observed not only in adults who have a tenuous 
grasp of the scientific theory but in domain experts as well. Under speeded conditions, 
professional biologists reveal animistic intuitions of the same sort revealed by non- biol-
ogists (e.g., that the sun is alive and that plants are not; Goldberg & Thompson- Schill, 
2009), and professional physicists endorse unwarranted teleological explanations of the 
same sort endorsed by non- physicists (e.g., that rain exists so that animals have water for 
drinking; Kelemen et al., 2013). Likewise, Shtulman and Harrington (2016) found that 
science professors with three or more decades of career experience were no faster to verify 
intuition- inconsistent scientific statements than were the students in their courses. For 
these reasons, the “incomplete replacement” account is itself incomplete.

Vestigial Structures

A different explanation for explanatory coexistence grants that scientific and nonsci-
entific conceptions of a domain are represented as discrete theories, but posits that the 
nonscientific conceptions are a kind of vestigial structure, rendered irrelevant by the sci-
entific conceptions but preserved nonetheless in much the same way that evolution has 
preserved nonfunctional structures like the human appendix and the human tailbone. 
On one version of this account, nonscientific theories are preserved because they are out-
growths of a more foundational form of cognition:  core knowledge (Carey & Spelke, 
1996; Mahon & Caramazza, 2011). Core knowledge is the label given to our innate reper-
toire of conceptual structures supported by systems of perception that take sensory data 
as their input and produce conceptual primitives— for example, agent, object, number— 
as their output. If our first theories of a domain arise directly from core knowledge, then 
core knowledge may be what preserves them past their obsolescence if core knowledge 
itself remains constant throughout the lifespan. Other versions of this account could be 
modeled on alternative cognitive architectures that share a commitment to mental struc-
tures that are relatively stable across the lifespan, such as some versions of “massive mod-
ularity” (e.g., Cosmides & Tooby, 1992).

While it is unclear whether the “vestigial structure” account is neurologically 
plausible— the brain, after all, tends to be a rampant pruner of unutilized connections 
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(Luo & O’Leary, 2005)— there are other, theoretical reasons to doubt it. For starters, the 
core knowledge version of this account assumes that ontological categories and causal 
mechanisms implicated in nonscientific theories are the same as (or at least firmly rooted 
in) those available to the newborn infant, yet this is implausible for many nonscientific 
theories. Intuitive theories of evolution are based on the core ontology of species and the 
core causal mechanisms of reproduction and inheritance (Shtulman, 2006). Intuitive theo-
ries of astronomy are based on the core ontology of planet and the core causal mechanisms 
of rotation and occlusion (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994). And supernatural theories of illness 
are based on the core ontology of contagion and the core causal mechanisms of immanent 
justice and/ or witchcraft (Legare & Gelman, 2008). Certainly, core knowledge supports 
the acquisition of nonscientific theories, as it supports the acquisition of all subsequent 
knowledge, but the relation between core knowledge and nonscientific theories may be 
no more intimate than the relation between core knowledge and scientific theories. Both 
types of theories constitute inferential constructions that transcend the representational 
resources of core knowledge (see Carey & Spelke, 1996).

Architectural Autonomy

A third explanation for coexistence could appeal to dual- process models of cognitive ar-
chitecture (Evans, 2008), one version of which might claim that nonscientific theories 
are preserved by virtue of their close relation to “System 1” reasoning, or reasoning based 
on heuristics and associations (Kahneman, 2011). Scientific theories, in contrast, find a 
more natural home in System 2, which involves more explicit representations that sup-
port conscious reasoning. If System 1 is relatively impervious to explicit instruction of the 
kind that’s typical of science education, one might expect System 1 theories to maintain 
elements of their nonscientific predecessors, even as System 2 takes up such theories. Put 
differently, if nonscientific theories are a product of System 1 reasoning and scientific 
theories are a product of System 2 reasoning, then their coexistence may be a specific 
instance of the more general observation that System 1 and System 2 themselves coexist.

However, just as the content of nonscientific theories differs substantively from the con-
tent of core knowledge, the structure of nonscientific theories differs substantively from 
the structure of System 1’s architecture. System 1 is a collection of processes characteris-
tically described as “unconscious,” “implicit,” “automatic,” “rapid,” “holistic,” “perceptual,” 
and “associative.” System 2, on the other hand, is a collection of processes characteristically 
described as “conscious,” “explicit,” “controlled,” “analytic,” “reflective,” and “rule- based” 
(Evans, 2008). The two coexist in the sense that they are architecturally (and, hence, com-
putationally) distinct. It’s not obvious, however, that scientific and nonscientific theories 
fit that same dichotomy—that nonscientific theories are more “implicit,” “holistic,” and 
“associative” than are scientific theories (see Evans & Lane, 2011). Numerous studies have 
shown that nonscientific theories have a logic of their own— a logic that is, on the one 
hand, qualitatively distinct from the logic of the corresponding scientific theory but is, on 
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the other hand, qualitatively similar to the logic of earlier theories in the history of science 
(Carey, 1999). Historical scientists such as Aristotle, Galileo, Ptolemy, and Lamarck have 
been accused of many things, but producing merely “associative” or holistic theories is 
usually not among them.

That said, our prior remarks about the heterogeneity of explanations for coexistence 
is pertinent to this discussion, as we have much stronger evidence that some nonscien-
tific conceptions are theory- like than we do for others. For instance, we have good evi-
dence that nonscientific conceptions of biological adaptation are theory- like (Shtulman, 
2006), but it may be that implicit opposition between science and religion (Preston & 
Epley, 2009; Tracy et al., 2011) reflects System 1– style associations rather than coherent, 
explanatory theories that are actively endorsed. In short, the general case for subsuming 
nonscientific theories under System 1 architecture is unconvincing, but dual- processing 
accounts could play an explanatory role in a subset of cases.

Differential Utility

The “vestigial structures” and “architectural autonomy” accounts assume that there is 
something special about the content or format of nonscientific theories that preserves 
their representation past their obsolescence. We turn now to the possibility that nonsci-
entific theories never become obsolete, and instead remain inferentially useful even in 
the presence of a more globally accurate scientific theory. Nonscientific theories clearly 
have utility; if they did not, they would never have been constructed in the first place. 
What prompts the construction of nonscientific theories is typically the need to explain, 
predict, or control the phenomena present in one’s everyday life:  the day– night cycle 
(Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994), changes of the seasons (Tsai & Chang, 2005), projectile 
motion (McCloskey, 1983), sinking and floating (Kohn, 1993), eating and growing (Carey, 
1985), death and dying (Astuti & Harris, 2008), and so on. The ontological distinctions 
and causal mechanisms posited to explain those phenomena do an adequate job in many 
situations. In fact, in some situations, nonscientific theories may provide a more efficient 
route to the same explanation or prediction that a scientific theory would provide.

Consider, for instance, the task of explaining why giraffes have long necks. On an in-
tuitive theory of evolution, all one needs to determine is how having a long neck is help-
ful to an individual giraffe in its current environment, whereas on a scientific theory, 
one needs to consider what traits ancestral giraffes may have possessed, what kinds of 
selection pressures those traits were under, what kinds of metabolic costs those traits 
imposed, what kinds of genes regulated those traits, and so forth. In this case, the appli-
cation of the scientific theory may not only be harder but only yield more useful expla-
nations in a subset of cases, as the additional factors known to be relevant in general are 
often unknown in their particulars. Or consider theories of home heat control. Many 
people hold an incorrect theory of how their thermostat works: a “valve theory” as 
opposed to a “feedback theory” (Kempton, 1986). Having an inaccurate theory may be  
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a problem from an engineering perspective (if, for example, you need to repair a broken 
system), but it can be highly functional in many day- to- day cases and may even lead to 
better management of a home heating system than the accurate theory if the applica-
tion of that theory fails to take many additional factors into account, such as uneven 
heat distribution and drafts.

These are, of course, simplified examples, but they illustrate the more general point that 
different theories are useful for making different kinds of inferences, and we likely retain any 
theory that has sufficient cognitive utility (see Ohlsson, 2009). Just as individuals who know 
multiple languages often resort to a nondominant language for completing tasks initially 
learned in that language and still adequately performed in that language (Kolers, 1968), indi-
viduals who have acquired multiple theories may resort to nonscientific theories for making 
inferences first covered by those theories and still adequately derived from those theories.

Retaining multiple theories would yield many redundant representations, but the brain 
does not appear to eschew redundancy. Redundancy is, in fact, a hallmark of perception 
(Attneave, 1954). We make use of redundant cues to depth (e.g., linear perspective, retinal 
disparity, motion parallax), redundant cues to object individuation (e.g., local geometry, lu-
minance contrasts, spatiotemporal cohesion), and redundant cues to speech segmentation 
(e.g., phonotactic constraints, transitional probabilities, changes in prosody). Some cues 
are more informative than others (e.g., motion parallax is a more informative cue to depth 
than interposition), and some cues may be more ubiquitous than others (e.g., luminance 
contrasts are a more ubiquitous cue to objecthood than gestalt principles), but that does 
not cause us to lose sensitivity to the less informative or less ubiquitous cues. We retain sen-
sitivity to any cue that may help us disambiguate ambiguous input. Analogously, in the case 
of induction, we likely retain any theory that help us explain the unexplained or predict the 
unknown. Accurate inductions are, of course, preferred to less accurate ones, but accuracy is 
only one consideration that determines a theory’s utility; ease of access, ease of application, 
and simplicity are others (Lombrozo, 2012; Samarapungavan, 1992).

Differential Utility: Further Questions

If the coexistence of scientific and nonscientific theories is construed in terms of differ-
ential utility, then this type of coexistence is fundamentally similar to the coexistence 
of two or more scientific theories in the same field of science— for example, caloric vs. 
kinetic theories of heat, gradualist vs. catastrophic theories of mass extinctions, orbital 
vs. cloud models of atomic structure, or symbolic vs. connectionist models of cognitive 
architecture. In some cases, these theories stand in direct opposition to one another, as is 
typical of the competition that precedes a paradigm shift (Kuhn, 1977), but in other cases 
the theories are distinct yet complementary. Weisberg (2007), for instance, notes that 
scientists often create idealized models of the same phenomenon in order to accomplish 
different inferential goals. Some idealizations render a model more computationally trac-
table, some highlight the core factors that contribute to the phenomenon in question, 
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some maximize a theory’s predictive power, and so on. Often, no single idealization is 
globally superior to the others. Rather, the act of idealization can be a way of making 
tradeoffs among competing desiderata such as accuracy, generality, simplicity, and com-
pleteness. The relation between scientific and nonscientific theories could be viewed in a 
similar light: Nonscientific theories are not necessarily flawed, but are instead optimized 
for making certain kinds of inferences that scientific theories are not.

Admittedly, this account of explanatory coexistence makes the task of explaining 
theory- based inference more complicated, and it raises a number of important questions 
for future research. First, how do individuals coordinate two or more active, yet quali-
tatively distinct, theories of the same domain? Do the concepts in competing theories 
interact, and if so, how? Redundancy is not, in and of itself, a useful property of mental 
representation, as redundancy could yield conflict as often as it yields efficiency. The chal-
lenge of coordinating different theories may actually introduce a limit on their prolifer-
ation, thus helping to explain why we often see more than one for a given phenomenon 
but rarely see more than a few.

Second, is there an important difference between the two flavors of coexistence 
identified here: that between scientific and supernatural theories on the one hand, and 
scientific and intuitive theories on the other? It could be that natural and supernatural  
theories are coordinated in unique ways given their different epistemic and metaphysi-
cal commitments— perhaps, for example, people have an easier time compartmentaliz-
ing them as “nonoverlapping magisteria” (Gould, 1997; see also Legare & Visala, 2011) 
or treat supernatural beliefs as more limited in scope of application and less susceptible 
to evidence than naturalistic alternatives (Van Leeuwen, 2014). Yet coexistence can also 
occur among different supernatural theories (e.g., Barrett & Keil, 1996) or among differ-
ent intuitive theories (e.g., Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994). Whether the story of coexistence 
will be similar across these diverse cases is an open question.

Third, is there something special about the coexistence of conceptual structures in the 
form of theories as compared to other forms of representation, such as semantic associ-
ations or prototypes? Given their unique roles in induction and explanation, we spec-
ulate that only theories are subject to the particular tradeoffs encountered in scientific 
modeling (Weisberg, 2007). Just as scientific models must balance potentially competing 
aims of achieving tractability, accuracy, generality, simplicity, and so on, folk- theoretic 
explanations aim to balance fit to data, simplicity, scope, and other explanatory virtues 
(Lombrozo, 2012), as well as pragmatic aims like speed of access and ease of use. So while 
redundancy and problems of coordination may arise for all mental representations, our 
particular differential utility account— which draws from philosophy of science for 
inspiration— could be especially appropriate as an explanation for the coexistence of 
mental representations that take the form of theories.

The answers to these questions about coexistence (among others) are obtainable with the 
methods reviewed here (e.g., priming tasks, inference tasks, speeded- reasoning tasks), but 
they may not be uniform across domains. Just as there is no one story of conceptual change 
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that covers all domains, there may be no one story of explanatory coexistence that covers all 
domains. In some domains, we may maintain multiple theories because we need to match 
models of different complexity to problems demanding different levels of precision (e.g., 
quantitative vs. qualitative predictions of molecular diffusion; Chi, 2005), whereas in other 
domains, we may maintain multiple theories because we need to be able to engage in multi-
ple discourses (e.g., formal vs. informal discussions of heat; Wiser & Amin, 2001).

Implications of Explanatory Coexistence

Regardless of which account of explanatory coexistence is most accurate, the phenome-
non of explanatory coexistence itself has important implications for our understanding 
of conceptual development and conceptual change. First, holding multiple theories of the 
same domain should be viewed as the rule, not the exception. Researchers who have un-
covered evidence of explanatory coexistence in a single domain have previously explained 
that finding in terms of a single inductive bias— for example, an animacy bias in our un-
derstanding of living things (Goldberg & Thompson- Schill, 2009) or a teleological bias 
in our understanding of nature (Kelemen et al., 2013). The evidence to date, however, sug-
gests that explanatory coexistence is true of many concepts in many domains (Shtulman & 
Harrington, 2016; Shtulman & Valcarcel, 2012), which, in turn, suggests that explanatory 
coexistence may be better understood as a symptom of heterogeneous cognitive demands 
in a complex world, and not as the consequence of several independent biases.

Second, a hallmark of intuitive theories is their causal- explanatory coherence 
(Shtulman, 2006; Vosniadou, 1994). It is this causal- explanatory structure that separates 
them from other forms of knowledge representation, such as schemas, scripts, or seman-
tic memory. The finding that intuitive theories survive the acquisition of a scientific al-
ternative suggests that, for individuals who have begun to learn the principles of a new 
scientific theory, the coherence of their inferences may be determined largely by context, 
with some contexts reliably eliciting scientific inferences and others reliably eliciting non-
scientific inferences. Researchers interested in characterizing the content and structure of 
intuitive theories may thus be best served by studying genuine novices, or learners whose 
exposure to the scientific alternative is as minimal as possible. Studying older or more ed-
ucated participants will likely yield inconsistent responding, especially if judgments are 
solicited under heterogeneous conditions. While inconsistent responses have often been 
viewed as evidence of fragmented beliefs (e.g., diSessa, 1993), such responses could also 
be evidence of competing theories— theories that are themselves internally coherent but, 
collectively, yield different inferences in different contexts. Inconsistent responses should 
thus be interpreted with caution, particularly when those responses are from individuals 
who have been “contaminated” by education. Likewise, demonstrating the coherence of 
naïve beliefs should be recognized as an empirical challenge, one that requires the right 
set of participants and the right set of tasks.
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Third, coordinating two (or more) qualitatively distinct theories likely places demands 
on domain- general resources, including working memory, comprehension monitoring, 
and inhibitory control— resources traditionally classified as executive function. To date, 
little is known about the role that executive function plays in either the construction of 
scientific theories or the coordination of scientific theories with their nonscientific coun-
terparts. One explanation for why Alzheimer’s patients endorse nonscientific concep-
tions of life (Zaitchik & Solomon, 2008) and causal function (Lombrozo et al., 2007) to 
a substantially greater degree than age- matched controls is that Alzheimer’s patients have 
deficits in executive functioning. Those deficits could interact with domain knowledge 
such that the salient perceptual features of a domain— for example, the animate aspects 
of living things or the functional aspects of natural kinds— capture Alzheimer’s patients’ 
attention and divert it away from features that play a more central role on a scientific con-
strual of the domain.

Some preliminary support for this hypothesis is the finding that executive func-
tion may be a prerequisite to constructing a scientific theory of life in the first place 
(Zaitchik, Iqbal, & Carey, 2014). That is, elementary school– aged children who score 
high on measures of executive function demonstrate significantly more accurate concep-
tions of life, death, and bodily functions than do other children, even after controlling 
for age and verbal IQ. Likewise, preschool- aged children who score high on measures 
of executive function demonstrate significantly more accurate conceptions of mental 
states— deception, perceptual illusions, false beliefs— than do other children, even after 
controlling for age, gender, verbal IQ, motor ability, and family size (Carlson & Moses, 
2001). These findings suggest that domain- general cognitive resources interact with 
domain- specific conceptual representations in ways that are relevant to the phenomenon 
of explanatory coexistence, but that remain largely unexplored.

Fourth, educators who aim to foster conceptual change in their students may need to 
do more than help them appreciate the logic of an ontologically distinct theory, an oner-
ous task in and of itself (Chi, 2005; Ohlsson, 2009). They may also need to help students 
differentiate inferences that arise from a scientific theory from those that arise from a non-
scientific competitor and to know when to apply each. For example, when students hear of 
a genetic similarity between two distantly related species— say, mice and humans— they 
may be inclined to interpret the similarity as evidence of an ancestral relation (mice as the 
ancestors of humans) rather than as evidence of a homologous trait. Likewise, when stu-
dents hear of a disease outbreak in a foreign country, they may be inclined to interpret the 
outbreak as a form of divine retribution rather than as an epidemiological consequence of 
the local ecology. Given the prospect of such competing explanations, educators may need 
to introduce scientific theories not only as bodies of knowledge but also as methods of rea-
soning, stressing the difference between laypeople’s intuitive approaches to a problem and 
the kinds of approaches adopted by a domain expert. Domain- specific scientific reasoning 
may be a developmental achievement, but it is also a resource- demanding skill that needs 
to be refined and practiced across the lifespan.
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Conceptual Change
Where Domain- Specific Learning Mechanisms  
Meet Domain- General Cognitive Resources

Deborah Zaitchik, Gregg E. A. Solomon,  
Nathan Tardiff, and Igor Bascandziev

Introduction

In her seminal 1985 paper, “Are Children Fundamentally Different Kinds of Thinkers 
and Learners Than Adults?” Susan Carey posed several Big Questions of cognitive de-
velopment: How different can different learners be? How does one’s understanding of 
the world change? And what are the nature and origins of concepts? One answer to 
these questions is that the content of some concepts arises from the theory in which 
they are embedded. By implication, the restructuring of the theory can lead to the con-
struction of concepts with novel content. This approach has been remarkably fruitful 
in the study of cognitive development and in related fields such as cognitive science, 
philosophy, cultural anthropology, neuroscience, and education (Astuti, Solomon, & 
Carey, 2004; Carey, 2009; Kuhn, 1983; Nersessian, 1992; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; 
Wiser & Carey, 1983).

Early arising intuitive theories guide our understanding of the world. Unique to spe-
cific domains— such as physics, psychology, and biology— these framework theories pro-
vide causal explanations and support predictions about phenomena within their range. 
They may or may not be taught in schools. They may or may not be explicitly understood 
by children to be theories. Often they are incommensurable with folk theories of adults 
in their cultures and with formal scientific theories, whose understanding is a principal 
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goal of education. But they are theories all the same, defined in terms of the phenomena 
and entities they explain and the causal processes they entail.

This chapter focuses on the learning mechanisms that drive theory construction and 
theory revision. We are particularly interested in episodes of theory change that lead to 
substantial structural changes, those that result in conceptual change. Domain- specific 
learning mechanisms are responsible for theory change and conceptual development, but 
they are supported by domain- general cognitive resources., This chapter focuses specifi-
cally on the role of executive functions, domain- general resources that appear to be asso-
ciated with conceptual change.

Executive Function

Executive function (EF) consist of top- down processes involved in any cognitive work that 
demands novel thinking— operating in a nonautomatic way (Diamond, 2013). According 
to an influential factor- analytic model (Miyake et al., 2000), the basic EF mechanisms 
include working memory (for storing and updating information), inhibition (for damping 
down the activation of competing responses or conflicting representations), and set- shifting 
(the capacity to flexibly select among potentially relevant sources of information). Other 
processes, such as planning, problem- solving, and reasoning, appear to involve combina-
tions of the three core processes (Collins & Koechlin, 2012; Diamond, 2013; Lunt et al., 
2012). EF develops dramatically during infancy and the preschool years and continues to 
do so through the school years (Cepeda, Kramer, & Gonzalez de Sather, 2001; Davidson, 
Amso, Anderson, & Diamond, 2006; Luciana & Nelson, 1998). Although it stays fairly 
even through middle adulthood, a decrease in EF is evident in the elderly.

There is a good deal of evidence that EF plays a role in children’s academic success. As 
Diamond (2013) notes, EF has been shown to be more strongly associated with school 
readiness than has IQ or entry- level reading or math skills (Blair & Razza, 2007). In 
England, Gathercole and her colleagues showed that children 7 to 14  years old who 
score poorly on working memory typically perform poorly in national assessments of 
English, mathematics, and science (Gathercole, Brown, & Pickering, 2003; Gathercole &  
Pickering, 2000a, 2000b; Gathercole, Pickering, Knight, & Stegmann, 2004; Jarvis & 
Gathercole, 2003). Moreover, EF maintains its importance throughout the school years, 
with working memory and inhibition independently predicting math and reading scores 
in every grade from preschool through high school (e.g., Blair & Razza, 2007; Gathercole, 
Tiffany, Briscoe, Thorn & ALSPAC Team, 2005).

There are various explanations for these correlational findings. First, it is possible that 
children with higher EF pay more attention in school and at home and are therefore able 
to process more information compared to their peers who have lower EF. This is quite 
sensible and we have little reason to doubt it. It is also possible that EF is important for 
deploying the knowledge one already has. In this view, children with low and high EF 
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might have the same knowledge, but children with lower EF might not be as good at 
expressing it. This, too, seems quite likely. Indeed, we have empirical evidence of this 
phenomenon in a recent study of elderly adults’ theory of biology (Tardiff, Bascandziev, 
Sandor, Carey, & Zaitchik, 2015). These adults, all of whom had constructed and used the 
mature theory over many decades, nevertheless showed variance in their ability to deploy 
it in order to respond appropriately. There were many intrusions from the childhood 
theory. Analyses indicated that subjects’ EF scores predicted their conceptual reasoning 
performance. Finally, it is possible that EF supports the learning processes responsible for 
theory construction and conceptual change. In this view, children with higher EF will 
be better at acquiring new theories and new conceptual knowledge. While not denying 
that the first two alternatives are true, we argue here that there are reasons to believe that 
the last alternative is also true, and that this is critically important for understanding 
conceptual change.

Conceptual Change, Theory Revision,  
Bootstrapping, and Executive Functions

Deep structural changes in children’s theories can sometimes lead to the acquisition of 
new concepts; that is, the newly acquired theory allows children to have thoughts that 
were previously unthinkable. Examples of conceptual change that can lead to an increase 
in expressive power of the conceptual system are concept differentiations, concept coales-
cences, and changes in the conceptual core. Changes like these have been documented 
in the history of science, where examples include the differentiation of average and in-
stantaneous velocity, the differentiation of heat and temperature, and the redefinition of 
weight as a relationship between objects rather than a property of objects. Such changes 
have also been documented in children’s ontogenetic development (e.g., Carey, 2009).

The construction (and revision) of theories requires active intellectual work on the 
part of the child. Although young children are unlike professional scientists in the sense 
that they do not have meta- conceptual understanding of their theory- building activities, 
they seem to use the same theory- building machinery used by professional scientists. This 
involves processes such as generating and testing hypotheses, monitoring for inconsis-
tencies between theory- generated predictions and empirical data, mental modeling, ana-
logical reasoning, and limiting case analyses, among others (Carey, 2009; Smith, Maclin, 
Grosslight, & Davis, 1997). Indeed, Carey (2009) describes a mechanism— Quinian 
bootstrapping— that has been implicated in all episodes of conceptual change that she 
investigated. The bootstrapping mechanism involves creating placeholder structures that 
are interrelated and interdefined. At the outset of the episode, the placeholder structures 
are defined by the available representational resources. Slowly, these placeholder structures 
are given richer and richer meaning by mapping between previously distinct representa-
tional systems, drawing analogies, making inductive inferences, and the like. The point 
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here is that all of these processes— noticing conflicting representations and failed hypoth-
eses, generating and evaluating new hypotheses, setting up mental models and placeholder 
structures, inhibiting the prepotent responses of the old theory, and flexibly shifting be-
tween theories as the context demands— seem to draw heavily on working memory, set- 
shifting, and inhibition. In the next sections, we present findings from two studies that 
tested the hypothesis that the learning mechanisms implicated in episodes of conceptual 
change draw on EF. The first study investigated the acquisition of a vitalist theory of biol-
ogy, and the second study explored children’s reasoning about the physical world.

A Naïve Theory of Biology

One conceptual domain that has been a focus of a great deal of our research is vitalist bi-
ology, the first truly biological theory of childhood. Vitalist biology is a cross- culturally 
widespread theory that underlies thinking about life, death, and health (Carey, 1985b, 
1999; Contento, 1981; Hatano & Inagaki, 1994; Inagaki & Hatano, 1993, 2002; Slaughter, 
Jaakkola, & Carey, 1999; Slaughter & Lyons, 2003). According to this theory, air, food, 
and water are sources of vital energy or vital substance that must enter the body from 
the outside world and then move throughout the body, reaching all its parts, in order 
to maintain bodily function. Vitalism provides a functionalist understanding of bodily 
processes— the functions of bodily organs and bodily processes are to sustain life, health, 
and growth. Although body parts are specialized, they work together. To the young vi-
talist, who lacks detailed information about the complex function of body parts, some 
organs are understood primarily as containers. Lungs hold air, the stomach holds food 
and water, and the heart moves them through the body. Older vitalists have learned a 
great deal more about organ function (for example, that the stomach plays a role in di-
gesting food, not just holding it). Either way, however, it is the body— with its internal 
organs and largely unobservable processes— that determines whether an entity is a living 
thing (Hatano & Inagaki, 1994; Inagaki & Hatano, 2005; Slaughter et al., 1999; Slaughter 
& Lyons, 2003). When children come to understand life as the maintenance of bodily 
processes (and death as their cessation), they are firmly in the realm of biology.

The acquisition of vitalism is difficult and protracted, typically beginning at age 5 or 
so and not yet complete until age 10 or 12. Why is this so? One reason is that young chil-
dren already have a theory— an entrenched and conflicting theory— the agency theory 
of living things.

The Agency Theory of Living Things

When asked what it means to be alive, preschoolers often respond that it means to move 
or to be active. They often attribute life to inanimate entities such as the sun and the 
wind, to moving vehicles, even to lamps when they’re on— a phenomenon Piaget called 
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animism. At the same time, they often deny life to plants. Moreover, young children fail 
to differentiate alive from real, visible, present, or even just existing (Carey, 1985b). Not 
surprisingly, their misconceptions about what it is to be alive are echoed in their mis-
conceptions about being dead. Essentially, they see death as the opposite of life: to die 
means to stop doing things or to become invisible or simply to go away, or to live on 
under the ground (Carey, 1985b). Some preschool children understand death as the end 
of existence— but this is far from the biological understanding of death as the end of life 
(Carey, 1985b; Slaughter et al., 1999).

In keeping with their ignorance of biology, preschoolers asked about the function of 
body organs tend to report a single independent function for each body part (e.g., the 
heart is for beating or for loving). These charming responses indicate that preschoolers 
have no understanding of the body as a biological system whose parts work together to 
sustain life (Slaughter et al., 1999). Moreover, though preschoolers may understand that 
bodily functions like growth are not under intentional control (Hatano & Inagaki, 1994; 
Hickling & Wellman, 2001), they simply have no alternative idea, no biological concep-
tion, of how they work.

Underlying the preschool child’s responses, we believe, is a system of concepts that 
identifies life with animals— and animals, in this system, are conceptualized fundamen-
tally as causal and intentional agents. Animals, as well as people, have beliefs, desires, 
and goals— and they act causally and intentionally so as to reach their goals. It is only 
when children undergo the conceptual change from this agent- centered theory of ani-
mals to the more mature vitalist biology that they can differentiate alive from existent, 
real, or active; similarly, it is only then that they can differentiate dead from inanimate. 
Because of these conceptual differentiations, along with the coalescence of animal and 
plant into the single ontological kind living thing, a vitalist biology is incommensurable 
with preschoolers’ concepts of animals and plants. In constructing a vitalist biology, chil-
dren create an interrelated system of knowledge couched in a whole set of concepts not 
available to young preschoolers.

Acquiring the Vitalist Biology Takes More than Accretion of Facts

How do the conceptual changes just described take place between the ages of 5 and 
10 years? To be sure, children are exposed to more factual information as they get older, 
but there is reason to believe that facts alone will not lead to conceptual change. Johnson 
and Carey (1998) found that adults with Williams syndrome (a type of genetic disorder 
that leads to mental retardation while sparing language abilities and the ability to learn 
new facts) never constructed the vitalist theory, despite a large base of factual knowledge 
about animals. Although the Williams syndrome participants had factual knowledge 
about living things that was comparable to that of typically developing 12- year- olds, none 
of them demonstrated the understanding of a vitalist biology that is achieved by typi-
cally developing 6- year- olds. Indeed, adults with Williams syndrome responded just like 
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normally developing 4- year- olds. These findings are strong evidence that having a database 
of factual knowledge does not in and of itself lead to a coherent understanding of the bio-
logical world. Moreover, these data suggest that it is their diminished domain- general re-
sources that precluded the Williams syndrome subjects from constructing a vitalist theory 
of biology.

This raises the question about the relationship between vitalist biology and EF in typ-
ically developing children. We know from the developmental literature that there are 
large individual differences in the rate at which young children— children in the very 
same classes who are exposed to the very same facts— acquire the vitalist theory (Inagaki 
& Hatano, 1996; Slaughter & Lyons, 2003; Solomon & Johnson, 2000; Springer, 1996). 
Do individual differences in EF explain such differences? Indeed, might individual dif-
ferences in EF predict who will learn more from theory- relevant input?

Executive Functions and Biological  
Understanding in Young Children

Zaitchik, Iqbal, and Carey (2013) asked whether individual variability in EF can predict 
individual variability in biological understanding by administering a battery of biology 
interviews and EF tasks to 5-  to 7- year- olds.

The Biology Battery

Several tasks have been designed to measure a child’s progress in the acquisition of vitalist 
biology. The first, the classic Animism Interview (Carey, 1985b; Laurendeau & Pinard, 
1962; Piaget, 1929), probes the meaning of alive and the range of entities included in the 
category living things. Specifically, the child is asked: “What does it mean to be alive?” 
“Can you name some things that are alive?” “Can you name some things that are not 
alive?” In line with the agency theory described earlier, young preschoolers often respond 
that being alive means walking or running or just doing stuff. People and animals are cer-
tainly recognized as alive (though this is presumably for the nonbiological reason that 
they do stuff), but plants are not (since they don’t seem to go anywhere or do much of 
anything). Asked to name things that are not alive, young children will mention rocks, 
tables, and dead people, all in the same breath— a response not given by older children 
or adults. As Carey (1985b) pointed out, the preschoolers’ mixed response likely reflects 
their failure to differentiate the two senses of not alive (inanimate and dead).

Following these initial open- ended questions, the child is asked to judge, for each of a 
series of individually named entities, “Is it alive? Is it a living thing?” The series includes 
people and animals, natural entities (e.g., the sun, fire, mountains), and artifacts (e.g., 
cars, clocks, rocks, lamps). To the young preschooler, who associates alive with active and 
in motion, such inanimate objects as the sun, or cars— or even clocks (when the hands 
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move and they go “tic- tock”) or lamps (when they are on and lighting up a room)— may 
be considered alive. To a vitalist, of course, to be alive is to have functioning body mech-
anisms that maintain the flow of energy to all parts of the body. Asked to name some 
living things, vitalists respond with people, animals, and plants. As for things that are not 
alive, vitalists offer natural entities and artifacts— but not dead people, dead animals, or 
dead plants. Clearly, vitalists see the key distinction that these questions are designed to 
tap: the animate/ inanimate distinction, a distinction between things that live (and then 
die) and things that never live (or die).

The absence of a biological theory in young children is reflected as well in a second 
task, the Death Interview (Carey, 1985b; Slaughter et al., 1999; Slaughter & Lyons, 2003; 
Zaitchik et al., 2013), which probes the distinction between alive and dead. Here children 
are asked, “What does it mean to die? What happens to a person when he dies? What 
happens to a person’s body when she dies? These questions are followed by a series of yes– 
no questions tapping the understanding that dead people no longer have any bodily or 
mental functions (e.g., “Does a dead person: eat? pee? feel bad that he’s dead?”). Finally, 
children are asked what causes someone to die, whether everyone has to die, and whether 
someone who is dead can come back to life.

Preschoolers’ responses to such questions are in line with their agency theory of 
life: Being dead is really just the opposite of being alive. Where alive is associated with 
real, present, visible, or even just existing, dead is associated with unreal, invisible, not ex-
isting, and, of course, incapable of doing anything. In contrast, the vitalist understands 
death as the end of life, not its opposite. If being alive is having functioning biological 
mechanisms maintaining biological processes, being dead is the cessation of all biological 
mechanisms and, therefore, the cessation of all biological processes.

In another task, the Body Parts Interview (Carey, 1985b; Slaughter et  al., 1999; 
Slaughter & Lyons, 2003), children are asked about the location and function of a series 
of body parts (e.g., brain, heart, lungs, stomach, blood) and, for each body part, what 
would happen if a person didn’t have it. Children are then asked why we eat, why we 
breathe, and what happens to the food and air after they are taken in to the body. As 
noted earlier, children who are agency theorists know little about body parts or how they 
work together to support and maintain life. Asked about the function of specific body 
parts, they might respond that the stomach is for holding food, but have no idea about 
its role in the process of digestion, no knowledge that nutrients are extracted from food 
and circulated around the body by the blood to sustain life. Asked what would happen 
if someone did not have a stomach, for example, they often respond that such a person 
would be hungry, just as they might say that someone who did not have a brain would be 
stupid. Children who are vitalists, in contrast, appreciate the role of each body organ in 
maintaining life. Without a heart, you cannot pump blood to carry the energy acquired 
by food and air and water to the different parts of the body— so you die. Without a brain, 
you cannot control the biological machine; you cannot get the heart to beat, the lungs to 
expand, the blood to perfuse the body— so you die.
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The Executive Function (EF) Battery

Zaitchik et al. (2013) then presented children with an EF battery that included two struc-
turally similar tests: Hearts & Flowers, and Flanker Fish, each of which taps all three of 
the basic EFs (Davidson et al. 2006). We illustrate here the use of Hearts & Flowers. In 
the Congruent condition, a series of hearts appears, one at a time, on either the left or the 
right side of the screen. The child must press the button on the same side of the screen 
that the heart appears on. In the Incongruent condition, a series of flowers appears, one at 
a time, on either side of the screen. The child is instructed to press the button on the op-
posite side of the screen from the flower. In the Mixed condition (the test condition), the 
child is presented with a randomly ordered series of Congruent and Incongruent trials.

As expected, scores on all three biology tests— Animism, Body Parts, and Death— 
were strongly correlated, justifying their aggregation into a single composite measure of 
vitalist biology. Scores on Hearts & Flowers and Flanker Fish were also significantly cor-
related, justifying aggregation into a composite EF score for each subject. The composite 
EF and composite vitalist biology scores were highly correlated. Even after controlling 
for both age and verbal IQ (using standard scores on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test, a test of receptive vocabulary), children’s EF scores significantly predicted their per-
formance on the vitalist biology tasks. As mentioned earlier, there are several possible 
interpretations of this correlation. One possibility is that all children have begun acquir-
ing vitalist biology and they all have similar levels of understanding, but children with 
higher EF are better able to express their biological understanding. Another possibility, 
the one we favor, is that EF supports theory- building learning mechanisms, so children 
with higher EF will be able to advance more rapidly in the process of constructing a vi-
talist theory of biology.

In order to investigate the latter possibility, that higher EF facilitates the process of 
theory building, Bascandziev, Tardiff, Zaitchik, and Carey (2015) conducted an inter-
vention study modeled on Slaughter and Lyons (2003). During the pretest and post- test 
sessions, children were administered the biology battery (i.e., Animism, Death, and Body 
Parts) along with a set of control Fun Facts questions (e.g., “Where are crickets’ ears? 
How do dolphins sleep?”). During two subsequent training sessions, children were intro-
duced to a curriculum designed to teach them about vitalism. Specifically, the curriculum 
focused on the function of various body organs and how those organs work together as 
an integrated system to support movement, growth, and health. In addition, each train-
ing session included the answers to the Fun Facts questions. During the first post- test 
session, children received the same biology battery and Fun Facts questions. In the final 
post- test session, children received the EF tasks (the Hearts & Flowers and the Flanker 
Fish tasks) as well as a semantic fluency task and a receptive vocabulary test.

The results demonstrated that individual differences in children’s EF predict the ben-
efit they will gain from theory- relevant training. Overall, children improved on the biol-
ogy battery, but some children improved a great deal while others improved little or not 
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at all. A multilevel modeling analysis showed that the EF composite measure predicted 
both the benefit of the training sessions and the biology composite score, even after con-
trolling for age and receptive vocabulary. Not surprisingly, children improved on the Fun 
Facts questions too. In this case, however, it was receptive vocabulary— and not EF— that 
predicted performance

This pattern of results supports a distinction between processes that underlie the ac-
quisition of factual knowledge and processes that underlie conceptual change, with EF 
implicated specifically in the latter. The finding that there was no effect of EF on learning 
the Fun Facts is important; it undermines the argument that the sole reason children 
with higher EF showed greater gains on the biology battery was that they were paying 
more attention during the training session. Rather, we think it likely that the bootstrap-
ping processes that underlie conceptual change draw heavily on EF.

Reasoning about the Physical World

A large body of literature shows that infants have a rich implicit understanding of the phys-
ical world. They represent objects as coherent, bounded wholes that obey the principles of 
continuity (i.e., they do not jump over time and space), of solidity (i.e., two objects cannot 
occupy the same space at the same time), and of contact causality (Baillargeon, Spelke, &  
Wasserman, 1985; Leslie, 1982; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Spelke, Keestenbaum, Simons, & 
Wein, 1995; see Carey, 2009, for review). Despite having this rich implicit knowledge, 
young children fail spectacularly on tasks that require them to manifest that knowledge 
explicitly. One such task is Hood’s (1995) Tubes task, in which children are presented with 
a small structure that has a plexiglass board with three holes. Each hole is connected to an 
opaque tube that runs to one of three cups below. Importantly, each tube takes a twisted 
path, such that the cup at the tube’s bottom never sits directly below the hole at its top. To 
find a ball placed into one of the holes at the top, one would follow the shape of the con-
nected tube all the way to its end and find the ball in the cup at the bottom. Two-  and three- 
year- olds do not do this. Instead, they persistently search in the cup directly below the hole 
into which the ball was placed, as if they expect gravity to make objects fall straight down 
regardless of other constraints, in this case the path of the tube. By age 4 to 4.5, children no 
longer commit the gravity error.

Why do children fail the Tubes task? Once again, there are at least two hypotheses— 
the continuity hypothesis and the learning hypothesis. According to the continuity 
hypothesis, children have all the knowledge that is necessary to pass this task, but they 
fail because of performance limitations. Specifically, young children have a prepotent 
hypothesis that objects always fall in a straight line— most likely acquired by seeing 
many instances of objects falling in a straight line— and they fail to inhibit this when 
confronted with the Tubes task (Hood, 1995). Indeed, this is one possible interpreta-
tion of the finding that delay inhibitory control (one of the core EFs) is correlated with 
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performance on the Tubes task (Baker, Gjersoe, Sibielska- Woch, Leslie, & Hood, 2011). 
We agree that the failure to inhibit prepotent responses likely plays a role in children’s 
errors, but we believe this is not the whole story. In our view, success on the Tubes task 
demands domain- specific learning— namely, the construction of an explicit model of the 
causal role of the tubes— and that very construction is supported by EF.

Several studies suggest that young children initially fail to understand the causal role 
that the tubes play in the tubes mechanism and that certain interventions can help them 
acquire such understanding. For example, in one study, 2- year- olds were presented with 
an apparatus that was tilted 90 degrees so that the chimneys, the containers, and the 
tubes were horizontal. As a result of this change, children were no longer required to 
inhibit the prepotent hypothesis that objects fall in a straight line, simply because the 
ball was not falling. This change eliminated young children’s tendency to favor the cup 
directly in line with the starting location when searching for the ball. Yet children per-
formed no better than chance (Hood, Santos, & Fieselman, 2000). This result confirms 
that children cannot pass this task even when they are not required to inhibit the prepo-
tent hypothesis that objects always fall in a straight line.

In a different study, children were presented with a tubes apparatus that had removable 
chimneys. In one condition, children were able to see the ball entering the tubes, whereas 
in a parallel condition the top of each tube was occluded with a chimney. Children per-
formed much better in the ‘No Chimneys’ condition. This finding suggests that although 
the tubes are in full view, the presence of the chimneys makes the causal role of the tubes 
less apparent. If this interpretation is correct, then children should learn something about 
the causal role of the tubes in the ‘No Chimneys’ condition. The results of this study 
confirmed this prediction. Children who received the ‘Chimneys’ condition second 
performed better in that condition than children who received it first, confirming the 
importance of learning the causal role of the tubes in task performance (Bascandiziev & 
Harris, 2011).

Finally, two recent studies show that children improve their performance on the Tubes 
task when they are given verbal information about the causal role of the tubes. For exam-
ple, in one study with a pretest/ training/ post- test design, children were given pretest trials 
which confirmed that they committed the gravity error. Next children were given verbal 
instructions designed to target their understanding of the tubes mechanism. In contrast 
to children who received control instructions, children receiving instructions that specifi-
cally targeted their causal understanding of the tubes improved their performance signifi-
cantly between pretest and post- test (Bascandziev & Harris, 2010). In a different study, 
children were asked, on each trial, to imagine the ball inside the tube before the ball was 
dropped into it. This request led to fewer gravity errors ( Joh, Jaswal, & Keen, 2011).

In summary, children seem to be constructing an explicit model of the tubes that 
allows them to compute the correct location of the ball. Although this learning process 
differs from those that take place during episodes of conceptual development such as 
constructing a vitalist biology, the two have many things in common. For example, in 
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both cases, children need to inhibit prepotent hypotheses and they need to shift between 
newly generated hypotheses and old prepotent hypotheses when constructing new ex-
planatory theories. This raises the question of whether EF predicts the learning that takes 
place in the context of the Tubes task. Bascandziev, Powell, Harris, and Carey (under 
review) investigated this question by testing children who received the Tubes task in a 
pretest/ instruction/ post- test design. The instruction, which was verbal, was designed 
to target understanding of the causal role of the tubes. In addition, children received 
working memory, delay inhibitory control, and response conflict inhibitory control tasks 
(which constituted the EF battery) and verbal and performance IQ tests. The results 
showed that children who scored higher on EF and on the performance IQ test showed 
greater improvement on the Tubes task than children with lower EF and performance IQ 
scores. These results suggest that children’s ability to construct a new understanding of 
the physical world draws upon EF.

Broader Implications of This Work

Studying the role of EF in the acquisition of conceptual knowledge in childhood tells us 
much about the nature of conceptual understanding and thus contributes to the effort to 
address central questions in cognitive science. Converging evidence suggests that EF may 
be implicated not only in the acquisition of conceptual knowledge in children but also in 
its maintenance in healthy adults (Tardiff et al., under review) and eventual impairment 
in patients with Alzheimer’s disease (Zaitchik & Solomon, 2008, 2009).

Of course, the finding that EF plays a role in the acquisition of folk theories of biol-
ogy and physics has obvious implications for education and the acquisition of formal 
biology and physics. Empirical questions remain regarding which other domains involve 
conceptual change. Smith, Solomon and Carey (2005), for example, provide reason to 
believe that constructing an understanding of fractions requires conceptual change. 
Ongoing studies by Carey, Zaitchik, and Bascandziev are investigating the role that EF 
may play in conceptual change in the concept of number. Indeed, conceptual change has 
been a central research topic in science education for decades (Caramazza, McCloskey, &  
Green, 1981; Clement, 1982; Posner, Strike, Hewson, & Gertzog, 1982; Shtulman & 
Valcarcel, 2012; Shtulman, 2015; Shtulman & Calabi, 2013; Shtulman & Harrington, 
2016; Vosniadou, 2008; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992). Any educational endeavor entails 
assumptions, whether implicit or explicit, about the starting, intermediate, and target 
knowledge states of learners as well as how they move from one state to the next. An 
orthodox Piagetian framework, with its characterization of the domain- general limits in 
children’s reasoning abilities, has dominated math and science education (and other fields 
such as public health and pediatric medicine) for decades, and it is still a major emphasis 
in textbooks on psychology and education. This has implications for the kinds of expla-
nations one would give for why particular content is developmentally appropriate and 
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for how one might design a curriculum to teach complex biological concepts (Lawson & 
Thompson, 1988). Traditionally, many curricula have been written with the assumption 
that young children lack the ability to engage the world with theoretical profundity; they 
therefore emphasize such skills as observation, measurement, and comparison in order to 
increase children’s accumulation of simple facts or improve their general logical abilities. 
Important as these activities are, they too often come at the expense of engaging children 
in the contemplation of causes, claims, evidence, alternative hypotheses, and the inter-
relation of specific concepts that, over time, lead to the learning of more complex and 
sophisticated concepts. By contrast, as we have noted, decades of research suggests that 
much of science education is more than a matter of learning simple and disjointed facts 
or formal logic. As Carey has long argued, the goal of education is not simply to enrich 
the learner’s knowledge base with additional facts; the goal of education is to engender 
deep conceptual change, theory change, the kind of change one sees in the history of 
science (Carey, 2000; Nersessian, 1992; Posner et al., 1982; Sinatra, Brem, & Evans, 2008; 
Vosniadou, 2008; Vosniadou & Brewer, 1992; Wiser & Carey, 1983).

The current findings on the role of EF go a step further toward characterizing the mech-
anisms that allow conceptual change to be realized. With no adherence to an orthodox 
Piagetian stage theory, this work nevertheless implicates domain- general processes, exec-
utive functions, in the acquisition of domain- specific theories. It is still an open question 
whether interventions designed to improve general EF abilities might have a differential 
effect on learning in different domains. The finding that conceptual change draws on EF 
stimulates further questions of relevance to educators as well as developmental psycholo-
gists: When will the learning of critical facts most effectively yield conceptual change in 
any particular domain? Which students will be ready to undergo that conceptual change? 
To what extent do different home or daycare practices— time spent in free play in natu-
ral environments, time spent engaged in videogames, time spent reading with an adult— 
affect such readiness? How can the process of getting ready be facilitated, whether through 
parental education, Headstart programs, or other interventions? It will take a great deal of 
research to answer these questions, but we expect such research to be critical to our under-
standing of how children become fundamentally different kinds of thinkers.
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6

Surprise Enhances Early Learning

Lisa Feigenson

Introduction

Our understanding of human nature has advanced greatly over the past 50 years along two 
fronts central to developmental psychology. One involves characterizing the starting state of 
the human mind— discovering the perceptual and conceptual primitives that are present from 
early in life. This work has revealed the existence of early representations of objects, numbers, 
causes, and social agents, all of which are reasoned about in sophisticated ways even in infancy 
and, in some cases, from the very first days of life (e.g., Carey 2009; Izard, Sann, Spelke, & 
Streri, 2009; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). The other front involves characterizing the learning 
mechanisms that allow children to obtain new information. This work has clarified ways in 
which, for example, associative learning, statistical inference, analogy, and abduction sup-
port the acquisition of new information and the creation of new concepts (e.g., Carey, 2009; 
Gentner, 1988; Gweon, Tenenbaum, & Schulz, 2010; Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996).

For much of this work, one research method in particular has proven especially useful 
to psychologists’ theorizing. In the violation- of- expectation paradigm, infants’ tendency to 
look longer at surprising events— events that defy their expectations— than at similar but 
unsurprising events allows us to determine what kinds of entities infants have expectations 
about, and at what ages. This paradigm has revealed that young infants have expectations 
about, for example, the solidity of objects: They look longer when one object appears to pass 
through a solid wall than when it is stopped by the wall (Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & 
Jacobson, 1992). It has revealed that infants have expectations about how numerical quanti-
ties combine: They look longer when adding five objects to a collection of five objects yields 
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a total of only five objects rather than a total of ten (McCrink & Wynn, 2004). And it has 
revealed that infants have expectations about the preferences of social entities: They look 
longer when an entity affiliates with someone who has previously thwarted their goals than 
with someone who has helped them (Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & Bloom, 2003).

Yet, given the importance of violation  of  expectation as a tool for characterizing early 
knowledge (in the findings just described and in hundreds of others), it is noteworthy 
that the functional value of this behavior remains unknown. Why do infants look longer 
at surprising events? Does detecting a violation of expectation have cognitive conse-
quences for young learners, and what might these consequences be?

In this chapter I  consider this question and the possibility that violations of 
expectation— and the feelings of surprise they give rise to— may act as a mediator be-
tween early knowledge and early learning. I  focus on an idea that has been central to 
learning theories across various domains in cognitive science: that learning should not be 
deployed in an equipotent way to all aspects of experience. Instead, it ought to be tuned 
to situations in which extant knowledge has failed, thereby offering an opportunity to 
profitably revise one’s model of the world.

This idea has been explored to some extent in cases of children’s theory revision, and 
has been a central focus in understanding more incremental associative learning in adult 
humans and in nonhuman species (as briefly reviewed later). But it is less clear what role 
expectancy violations play in getting learning off the ground very early in human life. In 
this chapter, I offer some new evidence, and some speculations.

Contradiction and Conceptual Change

Experience delivers children some observations that are consistent with their existing 
knowledge, and some observations that contradict this knowledge. This distinction has 
long played an important role in thinking about developmental change. Piaget’s pro-
cesses of assimilation and accommodation captured the idea that whereas some aspects 
of children’s experience can easily be fit within their extant schemas (assimilation), other 
observations conflict with what is already known and may lead to schema revision (ac-
commodation) (Piaget, 1970).

In a similar vein, detecting inconsistencies and making failed predictions has been sug-
gested as a driver of conceptual change in children. In these cases, children use violations 
of their predictions as evidence for overturning entire theories of the world. Rather than 
simply enriching an existing body of knowledge about some entity (like learning that in 
addition to typically having fur, mammals also bear live young), children sometimes create 
genuinely new knowledge structures. For example, Susan Carey recounts her preschool- 
aged daughter’s noting of an inconsistency in the domain of biology:  “Isn’t it funny— 
statues aren’t alive but you can still see them?” (Carey, 1988). Eliza’s comment reveals that 
her early concepts of alive and dead differed radically from the adult concepts and seem 
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to reflect something like a distinction between being active, real, and existent, on the one 
hand, and inanimate, imaginary, or nonexistent, on the other— a distinction that is inco-
herent in the adult’s theory of biology. Eliza’s early concept of alive necessarily led her into 
contradiction: The statue is not a living entity but is still visible— and this observation 
violated her current conceptual structure. Noticing this kind of violation, combined with 
similar instances of contradiction, compels her to revise her theory of what alive means.

The role of inconsistencies for motivating conceptual change has been demonstrated 
in a range of other domains, for example when children formulate new concepts of cos-
mology (Vosniadou, 1994), of object weight (Smith, 2007), and of evolution (Chan, 
Burtis, & Bereiter, 1997). Although both children and adults sometimes are motivated 
to ignore or deny inconsistencies between their initial conceptions and new evidence 
(Campanario, 2002), accumulated inconsistencies ultimately can lead to the overturning 
of old theories and the creation of new ones.

Prediction Error and Incremental Learning

Expectancy violations also play a critical role in less richly conceptual, more incremental 
kinds of learning, as when an observer attempts to learn the timing of a stimulus oc-
currence, or the particular parameters of a motor movement that will lead to reward. 
Contemporary accounts of perceptual learning place heavy emphasis on the role of 
predictive coding, in which expectations about future events, drawn from prior knowl-
edge, are combined with information about the currently experienced situation to yield 
a prediction. When predictions are wrong, error signals are used to update expectations 
and improve the next prediction cycle (e.g., Friston, 2005; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rao & 
Ballard, 1999; Schultz & Dickinson, 2000).

Nonhuman animals’ patterns of associative learning are consistent with this view that 
violations of expectation, or prediction error, can drive learning (e.g., Kamin, 1969). Further 
research has identified regions of the rodent brain that support this “surprise- induced learn-
ing enhancement” (Holland & Gallagher, 2006). In nonhuman primates, dopaminergic 
neurons appear to signal prediction error (Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997), and ex-
perimentally modulating dopaminergic function can change the strength of the prediction 
errors produced by human adults (Pessiglione, Seymour, Flandin, Dolan, & Frith, 2006).

Thus, the principle that learning is shaped by violations of expectation runs deep. In 
theory change we see it operating at the most explicit, linguistic levels of cognition; and 
in associative learning we find its neuronal- level implementations.

Do Violations Shape Learning in Human Infants?

Because the violation- of- expectation paradigm, so widely used to measure infant cog-
nition, is predicated on the notion of expectancy and surprise, it is surprising that few 
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connections have been drawn to the literatures on contradiction in conceptual change or 
on prediction error in animal learning. For the case of contradiction motivating concep-
tual change, the targets of study have been older children who can verbally express their 
theories, and who often are being engaged in explicitly pedagogical exchanges. For the 
case of prediction driving reward- based learning in adults and nonhuman species, most 
work has targeted the learning of arbitrary associations in reinforcement paradigms. The 
literature on infant cognition differs from both of these— it deals with younger, preverbal 
minds, but also with rich systems of knowledge comprised of interconnected principles 
and expectations (e.g., Carey, 2009; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007).

However, the contrast in the kinds of populations and cognitive phenomena being 
examined across these three fields only adds to the potential interest in bridging them. 
One reason that considering the connections between these areas may be fruitful is that 
infants’ core knowledge is not often discussed in the context of learning, yet may have 
a central role to play. Core knowledge of objects, numbers, causes, and social agents is 
frequently emphasized as being continuous throughout the lifespan (i.e., relied upon 
in infancy and also in adulthood)— this sometimes leads to the conclusion that it is a 
static body that does not interface with learning. But this conclusion is not licensed; 
instead, core knowledge could conceivably be extremely useful to the young learner as 
an initial basis on which to form predictions about the world— predictions that can then 
be supported or disconfirmed by new observations. In this view, core knowledge, and 
the predictions it generates, might offer a young learner a wedge into the hard problem 
of what aspects of a complex and dynamic world should be learned about. If surprise 
(here construed as conflict with predictions or existing beliefs) influences learning across 
a range of instances— from the creation of new, theoretically rich and explicit theories 
to more incremental, nonverbalizable changes in associations— so too might we see that 
surprise guides learning in preverbal minds that are engaged in evaluating observations 
with respect to core expectations.

Core Knowledge of Objects

Recently, Aimee Stahl and I began testing the hypothesis that, for infants, learning is en-
hanced when expectations deriving from core knowledge are violated. We chose a classic 
case of core knowledge, knowledge of physical objects, for which approximately 40 years 
of research has shown that preverbal infants have expectations that generally align with 
those of adults. Although the empirical work supporting this conclusion is rich and 
varied, it can be summarized in the claim that young infants believe objects to exist con-
tinuously, and also to be solid, cohesive, and requiring of support (e.g., Baillargeon, 1987, 
2008; Carey, 2009; Spelke, 1994; Spelke et al., 1992; Spelke & Kinzler, 2007). To illustrate 
with one example, Spelke and colleagues (1992) showed 2 ½- month- old infants an event 
in which a ball rolled across a stage and disappeared behind an occluding screen, above 
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which a solid wall could be seen (with the wall positioned such that it clearly blocked the 
ball’s path). Infants looked significantly longer when the screen was removed to reveal 
the ball on the far side of the wall (as though the ball had passed straight through it) than 
on the near side of the wall (as though the wall had stopped the ball). This preference 
suggests that infants were surprised to see one solid object pass through another.

Similar patterns of longer looking to surprising outcomes emerge in many other cases 
of object behavior. For example, infants who see two objects hidden behind a screen look 
longer when only one object is later revealed, relative to when two objects are revealed 
(i.e., they expect objects to exist continuously; e.g., Wynn, 1992). Infants look longer 
when a solid object breaks into pieces upon being grasped, relative to when the object 
moves as a single unified entity (i.e., they expect objects to move as coherent wholes; e.g., 
Spelke & Van de Walle, 1993). And infants look longer when an object pushed off the 
edge of a surface appears to hover in mid- air despite the loss of support, relative to when 
the object is pushed but remains fully supported by the surface underneath (i.e., they 
expect unsupported objects to fall; e.g., Needham & Baillargeon, 1993).

Infants are typically at least a few months old by the time they show longer looking 
to violations of object behavior. It is therefore possible that experience amassed in the 
first weeks or months of life contains enough regularities that infants learn how objects 
tend to behave— that infants begin with no expectations about objects and build them 
over time. However, object expectancies arise without specific learning opportunities in 
at least one nonhuman species. Newly hatched chicks, raised under conditions that pre-
clude learning about objects, show similar expectancies to those seen in human infants 
(e.g., Regolin & Vallortigara, 1995; Regolin, Vallortigara, & Zanforlin, 1995).1

To ask whether violations of expectations about object behavior affect infants’ learn-
ing, Stahl and I conducted a series of experiments in which we first showed infants an 
object event that either had an outcome that was surprising because it was physically 
impossible or an outcome that was expected because it was physically possible. Next we 
taught infants something new about the object in the event. Finally, we measured how 
well they learned this new information. There were three important aspects of our exper-
imental design. First, the surprising and expected events differed only minimally, because 
we perceptually matched the events in all respects except for their outcome. Second, to 
isolate surprise’s effect on learning, we enforced the same limited visual exposure fol-
lowing surprising and expected outcomes (i.e., although longer looking has been used 
to infer surprise in previous infant studies, in our studies we ensured that any observed 
learning enhancement was caused by surprise itself, rather than by infants simply looking 
longer in some situations than others). Third, to make sure that infants were learning 
something genuinely new, we taught them information that they could not have known 
previously and could not have inferred without the specific experience we gave them (e.g., 
we taught them an object’s hidden auditory property).

In our first set of experiments (Stahl & Feigenson, 2015), we showed 11- month- old in-
fants a solidity event modeled on that by Spelke and colleagues (1992): Babies saw a ball 
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roll down a ramp and disappear behind an occluding screen above which a solid wall pro-
truded. Half of the infants saw this event culminate in an expected outcome— the screen 
was lifted to reveal that the ball had come to rest on the near side of the wall, stopped in 
its tracks by the wall in its path. The other half of infants saw the same event culminate in 
a surprising outcome— the screen was lifted to reveal that the ball had come to rest on the 
far side of the wall, as though it had magically passed through it. We allowed infants only 
a short time to encode these outcomes (so that, on average, infants looked for equivalent 
amounts of time across the possible and impossible outcomes). Then, we taught infants 
something about the ball— that it made a particular sound (e.g., it squeaked).

Finally, we assessed infants’ learning of this new information. Infants saw two ob-
jects: the object from the solidity event (e.g., the ball) and a new object (e.g., a toy car, 
but whether the ball or the car participated in the solidity event was counterbalanced 
across infants). We measured infants’ preference to look at the object from the solidity 
event (e.g., the ball) while we played the previously taught sound from a hidden central 
location; we then compared this preference to infants’ preference during a silent baseline 
period. If infants successfully learned the object- sound mapping (e.g., “ball squeaks”), 
then they should increase their looking to the target during the playing of the sound— 
such auditory– visual “matching” is the pattern typically observed in studies of infants’ 
mapping abilities.

What we found was striking. We saw no evidence that infants had learned following an 
event that accorded with object solidity; after seeing a moving ball stopped by a wall in 
its path, infants did not learn what sound the ball made (which is perhaps not surprising, 
given the single exposure we gave them). But in contrast, when the same event culmi-
nated in a solidity violation— the ball had apparently passed through the solid wall— 
infants showed significant learning after only a single trial. These infants increased their 
looking at the target object when the learned sound played, showing successful mapping 
between the object’s visual and auditory properties. Hence, seeing a violation to the prin-
ciple of object solidity apparently boosted babies’ learning.

Further studies confirmed and extended this initial result. We replicated the phenom-
enon using a different type of object principle: spatiotemporal continuity. We showed a 
different group of 11- month- olds an object (e.g., a ball) hidden behind one of two screens 
(e.g., the left screen). Half of the babies then saw the screens lifted to reveal the object 
resting behind the screen where it had just been hidden (the left screen); the other half 
saw the object revealed, surprisingly, behind the other screen (the right screen). As in our 
first experiment, we then taught both groups a specific auditory property of the object 
(e.g., it rattled when shaken) and tested how well they had learned this object- sound 
mapping. The results replicated those of our solidity experiment. Infants who had seen 
an object behave in accordance with the principle of spatiotemporal continuity failed to 
learn the object-sound mapping from a single brief exposure. But infants who had seen a 
nearly identical event— only differing in the defiance of spatiotemporal continuity— ro-
bustly learned.
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Control experiments ruled out alternative explanations for infants’ performance. One 
such explanation was that seeing a violation of object behavior did not enhance actual 
learning, but instead simply increased infants’ visual interest in an object that had just 
violated expectations. If infants’ visual interest increased over the course of the trial, then 
their significant preference to look at the target object during the test trials may merely 
have reflected the elevated salience of the target object. To rule this out, we showed in-
fants either a solidity violation event or a spatiotemporal continuity violation event and, 
as before, taught them that the object that had just violated expectations made a particular 
sound (e.g., it squeaked). But this time, in the test trial we played a novel sound that infants 
had learned nothing about. This time we found that infants who had seen a violation of 
solidity or continuity did not increase their looking to the target object, confirming that 
they did not simply prefer to look at an object that had behaved surprisingly.

Thus expectancy violations appear to enhance infants’ learning— but how specific is 
this effect? Do infants experience better learning only about the very objects that violated 
their expectations, or can seeing a surprising event boost any subsequent learning (e.g., 
by increasing overall arousal)? To find out, we next showed infants a violation event (e.g., 
ball hidden behind the left- hand screen but revealed behind the right- hand screen), but 
then immediately taught them something about a new object that had not participated 
in the violation. Right after the ball was revealed in the surprising location (i.e., right after 
it appeared to have magically teleported), the experimenter reached in with a new toy 
and showed infants that this new toy made a particular sound. When we then measured 
infants’ learning of the sound made by the new toy, we found no evidence of learning. 
This tells us that the surprise- induced enhancement of learning only benefits the entities 
that behaved in surprising ways, rather than affecting learning in a diffuse fashion.

Seeking Explanations for Surprising Events

In the studies just described, babies successfully learned an object’s auditory property 
after seeing the object violate principles of object behavior, but not after seeing the same 
object accord with these principles. But why did infants learn this new information? 
When seeing an outcome that conflicts with existing beliefs, it is reasonable to imagine 
that the learner might try to acquire information that could explain the discrepancy be-
tween what was predicted and what was observed. Adults who see a magician perform 
a convincing magic trick might do an initial double take, but then quickly engage in fig-
uring out how the trick was accomplished (e.g., “rabbits can’t actually materialize inside 
empty hats, so perhaps there was a secret compartment inside the hat”). Although an 
object’s auditory properties may seem to offer infants little in the way of explanation for 
an object appearing to pass through a wall, or disappearing in one location and reappear-
ing in another, infants may have sought to learn anything they could about an object that 
behaved in surprising ways. After all, the sound an object makes is informative as to its 
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physical properties— and the object’s physical properties are clearly relevant to under-
standing its behavior.

Still, stronger evidence that infants were attempting to use expectancy violations in 
meaningful ways would be gained if it turned out that infants sought different kinds of 
information from objects depending on the nature of the violation they observed. For 
example, a learner might choose to perform actions that allow him or her to test partic-
ular hypotheses for an object’s surprising behavior (as when the adult who has just seen a 
rabbit pulled from a hat feels around inside the hat, searching for a hidden compartment). 
Older children have been shown to seek explanations by testing hypotheses (Bonawitz, 
van Schijndel, Friel, & Schulz, 2012; Cook, Goodman, & Schulz, 2011; Gopnik, 2012; 
Legare, 2012; Schulz, 2012), but it is not known whether infants also test hypotheses fol-
lowing surprising events.

In a second series of studies, Stahl and I sought to characterize the ways in which infants 
explored objects following events that either violated or accorded with principles of object 
behavior (Stahl & Feigenson, 2015). As a first step, we simply asked whether infants would 
preferentially seek to explore (i.e., learn about) an object that had violated their expecta-
tions over an object that had not. We showed 11- month- old babies the same solidity events 
as described earlier, in which a moving ball either was stopped by a wall or appeared to pass 
through the wall. Then, instead of teaching infants something about the ball, we gave them 
a choice of two objects to play with. One was the object from the solidity event (e.g., ball); 
the other was a completely novel object (e.g., toy car). We found that infants who had seen 
a ball that behaved in accordance with solidity strongly preferred to play with the novel 
object. These infants exhibited the novelty preference that is typical across hundreds of 
studies— preferring new things over old ones. In contrast, infants who had just seen a ball 
violate solidity showed exactly the opposite preference: They spent much more time ex-
amining and playing with the ball and essentially ignored the novel object. To confirm this 
pattern, we replicated this experiment with a different physical principle of object behav-
ior: support. Infants saw an object (e.g., toy car) either pushed along the top of a box while 
remaining completely supported or pushed over the box’s edge and appear to hover in the 
air, unsupported (see Baillargeon & Hanko- Summers, 1990; Baillargeon, Needham, &  
DeVos, 1992). Again, we found that infants significantly preferred to play with an object 
that had just violated expectations over a novel object, whereas they showed no preference 
to play with an object that had behaved in line with expectations.

What information were infants seeking during these exploratory bouts? Critically, 
were infants indiscriminately looking for any information about an object that had just 
behaved in a surprising way, or, instead, did infants seek information relevant to the par-
ticular violation just witnessed? Stahl and I hypothesized that the kinds of exploratory 
behaviors infants performed would depend on which physical principle the object had 
violated. Specifically, we predicted that infants who saw an object violate solidity would, 
when later allowed to play with that object, spontaneously produce behaviors relevant to 
testing solidity— behaviors such as banging the object against the tabletop or knocking 
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it into another object. We predicted that, in contrast, infants who saw an object violate 
the principle of support would produce behaviors relevant to testing support— behaviors 
such as dropping the object onto the tabletop or off the table onto the floor. When we 
coded these behaviors in infants’ spontaneous play sessions, we found our predictions 
confirmed. We observed a double dissociation in the number of object- banging vs. 
object- dropping actions infants produced. Infants who saw a solidity violation subse-
quently banged the object much more than they dropped it (and banged it more than 
if they had seen the same object behave in accord with the principle of solidity). But in-
fants who saw a support violation subsequently dropped the object much more than they 
banged it (and dropped it more than if they had seen the same object behave in accord 
with the principle of object support).

These findings suggest that infants not only detected violations of their beliefs about 
object behavior, but they also used these violations as impetus to seek further informa-
tion about the entities involved in the surprising events. Moreover, the information in-
fants sought depended on the nature of the observed violation. We believe that infants 
were probably testing hypotheses about the objects, seeking explanations for the surpris-
ing events they had observed.

Core Knowledge Violations Enhance  
Learning in Older Children

One motivating factor for the work described here was the observation that despite a 
large literature using infants’ longer looking at surprising events to characterize early 
cognition, the reason for infants’ longer looking remained unclear. Our findings suggest 
that infants may look longer in these circumstances because expectancy violations offer 
a special opportunity to learn. However, given the evidence that expectancy violations 
can lead to theory change in older children and that prediction error can lead to faster 
associative learning in adults and animals, this effect may not be limited to looking- time 
tasks with infants. Instead, core knowledge violations might influence learning beyond 
infancy and in other research paradigms.

To test this, Stahl and I conducted a series of experiments with children between 3 
and 6 years old (Stahl and Feigenson, in preparation). We examined children’s learn-
ing outside the lab in a more dynamic and chaotic setting (amidst the exhibits at a local 
children’s museum), this time asking whether children’s learning of new words was in-
fluenced by surprise. The logic mirrored that of our infant experiments: We compared 
children’s learning about objects involved in events that had violated core knowledge to 
their learning about objects in events that had accorded with core knowledge. We inten-
tionally made the task a challenging one, giving children just a single exposure to the new 
word before testing their learning (i.e., we tested children’s “fast mapping”; see Carey & 
Bartlett, 1978).
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Each child saw a spatiotemporal continuity event (that either accorded with or vio-
lated the principle of spatiotemporal continuity) and a featural continuity event (that 
either accorded with or violated the principle of featural continuity). In the spatiotem-
poral continuity event, children saw two empty cups placed facedown on a table, the left 
one covering a toy. Next, the experimenter either lifted the cups to reveal that the toy was 
now under the cup on the right, thus violating spatiotemporal continuity because the 
toy appeared to magically “teleport” from one location to another (Violation outcome), 
or she swapped the cups’ positions before lifting them (as in a shell game) to reveal the 
toy under the cup that was now on the right (Expected outcome). This outcome was 
expected because a physical explanation was given for how the toy had come to rest in 
the new location. Regardless of which outcome children saw, the experimenter then told 
children that the cups had “blicked” the toy. In the featural continuity event, children first 
saw an empty bag. Next, they either saw a green doll dropped into the bag and an orange 
doll removed, thus violating featural continuity because the toy appeared to magically 
change its properties (Violation outcome), or they first saw an orange doll dropped into 
the bag and then saw the green doll dropped in and the orange doll removed (Expected 
outcome). This outcome was expected because, again, a physical explanation was given 
for the retrieval of the orange doll from the bag. Regardless of outcome, the experimenter 
then told children that the bag had “moxed” the doll.

After children were given the opportunity to learn these words (as well as some extra, 
filler words taught after nonsurprising physical events), we measured their learning. We 
found that children who had been taught the novel verb following a Violation outcome 
learned the word’s meaning (i.e., they answered correctly when given a choice among 
several objects and asked, “Which one will (blick) the toy?”). This success was observed 
regardless of whether children had seen a spatiotemporal or a featural continuity viola-
tion. In contrast, children who had been taught the same novel verb after an unsurprising 
event that accorded with their knowledge of either spatiotemporal or featural continuity 
showed no learning; they chose at chance.

As with infants, we ruled out alternative explanations for this performance. For exam-
ple, we showed that children did not merely have a bias to choose objects that had been 
involved in surprising events. And, as before, we showed that surprise’s effect on learning 
was specific to objects involved in the surprising event. When children saw an object vio-
late spatiotemporal or featural continuity but then, immediately after, were taught a new 
word for an extraneous novel object present during each event that never participated in 
the event itself (an “innocent bystander”), they failed to show any learning.

Coupled with our findings from infants, these results suggest that violations of expec-
tancies generated from core knowledge may be important for shaping learning across a 
range of ages and situations. Surprise enhances learning for infants and preschool- aged 
children, within the laboratory and in more naturalistic learning environments, for 
learning of object properties and new words, and using indirect (looking- time) and more 
direct (pointing) measures of learning.
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Outstanding Questions, and Conclusions

The research reviewed here is just a small step toward understanding how prior knowledge 
and violations of predictions generated by that knowledge shape learning. Much remains 
to be done, even within the case of core knowledge that we have been exploring. For one 
thing, Stahl and I tested infants’ learning following many different violation events, but all 
of our events fall within the broader domain of object knowledge— they all were designed 
to tap intuitions about objects’ physical behavior. Beyond objects, infants also have knowl-
edge in other core domains, including number, spatial relationships, and social cognition 
(see Carey, 2009; Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Gergeley & Csibra, 2003). Does 
experiencing violations of principles within these domains also enhance learning? And 
can experiencing a violation within one core knowledge domain enhance learning in a 
different domain (e.g., could infants use a violation of object behavior to guide learning 
about the social world), or is learning via surprise constrained by domain?

There is also the outstanding question of what counts as a violation of expectation. 
In the case of the physical object knowledge in the studies reviewed here, the surprising 
events we showed infants were impossible, in the sense that even adults are committed 
that objects are solid, exist continuously, and require support in order not to fall; these 
are commitments we never overturn. Reconciling the observation of an object appearing 
to violate any of these constraints, then, would seem to require a revision of one’s initial 
interpretation of the scene (e.g., “I thought that the wall was in the ball’s path, but per-
haps it was over to the side”) rather than a revision of object knowledge in general (e.g., “I 
thought objects were solid, but perhaps they are not”). More research is needed in order 
to understand whether and when expectancy violations also can change infants’ general 
commitments about the world— leading to the revision of previously held beliefs or the 
creation of new concepts (in ways more akin to the example from the start of this chapter, 
in which apparent contradictions spurred changes in the child’s theory of alive).

Relatedly, we do not yet know whether surprise boosts learning for events that are 
improbable rather than impossible. Elegant recent research shows that infants sponta-
neously represent the probability of a particular event occurring— for instance, infants 
who see a box containing many red balls and few white ones expect random draws to pro-
duce mostly red balls (Teglas, Girotto, Gonzalez, & Bonatti, 2007; Xu & Garcia, 2008). 
If young learners see an event that is physically possible but statistically improbable, such 
as a series of random draws into the mostly red box producing a long succession of white 
balls, do they also show enhanced learning? If it turns out that violations of expecta-
tions that are graded in nature do enhance learning in infants and children, then this may 
strengthen connections with the literatures on prediction error in animals and adults and 
also suggest candidates for identifying the neural locus of these learning effects.

For now, we conclude that learning benefits when it can build on the experience of sur-
prise. This appears to be true even in the case of core knowledge, when predictions gener-
ated by evolutionarily ancient abilities and expectations conflict with new observations. 
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Although more is needed in order to understand how surprise shapes different kinds of 
learning, our hope is that these findings are one step toward a tighter coherence in think-
ing about how expectancy violation can impact learning across diverse populations and 
learning content.

Note

1. Even if some object knowledge arises without specific experience, it is clear that infants also 
learn a great deal about objects. Some of this learning takes the form of enriching existing princi-
ples (as in the case of infants’ increasingly nuanced understanding of object support; Baillargeon 
& Hanko- Summers, 1990; Baillargeon, Needham, & DeVos, 1992; Needham & Baillargeon, 
1993). In other cases infants’ learning about objects appears to be more discontinuous (as, perhaps, 
in the case of object individuation; Xu & Carey, 1996). For the purposes of this chapter, it is not 
critical whether core knowledge of objects is innate. What matters is that there is, early on, a rich 
body of knowledge used to form expectations and evaluate new evidence.
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Inferring Number, Time, and Color Concepts from  
Core Knowledge and Linguistic Structure

Katie Wagner, Katharine Tillman, and David Barner

Introduction

Only humans acquire concepts like infinity, democracy, hour, and belief. We often express 
these concepts via language and use them— and many other abstract concepts— to ex-
plain, predict, and engineer the physical world, as well as to interpret the behaviors of 
humans and other creatures. Abstract concepts like these are interesting because, while 
they provide useful tools for describing worldly objects and events, their content is diffi-
cult to glean solely from perception of the world. Consider the case of number: Objects 
in a set of seventeen do not themselves exhibit the property of “seventeen- ness”; also, in-
stances of infinity can never be experienced directly. Similarly, electrons and beliefs cannot 
be perceived by the naked eyes or ears but are inferred from complex constellations of 
events and behaviors. These observations— and more generally facts regarding our con-
ceptual understanding of biology, mathematics, physics, and the cosmos— are the central 
challenge that any complete theory of human knowledge and its origins must explain. 
How do humans acquire abstract ideas that are not transparently reducible to perceptual 
content, but which can nevertheless explain and predict events that we perceive via our 
senses?

A complete account of the origin of human concepts will ultimately have many aspects, 
involving multiple levels of explanation. Some explanations will appeal to diachronic 
processes of change, including the cultural transmission of knowledge, the biological 
evolution of species, and the development of human artifacts and technology. Other 
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explanations of the origin of human concepts focus on the problem of learning:  how 
individual entities— like human children— are able to use evolved learning mechanisms 
to acquire information, whether directly from perceptual experience or via cultural trans-
mission, and then go beyond this acquired information to innovate and create new ideas 
and systems of representation.

We know that the origin of some mental representations can be explained almost en-
tirely by processes of biological transmission and natural selection. This point is perhaps 
least controversial when we consider nonhuman species (see Carey, 2009, for discussion). 
For example, different animal species are innately predisposed to use different sources of 
information to guide navigation and seasonal migration. Some species navigate by the stars, 
some by the sun, some using the Earth’s magnetic field, while others by acquired mental 
maps that rely on visual and olfactory landmarks. Furthermore, the precise ways in which 
such cues are used by animals can differ from one species to the next: Tunisian ants are sen-
sitive to patterns of polarized light in the sky (Müller & Wehner, 1988; Vowles, 1950), while 
birds like the Australian silvereyes use sunlight to modulate their interpretation of magnetic 
information (Wiltschko, Munro, Ford, & Wiltschko, 1993). Salmon rely on magnetic cues 
to navigate, completely independent of sunlight (Quinn, 1980), while birds like the indigo 
bunting navigate by the North Star, which they identify within a maturationally circum-
scribed developmental window (Emlen, 1975; see Carey, 2009, for review).

Other forms of mental representations are clearly not innate in this way. They are ac-
quired by only some individuals within a species, sometimes according to very protracted 
developmental timelines. For example, human children take many years to acquire adult- 
like meanings for words that represent time, number, color, space, and biological con-
cepts like alive and dead. Clearly, any computational theory of how these concepts are 
acquired must posit basic units of information, or primitives, which serve as inputs to 
learning, as well as a learning mechanism (or set of mechanisms) which operate over 
these primitives, whatever they are. The difficult question is how a learner might use such 
primitives— which to be useful to learning must ultimately interface with experience— 
to acquire concepts as abstract as belief or infinity, which cannot be defined in terms of 
purely perception.

An extreme empiricist solution, like that found in the writings of John Locke (1690/ 
1964), is to argue that abstract concepts are acquired via iterative processes of associ-
ation and abstraction, beginning with primitives that have sensory content. In con-
trast, an extreme nativist solution is to propose that abstract concepts are either wholly 
innate or composed from relatively abstract, specialized primitives, with little assem-
bly required (e.g., Fodor, 1998). Both types of account are “building- block” models 
of conceptual development. Empiricist building blocks are like “old” LEGO, which 
primarily takes the form of simple bricks that can be combined in a large number of 
ways to create an almost unlimited number of different structures (Figure 7.1). As 
noted on Brickipedia, just six standard eight- stud pieces of LEGO can be combined in 
over 915,103,765 ways, and seven bricks can be combined in 85,747,377,755 ways.1 These 
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building blocks are simple to manufacture and can be used to build nearly anything 
(given enough time and space), but they require significant instructions and input 
from the environment (the LEGO user) to create complex objects. In contrast, “new” 
LEGO— the nativist alternative— is sold in sets of highly specialized pieces, which are 
designed to create specific objects and to carry out highly specialized functions (e.g., 
a dragon composed of ~20 pieces, including prefabricated limbs, wings, etc.). These 
blocks are much more difficult to manufacture (just as eyes take time to evolve) and are 
much more constrained in function, but they allow users to create highly sophisticated 
objects with very little input.

Both building- block models suffer from the same basic limitation: At their extremes, 
both models offer little more than a promissory note regarding the problem of how ab-
stract ideas might interface with perception of the world in the service of learning. In each 
case, the “bricks” or primitives that make up mental representations must be placed into 
correspondence with entities in the real world if they are to represent them. Empiricist 
models offer the advantage that the simplest building blocks are easily characterized by 
perceptual features (e.g., see Biederman, 1987), thus providing a natural story for how 
these blocks are linked to things in the world. However, these models suffer from the 
problem that it is difficult to see how concepts like infinity or belief could ever be defined 
in terms of collections of perceptual features; no perceptually defined LEGO- like model 
of infinity or democracy would appear to be forthcoming. In contrast, nativist models 
offer the advantage of providing clearly articulated models of how fully formed concepts 
could represent abstract content, since they are presumed to be specialized at the outset. 
Their problem is explaining how, in development, children might identify how these ab-
stract representations correspond to experience of the world.

This basic tension sits beneath much current debate between nativist and empiricist 
accounts. As Martin Braine (1994) has argued, whereas nativist accounts generally focus 

B       New LEGOA       Old LEGO

Figure 7.1 Examples of blocks from (A) old LEGO and (B) new LEGO.
Source: LDraw.org (http://www.ldraw.org/article/227.html)
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on explanations of human universals, and “what is cognitively and linguistically primi-
tive,” they often neglect to account for processes of change and development and thus fail 
to bridge postulated primitives to plausible psychological learning mechanisms (e.g., that 
might link primitives to stimuli in the world). Meanwhile, empiricist models, by begin-
ning with what are considered to be psychologically plausible learning mechanisms, often 
do not easily scale to account for the types of conceptual content that humans routinely 
acquire. This tradeoff in focus is surely one cause of the historical impasse between nativ-
ist and empiricist accounts. However, another problem may be with the building- block 
model itself, which assumes that complex concepts are directly composed of smaller units 
(whether new LEGO or old) and that this decomposition allows complex concepts to 
interface with lower- level perceptual representations. The problem is that such theories 
require the building blocks to be sufficiently abstract that they can combine to represent 
ideas like infinity and democracy but sufficiently concrete to make contact with the world 
of physical objects and events. It is possible that such a requirement is simply too tall an 
order for any complete theory of conceptual development.

An alternative to this class of building- block solutions, proposed by Susan Carey in 
her 2009 book, The Origin of Concepts, is to treat the problem of defining the content of 
concepts as somewhat separate from the problem of how they are acquired. For Carey, 
concepts like seventeen or hour are defined by their inferential role— that is, by the set 
of inferences that the concept is involved in or supports (Block, 1987; Carey, 2009; 
Harman, 1987). For example, it is part of the meaning of the word seventeen that it is 
equal to sixteen plus one. And sixteen can be identified as the number that is equal to 
fifteen plus one. And so on. However, Carey recognizes that on its own, such a theory 
cannot entirely explain how concepts get their content, since no network of inferential 
relations, however rich, can explain how individual concepts relate to our experience of 
objects and events in the world. Knowing that a blicket is composed of a toma and a 
pimwit tells us important information about blickets, but is useless for identifying blick-
ets in the world, absent some concrete notion of what tomas and pimwits are. To address 
this problem, Carey (2009) makes the important move of anchoring an inferential role 
model to systems of what she and others call “core knowledge”— systems of innate input 
detectors, which generate primitive representations upon which an inferential role model 
can operate (e.g., Spelke, 2000). For example, in this view, concepts like one, two, and 
three are acquired via their correspondence to representations of objects in visual working 
memory, sometimes called “object- files” (Kahneman, Triesman, & Gibbs, 1992). Once 
these small number words are acquired, inferential role meanings can then be acquired, 
by noticing the relationship between the small numbers (i.e., 2 = 1 + 1; 3 = 2 + 1; 4 = 3 
+ 1) and generalizing this relationship to numbers in the count list (i.e., for any number 
n the meaning of its successor is n + 1). Thus, whereas acquisition begins by associating 
small number words with perceptual representations of sets in the world, the meanings 
of number words— including one, two, and three— are ultimately defined by their infer-
ential relations to other numbers, without requiring a direct link to perception at all (at 
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least not as part of their core meanings; for discussion of how they might become linked, 
see Carey, 2009, 2010; Sullivan & Barner, 2012, 2014).

This account falls under the umbrella of a larger class of “bootstrapping” theories 
of development (Gleitman, 1990; Grimshaw, 1981; Macnamara, 1982; Pinker, 1984). 
Bootstrapping theories have in common the thesis that representations of one kind, say 
syntactic, are acquired on the basis of representations of another kind, say semantic (or 
vice versa). For Carey, bootstrapping involves constructing concepts that are defined 
by their inferential roles from representations provided by core knowledge, plus, crit-
ically, a placeholder system of linguistic labels. For number, the placeholders include 
numerals in the count list— for example, one, two, three, four, five, and so on. For time, 
they include words like minute, second, and hour. For color, they include red, green, and 
blue. As a first step in learning, children begin by learning some or all of the placeholder 
symbols in a domain and organizing them into a class of alternatives (see Tare, Shatz, 
& Gilbertson, 2008, for evidence that children learn to associate these words with their 
respective lexical classes early in development). Next, or perhaps in conjunction, they 
learn the meanings of a subset of these words by appeal to concepts provided by core 
knowledge— for example, object files. Critically, these meanings yoke the placeholder 
system to the child’s experience of the world. Having acquired a few meanings in this 
way, the remaining meanings of symbols in the placeholder structure can be acquired 
via their inferential relations to one another, and in particular to the subset of concepts 
defined by core knowledge.

Often, metaphors are invoked to prime the intuition of how bootstrapping models 
like this might work. For Carey, the closest metaphor for her idea comes from Quine 
(1960), which inspires the term “Quinian bootstrapping”: “The child scrambles up an 
intellectual chimney, supporting himself against each side by pressure against the others. 
Conceptualization on any considerable scale is inseparable from language, and our ordi-
nary language of physical things is about as basic as language gets” (Quine, 1960; p. 93). 
According to this metaphor, words provide stable surfaces, which, when put in place, 
allow children to “ascend” to ever more complex and articulated representations of the 
world. Critically, the meanings in this metaphor are not contained within the bricks 
of the chimney themselves— this isn’t a building- block model of conceptual learning. 
Instead, the content of each brick (or concept) is defined by its relation to other bricks 
in the structure, which in turn arises from the child’s interaction with the sum of these 
surfaces.

In the following sections, we assess this model in three case studies. One of these, 
number, has been discussed at length already by Carey (2009), but it is useful to re-
visit because it offers a framework for understanding other domains and because certain 
important differences from Carey’s account will arise in our discussion. In the two re-
maining sections, we discuss recent evidence from the study of time and color words. 
Our goal in exploring these three case studies is to inform word learning and concep-
tual development more generally, by describing how children might bootstrap abstract 
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conceptual content by linking perception to placeholder structures and the inferential 
networks that they support. In doing so, we will test three basic predictions of the boot-
strapping account:

1. Placeholders and procedures should precede adult- like semantics. According 
to the bootstrapping hypothesis, the meanings of many words are defined by 
their inferential roles (or place in a “theory”). Learning begins when children 
identify words that belong to a class of relevant alternatives— that is, a place-
holder structure. In the case of number, this means learning the count list. For 
time, it means learning that second, minute, and hour all form a class. And for 
color, it means identifying words like red, green, and blue as alternatives. In each 
case, carving out the meanings of words involves learning the system as a whole 
and contrasting the words within that system to one another. Thus, in this hy-
pothesis, knowledge of the placeholders should precede the acquisition of adult- 
like meanings.

2. Adult- like meanings within a domain should emerge together. To the extent 
that words get their meanings via relations to one another, rather than through 
independent associations to perception, meanings within a conceptual domain 
should emerge in near synchrony. For example, if sixteen gets its meaning in re-
lation to fifteen, then learning the former should depend on learning the latter 
first. Likewise, words like minute and hour should emerge in synchrony to the 
extent that their meanings are spelled out in relation to one another. Finally, in 
the case of color, a child may not be able to learn the meaning of red until they 
learn labels for neighboring colors like purple, pink, and orange, such that these 
colors can be excluded from their meaning for red.

3. Meanings should be anchored, but not defined, by perception. According to 
inferential role models of meaning, many words within a domain should get their 
meanings chiefly through their relation to other words in that same domain, and 
not necessarily through perception. Thus, a final prediction of this theory is that, 
for many words, children should initially focus on discovering relations between 
words, rather than on their relation to perceptual representations— even if such 
associations are ultimately acquired by adults.

The case studies of number, time, and color are interesting tests of these predictions 
and suggest a relatively nuanced picture of how children acquire concepts. First, consist-
ent with Prediction 1, we will argue that in each of the three case studies children begin by 
learning placeholder structures and identifying the basic dimension of content that these 
structures represent. Second, consistent with Prediction 2, we review evidence that adult- 
like meanings emerge in near synchrony in each case study, with some interesting excep-
tions. However, evidence regarding Prediction 3 reveals important nuance: As we show, 
words that represent number, time, and color differ substantially with respect to how  
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their meanings relate to perception and when such relations are established. Empirical 
data suggest that children associate duration words like hour to perception very late in 
acquisition— by around age 6 or 7— only after they have learned their formal meanings 
(e.g., that 1 hour = 60 minutes). In the case of number words, a subset of words— such 
as one, two, and three— are anchored to perceptual representations from early in devel-
opment, whereas larger number words (above 4) are very gradually associated with ap-
proximate magnitudes between the ages of 3 and 7. Finally, in the case of color, although 
children carve out color word meanings by drawing on relations between words in a 
placeholder structure, each word is nevertheless also associated with perceptual represen-
tations from the beginning.

The differences between these case studies suggest a general architecture for word 
learning that extends beyond the case studies of number, time, and color. Specifically, 
they lead us to conclude that each word— or class of words— differs with respect to its 
relative dependence on perceptual representations and inferential roles. Some words, like 
red and blue, while relying on placeholder structures, also depend heavily on perceptual 
representations to get their meanings. Other words, like democracy or molecule, have little 
to no relation to perception and get their meanings almost entirely from their role in a 
broader theory- like structure. Many words fall squarely between these extremes. For ex-
ample, recent work suggests that the meanings of relatively simple words, like cup, happy, 
and chair, cannot be well described by building- block models of meaning but instead 
appear to be learned slowly, over many years, as members of broader conceptual networks 
(e.g., Gutheil, Bloom, Valderrama, & Freedman, 2004; Malt, Sloman, Gennari, Shi, & 
Wang, 1999). Still, despite these differences, the overarching lesson of these different case 
studies is that resolving the impasse between nativist and empiricist theories of concep-
tual development may involve eschewing a strict building- block model of concepts while 
allowing networks of concepts to be yoked to experience by some subset (and possibly 
all) of its members. Bootstrapping models accomplish this goal, by permitting both asso-
ciative and inferential processes to operate in tandem, with differing roles across different 
domains of content.

Number

In The Origin of Concepts, Susan Carey (2009) explores number word learning as a central 
case study of conceptual change. The basic facts to be explained by a theory of number 
word learning are generally of two types. First, there is the target state— adult knowledge 
of the natural numbers. Second, there are the developmental facts— the trajectory by 
which children appear to acquire this knowledge. The adult target state can be roughly 
described by the formal axioms spelled out 130 years ago by Giuseppe Peano and Richard 
Dedekind (though it goes without saying that few adults have explicit, formal, knowledge 
of these axioms, and no humans did until around the nineteenth century). In (1)– (4), a 
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relevant subset of these axioms is described,2 including the successor function and its ap-
plication to all possible numbers, in (3) and (4):

(1) 1 is a natural number.
(2) All natural numbers exhibit logical equality (e.g., x = x; if x = y, then y = x, etc.).
(3) For every natural number n, S(n) (the successor of n) is a natural number.
(4) Every natural number has a successor.

Critically, these principles establish 1 (or in some formulations, 0) as a primitive to which 
the successor function (in 3 and 4) applies to generate larger numbers, which themselves 
must respect (2), the properties of logical equality. The successor of 1, S(1), is 1 + 1, or 2. The 
successor of 2, S(2), is 2 + 1, or 3. And so on. In this sense, numbers get their meanings via 
their inferential roles— by their relations to other numbers and in particular the successor 
relation (for other early discussions of the logical foundations of arithmetic, see Frege, 
1884/ 1980; Hume, 1778/ 2012; von Leibniz, 1704/ 1996). Consequently, if these principles 
are taken as a model of psychological competence, then the problem of acquiring the posi-
tive integers is one of acquiring (1) the primitive 1; (2) the principle of logical equality; and 
(3) the successor function, inter alia (though in some views this knowledge is taken to be 
wholly innate— e.g., Leslie, Gelman, & Gallistel, 2008; von Leibniz, 1704/ 1996).

Numerous studies have found that children acquire meanings for the words one, two, 
three, and sometimes four in a very gradual process without yet understanding how to 
count, but that the meanings of larger numbers are acquired in what appears to be a single 
step, as though via a sweeping inductive inference (Le Corre & Carey, 2006; Sarnecka 
& Lee, 2009; Schaeffer, Eggleston, & Scott, 1974; Wynn, 1990, 1992). First, sometime 
around the age of 2, most children (in the US) learn to recite a partial count list (e.g., 
one, two, three, four, etc.) without yet knowing what these words mean (Baroody & Price, 
1983; Fuson, 1988; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Schaeffer et al., 1974). Next, they acquire 
an exact meaning for the word one (these children are often called “one- knowers”). Some 
6 to 9 months later, they learn a meaning for two (becoming “two- knowers”), and after 
another long delay, three, sometimes followed by four (becoming “three- ” and “four- 
knowers,” respectively). Typically these children, collectively known as “subset- knowers” 
(since they know only a subset of the number word meanings), do not use counting to 
enumerate sets and cannot use it to count sets larger than 3 or 4. However, by many ac-
counts, children have some form of epiphany between the ages of 3 and 4 and realize that 
when asked to provide a large number— for example, 7— they can use counting to find 
this amount (for discussion, see Davidson, Eng, & Barner, 2012). Although the precise 
timing of these stages varies across populations, the basic sequence has been reported 
across a variety of distinct linguistic and cultural groups (Almoammer et al., 2013; Barner, 
Chow, & Yang, 2009; Barner, Libenson, Cheung, & Takasaki, 2009; Davidson et al., 2012; 
Piantadosi, Jara- Ettinger, & Gibson, 2014; Sarnecka, Kamenskaya, Yamana, Ogura, &  
Yudovina, 2007).
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For our purposes, there are three critical points here that will inform our discussion of 
color and time. First, according to Carey (2009), the meanings of some number words 
are acquired by appeal to representations that can be transparently related to perception. 
Specifically, in her account, one, two, and three are acquired via their correspondence to 
representations of objects in visual working memory, which by many accounts exhibit a 
capacity limit, such that only three to four objects can be attended to at any given time 
(e.g., for discussion, see Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Atkinson, Campbell, & Francis, 
1976; Kahneman et al., 1992; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Todd & Marois, 2004). Second, in 
Carey’s view, most number words are not acquired in this way, and arguably all number 
word meanings, once acquired, get their meanings entirely independent of perception 
via their inferential role— that is, in accordance with the principles stated in the Peano- 
Dedekind axioms. Finally, these inferential role meanings are acquired via an inductive 
inference over a predetermined set of alternatives, which in this case is supplied by the 
verbal count list. Children acquire this list before they acquire any meanings and use it as 
a structure to constrain inductive inference.

There are many points of controversy at each step in this argument which we and 
others have discussed before (Barner & Bachrach, 2010; Barner, Chow, et  al., 2009; 
Davidson et al., 2012; Gallistel, 2007; Laurence & Margolis, 2005; Rips, Bloomfield, & 
Asmuth, 2008). For example, it is highly unlikely that children fully grasp the successor 
function when they first become cardinal- principle (CP)- knowers and more likely that 
CP- knowers are initially executing a blind procedure (Davidson et  al., 2012; Cheung, 
Rubenson, & Barner, under review; Wagner, Kimura, Cheung, & Barner, 2015). As a 
result, there is currently no reason to believe that children learn the logic of counting by 
detecting the successor relation among the small numbers and then generalizing this to 
larger numbers. Also, in her version of this bootstrapping story, Carey (2009) helps her-
self not only to innate object files but also to innate set representations like those required 
for describing the semantics of natural language (e.g., Link, 1983). A question raised by 
this proposal is therefore whether object files are needed at all (Gallistel, 2007). We be-
lieve that they may be, both to explain why early number word meanings are limited to 
small quantities, and also how specific set sizes could be identified in the learning process 
within the set- relational hypothesis space. As noted in previous work, when groups of 
objects are represented as collections, both infants and nonhuman primates are less likely 
to encode the quantities contained within them (see Barner, Wood, Hauser, & Carey, 
2008; Wynn, Bloom, & Chiang, 2002). Thus, this type of set representation, which binds 
individuals together into a single representation, may need to be supplemented by some-
thing like object files in order to support learning early cardinal meanings. Leaving these 
matters aside, for the present discussion we would like to emphasize the central idea of 
Carey’s hypothesis: how children might exploit the inferential relations between number 
words to acquire their meanings.

The data from number word learning conform to the two main predictions made by 
an inferential semantics theory like Carey’s. First, placeholders and procedures precede an 
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adult- like semantics. Sometime around the age of 2, children in the US begin to recite a 
partial count list without knowing what individual number words mean. Next, they begin 
learning the meanings of one, two, and three, one by one. Still, these children treat count-
ing as a blind procedure for many months (or even years). Early accounts argued that 
counting is purely procedural until children become CP- knowers (e.g., Fuson, 1988, inter 
alia), while more recent work suggests that children do not acquire its full semantics— 
including an induction of the successor principle— until much later, as late as 6 or 7 years 
of age (Cheung et al., under review; Davidson et al., 2012; Wagner et al., 2015).

Second, the inferential role meanings that children ultimately acquire for numerals 
in the count list are anchored, but not defined, by perception. For Carey, large number 
words are yoked to perception, and thus to experience of the world, via the small number 
words (one, two, and three), which themselves get their content from object- file represen-
tations. However, once these links are made, meanings are subsequently spelled out in 
terms of inferential relations like the successor function (for a computational model that 
mimics this transition, see Piantadosi, Tenenbaum, & Goodman, 2012). Later in develop-
ment, other perceptual systems, which also are not constitutive of number word meaning 
(Laurence & Margolis, 2005), become associated with number words— for example, the 
approximate number system (Condry & Spelke, 2008; Gunderson, Spaepen, & Levine, 
2015; Le Corre & Carey, 2006; Sullivan & Barner, 2012, 2014; Wagner & Johnson, 2011).3

A final fact that is consistent with the predictions of an inferential role model like 
Carey’s is that substantial aspects of number word learning involve holistic changes to 
the entire system. The strongest piece of evidence for this claim is the observation that 
whereas children learn one, two, and three one at a time, they appear to learn the meanings 
of larger number words all at once, when they become CP- knowers. However, as already 
noted, recent work adds nuance to this picture and suggests that whereas procedural 
knowledge of counting appears to be acquired in sweeping steps that apply to all num-
bers, children’s logical understanding of numbers may actually emerge much later and in 
a more item- based way (such that they can infer the successors of small numbers like five 
years before they can infer the successor of larger numbers like twenty- five). Critically, 
these facts are not inconsistent with the inferential view. Critically, important aspects of 
knowledge do emerge in synchrony (i.e., the procedures that provide placeholder struc-
tures for learning). Also, when logical meanings for larger numbers are worked out, they 
are determined by relation to other numbers, albeit in an initially item- based manner.

These basic facts form the core evidence for the claim that number word meanings are 
acquired via a type of Quinian bootstrapping: Placeholder structures like the count list and 
the counting procedures support learning of relations between symbols within the structure. 
This inferential web is linked to perception via a subset of the structure’s representations— 
those whose meanings are most readily verified via perception (i.e., one, two, three). Children 
learn these early meanings in parallel with empty procedures, and, through the repetition of 
procedures in relation to sets of things in the world, they notice semantic relations between 
words— like the successor function (Cheung et  al., under review; Davidson et  al., 2012; 
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Wagner et al., 2015). It is these types of relations between words within the system which 
supply the meanings of the words. In the two following sections, we describe how similar 
processes explain the acquisition of words that describe time and color.

Time

Time is an intrinsic property of our experience, but, moreso than number, it is an intan-
gible property of the world. To deal with the abstract, ineffable quality of time, human 
cultures have developed complex systems to precisely measure, label, and keep track of it. 
These are systems that children struggle for many years to master (e.g., Friedman, 1986; 
Friedman & Laycock, 1989). We use an array of spatial artifacts such as clocks and calen-
dars to represent time, and we encode time in language at many levels of representation, 
from verb tense to narrative structure. Along with acquiring grammatical tense and aspect, 
and conventions of storytelling, children learn several sets of time words that represent 
specific points or periods in time (e.g., yesterday, Friday, last year) and particular lengths 
of time or durations (e.g., minute, week, century). Given that such units of time cannot be 
directly seen or heard, how do children figure out what a word like minute refers to?

As we describe next, nonverbal representations of duration are available to children early 
in development, making it possible that they might begin their acquisition of time words by 
forming associations between terms that denote particular durations and approximate per-
ceptual representations of duration. However, this is demonstrably not what children do. 
Instead, as with number words, children initially learn duration words almost entirely on 
the basis of their inferential role— that is, based on the relationships they have to other du-
ration words in the lexicon. Consistent with the predictions of the Quinian bootstrapping 
model described earlier, we show that (1) children first identify duration words as a lexical 
domain and acquire a placeholder structure for this domain, with little to no information 
about the absolute durations denoted by each term, (2) adult- like meanings of these terms 
are not acquired until very late in development and emerge in relative synchrony as children 
receive direct instruction in their meanings in school, and (3) ultimately, these meanings 
are linked to perception of duration, but mappings between perceptual representations and 
words like minute are not formed until after the children learn the formal meanings of these 
terms, several years after the initial placeholder structure is in place.

Although units of time like an hour are not directly coded by sensory receptors, young 
infants are nonetheless able to represent elapsed time. For example, beginning in the first 
month of life, babies display conditioned autonomic responses (e.g., changes in heart 
rate or pupil dilation) yoked to temporal patterns in visual and auditory stimuli, indi-
cating that they anticipate the arrival of the next stimulus after a learned delay period 
(Brackbrill, Fitzgerald, & Lintz, 1967; Clifton, 1974; Colombo & Richman, 2002). By 
4 months they can be trained to discriminate auditory tones and visual events on the basis 
of their durations (Brannon, Suanda, & Libertus, 2007; Provasi, Rattat, & Droit- Volet, 
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2011; vanMarle & Wynn, 2006). Like infants’ ability to discriminate the approximate 
magnitudes of sets (see Lipton & Spelke, 2003), their ability to discriminate temporal 
intervals is governed by Weber’s law (i.e., it is ratio- dependent). Also, like in the case of 
number, the precision of duration discrimination increases steadily over development 
and is not yet adult- like at age 8 (Brannon et al., 2007; Droit- Volet, Tourret, & Wearden, 
2004; Droit- Volet & Wearden, 2001). Importantly, psychophysical studies of temporal 
perception in infants and children typically only involve stimuli and delay periods whose 
lengths are on the order of milliseconds to seconds, far shorter than the spans of time to 
which most of our commonly used duration words refer.

While relatively few studies have examined children’s acquisition of time words, several 
similarities between time word and number word acquisition have been noted. These fea-
tures of time word learning also conform to the predictions of a theory whereby children 
bootstrap inferential role meanings. First, although duration words like minute and day 
often appear in child speech as early as age 2 or 3, children’s early uses of these terms are 
often far from adult- like (Ames, 1946; Grant & Suddendorf, 2011; Harner, 1981; Shatz, 
Tare, Nguyen, & Young, 2010). Children do not appear to acquire their adult- like mean-
ings until years later, when they enter grade school (Ames, 1946; Grant & Suddendorf, 
2011; Tillman & Barner, 2015). However, during this lengthy delay between the onset 
of production and the eventual adult- like comprehension of duration words, children 
nevertheless seem to infer that these terms all belong to a common conceptual domain 
and thus form a set of linguistic alternatives. For instance, when 4- year- olds are asked 
questions about duration (e.g., “How long does it take to eat breakfast?”), they generally 
respond using duration words in combination with number or quantity words (e.g., “10 
hours”), despite not using them accurately (Shatz et al., 2010).

In accordance with the first prediction of the bootstrapping account, in addition to 
picking out the relevant domain to which all duration words belong, children learn the 
structure of the lexical domain prior to learning the formal meanings of individual words. 
For example, our recent work indicates that preschoolers not only infer that each dura-
tion term denotes a different duration but also learn which terms denote greater dura-
tions than others, that is, their rank ordering: second < minute < hour < day. Thus, at the 
age of 4, children are able to choose the term that denotes the longer duration more ac-
curately than predicted by chance (Tillman & Barner, 2015). Importantly, however, these 
meanings lack information regarding the absolute duration denoted by each term or the 
proportional relationships among them (e.g., that a minute is 60 times greater than a 
second). For example, children as old as 6 often fail to judge that “2 hours” is longer than 
“3 minutes,” despite having a robust understanding of the number words involved and 
knowing that an hour is longer than a minute. This type of failure demonstrates a lack of 
understanding that the ratio between the length of a minute and that of an hour is greater 
than 2:3. Further, children are very poor at estimating the absolute and relative positions 
of these terms on spatial timelines representing duration, despite being relatively accurate 
with numbers and familiar events.
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Supporting the second prediction of the inferential role account, duration words 
appear to be acquired in relative synchrony, around the time when children enter grade 
school. Between the ages of 4 and 6, children’s ability to rank- order duration words im-
proves uniformly for second, minute, hour, and day, although there are differences in the 
accuracy of children’s estimates for individual terms. Later, around the age of 6 and 7, a 
dramatic improvement in children’s ability to answer direct questions about the mean-
ings of these terms (e.g., “How many hours are in a day?”) is found. Again, this change 
occurs across the board and is not specific to individual words. This suggests that learning 
to use the system as a whole— in conjunction with learning about clocks and calendars— 
is what supports children’s acquisition of the individual words.

Finally, in accordance with the third prediction, children do not associate time words 
with perceptual representations of time until after their formal meanings have been 
learned in grade school. Furthermore, there is some evidence that children’s knowledge 
of formal time word meanings actually drives their association with perception (Tillman 
& Barner, 2015). When both knowledge of formal meanings and age are included in sta-
tistical models of children’s ability to accurately “space out” duration words on a time 
line, effects of age disappear, suggesting that performance is mediated by knowledge of 
the formal meanings. Thus, learning the approximate durations that correspond to time 
words may arise by learning the precise proportional relations between time words (e.g., 
that a minute equals 60 seconds) rather than via a process of directly associating time 
words with experiences of duration in the world.

In one sense, these results are not surprising: Much like number words, duration words 
get their meanings in relation to one another (1 hour = 60 minutes). For example, it is im-
possible to arrive at a fully adult- like understanding of hour without also understanding 
minute, which in turn cannot be understood without understanding second. Therefore, 
it is difficult to imagine a scenario in which inferential semantics would not play an im-
portant role in learning these words. However, data from children’s acquisition of time 
words make a stronger point, which is that children learn an inferential role semantics 
for time words even before they know that this is the right approach to take. As in the 
case of number, although children could begin by associating words with approximate 
magnitude representations, they do not. These facts raise a final question: How is the 
conceptual domain of time words anchored to perception?

While more research is needed to address this question empirically, a Quinian boot-
strapping account of time like the one Carey proposes for number might propose that 
children link the duration word placeholder system to perception via “small” duration 
words, such as second, with the same nonverbal representations of time that allow them to 
estimate and discriminate very brief durations in infancy. On this account, while second 
might be grounded in a nonverbal representation of time, larger- duration words need 
only be understood via their inferential relationships to second. Relatively early in de-
velopment children might learn, via simple associative processes, the approximate dura-
tion of a second. At this point, although they might learn that seconds are shorter than 
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minutes, they would still lack the adult- like meaning of minute, which depends on un-
derstanding both the positive integers (i.e., numbers up to at least 60) and the fact that a 
minute contains 60 seconds. Given an approximate meaning for second and training that 
each minute contains 60 seconds, children might construct an inferential role meaning 
for minute, which in turn could be used to learn hour, and so on.

To summarize, on analogy to the case of number, we have argued that children’s ac-
quisition of duration words conforms to three main predictions made by a Quinian 
bootstrapping model like Carey’s (2009). First, knowledge of the placeholder system 
and the organization of words in that system precede the assignment of adult- like mean-
ings to words. Children learn to represent time words as a lexical domain and then orga-
nize words in this domain according to their relative durations years before they acquire 
their adult- like meanings. Second, adult- like meanings for these terms are acquired in 
relative synchrony very late in development, as children receive instruction regarding 
their formal meanings in grade school. Finally, while the meanings of duration words 
like minute, hour, day, and year are ultimately linked to approximate representations of 
duration, they do not get their formal meanings from perception and do not become 
linked to perceptual representations of duration until after inferential role meanings 
have been acquired.

Color

As is the case with both time and number, color word acquisition begins with a place-
holder system: Children understand that color words form a class of contrasting linguis-
tic alternatives before acquiring adult- like meanings for individual words. While children 
do not necessarily memorize a list of colors before acquiring color words in the same way 
that they memorize the count list, they do respond to questions like “What color is it?” 
with a word from the color domain well before they are able to use color words with 
adult- like meanings (e.g., Pitchford & Mullen, 2003; Sandhofer & Smith, 1999; Wagner, 
Dobkins, & Barner, 2013). Recent evidence suggests that, in addition to knowing that 
color words form a class of lexical alternatives, children assign preliminary meanings 
to color words on the basis of color properties like hue, brightness, and saturation by 
the time they emerge in speech (Wagner et al., 2013; Wagner, Jergens, & Barner, under 
review). Nevertheless, adult meanings for color words take many additional months for 
children to identify and appear to only fully emerge when children have acquired the 
contrasting meanings of neighboring (perceptually close) color words. As we describe 
next, the meaning of each color word appears to be supplied not only by association with 
a focal hue but also by contrast to the other words the child knows— that is, according to 
its inferential role.

In their influential study of color word learning, Carey and Bartlett (1978) introduced 
a single new word— chromium— to children, in reference to an olive green tray. After a 
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delay of 7 to 10 days, they then asked these children to identify the chromium tray, which 
some children did successfully. This study is widely cited for children’s rather remarkable 
ability to “fast map” chromium to the perceptual experience of the olive green color after 
a single exposure. Accordingly, many accounts of color word learning since have assumed 
that fixing meanings for individual color words reduces to mapping linguistic input to 
preexisting perceptual representations. On these accounts, the real difficulty lies in rec-
ognizing that color words, as a class, refer to color properties (e.g., Kowalski & Zimiles, 
2006; Sandhofer & Smith, 1999). Once the correct domain of meaning is identified, 
learning meanings for individual color words proceeds quickly, resembling an epiphany 
in which words are mapped to perceptually defined color categories, which children 
possess beginning in early infancy (e.g., Clifford, Franklin, Davies, & Holmes, 2009; 
Franklin, Pilling, & Davies, 2005). For example, according to Pitchford and Mullen 
(2003), “developmental studies have shown young children’s perceptual color space is 
organized in a similar manner to that of the adult. . . . Thus, when children engage in the 
learning of color terms, they already possess color percepts on which color concepts can 
be mapped” (p. 53).

However, these accounts surely overstate the role that the perceptual system might 
play in defining color word meanings. As discussed by Carey (Carey and Bartlett, 1978; 
Carey, 2010), although a partial meaning of a color word can be learned in a single trial 
via a mapping to color perception, the full meaning of a color word can neither be deter-
mined by perception nor learned from a single exposure. As found by Carey and Bartlett 
(1978), a child could learn that chromium includes the hue olive green after hearing it 
used in reference to this color. However, color meanings are not exhausted by a single 
focal hue. To learn a word like red, the child must also know what is not red— that is, 
where the boundaries of the category lie. Critically, languages vary in both the number 
of words in their color lexicon and in how these words divide color space (Kay, Berlin, 
Maffi, Merrfield, & Cook, 2009). For example, Berinmo, a language spoken in Papa New 
Guinea, has only five basic color terms. This language fails to mark some color boundar-
ies found in English while marking other boundaries that are not found in English. For 
instance, one Berinmo color word, nol, refers to greens, blues, and purples. Another, wor, 
refers to greens, yellows, oranges, and browns. Furthermore, while the location of color 
boundaries is related to the number of basic color terms a language has, there is also vari-
ability among languages with the same number of color words. For example, languages 
with four color words typically divide color space according to one of three different 
patterns (Kay et al., 2009).

Children entering the world must be prepared to learn any language and thus any set 
of color words. Accordingly, any complete account of color word learning must describe 
how children learning different languages converge on different category boundaries 
for their color terms. As noted by Carey and Bartlett (1978), a single instance of fast 
mapping cannot do this: “Included in the fast mapping is only a small fraction of the 
total information that will constitute a full learning of the word. The second phase, the 
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long, drawn- out mapping, extended over the entire period of several encounters with 
the word” (p. 2). A sometimes overlooked finding in their study is that, after hearing the 
word chromium used to refer to an olive- colored object, only a few children correctly 
used this term in later tests. While many of the children did learn that chromium was a 
color word, they often overextended this new word to include objects that were green 
and brown. Children make similar systematic errors in their application of actual color 
words (Bartlett, 1978; Pitchford & Mullen, 2003). Consistent with Carey and Bartlett’s 
account, recent work shows that children assign partial meanings to color words as soon 
as they begin using them in speech and perhaps earlier (Wagner et al., 2013; Wagner, 
Jergens, et al., under review) but that full adult- like meanings take years to master and 
appear to depend on knowledge of other, competing, color words. For example, Wagner 
et  al. (2013) found that when children start producing color words, they assign par-
tial meanings to them that are typically overextensions of their adult meanings. A child 
may use red, for example, to refer to red, orange, and yellow objects. As children ac-
quire new terms (e.g., yellow), these new terms contrast with and constrain previously 
learned terms.

In the spirit of Carey (2009), this recent evidence suggests that in order to learn the 
meaning of a particular color word, a child must also learn the meanings of other color 
words, to determine where one color category ends and another begins. In this fashion, 
the meaning of each color word is determined both by its relation to perception and via 
its inferential relationship to other color words— a possible explanation for why adult- 
like meanings of color words often appear to arise in synchrony. Consistent with this, 
studies have shown that contrasting a new color word with one that is already in a child’s 
color lexicon is an effective method of teaching children the new word (e.g., Carey & 
Bartlett, 1978; O’Hanlon & Roberson, 2006). Furthermore, O’Hanlon and Roberson 
(2006) found that children learned new color words more easily when they contrasted a 
new term with the child’s previously used term for that color than when they contrasted 
a new term with any other color terms. These findings suggest that lexical contrast is 
helpful in training, not only because it places a new color word within the correct lexical 
class, but also because it highlights how the new term is related to existing ones— a cen-
tral feature of inferential role models of meaning.

To summarize, like the cases of time and number, evidence from color word learning 
provides evidence for an inferential role model of meaning, whereby words like seven-
teen, month, and yellow, are first organized into their respective placeholder systems and 
then get their meanings via a gradual process of learning relations between words within 
each the relevant system. In the case of color, unlike time and number, each individual 
word may in fact be anchored perceptually. On the account just described, however, this 
anchoring falls short of exhausting color word meanings. The main difference between 
children and adults is not knowledge of how color words pick out focal colors but in-
stead, knowledge of the scope of their meanings, and how words are restricted via their 
relationships to other words in the semantic domain.
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Conclusions

We began this chapter by arguing that one reason for the impasse between nativist and 
empiricist models of conceptual development is that theories of each type often assume a 
building- block model in which complex concepts are composed from simpler ones, just 
like LEGO pieces are used to build objects. The problem with such accounts is that they 
fail to explain either how simple building blocks combine to generate abstract concepts 
(e.g., on empiricist views) or how abstract concepts make contact with perceptual experi-
ence of the world (e.g., on nativist views). Following Carey (2009), we describe an alter-
native approach, where words get their meanings in large part via their relations to other 
words in a placeholder structure. In some cases, like time and number, only a subset of 
words may be directly mapped onto perceptual representations, while others are related 
to the world via their place in the inferential system. In other cases, like color, each word is 
mapped to perceptual space, with referential boundaries restricted by competition among 
placeholder alternatives.

Data from the domains of number, time, and color support this model of development 
and show that, in each case, children begin by learning placeholder structures that constrain 
hypothesis testing and learning relations between words in these structures. However, the 
data also show that there is no single solution to the problem of how word meanings are 
learned. The interaction between perception and inferential role differs substantially across 
case studies, as do the relative contributions of these two factors in the early stages of word 
learning. Early in learning, perception plays a larger role for color than for number, and a 
larger role for number than for time. Color word meanings in particular are not articu-
lated in terms of each other in the same way that number and time words are, even though 
children begin with learning a placeholder structure that constrains the construction of 
categories. This is not surprising, and in principle, there is no reason to expect that all con-
cepts should get their content in the same way. Bootstrapping theories like Carey’s (2009) 
make this point clear: Even within a domain, different concepts may initially get their con-
tent in different ways. For example, small number words may initially denote small sets of 
things, whereas larger number words get their content from the successor principle. Given 
this, it seems reasonable to expect cases in which all words in a domain make contact with 
core systems (much like color), as well as cases in which there is little to no connection to 
perception— for example, democracy, infinity, belief. As we see it, this question cannot be 
answered in a purely a priori manner, but is best addressed by investigations like those we 
have described here: by exploring the acquisition of concepts by children in development.

Notes

1. Wikia— Brickipedia. LEGO. http:// lego.wikia.com/ wiki/ LEGO
2. We omit a definition of equality (transitivity, reflexivity, etc.) and omit principles which 

rule out zero as a successor to a number and which define the successor function as an injection.
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3. Critically, mappings between numerals and approximate number representations are mas-
sively flexible, such that a child’s estimates for all numbers in their count list can be recalibrated by 
a single misleading association or even by the simple suggestion that the largest quantity they will 
encounter in an experiment is very large (e.g., 750) or very small (e.g., 75; see Izard & Dehaene, 
2008; Sullivan & Barner, 2012, 2014). These facts are difficult to explain for accounts which argue 
that approximate magnitude representations might be constitutive of number word meanings 
(e.g., Gelman & Gallistel, 1992; Leslie et al., 2008). Besides the problem that the approximate 
number system is noisy and nonexact, there is the greater problem that particular numbers like 
twenty are mapped to different quantities depending on context— there are no absolute magni-
tude mappings, only relative magnitude mappings, created on the fly. Clearly, whatever the basis 
for the positive integers, it must provide meanings that are not only exact but also absolute and 
stable, such that twenty always means 20.
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8

Different Faces of Language in Numerical Development
Exact Number and Individuation

Susan C. Levine and Renée Baillargeon

Introduction

How does language influence conceptual development? This question has long been 
the subject of debate among linguists, philosophers, and psychologists (e.g., Boroditsky, 
2011; Carey, 2009; Choi & Bowerman, 1991; Fodor, 1983; Gentner & Goldin- Meadow, 
2003; Gleitman & Papfragou, 2005; Whorf, 1956). In thinking about this question, Carey 
(2009) distinguishes between two broad stances on how language learning can influence 
concepts: 1) strong or Quinian linguistic determinism— language learning allows children 
to represent concepts that they could not previously represent, and 2)  weak linguistic 
influence— language learning makes concepts that children can already represent more 
salient or accessible. Gentner and Goldin- Meadow (2003) refer to these views, respec-
tively, as “language as a lens” (i.e., language provides new ways to represent the world) 
and “language as a tool” (i.e., language highlights or augments representations that are 
already available), terminology we adopt in this chapter. We also consider a third way in 
which language influences cognitive development that crosscuts these views, “language 
as data”: Whatever the influence of language on concepts, strong or weak, the amount 
and quality of language input a child receives that is relevant to a concept may affect the 
timing and even the nature of its influence on this concept.

Carey (2009) argues that there is no single answer to the question of how language 
influences thought; rather, cases of development need to be considered in detail, one 
by one, to determine what role(s) language plays in each case. In this spirit, we consider 
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two aspects of numerical development, one more advanced (the representation of exact 
number) and one more rudimentary (object individuation), and examine the influence 
of language on each.

The chapter is organized in two sections. In the first (written by Susan Levine), we 
consider how children construct a representation of natural number. As detailed later, 
existing evidence supports Carey’s bootstrapping claim that language, in particular 
a count list, is essential to the child’s construction of natural number. In addition, we 
discuss recent evidence suggesting revisions to two aspects of Carey’s bootstrapping ac-
count. In the second section (written by Renée Baillargeon), we turn to infants’ ability to 
individuate and track objects from event to event. As we will see, recent evidence has led 
Carey to conclude that language serves as an important, although not unique, tool for 
supporting this ability. After reviewing this evidence, we outline a new account of how 
infants individuate and track objects and of how language is implicated in this ability and 
its development.

Together, the two sections of the chapter support Carey’s view that there is no single 
answer to the question of how language influences thought— even within the domain of 
numerical development, language appears to play multiple, different roles in cognition.

Language as a Lens: Natural Number

Carey (2004, 2009)  presents convincing evidence that the development of children’s 
understanding of the exact cardinal value of sets constitutes a strong example of how 
language— in this case the language provided by the cultural invention of the count list— 
can qualitatively change representations, providing a new way to conceptualize number. 
She argues that without the symbol system provided by the count list, the ability to rep-
resent number exactly— for example, exactly 6 vs. exactly 7— is not possible. According 
to Carey (2004, 2009), the ability to represent exact number for any set size is tied to 
understanding that the last number reached when counting a set represents the set size 
(the cardinal principle) and to understanding that each successive number, N + 1, in the 
count list represents a set size that is exactly one unit larger than its predecessor, N (the 
successor principle).

Consistent with Carey’s theory, the ability to represent the exact number of elements 
in sets beyond three elements (referred to as the subitizable range, e.g., Trick & Pylyshyn, 
1994) appears to be lacking in infants as well as toddlers, even after they can recite the 
count list from 1 to 10 and beyond, which children typically do when they are 2- year- 
olds (e.g., Fuson, 1988; Le Corre, Van de Walle, Brannon, & Carey, 2006; Wynn, 1990). 
In a seminal study, Wynn (1990) found that most 2-  and 3- year- olds were able to count 
objects, but if asked, “How many are there?” they seldom produced a response corre-
sponding to the last number in their count. Instead, they typically re- counted the objects. 
Even more compelling, Wynn found that young children are unable to give requested 
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numbers of objects on the Give- A- Number (GN) task. Most children start off not even 
knowing the meaning of one, and it takes them 18 months or longer to map the first three 
or four number words onto their cardinal values (Wynn, 1990, 1992). At a time when 
children correctly respond to requests for one by giving exactly one item, they respond to 
requests for higher numbers by grabbing a bunch of objects. Several months later, they 
respond correctly to requests for one and two, but grab a bunch of objects when larger 
numbers are requested. This pattern then repeats for three and sometimes four. At this 
point, Carey and colleagues argue that children are “cardinal principle knowers” (CP- 
knowers) and understand the meanings of all the numbers in their count list (e.g., Carey, 
2004; LeCorre & Carey, 2007; Wynn, 1990). Importantly, this slow, sequential, mapping 
of number words onto their cardinal values does not depend on the specific performance 
demands of the GN task. Children who understand only the meanings of one and two on 
the GN task show a similar pattern on the “What’s on this Card?” task, where they are 
asked to provide the number word that corresponds to the set size, and on the “Point- to- 
N” task, where they are asked to point, for example, to the set that has three items where 
the contrasting set has four items (Le Corre et al., 2006).

Two Core Number Systems

Why is mapping of the count list to cardinal number so difficult? The answer, according 
to Carey, lies in the mismatch between the representations that core number systems pro-
vide and the natural numbers. As argued by Carey and others (e.g., Carey, 2004, 2009; 
Feigenson, Dehaene, & Spelke, 2004; Le Corre et al., 2006), there are two core number 
systems, the object tracking system and the analogue magnitude system, and neither cap-
tures the representation of exact number afforded by natural numbers.

Object- Tracking System

The object- tracking system (OTS) is a working- memory model that tracks a limited 
number of objects by assigning an index to each (e.g., Carey, 2009; Feigenson & Carey, 
2003, 2005; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994). Carey (2004, 2009)  refers to this system as the 
parallel- individuation system since it can track up to three individuals via pointers that 
pick out and track “this,” “this,” “this” without a summary symbol for the set size “three.” 
The set size limitation of the OTS is clearly demonstrated by the ability of infants and 
toddlers to discriminate sets of three vs. two elements, but their inability to discriminate 
sets of four vs. two elements or even four vs. one element, which would seem to be much 
more discriminable (Feigenson & Carey, 2003).

The inability of the OTS to provide a summary symbol for set size is highlighted by a 
recent study we conducted (Gunderson, Spaepen, Gibson, Goldin- Meadow, & Levine, 
2015). We showed that before children could provide a correct verbal response on the 
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traditional “What’s on this Card?” (WOC) task for sets of two or three, they were able 
to answer correctly on a WOC- Gesture task (Nicoladis, Pika, & Marentette, 2010), 
where they were asked to respond to the number of objects on the card by holding up 
the correct number of fingers. Moreover, on the WOC- Verbal task, which was adminis-
tered after the WOC- Gesture task, children frequently provided mismatching responses, 
where they were typically correct with their gestures but incorrect with their words. We 
posit that this is because gestures provide an item- based representation of set size, which 
aligns better with the item- based representation of quantity provided by the OTS than 
does the summary symbol representation provided by number words. These findings are 
consistent with Carey’s theory, which posits that the OTS does not provide a summary 
symbol for set size but rather represents each item in the set via a pointer.

Analog- Magnitude System

The other core number system, the analog- magnitude system (AMS), does provide a 
summary representation of set size, but, in accord with Weber’s law, this representation is 
approximate and becomes more so with increasing set size (e.g., Dehaene, 1997; Gallistel 
& Gelman, 2000, Xu & Spelke, 2000). Thus, although this system can differentiate two 
from three elements, it cannot consistently differentiate larger sets, for example, 12 from 
13 elements.

Indeed, the signature of the AMS is its ratio limitation, which is coarser in infants than 
in adults, gradually becoming more refined over the course of development. For example, 
6- month- olds can discriminate 8 vs. 16 items, but not 8 vs. 12 items; by 9 months, infants 
can discriminate sets with a ratio of 8 vs. 12 but not 8 vs. 10 in both the visual and auditory 
modalities (Lipton & Spelke, 2003, 2005; Xu & Arriaga, 2007). Ratio limitations also 
characterize the ability to differentiate other magnitudes (e.g., area, time, brightness), and 
there is debate about whether the approximate discrimination of number by infants is spe-
cifically numeric or whether it reflects a more general ability to represent magnitudes that 
only gradually becomes differentiated for different kinds of magnitudes (e.g., Cantrell &  
Smith, 2013; Mix, Huttenlocher, & Levine, 2002; Mix, Levine, & Newcombe, in press; 
Newcombe, Levine, & Mix, 2015). Whatever the starting state is for this second core 
system, it also does not appear to have the representational capacity of the natural num-
bers, because it is limited to approximate representations of quantities (Carey, 2004, 2009; 
Condry & Spelke, 2008; cf. Gallistel, 2007, and Gallistel & Gelman, 1990, 1992, 2000).

How Do Children Acquire an Understanding 
of Cardinality? Carey’s Seminal Theory

Carey (2009) takes on the question of how young children construct an understanding 
of exact number, considering the role that the OTS and/ or AMS may play. She posits 
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that Quinian bootstrapping, which involves associative learning, natural language learn-
ing, analogical reasoning, induction, and, importantly, the ability to integrate previously 
distinct representational systems to create a new and qualitatively different representa-
tional system, plays a central role.

Role of the AMS

Carey (2009) argues that the count- list representation of natural number is not built on 
the back of the AMS (e.g., Dehaene, 1997; Gallistel, 2007; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992, 
2000; Wynn, 1998)  for the following reasons. First, in contrast to the prediction of 
the accumulator model (Gallistel & Gelman, 2000), magnitudes in the AMS are con-
structed in parallel, as it does not take longer to estimate larger than smaller set sizes 
(Wood & Spelke, 2005). The lack of a relation of longer times to estimate larger set sizes 
obscures the relationship between set size and the order of numbers in the count list. 
Second, nothing in the AMS accounts for the sequential development of children’s set- 
based quantification— for example, first understanding the meaning of one in contrast 
to all plural sets, which are undifferentiated at this point, then understanding one and 
two in contrast to all other sets, and so on (Bloom & Wynn, 1997). Third, the AMS does 
not provide a representation of the successor function that defines the +1 relationship 
between successive numbers in the count list— for example, the difference between 1 and 
2 is larger in the ratio- dependent AMS than the difference between 12 and 13. Foruth, 
the scalar variability that is the signature of the AMS (M estimated set size/ SD estimated 
set size = constant) is not seen for the first four numbers in the count list. And finally, 
perhaps most importantly, LeCorre and Carey (2007) provide evidence that children 
learn the cardinal principle without being able to map number words onto approximate 
set sizes, indicating that mapping number words to the AMS cannot be a prerequisite for 
becoming a CP- knower.

Role of the OTS

Carey (2009) also considers the possibility that the OTS is a building block for the count 
list representation of natural number. She argues that the OTS is implicated by the find-
ing that initial meanings are assigned only to the first few number words. However, she 
also argues that the OTS alone is insufficient to bootstrap natural number because it 
provides representations for individual objects and not for sets, whereas the count words 
represent set size. She then posits an important role for the set- based quantification 
system, in combination with the OTS, which she dubs “enriched parallel individuation.” 
Set- based quantification provides the distinction between individual and plural sets and 
is captured in natural languages through symbols such as the word a for individual items, 
and plurals and some for sets (e.g., Bloom & Wynn, 1997; Carey, 2009). Bloom and Wynn 
(1997) showed that children use the word a appropriately before age 2 and use other 
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natural language quantifiers as well as number words soon thereafter (e.g., some trees, 
all trees, two trees). Bloom and Wynn also provided direct support for the role of set- 
based quantification in constructing natural number, showing that “one- knowers” make 
the singular– plural distinction of set- based quantification, providing sets of one for one 
but undifferentiated pluralities when asked for larger sets; this suggests that one may ini-
tially mean a and larger numbers may initially mean some or plural. However, Barner and 
colleagues provide compelling evidence that two does not function as a plural marker for 
young children (Barner, Lui, & Zapf, 2011).

According to Carey (2009), 2- year- olds begin to understand the number words by com-
bining the resources of the set- based quantification system and the parallel- individuation 
system (OTS). For example, when they count “1, 2” they relate the pointers provided by 
the OTS to the set size corresponding to the dual marker. In fact, there is evidence that 
the mapping of number words to their meanings is accelerated in children learning lan-
guages with rich systems for marking set size (Almoammer et al., 2013; Sarnecka, et al., 
2007). For example, Almoammer et al. (2013) found a much higher frequency of “two- 
knowers” among children learning languages that have a dual marker for sets of exactly 
two elements (Slovenian, Saudi Arabic) than in children learning English (which marks 
singular and plural but not dual) or Japanese or Mandarin Chinese (classifier languages 
with no plural marking).

Becoming a CP- Knower: A Qualitative Change

Several studies provide evidence that acquiring the cardinal principle is a watershed mile-
stone. That is, once children become CP- knowers, they exhibit a web of important in-
terrelated mathematical abilities that were not present previously (e.g., Le Corre et al., 
2006; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). These include the use of counting to determine set size 
(e.g., Le Corre et al., 2006; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008; Wynn, 1990), particularly for larger 
than smaller set sizes, a behavior that is not typical for subset knowers (Sarnecka & Carey, 
2008). According to Sarnecka and Carey (2008), becoming a CP- knower also coincides 
with knowledge of the successor function— knowing that adding one item to a set of 
N results in a set of N+1, which corresponds to the next number in the count list. They 
tested this using the Unit Task, on which they told children that there were N items in 
a box where N was 4 or 5. Children were then shown either one or two items going into 
the box and were asked, “Now is it N+1 or N+2?” CP- knowers but not subset knowers 
succeeded on this task.

Carey’s bootstrapping account of the acquisition of the cardinal principle has had a 
major impact on the field of numerical cognition and has garnered support from studies 
of diverse populations. For example, adult members of Amazonian tribes without a well- 
developed count list show evidence of core number systems but are unable to represent 
large set sizes exactly (Gordon, 2004; Pica, Lemer, Izard, & Dehaene, 2004). Similarly, 
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deaf homesigners in Nicaragua, who live in a numerate culture but who lack a count 
list, are unable to represent large set sizes exactly (Spaepen, Coppola, Spelke, Carey, & 
Goldin- Meadow, 2011). These studies, taken together, support Carey’s claim that the rep-
resentation of natural number is language dependent.

But subsequent research also has provided some challenges to Carey’s theory, albeit 
not challenges that cast doubt on her main thesis that language enables the representa-
tion of natural number. In the next section, we briefly consider two of these challenges. 
The first concerns her claim that children make an induction over all numbers in their 
count list when they become CP- knowers (Davidson, Eng, & Barner, 2012). The second 
challenge concerns her claim that subset knowers cannot map the count list onto AMS 
representations, thus the AMS does not play a role in bootstrapping natural number 
representations.

Do CP- Knowers Make a Semantic Induction over Their Count List?

As summarized earlier, Carey and colleagues posit that children make a semantic induc-
tion that allows them to understand the meanings of all of the numbers in their count 
list after learning the meanings of the first three or four numbers. Sarnecka and Carey’s 
(2008) finding that CP- knowers had greater success than subset knowers on the Unit 
Task (described earlier) is consistent with the view that CP- knowers have an import-
ant understanding that is lacking in subset knowers. However, even CP- knowers had 
difficulty on this task, scoring, on average, only 67% correct (chance was 50% correct). 
Moreover, 13 out of 29 CP- knowers did not perform at an above- chance level on this task.

Davidson, Eng, and Barner (2012) point out that these findings are difficult to square 
with the conclusion that becoming a CP- knower involves a semantic induction over all 
the numbers in the child’s count list. They found that CP- knowers were significantly 
more likely to succeed on the Unit Task for small numbers (4 or 5) than for medium (13, 
14, or 15) or high numbers (24 or 25). As in Sarnecka and Carey’s (2008) study, many 
CP- knowers lacked knowledge of the successor function even for low- number problems. 
Even more telling, high counters often performed well on the Unit Task for low but not 
medium or high numbers, indicating that their difficulty was not attributable to lack of 
task understanding. These findings provide a challenge to the claim that children make a 
semantic induction over their entire count list at the time they succeed on the GN task. 
Rather, children appear to lack knowledge of the successor principle or to have only lim-
ited, piecemeal knowledge of this principle at a time when they are CP- knowers as mea-
sured by the GN task. Among CP- knowers, performance on two tasks— fluent counting 
and mapping larger numbers onto approximate set sizes on a Fast Dots task where count-
ing the dots is not possible— differentiated those children with little or no understanding 
of the successor principle from those with more robust understanding of this principle. 
Thus, becoming a CP- knower on the GN task may not represent the kind of qualitative 
change that Carey posits.
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Is the Ability to Map Number Words onto Approximate  
Representations Exclusive to CP- Knowers?

Le Corre and Carey (2007) argue that the mapping of number words to approximate set 
size does not play a role in learning the cardinal principle, given their findings that many 
CP- knowers do not succeed at this mapping and that those who do succeed are approxi-
mately 6 months older than those who do not. These findings suggest that the mapping of 
number words to approximate representations develops only after children learn the car-
dinal principle (e.g., for contrasting view see Gallistel, 2007; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992). 
If LeCorre and Carey are right, it is indeed not logically possible for the AMS to help 
children gain knowledge of the cardinal principle. However, recent studies show that 
even subset knowers (those who do not understand the cardinal principle) sometimes 
have approximate knowledge of the number words up to 10 (e.g., Gunderson, Spaepen, &  
Levine, 2015; Wagner & Johnson, 2011), opening up the possibility that the mapping of 
number words to the AMS could potentially play a role in learning the cardinal princi-
ple, at least for some children. We found that success on approximate- mapping tasks was 
correlated with children’s age but not with their “knower- level” (Gunderson, Spaepen, &  
Levine, 2015). Based on this finding, we proposed that the development of these two 
kinds of number word mappings— approximate, involving the AMS, and exact, involv-
ing the OTS— may unfold independently. The correlation of approximate number word 
mapping with age but not with knower level suggests that it may rely on cognitive capac-
ities that increase with age (e.g., executive functioning, associative mapping ability), as 
well as with increases in count list fluency, spatial skills, and nonverbal AMS acuity (e.g., 
Davidson et al., 2012; Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Sullivan & Barner, 2014; Verdine, 
Irwin, Golinkoff, & Hirsh- Pasek, 2014). In contrast, exact number word knowledge 
and performance on the GN task may depend more on children’s exposure to number 
talk (e.g., Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine, Suriyakham, Rowe, & Huttenlocher, & 
Gunderson, 2011).

It is possible that the knowledge children have at the time they acquire the cardinal 
principle, as measured by the GN task, varies depending on their age at the time they 
reach this milestone. Children who learn the cardinal principle at early ages may not  
be able to map number words onto AMS representations, whereas children who acquire 
the cardinal principle at later ages may already have this mapping ability. This opens the 
possibility that the AMS may play a role in helping children learn the cardinal principle 
when they acquire this principle relatively late. Nonetheless, as Carey points out (per-
sonal communication), mapping number words onto AMS representations cannot be 
necessary to learning the cardinal principle if some children become CP- knowers with-
out having this ability. Our age- related hypothesis could be tested by comparing children 
from different socioeconomic groups, who, on average, hear varying amounts of number 
talk at home and at school and consequently tend to succeed on the GN task and re-
lated tasks at different ages (e.g., Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Jordan & Levine, 2009; 
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Klibanoff, Levine, Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, & Hedges, 2006; National Mathematics 
Advisory Panel, 2008). In the next section, we review research investigating the relation 
of children’s cardinal number knowledge to variations in the number talk they hear. We 
consider how this relationship can inform our understanding of developmental pathways 
in numerical cognition.

Variations in Number Knowledge:  
Early Number Talk as Data

Knowledge of the cardinal principle, as assessed by the GN task and related tasks, emerges 
at widely different ages in different children, from as early as 3 to as late as 5 years of age 
(Gunderson, Spaepen, & Levine, 2015; Sarnecka & Lee, 2009). These findings raise the 
possibility that the number talk children are exposed to plays a role in explaining these 
variations, serving as data that inform their mapping of number words to set size and their 
understanding of natural number. This variation in the age at which children succeed on 
the GN task also opens up the possibility that the kinds of surrounding knowledge chil-
dren have at this point vary depending on the age at which they reach this milestone. For 
example, it is possible that the children who hear a lot of number talk will succeed on the 
GN task early, but will not immediately induce the successor principle for all the numbers 
in their count list. At this early age, the two skills that Davidson et al. (2012) identified as 
predicting this induction may be fragile: Their counting ability may not be fluent, and 
their approximate number word mapping ability may be limited. In contrast, children who 
hear less number talk and hence succeed on the GN task only at later ages may be more 
likely to make the semantic induction Carey describes. At this later age, they may have 
already acquired the age- related counting and mapping skills that Davidson et al. (2012) 
found to predict understanding of the successor principle among CP- knowers.

We examined the relationship between children’s cardinal number knowledge and the 
number talk their parents provide, in a longitudinal study that involved videotaping 90- 
minute natural interactions of parent– child dyads in their homes, once every 4 months, 
with children between 14 and 30 months of age (Gunderson & Levine, 2011; Levine et al., 
2010). Over the approximately 450 minutes that comprised the five videotaped sessions, 
parents ranged from saying a low of 4 number words to a high of 257 number words. 
Extrapolating from the assumption of 8 waking hours each day, this amounts to hearing 
parents say as few as 1,200 number words per year to as many as 100,000— definitely 
not a level playing field. Importantly for our question, the amount of number talk chil-
dren heard between 14 and 30 months predicted their cardinal number knowledge at 
46 months, controlling for other aspects of parent talk, family socioeconomic status, and 
the child’s own number talk. In a related study with a different sample of children, we 
found that preschool teachers’ number talk predicted the growth of children’s mathemat-
ical knowledge over the school year (Klibanoff et al., 2006).
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In a follow- up to Levine et al.’s (2010) parent number talk study, we found that the 
quality of parent number talk also mattered (Gunderson & Levine, 2011). Parent number 
talk that referred to sets that were visible to the child (objects, pictures in books) was a sig-
nificant predictor of cardinal number knowledge at 46 months of age, whereas number 
talk with no visible sets present did not (e.g., rote recitation of the count list or throwing 
the child in the air and saying, “one, two, three, wheee”). Further, parent number talk 
referring to set sizes higher than three, which is much rarer than number talk referring 
to smaller sets, was a significant predictor of cardinal number knowledge, whereas the 
amount of parent number talk in the one to three range was not. We are now conducting 
a follow- up experiment in which we are boosting the number talk children are exposed 
to either in the one- to- three range or the four- to- six range over the period of a month, 
through books their parents read to them. Preliminary data indicate that the growth of 
children’s number knowledge from pretest to post- test depends on the child’s knower 
level, with the small- number books being more beneficial for children who are one-  and 
two- knowers at pretest, and both the small and large- number books being beneficial for 
children who are at higher knower levels at pretest (Gibson, Gunderson, & Levine, 2015).

These findings add to a growing body of research showing that knowledge of the 
symbolic system for number fundamentally changes children’s understanding of natu-
ral number, as posited by Carey. The widely differing amounts of number talk children 
receive at home and in preschool partly account for children’s understanding of natural 
number. A 3- year- old who understands the cardinal principle is likely to have received 
more and better data— to have heard a lot more number talk referring to present objects 
than a 5- year- old who has yet to understand this principle. A still unanswered question is 
whether we are correct in our hypothesis that children who acquire the cardinal principle 
at older ages (based on the GN task) may immediately make the semantic induction 
across all of the numbers in their count list— as Carey posits— because they have the 
requisite counting and mapping skills that Davidson et al. identify as being important, 
whereas children who acquire the cardinal principle at younger ages may need to await 
the acquisition of better counting and mapping skills. Studies that focus on individual 
differences in numerical cognition will enable us to address this question.

Language as a Tool: Object Labels and Individuation

In the first section, we examined how children come to represent exact cardinal values (e.g., 
exactly nine objects), what interlocking factors contribute to this achievement, and what 
essential role language plays in this developmental process. In this second section, we turn 
to research on object individuation (OI), which examines infants’ ability to determine how 
many objects are involved in a physical event and to keep track of these objects from event 
to event. As Carey (2009) argued, language plays an important— though not an essential— 
role in augmenting infants’ ability to individuate and track objects across events.
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Initial Findings and Claims by Xu and Carey

In ground- breaking experiments, Xu and Carey (1996) used a novel OI task to exam-
ine whether infants could use categorical or featural information to determine (1) how 
many objects were present behind an occluder and, hence, (2) how many objects should 
be revealed when the occluder was removed. In one experiment, 12-  and 10- month- olds 
received two pairs of test trials: One pair involved a ball decorated with green and pink 
stripes and a baby bottle decorated with small blue bears, and the other pair involved a 
red sippy cup and a yellow baby book. In each test pair, one object (e.g., the ball) emerged 
from one side of a large screen and then returned behind it; next, another object (e.g., the 
bottle) emerged from the other side of the screen and then returned behind it. This oc-
clusion event was repeated several times, and then the infants saw a new event: The screen 
was removed to reveal either both objects (two- object event) or only one of the objects 
(one- object event). Results indicated that the 12- month- olds succeeded in detecting the 
violation in the one- object event, but the 10- month- olds did not. This striking develop-
mental shift was confirmed in multiple laboratories (e.g., Bonatti, Frot, Zangl, & Mehler, 
2002; Futó, Téglás, Csibra, & Gergely, 2010; Krøjgaard, 2000; Leslie, Xu, Tremoulet, & 
Scholl, 1998; Surian & Caldi, 2010; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998a).

In interpreting their findings, Xu and Carey made three main claims (e.g., Xu & 
Carey, 1996; Xu, Carey, & Quint, 2004). First, they proposed that the 12- month- olds 
succeeded because they represented the two occluded objects as members of contrastive 
categories. The objects actually differed in multiple respects: They emerged on opposite 
sides of the screen; they had different featural properties; and they belonged to distinct 
basic- level categories. According to Xu and Carey, only this last difference mattered: It 
was because the 12- month- olds encoded the objects’ contrastive basic- level catego-
ries, whereas the 10- month- olds did not, that their responses to the one- object event 
diverged. Supporting this claim, further experiments revealed that 12- month- olds no 
longer succeeded when the two occluded objects were drawn from the same basic- level 
category (e.g., a large red ball and a small soccer ball; Xu et al., 2004; see also Kingo & 
Krøjgaard, 2011).

The second claim by Xu and Carey was that language learning, and more specifically 
the acquisition of object labels, plays a role in the developmental shift between 10 and 
12 months. Evidence for this claim came from two additional results of the experiment de-
scribed earlier: (1) parental reports indicated that most of the 12- month- olds understood 
at least two of the labels for the four objects used in the two test pairs (“ball,” “bottle,” 
“cup,” “book”), whereas most of the 10- month- olds did not, and (2) those few 10- month- 
olds who did know two or more of the labels performed like the 12- month- olds (Xu & 
Carey, 1996; see also Rivera & Zawaydeh, 2006). As Carey (2009) put it, “it is not until 
between 10 and 12 months that infants spontaneously draw on many kind- sortals (e.g., 
bottle, book, shoe, duck, car, truck) in support of individuation in non- linguistic tasks, 
and language learning is implicated in this change” (p. 279).
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In their third claim, Xu and Carey attempted to spell out exactly how the acquisition 
of labels might facilitate success in the OI task. They speculated that learning labels causes 
an important development in infants’ conceptual system: It brings about the formation 
of specific object concepts with stable, enduring properties. Thus, the infants who knew the 
labels “ball” and “bottle” and had formed these concepts realized that the ball could not 
turn into the bottle when passing behind the screen; they therefore inferred that the ball 
and the bottle were distinct objects, and they expected to see both objects when the screen 
was removed. In contrast, the infants who had not yet learned the labels “ball” and “bottle” 
and still lacked these concepts were uncertain whether the ball and the bottle were two 
distinct objects or a single object with varying properties; as a result, the infants were ag-
nostic about whether there should be one or two objects when the screen was removed.

Revisions

The first two claims by Xu and Carey— 12- month- olds succeed at OI tasks involving con-
trastive basic- level categories because they encode these categories, whereas 10- month- olds 
fail because they do not yet encode these categories; language acquisition is implicated in 
this developmental shift— have both withstood further experimental scrutiny. However, 
the third claim— learning object labels results in the formation of stable object concepts, 
which are necessary for success at the OI task— has not fared as well. Carey (2009) has 
now relinquished this claim, as various strands of evidence have shown that young infants 
can (1) form and use categorical representations without linguistic support and (2) give ev-
idence of feature- based individuation in modified OI tasks. Each point is elaborated next.

Early Category- Based Individuation

As Carey (2009) has argued, there is now considerable evidence from individuation, cat-
egorization, and other tasks that young infants can form and use categorical representa-
tions without linguistic support: “Prelinguistic infants represent kinds and clearly have 
the logical capacity to bring kind membership to bear on object individuation” (p. 277). 
Focusing on the OI task, positive findings have now been obtained with two types of 
categorical representations.

First, 10- month- olds succeed at the OI task (i.e., detect the violation in the one- object 
event) if the two occluded objects belong to contrastive ontological categories that young 
infants spontaneously encode, such as human- like vs. nonhuman (e.g., a doll and a toy 
dog; Bonatti et al., 2002; Bonatti, Frot, & Mehler, 2005) and inert vs. self- propelled (e.g., 
a self- propelled bee and a block moved by a hand; Surian & Caldi, 2010).

Second, young infants succeed at the OI task if they are induced to assign the two 
occluded objects to contrastive basic- level categories via nonlinguistic manipulations. In 
one such manipulation, 9- month- olds first saw two static arrays, one at a time; one array 
was composed of three different cups, and the other was composed of three different 
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shoes (Stavans, Li, & Baillargeon, 2016). In the test trial, half the infants (different- object 
condition) saw one of the cups and one of the shoes brought out in alternation from 
behind a screen, which was then lowered to reveal only one of the objects (e.g., the shoe); 
the other infants (same- object condition) saw the same object (e.g., the shoe) brought 
out on either side of the screen. Infants in the different- object condition looked reliably 
longer at the one- object event than did infants in the same- object condition, and this 
effect was eliminated if the cups and shoes were scrambled in the arrays (i.e., two cups 
and one shoe in one array, two shoes and one cup in the other array). Similar results were 
obtained in another experiment with blocks and cylinders, indicating that even novel 
basic- level categories can induce success in the OI task.

In another nonlinguistic manipulation, 4- month- olds were induced to assign the 
two occluded objects to contrastive basic- level categories via functional demonstrations 
(Stavans & Baillargeon, 2016). Infants first received two familiarization trials: In one, an 
experimenter’s hand used tongs to lift sponges, and in the other, the hand used a masher 
to compress the sponges. In the test trial, half the infants (different- tool condition) saw 
the hand bring out the tongs and masher in alternation from behind a screen, which was 
then lowered to reveal only one of the tools (e.g., the masher); the other infants (same- tool 
condition) saw the same tool (e.g., the masher) brought out on either side of the screen. 
Infants in the different- tool condition looked reliably longer at the one- object event than 
did infants in the same- tool condition, and this effect was eliminated if in the familiar-
ization trials the tools were used in similar but nonfunctional demonstrations. A second 
experiment with two other tools (a marker that was used to draw lines and a knife that 
was used to cut dough) produced similar results. These findings support Carey’s (2009) 
proposal that in addition to lexical evidence, many nonlinguistic types of evidence may 
“trigger establishing a new kind representation, including … evidence of inductive poten-
tial (e.g., a particular shape predicts functional or causal affordances)” (p. 284).

Early Feature- Based Individuation

Further evidence that the acquisition of relevant labels and concepts is not necessary 
for success at the OI task comes from the positive findings obtained with young infants 
in modified OI tasks (for reviews, see Baillargeon et al., 2012; Wilcox & Woods, 2009). 
Although these tasks use occluded objects from contrastive basic- level categories that 
young infants do not yet spontaneously encode (e.g., a box and a ball), the modifications 
introduced enable infants to take advantage of the objects’ contrastive featural properties 
(e.g., different sizes and shapes) to determine how many objects should be present when 
the screen is removed. As Carey (2009) pointed out, these results make clear that “prop-
erty information is sometimes drawn upon in object individuation” (p. 82). We describe 
next three types of modified OI tasks.

In no- reversal OI tasks, the occlusion event is greatly abbreviated so that each occluded 
object moves in a single direction on one side of the screen. For example, infants see a 
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box move behind the left edge of a screen; next, a ball emerges to the right of the screen 
and stops in full view. Following this event, the screen is lowered to reveal no box— only 
the ball is present to the right of the screen. Infants ages 5.5– 9 months detect the viola-
tion in this one- object event, and this effect is eliminated if the occlusion event is made 
even slightly longer (Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998a; Wilcox & Schweinle, 2002; Wilcox, 
Alexander, Wheeler, & Norvell, 2012).

In trajectory- outline OI tasks, infants receive typical test trials; for example, a box and 
a ball emerge twice in alternation from behind a screen, which is then lowered to reveal 
only the ball. Prior to these test trials, however, infants receive two familiarization trials 
designed to introduce them to each object and its trajectory separately. In one trial, the 
box emerges to the left of the screen and returns behind it; this sequence is repeated a 
second time, and then the box pauses behind the screen until the trial ends. The other 
familiarization trial involves the ball, which emerges to the right of the screen. Positive 
results have been obtained in trajectory- outline tasks with infants ages 7.5– 10.5 months; 
this effect is eliminated if during the familiarization trials the object moves back and 
forth next to the screen and never becomes occluded (Wilcox, 2003, 2007).

Finally, in transparent- screen OI tasks, a transparent screen stands directly behind the 
opaque screen so that the occlusion event continues on when the opaque screen is low-
ered. For example, infants see a box and a ball emerge in alternation from behind an 
opaque screen; next, the screen is lowered to reveal only the ball, which is visible through 
the transparent screen. Positive results have been found in transparent- screen tasks with 
infants ages 9.5– 10.5 months (Wilcox & Chapa, 2002; Wu & Baillargeon, 2016).

A New Account

As Carey (2009) has pointed out, the positive findings presented in the last section (as 
well as additional evidence she reviewed) (a) contradict the original conclusion by Xu 
and Carey that “infants under 11 or 12 months of age never use property information or 
kind information in the service of object individuation” (p. 82), and (b) “rule out the 
hypothesis that the construction of kind- sortals at the end of the first year of life requires 
Quinian bootstrapping” (p. 281). However, several questions remain unanswered. Why 
does categorical information play a privileged role in the OI task? Why do infants begin 
to spontaneously encode basic- level categories around their first birthday? What role 
does language play in this development? Finally, why are infants capable of feature- based 
individuation in some OI tasks, but not others?

To address these questions, Baillargeon and her collaborators have been “scaling up” 
their account of early physical reasoning, which until recently focused mainly on causal 
interactions between two objects (e.g., one occluder and one occludee; Baillargeon, Li, 
Gertner, & Wu, 2011; Baillargeon, Li, Ng, & Yuan, 2009; Wang & Baillargeon, 2008b). 
The hope is that by specifying what cognitive systems are activated in OI tasks, what 
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information is represented by each system, and how the systems exchange information as 
events unfold, we will be in a better position to answer these questions (e.g., Baillargeon 
et al., 2012; Stavans & Baillargeon, 2013, 2014). Following is an overview of this new ac-
count, organized into four main points.

Three Systems

Imagine that infants see a toy duck moving gently next to a large screen. The object- 
tracking system (OTS) assigns an index to each object (this index serves as an attentional 
pointer that “sticks” to its object, enabling infants to keep track of it without using any 
of its properties or descriptors; e.g., Pylyshyn, 1989, 2007). Next, the object- file system 
(OFS) creates a file for each object (e.g., Kahneman, Treisman, & Gibbs, 1992), which 
includes two types of information: spatiotemporal and identity information. Each type 
of information includes categorical information as well as more detailed or fine- grained 
featural information (e.g., Huttenlocher & Lourenco, 2007). In the file for the toy duck, 
for example, the spatiotemporal information might specify that it is next to the screen 
(categorical), a short distance from its left edge (featural); the identity information might 
specify that it is a closed, nonhuman, self- propelled, and nonagentive object (categori-
cal), with a particular size, shape, pattern, and color (featural).

Now, imagine that the duck moves behind the screen and pauses out of view. Because 
the two objects are involved in a causal interaction (i.e., the screen occludes the duck), the 
physical- reasoning system (PRS) becomes activated (e.g., Baillargeon et al., 2009, 2011, 
2012). The PRS is a core system for reasoning and learning about physical events, used 
for both prediction and action. To help the PRS build a representation of the event, the 
OFS passes on all of the categorical information at its disposal. The PRS then uses this 
information to categorize the event as an occlusion event and to assign appropriate roles 
(occluder, occludee) to the objects.

Next, the PRS taps the OFS for the specific featural information that has been iden-
tified as helpful for predicting the progression of occlusion events. By 10  months, for 
example, most infants have identified occludee shape, size, and pattern as predictive fea-
tures in occlusion events (e.g., Wilcox, 1999; Wilcox & Baillargeon, 1998b). Once added 
to the event’s representation, this featural information becomes subject to the PRS’s core 
knowledge, which includes a principle of persistence: All other things being equal, objects 
persist, as they are, in time and space (e.g., Baillargeon, 2008).

Why does the OFS not pass on all of its categorical and featural information to the 
PRS? Why does the PRS have to request selected featural information from the OFS? 
There are two main advantages to this process of feature selection. One is that it makes 
learning possible: In each event category, infants begin with sparse event representations 
that become gradually richer as predictive features are identified (through a process of 
explanation- based learning; e.g., Wang & Baillargeon, 2008a). The other reason is that 
feature selection facilitates the rapid online physical reasoning necessary for adaptive 
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prediction and action because the PRS is not swamped with irrelevant featural informa-
tion. Recent research indicates that even in adults, intuitive physical reasoning involves the 
recruitment of event categories and their predictive features (Strickland & Scholl, 2015).

Category- Based Individuation

Imagine that infants see a duck and a human- like doll emerge in alternation from behind 
a screen. Because the OTS is a nonconceptual system that uses spatiotemporal informa-
tion to track the identity of objects (e.g., Pylyshin, 2007), only one index is assigned; as 
far as the OTS is concerned, there is no evidence to suggest that there is more than one 
object moving back and forth behind the screen.

The situation is very different for the PRS, however. As each object comes into view, 
the OFS passes on its identity categorical information. Because the first object (the duck) 
is nonhuman whereas the second object (the doll) is human- like, the PRS infers that two 
objects are present: According to the persistence principle, a nonhuman object cannot 
spontaneously change into a human- like object. The PRS then updates the OTS that an 
additional index is required.

Following this update, the OTS and PRS hold consistent representations of the 
number of objects involved in the occlusion event. This consistency is necessary for the 
PRS to make predictions about new events involving the objects. To see why, consider 
what happens when the screen is removed:  At that point, the occlusion event ends, 
and the descriptors occluder and occludee no longer apply. As long as the OTS has an 
index pointing to each object, however, the PRS can reidentify the objects and form 
predictions— for example, about the number of objects that should be revealed (two) 
and their properties (one nonhuman and one human- like) (for an extensive discussion of 
how indexes solve the reidentification problem, see Pylyshyn, 2007).

The preceding analysis explains the evidence reviewed earlier about early category- 
based individuation in the OI task. Basically, any time the OFS passes on contrastive 
categorical information for the objects that emerge alternately from behind the screen, 
the PRS (a) infers that these must be separate objects (due to the persistence principle) 
and (b) updates the OTS that a second index is needed. Moreover, it does not matter 
whether the OFS encodes this contrastive categorical information spontaneously (e.g., 
Bonatti et al., 2002; Surian & Caldi, 2010) or as a result of experimental manipulations 
(e.g., Futó et al., 2010; Stavans & Baillargeon, 2016; Stavans et al., 2016; Xu, 2002)— any 
contrastive categories will cause the PRS to update the OTS, leading to a consistent two- 
object representation in the two systems.

Label Effects at 12 Months

The developmental shift uncovered by Xu and Carey indicates that an important change 
takes place in the OFS by about 12 months of age: When representing an object, the OFS 
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now specifies its basic- level category in the identity categorical portion of its file. This 
change has important consequences for infants’ performance in the OI task. To see why, 
imagine that 12- month- olds see a duck and a ball emerge in alternation from behind a 
screen. The OFS will include “duck” and “ball” in the identity categorical portion of the 
objects’ files. Upon receiving these contrastive basic- level categories, the PRS will infer 
that two occludees are present:  According to the persistence principle, a duck cannot 
spontaneously change into a ball. The PRS will then signal the OTS that a second index 
is needed, resulting in a consistent two- object representation in the two systems and 
thereby leading infants to expect two objects when the screen is removed.

Why does the OFS begin to specify objects’ basic- level categories by the end of the first 
year? As Xu and Carey suggested, this change is likely to be due to language acquisition, 
although the exact mechanism involved is as yet unclear. One possible hypothesis is as fol-
lows. Between 6 and 12 months, infants begin to learn labels for objects (e.g., Bergelson & 
Swingley, 2012; Parise & Csibra, 2012). As they do so, infants realize that labels often refer 
to objects’ basic- level categories, with different labels being used for different categories 
(e.g., Balaban & Waxman, 1997; Dewar & Xu, 2007). In the course of everyday conver-
sations, infants learn that having this basic- level information explicitly specified in an 
object’s file (e.g., “duck”) makes it easier to identify what object speakers are talking about 
(e.g., “Where’s the duck?”). Over time, the OFS begins to spontaneously and routinely 
include basic- level information in its files, even in nonlinguistic contexts and even when 
representing objects whose labels are not yet known.

The preceding hypothesis is consistent with Carey’s (2009) proposal that language 
learning plays a facilitative role in the OI task. As infants learn object labels, they begin to 
routinely encode basic- level information; this information, in turn, enhances their ability 
to track objects from event to event. This provides a nice illustration of what Carey de-
scribes as “the weak effects of language on thought” (p. 283).

Feature- Based Individuation

Imagine that infants see a small dotted duck and a large striped duck emerge in alternation 
from behind a screen. In this event, the categorical information that the OFS passes on 
for the two objects is identical (as both are ducks, even 12- month- olds cannot distinguish 
them categorically). However, the selected featural information that the OFS provides 
(upon request from the PRS) differs: One object is small and dotted, whereas the other 
object is large and striped. This contrastive featural information is sufficient for the PRS to 
infer that two objects are present: According to the persistence principle, an object cannot 
spontaneously change size or pattern. Why, then, do 10-  and 12- month- olds fail to detect a 
violation when the screen is lowered to reveal only one object (e.g., Xu & Carey, 1996; Xu 
et al., 2004)? And why do they succeed in the modified OI tasks described earlier?

The most likely answer to these questions has to do with limitations in infants’ working 
memory. The first time that the second object (e.g., the large striped duck) comes into 
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view, the PRS taps the OFS for the appropriate featural information for this object, com-
pares it to that for the first object, and infers that two objects are present. Next, the PRS 
must signal the OTS that a second index is needed. The positive results of the no- reversal 
and trajectory- outline OI tasks described earlier indicate that the PRS has no difficulty 
doing this update as long as there are no further emergences in the occlusion event, so that 
there are no competing demands on infants’ limited working- memory capacity. If, how-
ever, a further emergence occurs (e.g., the large dotted duck returns behind the screen 
and the small dotted duck reappears on the other side of the screen), the PRS cannot 
cope: Instead of updating the OTS, it attends to this new emergence. In a nutshell, the 
PRS cannot simultaneously communicate with the OTS (to update it) and communicate 
with the OFS (to request selected featural information about the newly emerged object).

Because the OTS is not updated, the PRS and the OTS hold inconsistent views: The 
OTS assumes that a single object is present behind the screen, whereas the PRS assumes 
that two objects are present. In light of this inconsistency, computations about new 
events are not possible. Thus, when the screen is lowered, infants fail to detect a violation 
whether they are shown two objects, one object, or even no object (Stavans & Baillargeon, 
2013, 2014); it is as though an “error message” had been produced, leading to no expec-
tation at all.

The preceding analysis helps explain why (a)  infants give evidence of feature- based 
individuation in no- reversal and trajectory- outline OI tasks (because there are no fur-
ther emergences after the second object comes into view, the PRS has the opportunity 
to update the OTS), but (b) infants fail to give evidence of feature- based individuation 
in the standard OI task, which has multiple emergences (the PRS cannot both commu-
nicate with the OTS to update it and communicate with the OFS to request featural 
information about the newly emerged object).

Finally, the preceding analysis helps explain why infants succeed at transparent- screen 
OI tasks. Because the occlusion event continues, first with the opaque screen and then 
with the transparent screen, the PRS can correctly monitor the ongoing progression of 
the event; as a result, infants expect to see two occludees (e.g., two ducks) behind the 
transparent screen, and they detect a violation if shown only one occludee. Together, 
the results of the original OI task and those of transparent- screen tasks make clear that 
although the PRS alone can track objects within an event, the OTS and the PRS must 
work together to track objects across events.

Conclusions

In thinking about how language influences cognitive development, Carey (2009) has 
argued that there is no single answer to this question; rather, cases of development need 
to be considered in detail, one by one, to determine what role language plays. In this 
chapter, we revisited two aspects of numerical development that Carey has extensively 
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studied: how children construct a representation of natural number and how infants in-
dividuate and track objects across events.

In her work on natural number, Carey argued that language qualitatively changes the 
representational capacities that were previously available based on the AMS, the OTS, and 
set- based quantification. This work has inspired numerous studies, some providing addi-
tional support for her bootstrapping theory, others leading to revisions of some of the de-
tails of her theory (Davidson et al., 2012; Gunderson, Spaepen, et al., 2015), and still others 
calling the theory into question (Gallistel & Gelman, 2007; Rips, Bloomfield, & Asmuth, 
2008). What is unquestionable is that her theoretical stance has provided a framework for 
understanding the development of numerical cognition, and that her theoretical and em-
pirical contributions will continue to influence future research and advances in the field.

In her work on individuation in infancy, Carey argued that development in this area 
reveals only weak effects of language on thought. New findings are supporting this view 
and are beginning to shed light on the mechanisms responsible for these effects. As 
we saw, one such mechanism may be that label learning leads infants to spontaneously 
encode objects’ basic- level categories; these are then recruited in infants’ representations 
of physical events, where they help circumvent working- memory limitations that can cur-
tail infants’ ability to track objects from event to event.

Together, the findings reviewed in this chapter provide strong empirical support for 
the claim by Carey and others that language sometimes serves as a lens that makes possi-
ble new representations and sometimes serves as a tool that simply enhances existing rep-
resentations. In the first case we considered, language provided a way to represent number 
that was not afforded by prelinguistic representational systems. In the second case, lan-
guage played a helpful role in highlighting basic- level categories and facilitating individ-
uation and identity tracking; language did not play a unique role, however, because non-
linguistic evidence could also be used to form these categories, and other categorical and 
featural information could also be used to individuate and track objects. Another mes-
sage that emerged from our review is that access to relevant language input— language 
as data— can influence trajectories of children’s conceptual development. As Carey has 
pointed out, by studying how language contributes to developmental change in specific 
cases, we can advance our understanding of development more generally.
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How Numbers Are Like the Earth (and Unlike Faces,  
Loitering, or Knitting)

Barbara W. Sarnecka

Introduction

To study cognitive development is to study learning. But different kinds of knowledge 
are learned in different ways. Some learning is implicit and nonlinguistic, as when birds 
learn to navigate by the stars, or when babies learn to recognize the faces of their care-
givers. Human and animal brains have evolved to maximize the chances that this type of 
information will be learned: Baby birds automatically look up to the sky for dots of light, 
and use those dots to build a star map. Baby humans automatically look for human- type 
faces, and fall in love with them.

A second type of learning happens when we acquire knowledge that is explicit and 
linguistic but also nearly effortless because it fits into our existing conceptual structures. 
Last night, my 9- year- old son James was reading a book and came across some words he 
did not understand.

“No sol- stice- ing?” he read aloud.
“No soliciting,” I said.
“What’s that?”
“It means, no people selling things.”
“Oh … No lo- ter- ing?”
“Loitering.”
“What’s that?”
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“It means you can’t go there and hang around and do nothing.”
“Oh.”
Then he read the whole sentence and laughed. “Mom! This monster has a sign on his 

store! It says, ‘No soliciting; no loitering; no living!’ ”
That learning episode took no more than 30 seconds. James learned two new words 

(“soliciting” and “loitering”), but because he already understood what it means to sell 
things, or to hang around doing nothing, only the words themselves were new. Whether 
you call “soliciting” and “loitering” new concepts, or new words for old concepts, they 
were easy for him to acquire.

A third type of learning also involves explicit, linguistic knowledge, but this knowl-
edge is more difficult to acquire because it does not fit into any conceptual structure you 
already have. Imagine that instead of “soliciting” and “loitering,” James had been reading 
one of my knitting books and asked me, “What is a ‘provisional cast- on’?”

Now, I can define “provisional cast- on,” but what makes this term different from “solicit-
ing” and “loitering” is that I can only define it in terms that James does not understand. I could 
say, “A provisional cast- on is a way of casting on stitches using waste yarn, so that instead of a 
cast- on edge, you have live stitches that you come back and work later from the other side.”

But unlike my definitions of soliciting and loitering, this definition would raise more 
questions than it answered. What is casting on? What is waste yarn? What is a cast- on 
edge? What are live stitches? If I  tried to define the “provisional cast- on” in terms of 
James’s existing concepts, I might say something like, “It’s a special way of starting a piece 
of knitting.” But that doesn’t really define it. In order for James to truly understand what 
“provisional cast- on” means, James would also have to know a lot of other things about 
knitting. In other words, “provisional cast- on” is part of a whole structured system of 
concepts (i.e., knitting knowledge) that are interdefined.

The funny thing is that once a person acquires a highly structured conceptual system 
(like knitting or, as we will see later in the chapter, numbers), the knowledge can be trans-
lated easily between languages. In a sense, the words are like scaffolding— they provide 
the initial structure of conceptual frameworks, but can be kicked away after the structure 
is built. A  couple of years ago, I  used to wait for James’s school bus in the afternoon, 
and I would bring my knitting to work on while I waited. There were a couple of older 
Chinese ladies who waited at the same stop for their grandchildren, and although we 
shared no common language, they would reach out for my knitting, examine it, smile 
and nod, and then modestly point to some hand- knit article they were wearing— a hat or 
socks or a scarf, and I understood them to be saying, I knit, too. I made this. And I would 
examine the article, and smile and nod in appreciation.

One day I was knitting a sock. Socks are traditionally started at the cuff and knit down-
ward, but I was knitting this one from the toe upward. One of the grandmothers was 
watching my work with a furrowed brow. She called the other grandmother over and 
they peered intently at the sock, peppering me with questions (at least I assume they were 
questions), shaking their heads, and looking puzzled.
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Finally, the first grandmother picked up a twig from the ground, took hold of my yarn, 
and started doing a provisional cast- on, using the twig as a knitting needle. She looked at 
me, pointed to her twig and yarn, and raised her eyebrows in a question.

I smiled and nodded, took a piece of scrap paper from my bag, and drew this:

VVVVVVVVVVVV
VVVVVVVVVV

VVVVVVVV
VVVVVV

VVVV
VVVV

VVVVVV
VVVVVVVV

VVVVVVVVVV
VVVVVVVVVVVV

The grandmother laughed and nodded in understanding.
What happened here? What information was communicated, and how was such 

communication possible without any shared language? The answer is that our shared 
knowledge of knitting did most of the work. The other knitter and I both know a lot 
of things that didn’t have to be said. We know that although there are traditional ways 
to start a sock from the toe, the sock I was making didn’t look like any of them. In fact, 
the sock I was making had no visible beginning at all, raising the question of how it was 
constructed. The way to construct a piece of knitting with no visible beginning is with a 
provisional cast- on.

When my fellow knitter picked up the twig and started working a provisional cast- 
on, I understood that she was asking, Is this how you started the sock? It was a reasonable 
question, being one of the few things that an experienced knitter couldn’t tell about the 
work just by looking. My diagram answered the next logical question, by showing that 
I worked a provisional cast on, and then a short- row toe. (That’s the hourglass shape.)

If you are not a knitter, this English explanation probably still doesn’t make much 
sense, which is exactly my point. Knitting knowledge (like knowledge of numbers) is 
organized in a structure. Concepts are defined in terms of other concepts, and they only 
make sense in terms of each other. It takes 10 seconds to make another English speaker 
understand what “loitering” means, but much longer to make a non- knitter understand 
what “provisional cast- on” means, because that person would have to learn the basics 
of knitting first. Conversely, I could spend any amount of time at the bus stop with my 
Chinese grandmother friends and never learn the Mandarin word for “loitering.” And 
yet we exchanged detailed information about the construction of a sock— something 
that I cannot do here because many readers, being non- knitters, will lack the conceptual 
framework needed to understand it.
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So far, we’ve seen three different learning situations: implicit, nonlinguistic learning 
(as when babies learn to recognize the face of their caregivers); explicit learning of infor-
mation that fits into existing conceptual structures (as when James learned “soliciting” 
and “loitering”), which is fast and easy; and explicit learning of information that doesn’t 
fit into any existing conceptual structures (as when a non- knitter learns about the pro-
visional cast- on), which is much slower and more difficult, because at least part of a new 
conceptual structure must be built before the new information can be understood (i.e., 
you need the scaffolding).

A fourth, and even more challenging kind of learning is when you must acquire a new 
conceptual structure, but you have an existing conceptual structure that conflicts with it. 
That is, in order to learn the new information, you have to overcome wrong ideas that you 
had before. In technical terms, the problem arises when conceptual system 2 (the new in-
formation you are trying to learn) cannot be defined or expressed within the framework 
of conceptual system 1 (the old system of ideas you already have). When that happens, the 
two systems are said to be incommensurable (Carey, 2009).

For example, young children know (as adults knew, centuries ago) that the earth is a 
horizontal plane, and we live on top of it. The problem is, children today are told that the 
earth is actually round, like a ball. This seems like nonsense (kids can see that the earth 
is a flat plane), but the adults around them seem very sure that it’s a ball. In one of my fa-
vorite developmental studies, Stella Vosniadou and William Brewer (1992) showed that 
many kids solve this problem (at least temporarily) by creating a model that reconciles 
what they can observe (i.e., the earth is flat) and what they’ve heard (i.e., the earth is a 
round ball).

For example, many children construct a mental model of the earth as something 
like a snow globe. In their snow globe model, there is a hemisphere of solid material 
on the bottom, and a hemisphere of air (called “the atmosphere”) on the top. The flat 
plane in the middle (called “the surface”) is where the people live. This model allows 
children to make sense of statements that contradict with things they know. In their 
snow globe model, ideas like, “The earth is round, like a ball”; “Spacemen wear hel-
mets because they can’t breath outside the earth’s atmosphere”; and “People live on 
the surface of the earth” can coexist with ideas that are really difficult to let go of, such 
as the idea that we live on a flat surface, and that gravity is a force pulling everything 
downward through space.

What makes the earth problem different from the knitting problem is the presence of 
an existing conflicting conceptual system that conflicts with the new information. In the 
case of knitting, people may have no knitting knowledge, but they probably don’t have 
any prior conceptual system that is incompatible with knitting either. In the earth prob-
lem, children have strong beliefs in a flat earth and in the notions of up and down, which 
actually make it hard to understand the new information. Carey (2009) calls the fourth 
kind of learning (the kind required by the earth problem) conceptual change, because the 
learner must change from one conceptual system to another.
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What about Numbers?

Human number knowledge includes all four types of learning. The first type of learning— 
innate, implicit learning— certainly occurs for number (see later discussion); and we can 
find instances of the second and third types if we think about the mathematics we learn 
in school. For example, it is easy to learn what odd number and even number mean when 
you already have a concept of number, just as it is easy to learn what solicit means when 
you already have a concept of sell. And geometry, like knitting, requires the student to 
learn a whole bunch of new concepts at once, because their meanings are partially defined 
in terms of each other.

In this chapter, I am mostly concerned with the fourth type of learning, which I think 
is needed for young children to learn the exact meanings of cardinal number words like 
eight. You will recall that the fourth type of learning situation arises when there is not 
only a new conceptual system to be learned but also a prior conceptual system, already in 
place, which cannot represent the new information.

For numbers, that prior conceptual system is the result of the first type of learn-
ing: innate, implicit learning. Evolution has given humans the ability to represent several 
kinds of number information: We distinguish individuals from sets, we track several indi-
viduals at once, and we form mental representations of approximate numbers.

Representing Individuals

Humans and other animals distinguish individuals from sets (Barner, Wood, Hauser, & 
Carey, 2008; Li, Ogura, Barner, Yang, & Carey, 2009) and create mental models of ongo-
ing events in which each individual is represented by a single symbol (Chiang & Wynn, 
2000; Feigenson & Carey, 2003; Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser, 2002; Feigenson, Dehaene, 
& Spelke, 2004; Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Scholl, 2001; Starkey & Cooper, 1980; Xu, 
2003). For example, a group of three children could be represented as “Annie, Bridgette, 
Cassidy.” Note that this is not really a number system. Number is represented only im-
plicitly, because “Annie, Bridgette, Cassidy” includes three symbols, but it does not in-
clude any symbol that means three.

Nevertheless, our representations of individuals do support some number- relevant 
computations, because models can be compared on the basis of one- to- one correspon-
dence. For example, if a baby sees two objects placed behind a screen, and then the screen 
is raised to reveal just one object, babies look at the scene longer (presumably indicating 
surprise) than at a similar scene where the screen is raised to reveal the expected two ob-
jects (Wynn, 1992a; see also Antell & Keating, 1983; Feigenson & Carey, 2003; Starkey & 
Cooper, 1980; Strauss & Curtis, 1981).

Despite allowing the child to represent number implicitly, this system cannot repre-
sent large, exact, cardinal numbers. First, it has no symbols for cardinal values. (Three 
symbols is not a symbol for three.) Second, the models can only represent up to three or 
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four individuals. More items, and it’s too many to remember. So I can keep track of the 
three children I brought to the park, but not of the 17 undergraduates working in my lab.

The Approximate Number System (ANS)

Humans and other animals form mental representations of the approximate “how many- 
ness” of large sets, up to at least several hundred (Dehaene, 2011; Feigenson et al., 2004). 
The brain represents numerosity as a neural magnitude that gets bigger as the set being 
represented gets bigger. For this reason, the representations are sometimes called analog 
magnitudes, and the whole system is sometimes called the analog- magnitude number 
system. These representations can be compared in order to decide which of two sets has 
more; they can also be added, subtracted, and multiplied (Barth et al., 2006; Dehaene, 
2011; McCrink & Spelke, 2010; Nieder & Dehaene, 2009). Unlike the system of track-
ing individuals, the ANS truly represents number. But in the ANS, numbers are only 
approximate.

To understand how the two systems differ, imagine you have taken three children to 
a crowded playground. You must keep track of the three kids you brought with you. The 
ANS lets you quickly see that there are more children on the grass than in the sandbox, 
but the only information it holds about the kids you brought is “approximately three.” So 
if you only used the ANS, at the end of the day you might just grab any random two to 
four kids from the playground to take home.1

Because the ANS does not represent numbers exactly, it cannot represent 43 as some-
thing different from both 42 and 44. So cardinal number words cannot be mapped di-
rectly onto ANS representations. Which brings us to the question of where those number 
concepts come from. If the innate systems don’t allow us to represent a number like 43, 
how are we able to do it?

According to some accounts, we are born with exact- number concepts and learning 
a counting system just gives us a handy way to keep track of them (Butterworth, 2010; 
Gelman & Butterworth, 2005; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978, 2004; Leslie, Gelman, & 
Gallistel, 2008). But if the description of the innate systems just described is correct, then 
learning an exact- number system presents a real problem. The system of representing in-
dividuals is limited to small sets (and has no representations of number anyway), and the 
ANS is not precise enough. This problem, identified by Susan Carey (see her 2009 book 
for review), has motivated my research for over a decade.

Representing Large, Exact Numbers

Of the different learning situations described at the beginning of this chapter, learning 
a number system (that is, learning how the counting system of your language represents 
exact numbers) is most like the fourth example— learning the shape of the earth. I don’t 
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think it is like the first example (recognizing your mother’s face) because, as explained 
earlier, our innate cognitive systems do not represent large, exact numbers such as 43. 
I also don’t think that number learning is like the second example (learning the meaning 
of “soliciting” and “loitering”), because it’s not quick and easy. Children take a long time 
(often more than a year) to figure out how the number system of their language works. 
(Later on, in mathematics, there are plenty of examples of the second type of learning. 
For example, once you have exact- number concepts, it’s easy to learn the meanings of odd 
number, even number, and round number.)

Numbers do have something in common with the third example, knitting, because 
individual number words (like knitting terms) only make sense within the larger struc-
ture. Five is simply the name of the fifth word in the English counting list, and its cardinal 
meaning is defined by that position. If I tell you that the fifth word in the Russian count-
ing list is pyat’, you know that pyat’ has to mean 5. The meanings of the individual words 
are completely defined by their place in the list. So to learn the word meanings, a child 
has to build the structure. That’s why so many researchers like me study how children 
learn number- word meanings. But the analogy with knitting breaks down when we think 
about humans’ innate systems of number representation (described earlier). Our systems 
of tracking individuals have no way of representing a number as large as 43, and the 
ANS can only represent such quantities approximately. This makes the system of exact 
numbers incommensurable with the innate systems. This incommensurability means that 
learning numbers is the fourth kind of learning situation— the kind that Carey (2009) 
calls conceptual change.

Exact numbers are incommensurable with the innate systems, but in a different way 
than a round earth is incommensurable with a flat earth. In the earth problem, the new 
concept is hard to learn because the old concept actually conflicts with it. The process of 
building the new conceptual system is the process of dismantling the old one.

In the number problem, the old information is whatever can be represented by the 
innate systems (i.e., approximate number information and tracking of individuals). But 
the innate systems aren’t wrong— they just aren’t powerful enough to represent large, 
exact numbers. So the child still has to build a new conceptual system, but doesn’t have 
to dismantle an old one.

When a child learns an exact number system, the child doesn’t let go of his or her 
approximate number representations. Instead, the conceptual structure of exact numbers 
is built on top. And after using an exact- number system for a while, the child develops a 
“gut” sense of how big the numbers are. This gut sense reflects the calibration of the exact- 
number system with the ANS.

To understand the difference between knowing an exact- number system and having 
this system calibrated to your ANS, think about traveling to a country with a different 
currency. Perhaps you live in Europe or the United States, and you travel to Japan. In one 
sense, the system of enumerating Japanese yen (¥) is perfectly familiar to you. You know 
that ¥10,000 is five times more than ¥2,000; you know that if you walk into a shop and 
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pick up a toothbrush for ¥300 and a pair of sunglasses for ¥1,200, you will be charged 
¥1,500 plus tax.

But in different way, using yen feels unfamiliar— as if the money were fake. Is ¥1,500 
a lot to pay for a toothbrush and sunglasses? Are these cheap sunglasses or expensive 
sunglasses? The cab driver says the ride to your hotel will cost ¥6,500. Is that a rip- off or 
a good deal? You wonder if you should take the subway. It’s only after you’ve been in the 
country for a while that you develop an intuitive sense of how much money ¥1,500 or 
¥6,500 really is.

Children face a similar problem when they first learn how their language’s counting 
list represents exact numbers. They were born with an approximate number system, they 
learn the counting system, and it takes some practice to fully connect the two. The in-
commensurability between the ANS and the exact- number system arises because the 
ANS is not precise enough to represent exact numbers.

So, how do children learn to represent large, exact numbers? How do they overcome 
the problem of incommensurability? Carey (2009) has proposed that they do it through 
“conceptual- role bootstrapping.” In this process, children first learn a structured set of 
symbols, which serves as a placeholder for the conceptual structure being built. In the 
case of counting, the placeholder structure is counting.

As early as 15– 18 months of age, children start to recognize the counting list of their 
language (e.g., one, two, three, …) and the pointing gestures that go with it (Slaughter, 
Itakura, Kutsuki, & Siegal, 2011). But even after children learn to count (in the sense of 
reciting the list and pointing to things), they still don’t understand what each individual 
number word means. In the studies reviewed next, we will see that the children learn 
number- word meanings gradually, over a period of months or years. Bit by bit, children 
fill the placeholder structure of the counting list. They learn the meanings of the first few 
number words (up to 3 or 4), and at the same time, they gradually learn how the counting 
list represents number. Eventually, children build a conceptual structure that can repre-
sent the meanings of larger, exact numbers like 9, 15, and 43.

Levels of Early Number Knowledge

A note about the studies reviewed next: Most of them assess children’s number knowl-
edge using the Give- N task (also called the Give- a- Number task; Wynn, 1990, 1992b). In 
this task, the child is asked to produce sets of a particular number. For example, the child 
might be given a bowl of 15 small rubber fish and asked to give one, two, five, or some other 
number of them to a stuffed animal (e.g., “Give five fish to the anteater”). Although many 
2-  to 4- year- olds can recite the count list up to 10 and point to objects just fine (e.g., when 
asked to count a row of six buttons, they say “one, two, three, four, five, six” and point to 
each button in turn), they are unable to give five fish to the anteater when asked. Instead 
of counting, they just grab a handful of fish and hand them to the anteater. Even when 
experimenters tell them to count, and even if they count the fish correctly, they don’t know 
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how counting relates to the number of fish they have given the anteater (e.g., Le Corre, 
Van de Walle, Brannon, & Carey, 2006; Sarnecka & Carey, 2008; Wynn, 1990, 1992b). In 
other words, the children don’t initially understand that the last word of a count tells how 
many items are in the whole set— they don’t understand the cardinal principle of counting 
(Fuson, 1988; Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Schaeffer, Eggleston, & Scott, 1974).

Children at the earliest level are called “pre- number knowers,” because they treat all 
number words alike. For example, on the Give- N task, some pre- number knowers give 
one object no matter what they are asked for. (For example, regardless of whether they 
are asked to “give one fish,” “give two fish,” “give three fish,” or “give six fish,” they give just 
one.) Other pre- number knowers give a handful of fish for every request. Pre- knowers 
consistently fail to give the number of items requested (but see Barner & Bachrach, 2010).

Children at the next level, called “one- knowers,” give exactly one fish when asked for 
“one,” and give more than one fish when asked for any other number. “Two- knowers” 
give one fish when asked for “one,” two fish when asked for “two,” and more than two for 
higher numbers. This is followed by a “three- knower” level and a “four- knower” level. Le 
Corre and colleagues (2006) coined the term “subset- knowers” to describe children at the 
one- , two- , three- , and four- knower levels, because although these children can typically 
count to 10 or higher, they only know the cardinal meanings of a subset of those number 
words. After the four- knower level, children figure out the cardinal principle, and are 
called “cardinal- principle knowers” or CP- knowers for short. The studies reviewed next 
mainly ask when (i.e., at what knower- level) children figure out different parts of the 
conceptual framework that is our number system.

Keep in mind that children at each of these knower levels typically know how to count 
(if counting just means reciting the counting list and pointing to items). But they do not 
understand how counting represents number. They don’t know what exact set size each 
number word picks out, nor do they know how counting can be used to generate sets of 
a given number or to find out how many items are in a set.

In order to understand these things, children must fill in the “placeholder” structure 
(i.e., the counting words and gestures) with meaning (i.e., the meanings of the individual 
number words, and the conceptual understanding of how counting represents number). 
Carey (2009) calls this process “conceptual- role bootstrapping.” In the rest of this chap-
ter, we will look at some studies that explore this process.

Figuring out What Number Words Refer to

Numbers Are about Things, Not Stuff

An important part of understanding numbers is knowing that numerosity is a property 
of sets of individuals, not continuous masses of stuff. As adults, we know that a flock of 
geese on a lake has numerosity; there is some number of geese. If we counted them, we 
would find out what it was. But the lake itself does not have numerosity. It cannot be 
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counted; there is no “how many” to the water. If we want to use numbers to quantify the 
amount of water in the lake, we have to impose some unit of measurement, such as cups 
or gallons.

To explore children’s understanding of this aspect of numbers, Emily Slusser, Annie 
Ditta, and I tested preschoolers on what we called the Blocks and Water task (Slusser, 
Ditta, & Sarnecka, 2013). The goal was to find out whether subset knowers know that 
“five” and “six” refer to sets of discrete individuals, rather than masses of continuous stuff.

In the Blocks and Water task, children are shown two cups— one containing objects, 
the other a continuous substance. For example, one cup might have five yellow blocks, 
while the other has green- colored water. Then the child is either asked a number question 
(e.g., “Which cup has five?”) or a color question (e.g., “Which cup has green?”).

Children at all number- knower levels did very well on the color questions, and also 
did well on the number questions when the cup with objects had only one or two items 
in it. (In this case, the number question was “Which cup has one?” or “Which cup has 
two?”). But children’s performance on questions about five and six was mixed. On these 
questions the CP- knowers did very well, and the three-  and four- knowers also performed 
above chance, indicating that they understood five and six to be numbers of discrete ob-
jects, even though they could not yet identify or generate a set of five or six items on the 
Give- N task.

The one-  and two- knowers were the most interesting. They pointed to the cup with 
objects for five and six more often than chance would predict, but only if they were asked 
about one and two first. Children who were given the trials in the opposite order (i.e., they 
were first asked about sets of five and six, then about one and two) chose at random. That 
is, they didn’t know whether the blocks or the water were a better example of five or six.

This result suggested to us that one-  and two- knowers have some fragile understanding 
that higher numbers (i.e., five and six) apply to things, not stuff. But they do not under-
stand exactly how it works. By doing the task with known numbers (one and two) first, 
children were primed and this fragile knowledge was brought to the fore, which allowed 
them to succeed on the trials with higher numbers.

Numbers Are about “More” and “Less”

One of the earliest things children might figure out about numbers and counting is that 
these things are related to quantity— to how big something is, or how much of some-
thing there is. The first time my older son Teddy ever used a number word was when, at 
18 months old, we were visiting the home of some friends, who had tall stacks of DVDs 
sitting on the floor in their living room. Teddy toddled over to one stack and pointed to 
it repeatedly, saying, “onetwothree, onetwothree, onetwothree” each time. I think he was 
trying to convey something like, Hey, look at all those DVDs! He didn’t know yet that 
“one,” “two,” and “three” were separate words, but he knew that when we say the string 
“onetwothree . . .” and point to things, we are saying that it’s a lot of things.
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A slightly older child’s understanding that numbers are about quantity might be ex-
pressed by the idea that, for example, a set five objects will always be five, unless some-
thing is added to it or taken away. The five objects can be shaken up, turned upside- down, 
stirred with a spoon, arranged in a line and so on, but it will still be a set of five objects. 
The number only changes when the quantity changes.

To find out when (i.e., at what number- knower level) children understand this, Susan 
Gelman and I tested preschoolers on what we called the Transform- Sets task (Sarnecka 
& Gelman, 2004). In this task, we showed the child a box containing five or six objects 
and said, for example “I’m putting six buttons in this box.” Then, we did something to 
the box. We shook it, rotated it 360 degrees on the table, added an item to it, or took 
an item out. Then we asked the child, “Now how many buttons? Is it five or six?” We 
did not test one- knowers in that study, but all the groups we did test (which included 
two- knowers and higher knower- levels) said that there were still six items after the box 
had been shaken or rotated, but there were no longer six when an item had been added 
or removed. In other words, before they know exactly what quantities the words five and 
six denote, children already know that those words are about quantity. They should only 
change when things are added or removed from the set. This gives us a sort of snapshot of 
children in the process of building the conceptual structure of the number system. They 
are in the process of figuring out what numbers are.

Numbers Refer to “How Many- ness” (Not Area or Contour Length)

A child may understand that numbers have something to do with quantity, and even 
that they are about discrete items, but not identify numerosity (as distinct from other 
dimensions of experience) as the thing that numbers pick out. Besides having numeros-
ity, sets have other quantitative dimensions such as area, contour length, and so forth. 
Emily Slusser and I did a study asking when (i.e., at what knower- level) children identify 
numerosity as the dimension that number words are about (Slusser & Sarnecka, 2011).

To answer this question, we tested young children on a Match- to- Sample task. In this 
task, we showed the child a sample picture and told him or her its number (e.g., “This 
picture has eight turtles.”) We then placed two more pictures on the table, saying, “Find 
another picture with eight turtles.” One picture had the same number of items as the 
sample. The other had a different number (either half or twice as many as the sample 
picture), but matched the sample either in total summed area or in total summed contour 
length of the items. The experiment also included control trials, in which children were 
asked to match pictures according to mood (happy or sad) or color. For example, “This 
picture has happy turtles. Find another picture with happy turtles,” or “This picture has 
green turtles. Find another picture with green turtles.”

We found that CP- knowers extended the words four, five, eight, and ten to another set 
of the same number (even though they were not allowed to count the items), but subset- 
knowers did not. Children in all groups did fine on the mood and color trials, showing 
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that the subset- knowers understood what we were asking. But the subset- knowers did 
not seem to realize that two sets of the same numerosity are labeled by the same number 
word, whereas sets of different numerosities have different number words. CP- knowers 
were the only group who seemed to recognize numerosity as the dimension of experience 
that number words pick out. Of course, a child has to recognize this in order to become 
a CP- knower. Because our data are cross- sectional (that is, they are snapshots of the dif-
ferent groups’ knowledge and cannot show knowledge changing over time), we can only 
infer how identifying numerosity is related to understanding cardinality. One possibility 
is that children get to the four- knower level and then identify numerosity as the relevant 
dimension. Having done that, they can grasp the logic of cardinality and soon become 
CP- knowers.

Figuring out How Counting Represents Number

Numbers in the List Start Small and Get Bigger

To find out when children understand that numbers occurring later in the count list rep-
resent larger cardinalities, Susan Carey and I tested preschoolers on what we called the 
Direction task (Sarnecka & Carey, 2008). All of these children could count at least to 10. 
The question was whether they understood that each word in the list denotes a larger set 
than the word before it.

In the Direction task, children were shown two plates, each containing six items (e.g. 
six red erasers on one plate, six yellow erasers on the other), and were told, “This plate has 
six, and that plate has six. And now I’ll move one.” Then we picked up an item from one 
plate and moved it to the other plate, and said, “Now there’s a plate with five, and a plate 
with seven. Which plate has five?” (On half the trials the question was, “Which plate has 
seven?”). Only four- knowers and CP- knowers succeeded on this task; one- , two- , and 
three- knowers performed at chance. In other words, the one- , two-  and three- knowers 
did not say that the set that had gained something should now have a number from later 
in the list (e.g., “seven” instead of “six”), while the set that lost something should have a 
number from earlier in the list (e.g., “five” instead of “six.”)

The Numbers Grow by Exactly One

To understand how counting represents number, children must also understand the suc-
cessor principle. This is the principle stating that each number has a “next” number (i.e., 
a successor), which is exactly one more, and which is named by the next word in the list. 
In the same study just described, children were also given a task designed to measure 
successor- principle knowledge; it was called the Unit Task. In this task, the child was 
shown a box containing (for example) five small plastic bananas and were told, “There 
are five bananas in this box.” Then we added either one or two more bananas and asked,  
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“Now how many? Is it six or seven?” Subset- knowers performed at chance on this task, 
meaning that they seemed to guess at random. CP- knowers performed above chance— 
if they saw one banana added to the box, they said the number should change to six; 
whereas if they saw two items added, the number should change to seven. We concluded 
that CP- knowers understood the successor principle.

Looking back, this conclusion was overstated. First, although the CP- knowers per-
formed above chance, they were nowhere near perfect. Moreover, we claimed rather op-
timistically (and without evidence) that CP- knowers understand the successor principle 
to be true for all the number words they know, as high as they can count. Although that 
made for a satisfying story, more recent work suggests that the process is more gradual. 
It seems that children initially understand the successor principle for a few, relatively fa-
miliar number words (e.g., five and six) but take some time to apply it to all numbers 
(Davidson, Eng, & Barner, 2012). In other words, children’s big achievement when they 
come to understand the cardinality principle is that they see for the first time how count-
ing can represent any numbers. The generalization to all numbers comes later.

Understanding What It Means for Two  
Sets to Have the Same Number

Another difference between subset- knowers and CP- knowers is that CP- knowers 
demonstrate a much clearer understanding of “just as many,” or exact equality (Izard, 
Pica, Spelke, & Dehaene, 2008). Subset knowers do have some understanding of “just as 
many.” For example, Izard, Streri, and Spelke (2014) found that subset- knowers use one- 
to- one correspondence to tell when an object is missing from a set of five or six. In that 
study, five or six finger puppets were placed on a display stand with exactly six spaces, so 
that either all the spaces were filled (in trials with six puppets) or one space was left empty 
(in trials with five puppets). They experimenters did not use any number words, but they 
drew children’s attention to whether every space was occupied by a puppet or one space 
was left empty. The puppets were then removed from the scene, and a few seconds later 
they were returned to it. After five puppets had been retrieved from the box, the children 
had the opportunity to reach into the box (they could not see into it, but they could 
reach in) and look for another puppet if they thought there was one in there. Children 
searched longer in the trials where the display had been full (the trials with six puppets) 
than in the trials where a space had been empty at the start (the trials with five puppets), 
showing that they used the information from the scene (i.e., the fact that either all the 
spaces were full or one space was empty) to reason about whether there was another 
puppet left in the box.

But CP- knowers do something more. They use number words to infer one- to one cor-
respondence between sets. For example, CP- knowers say that if you have 10 flowers and 
10 vases, you must have exactly one flower for each vase (Muldoon, Lewis, & Freeman, 
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2009). I have sometimes used the term “equinumerosity” to refer to this knowledge, but 
of course children do not conceive of equinumerosity in the explicit way that philoso-
phers do (e.g., children do not talk about bijective, surjective functions). CP- knowers 
seem to understand something more modest: that any set of, for example, six items has 
“just as many” as any other set of six.

My colleagues and I have explored this by giving preschoolers a scenario in which two 
stuffed animals (a frog and a lion) were given “snacks” that were actually laminated cards 
with pictures of food (Sarnecka & Gelman, 2004; Sarnecka & Wright, 2013). In half the 
trials, the snacks were identical (e.g., Frog’s and Lion’s pictures each showed six peaches); 
on the other trials, the snacks differed by one (e.g., Frog’s picture showed five cupcakes 
while Lion’s showed six). The food in the pictures was arranged in rows, and the sameness 
or difference of the two snacks was easy to see.

At the beginning of each trial, we asked the child whether the animals’ snacks were 
“just the same.” Children usually (i.e., about 95% of the time) answered this question 
correctly. When they did not, the experimenter said, for example, “Well, they both have 
cupcakes, but look! Lion has a cupcake here, and Frog doesn’t. Oh no, I forgot one of 
Frog’s cupcakes! I’m so silly! I made a mistake!” Then we asked the child, for example, 
“Frog has five cupcakes. Do you think Lion has five or six?” (Children were not allowed 
to count the items.)

Only the CP- knowers succeeded on this task. That is, only the CP- knowers knew that 
if Frog had six, and the sets were identical, then Lion must also have six. And they knew 
that if the sets were different, then Lion must have a different number than Frog. This is 
not a rule about how to recite the counting list or how to point to objects; it is an insight 
about what numbers are, and only children who understand cardinality (as measured by 
the Give- N task) seem to grasp it.

This question is further explored in recent work by Mathieu Le Corre (2015), who 
confirms that CP- knowers understand “same number” and “different number,” in the 
sense that they know every set of (for example) seven can be mapped onto every other 
set of seven, but no other number. Le Corre shows that children grasp cardinality and 
“same number/ different number” as logical principles at a time when they are still quite 
unfamiliar with specific numbers. For example, a CP- knower probably knows that a set 
of seven cannot map onto a set of eight, but may not know which set is larger.

Number Learning in Different Languages

Grammatical Number Systems and Early Number Learning

The same number- knower levels found in English- speaking children are also found in 
children who speak Arabic, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese, Russian, Slovenian, and even 
Tsimane’, the language of a farming and foraging society in rural Bolivia (Almoammer 
et  al., 2013; Barner, Libenson, Cheung, & Takasaki, 2009; Li, Le Corre, Shui, Jia, & 
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Carey, 2003; Piantadosi, Jara- Ettinger, & Gibson, 2014; Sarnecka, Kamenskaya, Yamana, 
Ogura, & Yudovina, 2007).

Although children everywhere seem to go through the same series of levels (pre- 
knower, one- knower, two- knower, three- knower, etc.), the relative time children spend 
at each number- knower level may differ according to the grammatical number mark-
ing system of their language. For example, English requires singular/ plural marking on 
almost every sentence. So children learning English must constantly pay attention to the 
difference between one thing and more than one thing. The same is true for children 
learning Russian. Japanese and Mandarin, by contrast, rarely mark the singular/ plural 
distinction, so children learning those languages might not pay so much attention to it.

Perhaps that means English and Russian speakers should reach the one- knower level 
earlier than Japanese and Mandarin speakers. Yet humans and other animals do have an 
innate ability to distinguish between individuals and sets (Barner et al., 2008 see the 
discussion of innate systems, above) and the one- knower level could presumably reflect 
just that distinction, so perhaps the grammars of individual languages would not matter.

It turns out that the language environment does make a difference. English speakers 
and Russian speakers learn the meaning of “one” earlier than Japanese and Mandarin 
speakers (Li et al., 2003; Sarnecka et al., 2007). Similarly, children who speak Slovenian 
or Saudi Arabic (languages that mark a three- way distinction between singular, dual, 
and plural) learn the meaning of their languages’ words for two earlier than English- 
speaking children, and remain at the ”two” level longer. (Almoammer et  al., 2013). In 
other words, children are quicker to learn the numbers that correspond to distinctions in 
their grammar— “one” for English and Russian speakers; “one” and “two” for Slovenian 
and Arabic speakers. This is not definitive evidence for any particular theory of number- 
concept construction, of course, but it seems to underscore the idea that building number 
concepts is a long and difficult process, and that children use evidence from multiple 
sources in figuring out what the first few number- words mean.

Numbers Are Translatable across Languages

Because numbers are a highly structured conceptual system, they are trivially easy to 
translate between languages. So easy, in fact, that expressing a number in a different lan-
guage hardly seems to deserve the label “translation.” There’s just no wiggle room in the 
meaning of “twenty- six.” The conceptual structure itself constrains the meanings of these 
words so tightly that they are completely defined by it, just as the conceptual structure of 
knitting placed tight constraints on the possible questions that the Chinese grandmother 
at the bus stop could have been asking about my sock.

If we think about numbers that way, let’s imagine what it means to be a young child 
learning more than one language. For example, imagine that you are 4 years old and you 
speak Spanish at home and English in your Head Start classroom. You should generally 
know the meanings of the same number words in both languages, because counting has 
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provided an analogous placeholder structure in each language, and those placeholder 
structures scaffold your number learning. Thus, if you know the meanings of “one,” 
“two,” and “three” (but not “four,” “five,” or higher number words), you should know the 
meanings of “uno,” “dos,” and “tres” (but not “cuatro,” “cinco,” or higher number words). 
This cross- linguistic concordance is not predicted for other kinds of words (such as color 
words or common nouns) because those are not learned via a placeholder structure.

In a recent study, Meghan Goldman, Ted Wright, and I tested three groups of bilingual 
preschoolers living in Southern California (Goldman et al., 2012; Sarnecka, Wright, & 
Goldman, 2011). Each child either spoke Spanish and English, Mandarin and English, 
or Korean and English. They were given a modified version of the Give- N task, which 
asked them not only about number words but also about a set of six color words and 
18 common nouns (six farm animals, six wild animals, and six vehicles) in each of their 
languages. Results showed that children’s number- word knowledge was more closely cor-
related across their two languages than their knowledge of either color words or common 
nouns. That is, most children knew the meanings of the same number words in each of 
their two languages, but they did not know the meanings of the same color words or 
common nouns. This finding is explained by the idea that number learning, unlike color 
or noun learning, is scaffolded by the placeholder structure of counting.

Conclusions

Different kinds of knowledge are learned in different ways. Some knowledge (e.g., what 
Mom looks like) is easy to learn, because our brains are set up to learn it from the begin-
ning. Other information (e.g., the meanings of the words “soliciting” and “loitering”) is 
not in any way innate or universal, but is still relatively easy to learn because it fits neatly 
into some conceptual system that we already have. Things get more difficult when we 
have to learn a whole new conceptual system (as in the case of knitting), and the most 
difficult case is when we must learn a whole new conceptual system that conflicts with 
a conceptual system we already have (e.g., that the earth is a round ball floating in space, 
not a flat surface we live on top of ).

The number knowledge of an educated person includes all four types of learning, but 
the focus in this chapter has been on a case of the fourth type— the learning of exact, 
cardinal- number concepts by young children. This exact- number knowledge is built on 
top of earlier knowledge that evolution has given us (i.e., knowledge of the first type), 
including the ability to distinguish individuals from sets, to track small numbers of indi-
viduals, and to perceive approximate numbers.

Building a conceptual structure to represent exact numbers takes a long time. Children 
first learn to recite the count list up to 5 or 10, then learn the meanings of the first few 
numbers (one, two, three, and four) one at a time, and in order. Along the way, they must 
figure out what dimension of experience numbers refer to, and they must also learn how 
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the counting list represents number. That is, they must learn that each counting word 
corresponds to a specific, unique set size, that the numbers in the list start small and 
get bigger, and finally that each number in the list is exactly one more than the number 
before it. When children put all the pieces of this puzzle together, they can understand 
the cardinality principle— at least for numbers that are relatively familiar, such as five 
and six. That is, they understand that six cookies is the number of cookies you have if you 
count one, two, three, four, five, six, adding one cookie to the plate with each word. They 
also know that this set of cookies can be matched up one- to- one with any other set of six 
things. This knowledge is a real achievement; it is the basis for representing natural num-
bers (i.e., positive integers), which in turn lay the groundwork for representing rational 
numbers, real numbers, and so on.

Children learning number concepts seem to follow a remarkably similar pattern across 
languages. So far, it seems that speakers of all languages learn the numbers one at a time 
and in order. But different language environments may affect the timing of number learn-
ing differently: If your language requires you to distinguish singular from plural in almost 
every sentence (as English and Russian do), you may have an easier time learning the 
difference between “one” and “two” than someone whose language does not mark plu-
rality (e.g., Japanese or Mandarin). Similarly, if your language has a singular/ dual/ plural 
distinction (as Slovenian and Saudi Arabic do), you may learn the meaning of “two” more 
easily than speakers of non- dual- marking languages.

But for those who have acquired the conceptual structure to represent exact numbers, 
the numbers themselves are perfectly translatable across languages. The number 8 (no 
matter whether you call it eight, ocho, huit, vocem’ or hachi) is the same everywhere; it’s 
just the eighth member of the counting list. In this way numbers are a conceptual struc-
ture for which language (in the form of a counting list) provides the initial scaffolding, 
but which in its final form (the natural numbers) transcends language.

Note

1. Note to self: Consider exchanging my children for better- behaved ones, blaming approxi-
mate number system?
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10

Epistemic Limitations and Precise Estimates  
in Analog Magnitude Representation

Justin Halberda

Introduction

A focus on conceptual change has the benefit that it motivates us to become clearer 
about our models of the starting states for learning, the later states for cognition, and 
the learning mechanisms (and input) that may be required for conceptual change 
to occur. In this chapter I will discuss a family of starting states— representations of 
analog magnitudes such as the approximate number system. I will motivate an adjust-
ment to our understanding of these representations, and I will briefly explore how this 
adjustment may change the theories we build for conceptual changes involving analog 
magnitudes.

Throughout, I will be concerned with magnitude representations, which include rep-
resentations of approximate duration (e.g., what does 1.5 seconds feel like?), approximate 
distance (e.g., how far is it between me and the wall?), and approximate number (e.g., 
around how many people were at the party?), among many others (e.g., volume, area, 
brightness, loudness— e.g., Dehaene & Brannon, 2011; Feigenson, 2007; Odic et  al., 
2015). The mental representations of these dimensions share a similar format and they 
give rise to similar behavioral signatures (e.g., Weber’s law) as indexed by psychological 
experiments. I will describe a model for these representations, discuss a confusion we may 
fall prey to when theorizing about them, and present a positive proposal for replacing 
these notions with the notion of epistemic limitations.
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There is a long history of studying magnitude representations, and recent decades 
have seen an explosion of interest across multiple approaches, including animal behavior, 
studies of infant cognition, brain imaging, neuropsychology, and single- unit recording 
(Dehaene & Brannon, 2011). Some shared beliefs about magnitudes seem to inform the 
work in these various disciplines. While variation exists, a common notion is that mag-
nitude representations (e.g., representations of nonsymbolic number) are approximate 
or “noisy,” and this noise is a limiting factor for their expressive power. For example, nu-
merical representations are described as subserved by, “underlying representations (that) 
are inherently continuous and therefore noisy and variable” (Leslie, Gelman, & Gallistel, 
2008a), and that “each numerosity is represented internally by a noisy distribution of ac-
tivation on an internal continuum or mental number line” (Dehaene, 2007). Indeed, the 
“noisiness” of representations of number, space, and time is often taken to be their hall-
mark signature. In what follows I suggest a critical adjustment to this understanding. I be-
lieve that what I will argue applies to all analog magnitude representations. Throughout, 
I will focus my examples primarily on representations of numerical magnitude stemming 
from the approximate number system (ANS), but I mean for my points to apply broadly.

A Standard Model of Analog Magnitude Representations

Claims about noisy, approximate, or fuzzy representations can be easier to interpret with 
the aid of a graphical depiction of the analog representations. Figure 10.1 offers a fairly 
typical depiction of the representations of the ANS. The mental number line along the 
bottom is often described as representing an array of number sensitive neurons, each with 
a preferential tuning function (e.g., Nieder & Miller, 2003). The width of these tuning 
functions increases with the numerical target, with the result being a series of bell- shaped 
curves that linearly increase in standard deviation with increasing signal (e.g., reading 
from left to right in Figure 10.1). Often each bell- shaped curve is understood to indicate 
a representation of a particular numerosity within the ANS. It would not be uncommon 
for authors to make statements such as “the curve representing 4 is sharper than the curve 
representing 8.” Here, a “sharper” curve is typically understood to be a more accurate rep-
resentation; similarly, the representation for, say, 8 is typically taken to contain more error 
than the representation for, say, 4. I will argue that these notions do capture something 
important about analog magnitude representations, but that they also embrace a crucial 
misunderstanding of these representations.

The constant increase in the width of the bell- shaped activations as the to- be- 
represented numerosity increases is an important, law- like aspect of these representa-
tions. As one moves from the left to the right along the x- axis in Figure 10.1, the numerical 
value of the signal is increasing. As the bell- shaped representations take on larger and 
larger numerical values (e.g., as determined by the mean of their activations), the stan-
dard deviation (SD) of these curves increases (e.g., with wider spread for larger numbers). 
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This constant increase in SD provides an account for the major performance signature in 
behaviors that rely on the ANS— for example, the discriminability of any two numbers in 
the ANS is a function of their ratio. Graphically, this can be seen as the amount of overlap 
between two curves. Intuitively, where two curves overlap on the mental number line, 
their representations will tend to be confused by the observer trying to distinguish them. 
The more overlap there is among the curves, the more error there will be in judgments— 
for instance, when attempting to decide which of two collections is greater in number, 
the observer will increasingly struggle as the numbers become closer. For example, be-
cause there is less overlap between the ANS representations activated for five vs. six dots 
than eight vs. nine dots, performance will be more reliable with the former comparison. 
Analogous notions of bell- shaped representations underlie theorizing about all other 
analog magnitudes as well; for example, the spread of the curves representing durations 
increase as the times become longer (Odic, Im, et al., 2015).

One feature of the psychophysical model sketched graphically here is that the rate of 
increase in SD as number increases can be described by a single parameter (the Weber 
fraction) that determines the SD for each internal number representation (Halberda 
& Odic, 2014). This model also allows us to describe individual differences in perfor-
mance:  Individuals differ in their accuracy at a numerical discrimination task to the 
extent that they have different Weber fractions and thereby different rates of increasing 
spread in their ANS representations, with more spread leading to more errors. Thus, we 
can understand individual differences in performance in terms of the Weber fraction. If 
the Weber fraction is higher, it means that the confusability of the number representa-
tions increases more rapidly as number increases (e.g., larger SDs and wider curves). If 
the Weber fraction is lower, it means that the confusability of the number representa-
tions increases more slowly as number increases (e.g., smaller SDs and narrower curves). 
Different animals (Brannon & Roitman, 2003), and humans of different ages or abilities 
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Figure 10.1 Depiction of the representations of the approximate number system (ANS).
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(Halberda & Feigenson, 2008; Piazza et al., 2010) exhibit different Weber fractions, but 
all participants show performance consistent with the lawful increase in SD— for exam-
ple, all observers have representations similar to those depicted in Figure 10.1, just with 
wider or narrower bell- shaped curves.

Spread in Analog Magnitude Representations  
Does Not Indicate Error

How are we to understand the curved representations in Figure 10.1? What does the spread 
of the curves actually indicate? One understanding is that the curves depict the amount of 
error in each representation. For example, one might suggest that sometimes the observer’s 
representation of ANS8 (e.g., a representation generated by the ANS in response to a stimu-
lus presentation of eight items) gets it correct and responds “8,” but a significant amount of 
the time gets it a little wrong and says “7,” and more rarely it gets it really wrong and says “5.”

This understanding— curves as errors in the representation— can also be applied to 
performance in a numerical discrimination task. For example, one might expect that 
the observer in a numerical discrimination task will at some point be incapable of dis-
criminating between two close numerosities. Unreliable discrimination performance is 
often understood as arising because the error in the two analog magnitude representa-
tions being compared makes them indistinguishable. For instance, it is not uncommon 
to read statements such as “because analog magnitude representations are inexact and 
subject to Weber fraction considerations, they fail to capture small numerical differences 
between large numbers” (Carey, 2009, p. 294), and “the difference between eight and 
nine is not experienced at all, since eight and nine, like any higher successive numerical 
values, cannot be discriminated” (Carey, 2009, p. 295). These appear to be claims about 
the representational capacities of the ANS and the thoughts and experiences it supports, 
not simply statements about an animal’s performance in some task.

This view can also be seen in the assumption that performance in a numerical discrim-
ination task should drop to chance (i.e., should result in an inability to discriminate) 
when the ratio between numbers makes them indistinguishable to the observer. For in-
stance, it is not uncommon to read statements such as “when the ratio of two magnitudes 
exceeds that allowed by the subject’s Weber constant, the quantities become indiscrim-
inable for the subject” (Beck, 2012), or “two sets can be discriminated only if they differ 
by a given numerical ratio, according to Weber’s law” (Piazza, 2010). Here, too, authors 
appear to suggest that this limitation is fundamental to the representations themselves.

The suggestion I make here, and in other work, is that such beliefs likely reflect a 
common misunderstanding of the psychophysical law (Halberda & Odic, 2014). In fact, 
the psychophysical law predicts that the observer will be above chance for all comparisons, 
even the most difficult, barring performance or attention limitations. Indeed, even the 
unfortunate term “just noticeable difference,” often used to refer to the smallest difference 
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between two stimuli that an observer can reliably detect, does not actually denote a just 
noticeable difference— because observers’ actual performance will be above chance with 
discriminations that are both above and below their JND (Halberda & Odic, 2014).

Instead, I suggest that the Weber fraction is better understood to be a kind of internal 
scaling factor that reflects the rate of increase in spread of the representations along a par-
ticular psychological dimension (e.g., the mental number line, area line, or duration line). 
The Weber fraction determines the SD for every possible representation of that dimen-
sion, not simply performance at some particular ratio (Halberda & Odic, 2014). Because 
the representations along the mental dimensions of analog magnitudes are well- ordered 
and any two representations have some degree of non- overlap, the psychophysical model 
predicts that all numbers can, in principle, be distinguished (even through, in practice, 
with very large numbers it might take very many trials for an observer’s performance to 
yield enough data to show this).

To connect the current discussion back to the broader goals of understanding starting 
states and conceptual change, I note that these beliefs about error in ANS representations 
have had some impact on the theories we have built. For example, Jake Beck has reasoned 
from a supposed inability to discriminate close numbers in an ANS task to a hypothesis that 
analog magnitude representations have nonconceptual content (as opposed to conceptual 
content) and that they violate systematicity (Beck, 2012).1 Susan Carey has constructed sev-
eral fully worked- out proposals for how children might move from ANS representations, 
in combination with other primitive non- integer number concepts, to build a new concep-
tual understanding of the integers (Carey, 2009). These proposals, and others in the litera-
ture, assume that ANS representations do not distinguish between close numbers. This is 
one corollary of the broader view that the “noisiness” of analog magnitude representations 
amounts to “fuzzy” or “error- prone” representations. Here I suggest that this understanding 
is mistaken, and offer a positive proposal for how to think about these representations.

Evidence from Human and Animal Success  
with Close Comparisons

In considering the suggestion that ANS representations fail to distinguish between 
close numbers, we should first examine the empirical evidence. This examination reveals 
that, typically, no such failure occurs. Figure 10.2 shows two performance patterns and 
two theoretical curves. The first dataset (Figure 10.2a) shows the average performance 
from over 10,000 people between the ages of 10 and 85 who participated in a numerical 
discrimination task (i.e., deciding which of two briefly flashed collections of dots was 
greater in number) (Halberda, Ly, Wilmer, Naiman, & Germine, 2012). Throughout the 
task, the numbers of items in the two collections, and their ratio, varied so that some 
trials were easier and some were harder. This allows us to generate estimates of how well 
the observers performed across four different numerical ratios. In Figure 10.2a we see that 
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human performance (circles) does not drop to chance (50%) as the ratio becomes harder. 
Rather, performance shows a smooth change from better on easier trials (e.g., a ratio of 
2, where there might be 20 yellow and 10 blue dots) to less good on harder trials (e.g., a 
ratio of 1.143, where there might be 7 yellow and 8 blue dots). Every one of the more than 
10,000 participants showed performance consistent with this kind of smooth gradual 
change. Critically, this smooth gradual change is exactly what is predicted by Weber’s 
law— not an abrupt change from “above chance” to “at chance” performance (Halberda 
& Odic, 2014). In many other studies across multiple labs, human participants have been 
tested on a wide range of numerical ratios (including ratios more difficult than those 
displayed in Figure  10.2a). Across these studies, it is the exception to see performance 
dropping down to chance at some point before a ratio of 1. Instead, we almost always see 
the smooth and gradual change in performance seen in Figure 10.2.

The curve in Figure 10.2a is the predicted performance based on the model of the ANS 
shown in Figure 10.1. It shows smooth and gradual change in performance from a ratio 
of 1 (where the two collections have the same number of items, the ratio is 1, and there 
is no correct answer) toward better and better performance as ratio becomes easier. To 
connect this curve of percent correct to the bell- shaped curved representations of Figure 
10.1, notice that the curves in Figure 10.1 have no abrupt change in their widths. There is 
a smooth and gradual change in SD with the increasing number signal. The mean of each 
curve shifts to the right, and the movement right is proportional to change in SD. This is 
Weber’s law, and this smooth change in SD and mean is why the predicted performance 
in Figure 10.2a is smooth with no abrupt change in percent correct. Weber’s law is a law 
about the smooth change in SD with increasing signal, and not a law about a “just notice-
able difference” or at- chance performance at some ratio. Indeed, if participants dropped 
to chance before reaching a ratio of 1 (e.g., as might happen at more difficult ratios than 
those shown in Figure 10.2), or if participants showed some abrupt change in percent 
correct (e.g., from good to bad performance), than these would be violations of Weber’s 
law and we would require some other mathematical model to describe such performance. 
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Figure 10.2 Two performance patterns and two theoretical curves. a: Plotting of average 
performance from over 10,000 people between the ages of 10 and 85 who participated in a numerical 
discrimination task. b: Replotting of a dataset from a single pigeon who was a participant in one of 
the earliest papers on the ANS and numerical discrimination.
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Note that such violations might indeed occur, as might happen with performance lim-
itations (e.g., giving up on the task when it becomes too tiresome). If such violations 
occurred due to performance factors, then we may still say that Weber’s law holds. Still, 
the data from the more than 10,000 participants in Figure 10.2a demonstrate that such 
violations are not the typical case.2

The second dataset, in Figure 10.2b, is a replotting of a dataset from a single pigeon 
who was a participant in one of the earliest papers on the ANS and numerical discrim-
ination (Rilling & McDiarmid, 1965). I include this plot to show the performance of a 
nonhuman animal, and to demonstrate that a belief in error- prone representations, and 
“at chance” performance, is also misplaced for animal data. In Figure 10.2b we see that the 
pigeon’s choices show a smooth change with decreasing numerical ratio (never showing 
an abrupt change and never dropping to chance performance), and we can also see the 
smoothness of the predicted performance as fit by the model of Weber’s law. The smooth-
ness of this function, as it approaches the intersection with the axes at ratio = 1, reveals 
that the pigeon’s numerical discrimination behavior is consistent with the psychophysical 
model that maintains that consecutive higher numbers are well- ordered all the way up 
and down (e.g., the pigeon’s behavior is consistent with the assertion that it even knows 
that 47 < 50; Rilling & McDiarmid, 1965). The pigeon’s performance suggests that it is 
attempting to make the correct numerical discrimination even on the most difficult trials. 
Note that even a numerical difference that the pigeon struggles to distinguish (≈70% 
correct at 45 vs. 50, ratio 1.11, Figure 10.2b) is nonetheless well- ordered in its competence. 
The evidence for this is that its smoothly decreasing performance continues to fall along 
the psycophysical curve; if the pigeon’s ANS representations were not well- ordered, we 
would see a deviation from Weber’s law at these harder ratios Figure 10.2b.

I believe that even human infants’ performance is best understood to be consistent with 
Weber’s law— that infants’ discrimination abilities are a function of ratio, and that they 
have the competence to succeed with all comparisons, even the most difficult ratios, bar-
ring attention or performance limitations. Melissa Libertus and colleagues (e.g., Libertus 
& Brannon, 2009) have begun to identify smooth, ratio- dependent looking- time per-
formance in infants that is consistent with the smooth curves depicted in Figure 10.2. 
Showing that infants succeed at discriminating between numerical quantities that have 
previously been described as being “indiscriminable” at certain ages may require changes 
in numbers of trials and/ or experimental design, but it is, I predict, quite possible.3

A Performance/ Competence Distinction for Analog 
Magnitude Discrimination Behavior

The distinction between understanding participant behavior as involving performance 
errors rather than competence failures may be crucial for our theorizing about conceptual 
development involving analog magnitude representations. As learners, the hypotheses we 
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can form depend primarily on our competence; testing hypotheses through observation 
and gathering evidence depends on both our competence and our performance. For ex-
ample, if human and animal behavior in numerical discrimination tasks is best under-
stood to engage a system of well- ordered representations (the use of which is sometimes 
affected by performance failures), then the thought “I bet that 9 is bigger than 8” is think-
able by a creature which, upon seeing two collections of items, is only slightly better than 
chance at deciding which collection has more. That is, although performance errors in-
volving the ANS may spell trouble for one’s behavior when discriminating close numbers, 
these performance errors do not block precise thoughts about such numbers.4

As an analogy, consider our intuitive understanding of biology that supports thoughts 
such as “that cow is alive” and “that boulder is not alive.” It can happen that our ability to 
distinguish a cow from a boulder can be disrupted by external noise. Such events happen 
on dark and foggy nights— one can imagine walking through a foggy field illuminated 
by just a sliver of moon and seeing a large, somewhat amorphous dark shape about 15 
paces ahead in the field. We might not be able to discriminate much better than chance 
whether this object is a boulder or a sleepy cow. But this performance problem gives rise 
to no problems for our intuitive theories. This event doesn’t lead us to a positive belief 
that cows and boulders are the same. One reason that it does not cause a problem for our 
theories about cows and boulders is that, standing in that field, we very much know that 
we can’t tell whether what stands before us is a cow or a boulder. We have a clear sense of 
our own epistemic limitations. I believe that there is also a clear signal of epistemic lim-
itation that plays a crucial role in how we use and understand our own analog magnitude 
thoughts, and I will try to make the case here that epistemic limitation should replace our 
notions of error in these representations.

Analog Magnitude Representations Are Epistemically 
Limited Estimates with Precise Content

As a first step toward rethinking our views of magnitude representations, we might 
ask: Considering the curves in Figure 10.1, depicting the representations of the ANS— are 
these “noisy” curves spread out within the number space? Is the representation of ANS9 
more spread out, more diffuse, in the number space than the representation of ANS5? Or, 
more generally, should we infer from the graded nature of the ANS activation curves in 
Figure 10.1 that our representation of number itself is graded? Is our approximate number 
content “fuzzy,” “noisy,” or somehow imprecise? I will answer “no” to all of these ques-
tions and instead suggest that our analog magnitude representations are exquisitely pre-
cise, but subject to epistemic limitations.5

To make my case, I will present a thought experiment from the spatial domain. Data 
demonstrating “fuzzy” representations of magnitude and position are well developed in 
the space literature (compared to more recent and smaller literatures on approximate 
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number, area, duration, etc.). And, space is a helpful choice because humans can easily 
manipulate our own position in space (e.g., by walking) and can manipulate our own 
sensory input (e.g., by closing our eyes). Our sense of distance and movement in space— 
being one of our most visceral daily experiences— gives rise to some of our clearest in-
tuitions. I believe that the points I will make here should apply to all analog magnitude 
representations (e.g., space, time, number, brightness, loudness, felt weight).

Consider you are standing in a room, in a specific position with an unobstructed path 
to one of the walls. (You can imagine this situation, but I think this example works much 
better if you actually physically do this at some point; I urge the reader to try this activity 
to feel the experiences I describe here). Position yourself facing the somewhat distant wall 
(around 9– 15 feet away is a good distance for this example) with your eyes open and look-
ing at the unobstructed path you have to the wall. Many experiments, such as recording 
from neurons in humans who are preparing to undergo brain surgery (e.g., Ekstrom et al., 
2003) and in rats who are freely exploring a circular arena (e.g., O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978), 
show that you will have an active representation of your position in the room and the 
distance between you and the wall. Your representation of your position in space will be 
very similar to the curve- like representations for number in Figure 10.1, with a noisy curve 
of activation over an approximate spatial location and distance, but with the activation 
for position occurring within a virtual two- dimensional floor plane representation rather 
than the one- dimensional mental number line. This representation of approximate loca-
tion forms a rough circle or oval- shaped bump of activation on a sort of two- dimensional 
map ( Jeffery, 2007; O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). Such a representation of distance and posi-
tion in space can be understood as quite similar to an ANS representation of number— for 
example, an ANS representation is a rough number estimate, a spatial representation is a 
rough position estimate. I will take these spatial representations to be good examples of 
magnitude representations.6

If you continue standing in this position in the room, facing the distant wall, and close 
your eyes, you will still have a representation of how far the wall is away from you, and you 
can update your position representation by sensing your own body movement (Quirk, 
Muller, & Kubie, 1990). You can also use this representation of path and distance to guide 
your actions. Now, with your eyes closed, you can start walking at a slow and comfort-
able pace toward the distant wall, and you can keep going with your eyes closed until 
you gently bump into the wall (it is fine to walk with your hands out in front of you). 
What you will experience along the way is that you gradually have a worse and worse 
sense of how far you’ve walked. You may start to feel a little tingle of nervousness as you 
walk. What is happening (and this is, admittedly, just my prediction based on my own 
sensations and my reading of the literature— because this exact experiment has not been 
done systematically— but see, e.g., Schwartz, 1999, Figure 5 and Durgin, Akagi, Gallistel, 
& Haiken, 2009 for something close) is that the hump of activation that represents your 
position in space, and the hump that represents distance, are becoming more diffuse— 
wider humps. This type of increase in spread of activation in the position coding neurons 
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is exactly what happens in rats when running in a familiar arena with the lights turned 
off compared to turned on— their representational humps get wider and more diffuse 
(Zhang, Schönfeld, Wiskott, & Manahan- Vaughan, 2014). Because you do not have 
visual sensory input as you move through the room, your representation of where you are 
takes on a larger and larger SD. So, as you walk toward the wall, the SD of the hump that 
is coding your own approximate position in space becomes wider and wider.

And here is the crucial observation: During the moments when your representations 
of position and distance are becoming wider and wider, when you are walking toward the 
wall, you do not also come to expect that your body will eventually gradually sink into 
the wall. You do not believe that your actual position in space has become more diffuse. 
You do not experience this event as if your body position has become diffuse and fuzzy. 
You fully expect that you will hit the wall at some point, near instantaneously, but you 
just don’t know when you will hit it. You experience that you have one and only one po-
sition in space, but you just aren’t sure which position that is.

What might this thought experiment suggest to us about how best to understand 
the hump- like representations of the analog magnitude systems of, say, Figure 10.1? 
Consistent with this thought experiment, I believe that your “noisy, hump- like” spatial 
representations (in this exercise, and at all times) generate two independent signals for 
your mind (and that two similar signals are generated by each magnitude representation, 
e.g., of number, area, duration). The first signal is an estimate of the value for your posi-
tion variable. This is an estimate within (what may be) a completely precise representa-
tional content. It is not a fuzzy set of values or a range of values. Your mind represents 
that you have one and only one position. Any “fuzziness” in this representation does not 
amount to a fuzzy position. Rather, the hump indicates your possible/ likely positions, 
with only one position being the true state of affairs.7,8

The second signal generated from this noisy hump- like representation is an estimate of 
your epistemic limitations for knowing this single precise position. This signal is gener-
ated from the width of the hump (roughly speaking), and it is independent of the posi-
tion signal.9 For example, the same value for a distance estimate between you and the wall 
(e.g., around 10 feet away) can be made more or less certain by, for instance, changing the 
external noise in the signal (e.g., by closing your eyes, or making the room foggy, one can 
make the hump wider or narrower).

The width of the hump is a signal of current epistemic limitations (e.g., more or less 
certain) and not a signal of fuzzy content or fuzzy beliefs. Similarly, the overlap between 
two hump- like representations is a signal of epistemic limitation for knowing the order 
between the humps and not a signal of a fuzzy ordering, or of no ordering at all.

Thus, when we inspect the bell- shaped representations of number in Figure 10.1, or 
in the heat- map positional representations of the hippocampus, or in analog magnitude 
representations of area, length, and duration, we should be thinking of epistemic limita-
tions and not errors. The “noise” in all of these representations is not a shortcoming of 
analog magnitudes. Rather, it is an effective solution to the challenge of tuning a sensor 
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to indicate a precise value along a dimension while simultaneously indexing the epistemic 
limitations for knowing this value.

Some Impacts of Epistemic Limitations and One True Value

This change— from understanding the nature of our analog magnitude representations as 
infused with error to understanding them as indexing the epistemic limitations for a pre-
cise estimate— can have profound implications for how such representations factor into 
conceptual change stories. These implications derive from the two central components 
of this re- understanding: 1) a commitment to one true value, and 2) a sense of epistemic 
limitations. Here, I gesture at some implications for a few relevant topics. For some of 
these topics, I think the first steps may be already coming into focus (e.g., how epistemic 
signals can guide learning). But for others, I think there is still much work to be done to 
elaborate how the re- understood analog magnitude systems may contribute to our theo-
ries (e.g., of learning the integers).

On the Increased Relevance of the ANS

A central claim from this analysis is the suggestion that analog magnitude systems engen-
der a commitment to one true value about the outside world. That is, even when we are 
uncertain about our estimates (e.g., uncertain of exactly how far we are from the wall) we 
remain resolute that there is one true value for this distance, and we experience the inter-
nal spread in our representations as indicating our own level of uncertainty about what 
that one value is. A commitment to one true value may impact a host of learning stories, 
increasing the potential relevance of the analog magnitudes for other aspects of higher 
cognition, in that it bars “noise” from affecting content (e.g., it blocks vagueness from 
being introduced into the content of analog magnitude representations).

In the domain of number, theories involving error- prone representations, or failures to 
represent the numerical distinction between close numbers (e.g., see earlier discussion), 
may lead to the suggestion that there exists only a partial ordering among analog magni-
tude representations. What this means is that the sense of numerical order generated by 
such representations will require a notion of no order in addition to greater than and less 
than. For example, an animal whose ANS content involved error may have an ANS that 
cannot distinguish whether 8 or 9 is greater (e.g., see suggestions presented earlier). This 
animal may have a sense of numerical order that supports thoughts such as “9 > 5” and 
“8 < 12,” but not “9 > 8.” As several authors have suggested, a partial ordering such as this 
causes difficulties for using such representations to support hypotheses about large exact 
numbers (e.g., see arguments in Carey, 2009 and Beck, 2012).

Understanding the bell- shaped representations of Figure 10.1 to depict epistemic lim-
itations with a commitment to one true value makes a significant change to such theories. 
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This is because a commitment to one true value allows for well- ordered representations, 
and well- ordered representations can support more robust inferences across numbers. 
For example, a learner with a well- ordered ANS could form the commitment, “Every 
ANS estimate divides the number space into those values that are less than the estimate, 
those values that are greater than the estimate, and no others.” This is analogous to a com-
mitment that “every position I can take along my path between the starting point and the 
wall will divide that path into the space ahead of me, the space behind me, and no others.” 
Such postulates can form a basis for learning and conceptual change across numbers. For 
theorizing, work remains to be done to provide detailed proposals of what inductive gen-
eralizations may be formed and extended to all numbers, and how these may factor into 
conceptual change stories (e.g., the integers, the successor function).

For empirical work, determining which numerical commitments our epistemically 
limited ANS supports will be an important goal towards understanding its relevance to 
various learning stories. For example, does the ANS support our earliest intuitions about 
ordinal comparisons, and is this true for both “small” and “large” numbers? Does the 
ANS fail to provide an intuitive initial understanding of the integer concepts while still 
promoting a commitment to one true value? Do observers intuitively seek to gather more 
samples of evidence when attempting to discriminate between two quantities very close 
in number? This is merely a listing of some of the areas that may be amenable to research.

Also, an important assay of analog representation will continue to be behavioral perfor-
mance that accords with the psychophysical law. Studies of early number discrimination, 
and ordinal judgments, may reveal behaviors consistent with the psychophysical law (e.g., 
curves like those in Figure 10.2 that run smoothly through the origin) or violations of the 
law (e.g., dropping to chance performance before reaching the origin). Where violations 
occur, we will need to explore the reasons for these violations (e.g., a failure of motivation 
on difficult trials) or consider a new model— one distinct from Weber’s law. Notice also 
that some results, like a drop in performance on difficult trials, may be evidence for the 
proposal that observers’ decisions are impacted by epistemic limitations— that is, while 
an observer’s ANS representations might noisily distinguish close numbers, the observer 
might be severely in doubt due to epistemic limitations and may thus give up on the trial. 
“Giving up” is related to epistemic notions while “cannot (in principle) distinguish” is a 
claim about content.

On Constructing the Integers

The challenge of accessing the integer concepts during development has held a particular 
interest in recent years. It is a difficult puzzle, and I will not attempt a positive proposal 
for how children solve it, but I will gesture at a few relevant points.

The first point is that several authors have drawn upon notions of error and noise when 
rejecting the relevance of the ANS to learning the integers (e.g., consider discussion ear-
lier about the failure of the ANS to distinguish higher consecutive integers). As we have 
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discussed, this is an inaccurate understanding of the psychophysical law— in theory, and 
in practice, humans and nonhumans alike have the competence to represent the differ-
ences between consecutive integers (e.g., Figure 10.2). This competence (and the related 
understanding that numbers are well- ordered) has the potential to support relevant 
inductive inferences across all numbers, but, admittedly, the details of such proposals 
remain to be revealed.

For theorizing, it will be valuable to explore the generalizations that may be made pos-
sible for the learner by including a commitment to one true value within our analog sys-
tems. There is much thinking still to be done here, and additional representations (such 
as object files, sets of objects, one, successor, etc.) may be necessary ingredients for build-
ing integer representations.

For empirical work, continuing to investigate children’s early commitments about 
number before they have become sophisticated counters may be particularly reveal-
ing. For example, do children maintain a commitment that “every number divides the 
number space into those values that are less than the value, those values that are greater 
than the value, and no others?” And can it be shown that such a commitment is sup-
ported by ANS representations?

On Interfacing the Integers with the Magnitudes

One challenging problem is determining how the eventual correspondence between the 
integer concepts and the representations of the ANS is negotiated. It has been suggested 
by some that the ANS (and one might expect other analog magnitudes) might best be de-
scribed using the real numbers. This may be related to the notion that analog magnitudes 
are continuous (Gallistel & Gelman, 2000). In contrast, some have suggested that nei-
ther number nor time can be represented in a truly continuous, dense format (Laurence 
& Margolis, 2005)— they perhaps are represented at some grain size finer than the unit-
izer of the integers (e.g., finer discrete bins than “1, 2, 3.  .  .”). If the grain size of analog 
magnitudes is smaller than the unit size (e.g., “1”), a puzzle remains for how our unitized 
notions are brought into concert with these representations. Approaches to this problem 
have included suggesting mechanisms that might bin ANS representations into discrete 
response regions (Gallistel & Gelman, 1992; Izard & Dehaene, 2008) or invoking notions 
like one, successor, or multiplicative identity to force the bell- shaped noise of ANS repre-
sentations into discrete ordered units of numerosity (Leslie, Gallistel & Gelman, 2008a, 
b). These are interesting approaches. Given that this correspondence problem requires 
navigating two vocabularies (e.g., discrete integers and fine- grained numerosities), even 
if we remove the notion of noisy content from our understanding of the ANS, I doubt 
that this alone will solve the challenge of how children access the integers, the successor 
function, and other important generalizations across numbers such as the mapping of 
integers to magnitudes. That is, other representations may be required, as well as a more 
nuanced learning story.
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On the Invitation to Learn

On a more practical side, a commitment to one true value and an experience of epistemic 
limitations may dramatically recast learning problems that involve the analog magnitude 
systems. For example, imagine that our ANS presented us with fuzzy content. Then, by this 
system’s lights, there would be no right answer for the question of how many dots are before 
my eyes. There is just a probability density function of truthiness— a “blur on the number 
line”, for example, sort- of- nineish- and- also- sixish- and.  .  . In contrast, for the epistemically 
limited learner with a commitment to one true value, there is one right answer for each ex-
perienced numerosity, and the fuzz usefully tracks their confidence in their estimate of that 
answer. The epistemic limits indexed by analog representations may inspire learners rather 
than dissuade them. For the case of number, an experience of the epistemic limitations in 
the ANS may inspire a learner to ask, “What is the right answer for this number of dots 
that I’m having so much trouble estimating? Is there another way to find the right answer?”

I suspect that a commitment to one true value and epistemic limitations play a large 
role in motivating learners to approach learning problems in the first place. Indeed, a 
combination of epistemic limitations and a commitment to one true value may present 
us with an invitation to learn. For number, this drive to search for another way to under-
stand the right answer may culminate in the creation of the integer concepts and their 
interface with the magnitudes.

On Building a Commitment to One True Value

Given that the dominant understanding of analog magnitude systems in recent history 
has promoted representations that are inherently noisy and approximate, perhaps the 
most unfamiliar idea in my proposal is the notion of a commitment to one true value. 
One might ask where such a commitment comes from. The classic answers are that it is 
either innate— that is, central to how the system operates and always present— or it is 
learned through experience via some mechanism. What might a possible learning mecha-
nism be? I will gesture at two (though I suspect that a commitment to one true value may 
be inherent to how these systems operate).

When we consider how one might acquire a commitment that, say, objects have exact 
(i.e., non- fuzzy) positions in space, we are reminded that our distance estimates (qua 
analog magnitudes) become fuzzier as we move further away from objects (Allison, 
Gillam, & Vecellio, 2009). While such a dependency between our movement and the 
fuzziness of our estimates will present a challenge for a learning story that begins by pos-
iting fuzzy- positional- content for things in the world,10 it might be used as a source of ev-
idence for an epistemically limited learner along the path to constructing a commitment 
to one true value.

Because of such dependencies, through our own actions (e.g., walking closer, squinting 
our eyes or moving them, internally changing a scaling factor) we may experience that 
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our epistemic limitations are not fixed— the spread in the humps of our magnitude repre-
sentations are not static. Notice that this requires us to note the sameness (e.g., the mean 
of our distance estimate) in the face of our changing epistemic state (e.g., the SD of our 
distance estimate). If this were possible, it may allow our experience, over time, to give 
rise to a commitment that these are merely noisy estimates of some true external value.11

Another source of evidence for one true value from epistemic limitations might be 
multimodal representations. Having two magnitude representations each grounding out 
in the same external stimulus (e.g., vision and touch attempting to determine how long an 
object is) may provide us with some agreement in their estimate, and also some disagree-
ment in the epistemic certainty they yield (e.g., a sharper, more certain representation 
of the length of the object from vision than from touch [Ernst & Banks, 2002]). Such 
experiences of differing levels of epistemic limitation could give rise to the understanding 
that the length itself is something stable and external to the mind that these systems are 
attempting to estimate.12

Alternatively, it may be that the commitment to the existence of one true value is an 
immediate and permanent aspect of our magnitude representations from the get- go.13

On Learning across Multiple Timescales

Epistemic limitations may also be useful to observers in other ways and across multiple 
timescales. For example, within a single display time (e.g., 1000 msec), it may be that epis-
temic signals guide the learner to adjust behavior over hundreds of milliseconds in order 
to improve the resulting representation (e.g., moving closer to the object to estimate dis-
tance; shifting fixation to a crowded area of dots to better estimate their numerosity).

Over the course of tens of trials (or learning problems within a classroom), epistemic 
signals may help scaffold the learner toward better decisions and more accurate behav-
iors. In recent work, we have found that beginning with numerical discriminations that 
are easier (i.e., trials for which the observer has higher confidence about the correct 
answer) and building toward more difficult trials leads children to have a better sense of 
the distinctions between stimuli, resulting in improved performance throughout the task 
(Odic, Hock, & Halberda, 2014).

At still longer timescales, we are finding that manipulating internal confidence in ANS 
representations can transfer to school math performance, even on problems using discrete 
number symbols rather than nonsymbolic arrays (Wang, Odic, Halberda, & Feigenson, 
2015). We also believe that longer- term changes in how children respond to their own 
internal confidence may contribute to developmental changes in ANS precision.

At the timescale of a whole life, it may be the sum total of such experiences with epis-
temic signals (and the successful or failed attempts to adjust behavior based on these 
signals) that forms the basis for our trait- like attributions (e.g., “I’m not a math person”).

There remains much work to do in integrating the insights we are gaining about epis-
temic signals into how we understand learning problems and their solutions. Because 
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epistemic signals may be used (and have impact) across many timescales, there is also the 
possibility of using epistemic signals to serve as a unifying concept for both theorizing 
and empirical work.

Conclusions

I began this chapter by motivating a consideration of how we understand the bell- shaped 
representations of Figure 10.1. Do we think that the representation of ANS9 is less precise 
than the representation of ANS5? I suggested that we are at risk for misunderstanding 
the “noise” in analog magnitude representations as a limitation in the content of those 
representations. For example, some authors have suggested that the distinction between 
ANS8 and ANS9 is not represented at all. I showed that such a view is at odds with the 
human and animal data in discrimination tasks. Instead, I argued that the variability in 
our analog magnitude representations is better understood to be a signal of our epistemic 
limitation for our estimates and discriminations. I believe this proposal provides a satis-
factory account of performance failures, and also of our deep commitment to there being 
one true value for any given magnitude out in the world. Finally, I closed by starting to 
consider how such an adjustment might affect some theoretical and empirical work in-
volving analog magnitude representations.

In sum, my suggestion is that number, distance, time, area, volume, brightness, and many 
other psychological dimensions are represented by well- ordered analog magnitude repre-
sentations, which provide an estimate of one true value along with a signal of the epistemic 
limitations for knowing this value. Progress remains to be made in understanding how 
these representations may play a role in some aspects of higher- level cognition (like con-
structing integer representations). There is also progress to be made in characterizing the 
foundational nature of the representations themselves. I hope this has been a useful step.

Notes

1. Systematicity of thought is the proposal that our ability to entertain certain thoughts 
(e.g., “8 is greater than 6”) is related, straightforwardly, to our ability to entertain some other 
thoughts (e.g., “9 is greater than 6,” and “8 is greater than 5”) and not others (e.g., “I like sailing”). 
Systematicity, it is argued, is related to the productivity of thought (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). The 
suggestion from Beck is that analog magnitudes may not be systematic in this way (Beck, 2012).

2. One case where this type of “drop to chance before ratio 1” violation has been reported is in a 
numerical discrimination task from Halberda and Feigenson (2008), in which children were tested 
with a wide variety of ratios. In this case, we observed that the large number of highly difficult trials 
led many children to become discouraged and give up on the task when a trial seemed too hard. 
Notice that “giving up” is a performance issue and does not reflect competence. This type of giving 
up can be an interesting matter to investigate in its own right. For instance, we have since found that 
an observer’s internal confidence can be affected by trial order and trial difficulty (Odic, Hock, & 
Halberda, 2014). One implication of this is that confidence, as experienced via ANS representations, 
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may play an important role in mediating school math performance. That is, a change in a child’s 
internal confidence in their ANS representations can help or hinder their later school math perfor-
mance (Wang, Odic, Halberda, & Feigenson, 2015). There is much work still to be done in this area.

3. This is not to say that infants will perform as well as adults do; there are genuine develop-
mental improvements in ANS performance. What changes over development is the steepness of 
the curves (e.g., in Figure 10.2). I believe it is a promising area for future work to determine what 
underlies these age- related improvements and how we should best interpret them. The improved 
behavioral performance (e.g., in judging that 12 dots is more than 9) suggests that infants and chil-
dren are getting better, sharper estimates with age and/ or practice. Our recent work also suggests 
that such children experience higher internal confidence as this sharpness improves (Odic et al., 
2014). Future neuroscientific evidence could be relevant as well— for example, one might find 
increased numbers of neurons in the intraparietal sulcus (IPS) or increased frontoparietal connec-
tivity. All of these are consistent with the understanding that variability in ANS representations is 
indexing epistemic limitations rather than fuzzy content (see argument in main text). The details 
matter, and these questions present exciting possibilities for exploration.

4. Here I  leave open whether magnitude representations alone can support integer thoughts 
like “8.”

5. Some authors have suggested that analog magnitude representations are the complete 
hump- like curves depicted in Figure 10.1, such that an instance of viewing, say, nine objects in 
a collection gives rise to a hump of activation centered on ANS9. This can occur either because 
the ANS representations are themselves analog transforms of earlier analog signals (Dehaene & 
Changeux, 1993) that may even vary dynamically in time (e.g., imagine a vibrating wave- hump of 
activation that is constantly shaking a little bit, moving up and down the line, and getting thinner 
and fatter due to changes in incoming stimulation). Alternatively, the representations may be full 
humps of activation because the read- out of a discrete representation is subject to some noise 
(Gallistel, Gelman, & Cordes, 2006). In contrast, other authors have suggested that activations 
within analog magnitudes are discrete individual samples (e.g., a bar of precise activation on the 
mental number line) and that the humps only become observable when the discrete samples are 
averaged across many instances (e.g., Meck & Church, 1983). I believe that what I argue here ap-
plies equally well to any of these hypothesized representations, since all will need to address how 
noise should be understood in the system and by the animal. Personally, I  like imagining fully 
moveable vibrating humps (all of them subject to a scaling factor) and so I will continue discuss-
ing representations that look like the humps in Figure 10.1. I will argue that even these complete 
humps are best understood to implement a perfectly precise number estimate with a signal of 
epistemic limitation, and not a fuzzy spread- out number thought.

6. I’ll note that Weber’s law may hold for our distance estimates (e.g., how far is the wall from 
me) but not necessarily for our spatial position estimates per se (e.g., my position is x,y). For my 
argument, I believe the phenomenon of interest (e.g., uncertainty of distance) emerges from an 
analog magnitude representation of the distance from me to the wall (cf Cheng, Srinivasan, & 
Zhang, 1999). I will include references to neuronal data for position as well, partly because this is 
the most developed literature in the vicinity of my argument, and because the images and notions 
this literature has developed (e.g., place fields) are, I  think, valuable for fueling our intuitions 
about what might be happening in the head as we move around. In fact, distance estimates are 
an important part of the input to the place cells (e.g., Jeffery, 2007), and so place cells may help 
us understand how our analog magnitude distance representations fuel later representations of 
position, even if position representations themselves are not bona fide analog magnitudes.
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7. The level of granularity for each analog magnitude dimension is an open question of inter-
est, but that granularity is not affected by a JND or the SD of the humps— by the argument I am 
suggesting here, these factors are about epistemic limitations, not content granularity.

8. I believe I can run a very similar argument if the magnitude representation in question is 
dense and continuous rather than organized in discrete bins. I do not wish to choose between 
these possibilities here. I believe an understanding of epistemic limitations will be important for 
whichever way we understand the underlying content.

9. Modulo dependencies like Weber’s law. But note, such dependencies do not violate the 
well- orderedness of the values on the magnitude scales and so do not conflict with the point I am 
making here.

10. Indeed, a theory about analog magnitude representations that takes the humps to be humps in 
content (e.g., fuzzy content) may be positioning the animal to face a learning problem akin to those 
conceived by Piaget (1955), Mill (1865), and James’ blooming buzzing confusion (1890/ 1983). That 
is, if the contents of these representations are fuzzy, diffuse, and inexact, then why don’t we believe 
the world to be fuzzy, diffuse, and inexact? This would seem to be a straightforward extrapolation 
from the experience of an animal with fuzzy content. Under the model we are discussing here, the 
analog magnitude machines always and only generate “noisy humps.” They never provide exact dis-
crete “hash marks.” So taking those fuzzy humps to indicate fuzzy content will position the animal 
to face the learning problem of going from fuzzy- hump- thoughts to precise- hashmark- ideas. As 
Piaget, Mill, James, and subsequent attempts reveal, this is a hard learning problem to say the least.

11. Note, this is similar to John Stuart Mill’s (1865) argument for the role of our own actions 
in birthing a commitment to the permanent possibilities of perception, thereby giving rise to our 
belief in a mind- independent enduring external world.

12. This argument could include a learning piece that is similar to Lord Berkeley’s (1709/ 1910) 
proposal for how touch could teach vision to represent distance from eye- muscle strain. However, 
in the case of one true value, it may be more like two limited systems (e.g., touch and vision) 
giving rise to a new idea about the external world (e.g., that there is one true distance for the 
object) rather than one “perfect” system guiding the other. If one were interested in this type of 
learning story, it would also be good to become acquainted with the results from studies of mul-
timodal cue combination, which suggest that we combine evidence from both modalities (e.g., 
touch and vision), subject to the internal confidence in each representation (e.g., Burge, Girshick, 
& Banks, 2010; Ernst & Banks, 2002).

13. I must admit that I prefer to think that a commitment to one true value may be a principle 
that is required by the combinatorics of the language of thought; and, perhaps even earlier, may 
have its ancestor in the first sensory motor transforms of living organisms. Of course, such specu-
lations leave us with much work to do to determine how this might be so.
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A Framework for Work on Frames of Reference

Anna Shusterman and Peggy Li

Introduction

Humans, like all navigating animals, need to think about where they are in the world. 
What mental capacities underlie our spatial knowledge and behavior? In this chapter, we 
review a central organizing concept in theoretical and empirical work on spatial cogni-
tion, that of frames of reference. Frames of reference refer to coordinate axes that can de-
scribe a space and the spatial relationships within it. Different researchers have proposed 
different ways of thinking about frames of reference, leading to different typologies draw-
ing on distinct bases of empirical work. We suggest that studies of children’s cognition 
and language acquisition can provide insight into these questions, in two ways: first, by 
shedding light on the developmental starting points of frame- of- reference language con-
cepts, and second, by revealing points of developmental change and divergence between 
cultures and languages. Drawing on this work, we propose that the development of spa-
tial language and concepts, on the one hand, and the coordination of linguistic commu-
nities, on the other, present unique constraints. We argue that these distinct pressures 
lead to cross- cutting distinctions in categorizing spatial frames of reference.

Coordinate Axes

In essence, frame- of- reference concepts are complex, abstract mental structures. A frame 
of reference (FoR) is a coordinate framework that organizes a set of spatial relations. This 
coordinate framework can be derived from any entity or set of entities in the world onto 
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which axes may be imposed. One common framework divides frames of reference into 
egocentric and allocentric, or those that are from one’s own perspective vs. that of another 
entity. However, this is quite a broad cut: the term allocentric often refers to nonegocen-
tric viewpoints (e.g., port side of a ship), viewpoint- independent reference frames (e.g., 
bird’s- eye view), cardinal directions (e.g., north), and sometimes to another person’s per-
spective. Similarly, a common distinction between viewer- based and place- based repre-
sentations (Levinson, 1996) conflates across different kinds of viewers— self and other— 
but it is not clear that these frames are represented the same way in the mind (Duran, 
Dale, & Kreuz, 2011; Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2000; Schober, 2009). Clearly, then, 
an adequate typology of reference frames is going to require finer distinctions.

We find it useful to make the first cut by distinguishing two kinds of entities that can 
define the axes of the coordinate framework (Table 11.1). In an object- based frame of ref-
erence, these entities can be things that move relative to the earth, such as a person, or a 
fronted object. In an environment- based frame of reference, the coordinate axes stem from 
stationary entities like the earth or smaller subenvironments.

The egocentric frame of reference is really just one case of an object- centered reference frame, 
because the axes are defined over an object— namely, one’s own body. The egocentric frame 
of reference may hold a privileged status in cognition because it is the perspective from which 
one takes in information about the world and plans one’s own movements through space.

In nonegocentric object-based reference frames, the expression changes its meaning de-
pending on the orientation of an object other than the speaker. As the name implies, these 
reference frames are neither egocentric nor environment- based. They are one kind of al-
locentric frame.

Finally, environment- based frames of reference, such as rooms, buildings, and local ter-
rain, are also allocentric. However, they are defined over stable areas fixed to the earth 
rather than moveable objects, and they provide axes such as window- side/ wall- side, front/ 
back, and uphill/ downhill. In sum, we conceptualize three distinct categories of frames of 
reference: egocentric object- based, nonegocentric object- based, and environment- based. 

Table 11.1 

A tri partite typology for frames of reference in cognitive and language development.
EGOCENTRIC ALLOCENTRIC (NON EGOCENTRIC)

Object- based Object- based Environment- based

Front- back
at my back

in front of me

Front- back
the back of the doll
in front of the chair

Principle axis
uphill- downhill
sunrise- sunset

Left- right
my left hand

the cup to my right

Left- right
stage left

Richard’s right

Derived axis
cross- hill
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In the rest of this chapter, we assess the psychological status of frames of reference. How 
are these reference frames represented? What spatial computations do they support? How 
do they map onto language?

Scope and Origin

In addition to the entities that define the coordinate axes, spatial relations require two other 
considerations: scope and coordinate origin. First, frames of reference vary in their scope— the 
scale of space to which they apply. In principle, one can refer to locations inside or outside 
of the entities defining the frame, covering regions of space varying dramatically in size. For 
instance, terms like left and right can be used to refer to the left and right sides of a person’s 
body, limiting the scope to the body. They can also be used to refer to other objects, not only 
immediately off to the left and right sides of the person (e.g., the box to the person’s left) but 
also locations miles away from the person; for example, for a person standing facing north 
in New York, California is to the person’s left (see Figure 11.1a). In practice, the scope is often 
restricted for various reasons. For instance, it is difficult to think about and extend a frame of 
reference defined by a person in New York to talk about locations and relations of entities in 
California; it is also typically not useful or necessary to think about such relations.

The scope covered by frames of reference in the world’s languages is often additionally in-
fluenced by the conventions of one’s linguistic community. For example, Brown and Levinson 
(1993) describe Tseltal Mayans who refer to spatial locations with terms meaning uphill and 
downhill, derived from the terrain of the local environment. The uphill– downhill terms, de-
rived from the important hill on which they reside, are also used to refer to entities off and 
beyond the hill. In contrast, terms like uptown and downtown for Manhattan are restricted in 
scope to the island itself even though in principle the terms could be extended to talk about 
directions and locations off and beyond the island (Levinson, Kita, Haun, & Rasch, 2002).

Origin Origin

“the cup is le� of the saucer”“California is to my le�”(a) (b)

Figure 11.1 Scope and origin considerations. In principle, all frames of reference can be extended 
to talk about locations of objects in far- reaching places, as in (a); the depicted person in (a) is 
referencing the position of California while in NYC. Origins can also be flexibly relocated within the 
coordinate framework, as in (b); in one case, the saucer is to the left of the person, and in the other 
case, the saucer is to the right.
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The second consideration is coordinate origin. One can imagine the frame of reference 
as a grid of coordinate axes, defined by some entity (say, a person) and laid over some area 
of space (say, a room). For any given spatial relation, then, the origin could be located 
anywhere within that scope. If we said, “the cup is to the left of the saucer,” the saucer 
could be anywhere in the room, left or right of the person (see Figure 11.1b). The coordi-
nate framework, the scope, and the origin would jointly allow us to interpret the possible 
range of locations for the cup.

Levinson’s Typology: Variation in Frame- of- Reference 
Terms across Languages

A different, well- known taxonomy of spatial frames of reference terms comes from a 
survey of over 20 languages by Levinson and colleagues from the Max Planck Institute 
at Nijmegen (Levinson, 1996, 2003). They observed that there is considerable cultural 
variation in the conventions that speakers choose to adopt for talking about spatial rela-
tions (Levinson, 1996, 2003). Some cultures may adopt different features of the environ-
ment (e.g., the slope of the mountain, the direction of river drainage; “the cow is uphill 
of house”) or different features of objects (e.g., nose, front; “the cow is at the nose of the 
house”) as conventions. Cultures vary in the number of different conventions they use at 
all, which ones they use most frequently, and which ones are preferred for communication.

They suggest that three kinds of frames of reference (intrinsic, relative, and absolute) 
can classify the world’s languages. In this taxonomy, the three kinds of frames differ in 

Object-based Environment-based

Speaker
Cognizer

Addressee

Egocentric Allocentric (Nonegocentric)

Re
la

tiv
e

A
bs

ol
ut

e

uphill

downhill

“the ball is uphill of the cup”
“the ball is to the 
le� of the cup”

“the ball is to the 
right of the cup”

Speaker
Cognizer

Addressee

In
tr

in
sic

uphill

downhill

“the ball is uphill of the cup”“the ball is to your le�”“the ball is to my le�”

(a)

Hill

Hill

(b) (d)

(c) (e)

(f)

Figure 11.2 Three frames of reference that arise from world- language analysis— relative, intrinsic, 
and absolute, in relation to egocentric, nonegocentric object- centered, and geocentric frames.
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how they talk about a figure object (i.e., the entity to be located) in relation to a ground 
object (i.e., the reference entity) via a viewpoint (i.e., the entity that defines the coordi-
nate system). Levinson defines intrinsic frames as binary relations, involving a figure and 
a ground/ viewpoint. The ground and the viewpoint are one and the same. An example 
would be “the ball is to the left of me,” where the figure, ball, is related to the ground/ 
viewpoint, me. Relative frames differ from intrinsic frames because they describe ternary 
relations, where the relation between the figure and ground is specified by a third party’s 
viewpoint. An example would be “the ball is to the left of the cup,” where the figure, 
ball, is related to the ground, cup, via some third party’s viewpoint, such as the speaker or 
the addressee’s. Thus, relative frames expand the instances covered by the intrinsic frames 
by allowing the ground to be another entity besides the one that defines the coordinate 
system. Finally, absolute frames are reserved for relating the figure to the ground via the 
viewpoint of an environment- based frame. However, in order to qualify as an absolute 
frame, the region of space covered by the frame must be infinite. Therefore, environment- 
based frames of reference with scope restrictions (like Manhattan’s uptown– downtown 
example) are classified by Levinson as intrinsic, not absolute.

The three frames of reference that arise from this world- language analysis— relative, in-
trinsic, and absolute— are often equated with egocentric, nonegocentric object- centered, 
and geocentric frames, respectively (Majid, Bowerman, Kita, Haun, & Levinson, 
2004). However, the taxonomy is actually not the same (see Figure 11.2; Newcombe & 
Huttenlocher, 2000; Watson, Pickering, & Branigan, 2006). Importantly, the distinc-
tions made in Levinson’s typology are neither more nor less specific than in ours; they 
are cross- cutting. First, Levinson’s taxonomy focuses not just on the choice of perspective 
(coordinate system) but also on the figure (i.e., the entity to be located) and ground (i.e., 
the reference entity) mentioned in the linguistic expression. For instance, Levinson’s ty-
pology distinguishes relative expressions, in which all three are different (the BALL is to 
left of the CUP from MY perspective), from intrinsic expressions, in which the ground 
and the perspective are collapsed (the BALL is to the left of ME from MY perspective). 
Note that both of these would be “egocentric object- centered” in our framing, albeit with 
a different coordinate origin/ figure for the spatial relation (CUP or myself ).

Second, what we would call environment- based reference frames do not always corre-
spond to absolute. They might be categorized by Levinson’s framework as intrinsic, such as 
a room or even the island of Manhattan, or as absolute, as in earth- based cardinal directions, 
if the spatial relations were binary (e.g., north side of the island, window side of the room).

Third, Levinson collapses across egocentric and nonegocentric object- based frames. 
Take the example of a mug to the left of a computer from my viewpoint. This would qual-
ify as a relative expression for Levinson, because there are three separate entities for the 
perspective, the figure, and the ground, and as egocentric left– right in our conception. 
For Levinson, this relative expression would have the same structure as a mug to the left 
of a computer from your viewpoint, while for us, the shift in perspective reveals that a dif-
ferent frame of reference is involved (nonegocentric left– right). This is not an exhaustive  
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list of differences, but meant to highlight that the two typologies use different defining 
principles.

Levinson and his colleagues’ framework brings to order cross- linguistic work, articu-
lating a clear difference between “relative” and “absolute” languages. Thus, one startling 
finding from this linguistic anthropological foray was the discovery that some languages 
appear not to use words like left and right at all, but only words like sunrise and sunset or 
uphill and downhill, functionally equivalent to the cardinal directions in English (north/ 
south/ east/ west). This analysis stands in contrast to previous Western theorists like Kant 
and Piaget, who held the view that egocentric spatial relations are more “natural” and 
that absolute spatial terms are more “abstract” and thus constructed over the course of 
conceptual development.

[O] ur geographical knowledge, and even our commonest knowledge of the posi-
tion of places, would be of no aid to us if we could not, by reference to the sides of 
our body, assign to regions the things so ordered and the whole system of mutually 
relative positions.

— Kant, Ak II, p. 379f

In light of the Max Planck analysis, Kant and Piaget’s position appears poignantly 
Eurocentric— if some languages of the world rely exclusively on absolute terms, and ex-
clude relative terms like left and right, humans must be capable of entertaining a variety 
of spatial concepts.

The second startling finding is that this typology yields some clear ordering principles in 
how languages organize their spatial communication. For example, Levinson and colleagues 
report that languages that have absolute frames of reference always have intrinsic frames 
of reference, but sometimes lack relative frames of reference. Languages that have relative 
frames of reference always have intrinsic frames of reference. Thus, there is clearly a value to 
this framework, as it brings order to and reveals clear patterns in cross- linguistic data.

In addition to a valuable cross- linguistic analysis, much research has highlighted a cor-
relation between speaking one of these two types of languages and choosing certain kinds 
of responses on open- ended tasks. For example, in the Animals- in- a- Row task, partici-
pants view an array of stimuli (e.g., rabbit– dog– fish), and are asked to recreate it after a 
180- degree turn. Typically, speakers of absolute languages recreate the array following an 
absolute pattern (i.e., maintaining north– south relationships), whereas speakers of rela-
tive languages recreate the array following a relative pattern (i.e., maintaining left- to- right 
relationships; see Figure 11.3).

Many researchers have taken this paradigm as suggesting a correlation between lan-
guage and concepts, though this position has met with considerable criticism as well (e.g., 
Majid et al., 2004; Pederson et al. 1998). In earlier writings, Levinson used such findings 
to argue that language drives behavior and actually sets up frames of reference. As Brown 
and Levinson (2000) put it:
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[There are] reasons to think that some spatial concepts are intrinsically linguistic: 
for example, south [or left] is not given by any individual’s independent act of cog-
nition . . . These kinds of spatial notions, then, are the sort of concepts that may be 
learned first through language. (p. 175)

This hypothesis is intuitively appealing:  North– south concepts seem unnatural to 
many speakers of Western languages, and left– right concepts are difficult for many chil-
dren and even adults in “relative- language” cultures. Therefore, language seems like a 
reasonable candidate for setting up such thorny concepts, and the reported correlation 
between language and thought is consistent with this view.

Nevertheless, there is a different way to think about the situation. Mappings between 
word and world may reflect cognitive architecture (e.g., see Barner, Li, & Snedeker, 2010; 
Landau & Jackendoff, 1993; Gleitman & Papafragou, 2005). In this light, the different 
ways that languages construct reference frames may be revealing about how our minds 
structure space. To test this possibility, we turned to an exploration of children’s concep-
tual repertoire for thinking about frames of reference.

Conceptual Roots of Frame- of- Reference Language

Two pieces of data, one experimental and one anecdotal, led us to take the possibility 
seriously that absolute concepts and other spatial reference frames are readily accessible 
even for speakers of relative, not just absolute, languages. In one study, Li and Gleitman 
(2002) showed that English speakers, who typically respond in a “relative” pattern on 
Animals- in- a- Row, could quickly be induced to shift to an “absolute” pattern, simply by 
raising the blinds in the testing room to provide more visual access to the outside world. 
This finding suggests that, contrary to previous interpretations, both reference frames 
were quite readily available to these participants. In another study (Shusterman & Spelke, 
2005), a child who was being trained on the words left and right had his hand held by an 
experimenter, who said “this is your right hand.” The child then turned one half- circle, 

 Table 2

“relative” pattern

Table 1

“absolute” pattern

Table 2Table 1

Figure 11.3 Representation of speakers of absolute languages recreating the array following 
an absolute pattern, whereas speakers of relative languages recreate the array following a relative 
pattern.
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raised his left arm, and said, “and now this is my right hand!” then turned another half- 
circle, raised his right arm, and said, “and now this is my right hand!” He turned one 
more half- circle, raised his right arm and said “and now this is my left hand!” This child 
had interpreted the terms right and left as though they were environment- centric, not 
body- centric. This anecdote, like the blinds- up study, suggests that environment- based 
reference frames are surprisingly easy for people to think about, even for children.

To test this intuition, we assayed children’s interpretations new spatial frame- of- 
reference terms using a word- learning paradigm (Brown, 1957), following on the example 
of previous studies using this method to articulate spatial concepts. We had two notions 
in setting up the study. First, how would children approach a word- learning situation for 
novel spatial words, especially if, as others had suggested, language set up these concepts 
in the first place? Would they be confused about our new words, or systematic in their 
assumptions about what they meant? Second, if children did show systematic patterns of 
responses in word learning, what could we conclude about their conceptual representa-
tions of reference frames?

In a series of experiments, 4- year- old English- speaking children were given instruc-
tions about fake directions, along the lines of: “This way is ZIV. This way is KERN. This 
is your ZIV arm. This is your KERN arm. This toy is on your ZIV side. This toy is on 
your KERN side.” The specific wording varied in different studies, but in all of them, 
children were asked as series of questions (e.g., “Can you point to the ZIV?”) to ensure 
they had encoded the presented words. Then, the children were turned 180 degrees and 
asked to point ZIV, to raise their KERN arm, to find the toy on their ZIV side, and so 
on. This allowed us to test whether they interpreted ZIV and KERN as referring to their 
bodies, in which case the words would rotate with them, or as referring to external loca-
tions or directions, in which case the words would stay fixed despite the child’s rotation.

What we found was that it did not matter whether we started by talking about 
the children’s ZIV and KERN sides, about toys next to them, or about the ZIV 
and KERN sides of the room; subtle changes in the syntax of the instructions also 
did not matter (see Figure 11.4). Children overwhelmingly and systematically in-
terpreted the terms as having environment- based meanings (i.e., Figure 11.4c  

ZIV

KERN

do
or

table

camera
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bi
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ZIV = north

KERN = south

KERN  = right

ZIV = le�

child

N
E

Introduction of novel words
ZIV and KERN

Body-based Response
“egocentric”

Environment-based Response
“geocentric”

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11.4 Representation of children’s interpretations of new spatial frame- of- reference terms 
using a word- learning paradigm.
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rather than Figure 11.4b; Shusterman & Li, under review). After they turned 180 de-
grees, the very arm we had just labeled ZIV while shaking that hand became KERN 
to them, just as it had for the little boy who inspired the study in the first place.

We then pushed to see how robust children’s representations were. In one task, 
we taught children ZIV and KERN, giving feedback consistent with environment- 
based interpretations (i.e., each time the child rotated, we asked the child to respond 
to ZIV/ KERN requests and corrected him or her according to an environment- 
based interpretation). We then took the children out of the room and up the hall-
way, asking them to point ZIV and KERN from various positions. Children’s overall 
performance is well illustrated by one participant in the original study, who left the 
study room and went to meet her mother in the waiting area. She said, “I learned 
ZIV and KERN!” and proceeded to point— correctly— in the corresponding cardi-
nal directions.

In another test of children’s generalization, we assessed whether children could 
flexibly use the environment- based reference frame with a new coordinate origin. We 
placed an array of three objects on one side or the other of the child: one reference 
object, like a stuffed animal, with small identical toys on either side. Thus the whole 
array could be to the ZIV of the child, and we could ask for the toy to the KERN or 
to the ZIV of the stuffed animal. If children answered only relative to themselves as 
the coordinate origin, they should have chosen the toys at chance; but if they could 
answer relative to the new coordinate origin, they should have chosen the correct toy. 
Again, 4- year- old English- speaking children were excellent at this game: They could use 
ZIV and KERN flexibly relative to a new reference point. Curiously, under Levinson’s 
framework, absolute frames of reference are not supposed to support the computation 
of spatial relations like this; but here, children made these computations flexibly and 
spontaneously.

In a final test of the robustness of environment- based reference frames in children, 
we ran the same experiment but in a white, windowless room devoid of any landmarks 
at all. The only way to track one’s position was to maintain an internal sense at all 
times of which way had been labeled “ZIV” and “KERN,” and to update those labels 
after each 180- degree turn. Despite the complete lack of external cues to facilitate a 
representation of the environment, some children nevertheless interpreted the novel 
terms using an environment- based framework and maintained it through multiple 
rotations.

Thus, environment- based reference frames, sometimes called geocentric reference 
frames, appear to be quite trivial for children to represent and use in word learning. Data 
using quite different methods have revealed similar patterns not just in English- speaking 
children but also in diverse language communities (Haun, Rapold, Call, Janzen, & 
Levinson, 2006).1 Furthermore, like children, several species of great apes found it easier 
to learn the pattern of a hiding game when the pattern was geocentric, not egocentric 
(Haun et al., 2006).
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Relative Frames of Reference

What about the so- called “relative” concepts? Are they deceptively simple, like the envi-
ronment- based reference frames seem to be? Or are they constructed through language 
and culture, as some have argued (Majid et al., 2004)? And, more mysteriously, why don’t 
all languages have them?

One possibility for explaining why some languages never develop relative frames of 
reference is that reasoning about relative frames of reference is computationally difficult. 
Another possibility is that adding relative frame of reference expressions to a language 
introduces ambiguities. For instance, in a language that exclusively uses intrinsic frames of 
reference and lacks relative frames of reference, the expression “the ball is to the right of the 
girl” is unambiguous: The ball is on the side of the girl determined by the right side of her 
body. However, in a language with a relative frame of reference, such an expression could 
be ambiguous between the intrinsic meaning and the relative one (girl’s right or someone 
else’s right). Since the speaker must craft expressions such that the listener can infer the 
speaker’s intended meaning, perhaps it is simpler if languages do not make use of relative 
frame of reference expressions, especially when intrinsic or geocentric frames of reference 
are available, sufficient, and unambiguous for indicating directions and locating objects.

Given these ambiguities, communities tend to develop conventions to reduce ambigu-
ity when using relative frames of reference. Idiosyncrasies in these conventions are likely 
to contribute to cross- linguistic variation. For example, some languages use the speakers’ 
perspective in relating the figure to the ground, while others take the perspective of an 
imaginary listener who is facing the speaker (Levinson, 2003). Sometimes the developed 
conventions differ depending on the particular coordinate axes (front– back vs. left– right). 
These various instantiations can be seen respectively in languages such as Hausa, Tamil, 
and English, when these languages locate a figure relative to a non- fronted object (i.e., an 
object that has no fronts, such as a ball; see Figure 11.5 for example; Levinson, 2003). In 
Hausa, one can think of the coordinate system of the speaker being projected onto the ball 
to determine front– back and left– right. In Tamil, one can think of the coordinate system 
as being rotated onto the ball so that the front– back and left– right relation is from the 
perspective of someone imaginary facing the speaker. In English, determining left– right is 
a direct projection just like in Hausa, but determining front– back is a rotation like Tamil.

How can we differentiate these possibilities— whether relative expressions are 
avoided in some languages because they are computationally difficult, or because they 
create ambiguities in communication? To address this, we asked which frames of refer-
ence were learnable by children, reasoning that reference frames that were difficult for 
children to learn might be avoided in languages because of computational difficulty. If 
it is the case that relative frames are challenging, but intrinsic ones are straightforward, 
then children should readily learn left and right on their own bodies, and on other ob-
jects, as long as they don’t have to engage in relational reasoning about them. If, on the 
other hand, the cognitive distinction is not between intrinsic and relative but rather  
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between egocentric and nonegocentric object- based frames, then one might expect chil-
dren to readily handle left– right relations from their own perspectives but struggle with 
the left– right of another entity. Children have long been reported to struggle with left 
and right, even their own. However, the input conditions are typically messy and am-
biguous between whose left or right is being discussed. We wondered, therefore, if our 
structured introduction of terms and deliberate feedback would help children learn, 
and if so, which meanings would stick. Drawing on children’s success in learning en-
vironment- based spatial terms, we applied the same training method to left and right.

Beyond the Body: The Problems of Extension,  
Translation, and Rotation

We started by considering what about left and right could make it so challenging, which 
we summarize as three problems a child must solve in order to flexibly use these words in 
the way that adults conventionally do in English and other “relative” languages.

First, a child has to realize that the meanings of these terms are not limited to the 
borders of one’s own body. “Left” does not just mean a certain side of one’s body; rather, 
“left” also means in the direction of the coordinate axes set up by one’s body (i.e., a left-
ward direction). This is the problem of extension because the meaning of left and right is 
extended beyond the body.

Furthermore, the egocentric axes set up by one’s body can be applied onto another 
object through translation. In the example “the cup is to the left of the saucer,” the speak-
er’s left– right axes can be imposed onto the saucer, which serves as the ground in the 
spatial relation. We call this the problem of translation because the left– right relation is 
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Figure 11.5 Locating of a figure relative to a non- fronted object in Hausa (a), Tamil (b), and 
English (c).
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defined by transferring the center of the body’s coordinate axes a certain distance, with-
out rotating them, to the new ground object.

Lastly, “left” can refer not just to coordinates set up by one’s own body, but any entity 
to which a front– back axis can be ascribed. These left– right axes may be rotated with re-
spect to the speaker’s own left and right, such that the intended meaning of the speaker’s 
“right” is actually on a speaker- facing listener’s left. This is the problem of rotation.

We found that children readily mapped novel spatial terms onto their bodies with simple 
instructions drawing children’s attention to their bodies, for example, by placing a bracelet 
on one hand for a few trials or by explaining, “your body has two sides, a ZIV side and a 
KERN side.” They could rapidly transfer this mapping to objects next to them, which sug-
gests they had solved the problem of extension. They could also readily apply them to a new 
coordinate origin and compute novel spatial relations, such as “KERN (right) of the stuffed 
animal.” Like in the environment- based task, this might have been a confusing request if 
children used themselves as the coordinate origin for the spatial relation, since both toys 
would be to the KERN of them on half the trials and neither toy would be to the KERN 
of them on the other half. Nevertheless, children performed remarkably well on these trials, 
indicating that they could easily solve the problem of translation to a new coordinate origin. 
Thus, somewhat surprisingly, left and right is not a big challenge for children, as long as the 
instructions are clear, the input unambiguous, and the issue is their own left and right.

However, rotation, or trying to represent a nonegocentric left– right frame, proved to 
be an intractable problem. Across many manipulations, children could not learn the ZIV 
and KERN sides of a doll. Instead, they systematically mapped the terms to themselves 
or to the environment. Attempting to show them how their own left and right sides cor-
responded to the doll’s did not help, nor did putting a bracelet on the doll for a few 
practice trials, a manipulation that was so beneficial when learning their own left and 
right. To test whether children could even notice or remember left and right on another 
entity, they were asked to remember in which pocket the coin was hidden on a doll, one 
sewn onto its right hand or the one on the left. The children would watch the coin be 
hidden, close their eyes while the doll was rotated, and open their eyes to retrieve the 
coin. Performance was at chance. It is noteworthy that, in contrast to left– right, front– 
back relations are represented easily and early, by 2 years of age (Levine & Carey, 1982).

Other evidence from a variety of spatial behavior tasks is concordant with the conclusion 
that object- centered, nonegocentric left– right reference frames are uniquely challenging for 
children and possibly for adults, too. In spatial memory tasks, in which participants had 
to memorize the relative positions of objects in a spatial array, both children and adults 
performed better when they walked around an array than when the array rotated on a table 
(Nardini, Burgess, Breckenridge, & Atkinson, 2006; Simons & Wang, 1998). This may be 
because it is hard to represent objects rotating relative to the table- based frame of refer-
ence. Similarly, Lourenco and Huttenlocher (2006) found different performance levels on 
a search task when the search arena was rotated than when the child was rotated; again, this 
requires representing the object- based frame of reference and tracking it through rotation.
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In summary, then, it does not seem to be the case that children are “good at egocentric 
but bad at allocentric” frames of reference, or that they are “good at intrinsic but bad 
at relative.” Rather, our studies suggest that children are uniquely limited in reasoning 
about nonegocentric, object- centered, left– right relations. They can contemplate other 
kinds of nonegocentric spatial relations (such as environment- based ones), other kinds of 
object- centered spatial relations (such as ones involving front and back), and other kinds 
of left– right relations (such as egocentric ones involving their own bodies).

Outstanding Questions

We are left with a number of questions. First, how should we align these developmen-
tal data with the cross- linguistic analyses? The developmental data do not align cleanly 
with Levinson’s typology, yet the cross- linguistic typology clearly has explanatory force. 
There are some points of alignment:  Environment- based frames of reference map at 
least somewhat onto absolute (Figure 11.2f ).2 Within the object- based frame of refer-
ence, where the alignment is messier, there is at least an implicit agreement that we 
should distinguish front– back from left– right (not pictured in Figure 11.2). In the cross- 
linguistic typology, front– back is not much discussed, likely because such terms are 
prevalent across most languages and thus don’t constitute an important dimension of 
difference, while left– right relations are emphasized. The developmental data make clear 
that primary axes like front– back are easier for children to learn than secondary axes 
like left– right (which can only be computed once the primary axis is established). This 
is especially the case in nonegocentric relations, where others’ front– back is available to 
children by the age of 2, while others’ left– right is challenging until late childhood and 
even into adulthood. Thus, the cross- linguistic and developmental data both highlight 
the relative ease of primary axes.

But how should we make sense of Levinson’s “relative” reference frames? One way 
of looking at it is that the natural cut- points that matter for language groups are dif-
ferent from those that matter for development. As we point out, Levinson’s relative 
frame includes both egocentric left– right (Figure  11.2b) and nonegocentric left– right 
(Figure 11.2d) frames; the major cut point between intrinsic and relative is having or not 
having flexible left– right language at all (Figure 11.2a/ c vs. Figure 11.2b/ d). In the cross- 
linguistic analysis, collapsing these makes sense: Languages that use left– right language 
for egocentric spatial relations also use left– right language for nonegocentric ones. In 
the developmental data, however, it is clear that one is much harder for children than 
the other; perhaps languages ease the burden by adopting the language from the simpler 
frame to talk about the more challenging one.

Conversely, there are distinctions that don’t seem to matter developmentally but have 
been argued to matter in categorizing language groups. For instance, children seem in-
different to the distinction between a left– right frame without translation (to my left; 
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Figure 11.2a) and with translation (to the left of some other ground object; Figure 11.2b); 
these are both easy for children in the egocentric case (Figure 11.2a, b) and both hard in 
the nonegocentric case (Figure 11.2c, d). However, this distinction is central to Levinson’s 
cross- linguistic analyses:  Translation is the essential difference between his intrinsic 
(Figure 11.2a, c) and relative (Figure 11.2b, d) reference frames.

There is no easy answer, then, about how to align the developmental and cross- linguistic 
typologies; the processes of learning new language and concepts, on the one hand, and 
coordinating a linguistic community, on the other, are subject to different constraints.

In particular, children’s word- learning skills are likely to be impacted by cognitive de-
velopment, and the full development of spatial cognition takes many years. We specu-
late that children’s developing conceptual representations limit the kinds of meanings 
they can entertain, especially nonegocentric left– right relations. This leads to the second 
question: What is it about nonegocentric left– right that makes it a uniquely hard frame 
of reference? Which conceptual representations need further development before this 
reference frame is tractable for children? Is it fundamentally a problem of perspective 
taking, mental rotation, symmetry, or something else entirely? Is it a modality- specific 
problem only in the visual system— might this challenging frame of reference be more 
easily represented with other senses, such as the haptic modality, or is it just hard to think 
about nonegocentric left– right relations?

Finally, what gives rise to human adults’ eventual ability to think with an object- based 
frame of reference, sufficiently to dream up buildings, visualize the fit of an enzyme and 
a protein, or imagine another person’s point of view? Relative languages have emerged 
all over the world, and people do talk about left and right of external objects all the time. 
Our understanding of the development of these capacities, however, remains elusive.

Notes

1. Importantly, we found similar patterns of performance for the few children who passed a test 
of left– right knowledge at above chance levels and for children who did not know left from right.

2. Whereas Levinson would identify the difference between Figures  11.2e and f as a major 
cut across the intrinsic and absolute reference frames, we would identify both within the 
environment- based reference frame but differing in scope. A  bounded environment, like the 
island of Manhattan, is analyzed by Levinson as intrinsic (i.e., Figure 11.2e), not absolute, because 
the uptown– downtown axes do not extend beyond the boundaries. He argues that this contrasts 
with aboriginal languages which have uphill– downhill or sunrise– sunset distinctions that extend 
beyond the hill or anywhere on earth (i.e., Figure 11.2f ). We would argue that this is just a dif-
ference in conventions about scope: New Yorkers could extend those terms off of the island, for 
example by connecting the terms to east/ west/ sunrise or other supports for thinking about fixed 
bearings. Our developmental data on children’s learning of environment- based reference frames 
suggest that their reasoning is flexible and abstract in the ways that Levinson has said are charac-
teristic of true absolute frames (Levinson, 2003; see Figure 11.2f ).
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12

Mechanisms for Thinking about Kinds,  
Instances of Kinds, and Kinds of Kinds

Sandeep Prasada

Introduction

Although we encounter only particular things, we naturally think and speak of the things 
we encounter as instances of one or another kind, for example, as a dog or a piece of 
wood. Furthermore, we can think and speak not only about instances of kinds, but also 
about kinds as such, for example, about dogs (e.g., dogs are four- legged) or wood (e.g., 
wood burns). What is the nature and character of the conceptual mechanisms that allow 
us to think and speak in these ways? This fundamental question has generally not been 
addressed. Theories of conceptual representation in psychology generally specify the 
conditions under which a given concept applies, but not how the concept manages to 
represent things as one of indefinitely many instances of a kind or provide the means 
for thinking about the kind as such. This chapter presents a sketch of the formal charac-
teristics of the type- token mechanisms that allow us to think and talk about kinds and 
instances of kinds.1 It then discusses two desirable characteristics of the mechanism, in 
addition to its providing the means for thinking about things as instances of kinds and 
kinds as such. These are as follows:  (i)  the mechanism captures the key characteristics 
of standard approaches to conceptual representation in a principled manner; and (ii) 
the mechanism provides a principled basis for formally distinguishing psychologically 
significant kinds of kinds. In so doing, the chapter provides a sketch of the formal dimen-
sion of common- sense conception. The formal dimension of common- sense concepts 
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specifies perspectives from which we think about things and their properties and is 
particularly important for the conceptual– linguistic system interface (Chomsky, 2000, 
2012; McGilvray, 2005). The chapter ends with a brief consideration of the nature and 
place of the generative type- token mechanism within our cognitive systems and avenues 
of research suggested by the mechanism.

The Basic Mechanism for Thinking  
of Kinds and Instances of Kinds

To think of something as an instance of a kind involves an intrinsic duality. We need to 
simultaneously think of the thing as unique and utterly nonunique. The thing must be 
represented as being the same kind of thing as indefinitely many other instances of that 
kind, while being a different instance from all the other instances of the kind. This implies 
that instance- of- kind representations must minimally have two components: one repre-
senting the kind, and one representing the specific instance. As such, instance- of- kind 
representations have the form illustrated in (1). Each representation in (1) provides the 
means for thinking about and storing information about a different instance of the same 
kind. Since we can, in principle, think of indefinitely many things as instances of the same 
kind, these representations must be generated via a generative type- token mechanism (2).

(1) K1 K2 K3 …

(2) Ki

In fact, the generative mechanism (2) is needed to think of even a single thing as an in-
stance of a kind because to think of the thing as an instance of a kind is to think of it as 
one of indefinitely many things of that kind. Furthermore, because the generative mech-
anism (2)  implicitly contains the representations of indefinitely many instances of the 
kind, it provides the means for representing the kind. As such, the mechanisms in (1)– (2) 
support the dual function of specifying how to think about indefinitely many things as 
instances of a kind and the means for thinking about a single abstract kind that contains 
those indefinitely many instances.

The mechanisms in (1) and (2) highlight the intrinsic connection between the mecha-
nisms needed for generic and nongeneric reference. The mechanisms needed for thinking 
about instances of kinds (1) are generated by the mechanism needed for thinking about 
kinds (2) that implicitly contains the indefinitely many instances of a kind. This intrinsic 
connection between the mechanisms needed for making generic and nongeneric refer-
ence helps explain children’s ability to use noun phrases generically to talk about kinds 
(e.g., Do fishies like octopuses?) and nongenerically to talk about instances of kinds (e.g., 
The fish we saw at Sea World) from a very early age (Gelman, Goetz, Sarnecka, & Flukes, 
2008; Goldin- Meadow, Gelman, & Mylander, 2005; Pappas & Gelman, 1998).
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Distinguishing Instances of Kinds

Given that kind concepts such as dog or table are, at their core, generative type- token 
mechanisms such as (2) that generate instance- of- kind representations (1), it is important 
to ask how the instance- of- kind representations generated are distinguished from one 
another. The first thing to note is that there is no need to think of the instances as being 
qualitatively distinct in any way. They need only be numerically distinct. We are perfectly 
capable of thinking about distinct but qualitatively identical instances of kinds. This is 
easier to do for some kinds (e.g., paperclips) than others (e.g., dogs); nevertheless, it is 
possible for any kind of thing, and our conceptual mechanisms must have a structure 
that support such thoughts. The representations in (1) capture this characteristic of our 
thought. The instance- of- kind representations differ only in their indices, which have a 
purely indexical function and thus have no intrinsic descriptive content.

The generative type- token mechanism also implicates another way of distinguishing 
instances of a kind. As the mechanism can generate indefinitely many instance- of- kind 
representations, it implicates a distinction between actually and potentially generated 
representations. This representational distinction underlies the distinction between actu-
ally and potentially existing instances of kinds in our thought. This difference in mode of 
existence carries no implication of qualitative difference. Potentially existing instances of 
a kind can be qualitatively identical to actually existing instances.

Recent research shows that the numerical distinctness and mode of existence of in-
stances of a kind play an important role in our reasoning about the identity of things 
and the transformations they may undergo. Prasada and Hall (unpublished results) 
found that participants rejected the possibility of transforming an instance of a given 
kind (a monkey) into another currently potentially existing instance of the same kind (a 
different monkey) more often than transforming it into a currently potentially existing 
instance of a different kind (a beaver). They also found that participants rejected the 
possibility of transforming actually existing instances of a kind into other actually ex-
isting instances of either the same or different kind. These data show one way in which 
the formal characteristics of instance- of- kind representations guide and constrain our 
thinking.

Distinguishing Kinds

It is natural to ask whether kind representations (2) may also be distinguished from one 
another in the same ways that instances of kinds are. A moment’s reflection should make 
it clear that it makes no sense to speak of qualitatively identical but numerically distinct 
kinds. Two putatively different kinds (e.g., dogs and shmogs) cannot have all the same 
qualities but be distinct kinds. Kinds, unlike instances of kinds, cannot be merely numeri-
cally distinct. This means that the representation of kinds cannot be distinguished merely 
by an index with no intrinsic descriptive content (e.g., 1Ki & 2Ki).
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For similar reasons, kinds cannot be distinguished merely by their mode of existence. 
If there were a putative potentially existing kind (e.g., shmogs), which differs only in its 
mode of existence from an actually existing kind (e.g., dogs), dogs and shmogs would be 
qualitatively identical and thus there would be no basis for thinking that they really were 
different kinds of things.

These observations show that the representation of kinds in (2) must be augmented 
with a component that has descriptive content that characterizes and individuates kinds. 
As there are indefinitely many instances in a kind, the properties that characterize a kind 
must be nonaccidently connected to the kind and thus extendible to indefinitely many 
instances that have yet to be encountered (Goodman, 1955). Although different kinds 
will be characterized by different properties, it is possible to state the form of the con-
nection that properties that characterize and individuate a kind must have to the kind. 
Specifically, each kind has a set of properties that instances of that kind are understood 
to have by virtue of being that kind of thing which characterize and individuate the kind.

Prasada and Dillingham (2006) provide evidence that our conceptual systems distin-
guish properties that instances are understood to have by virtue of being the kinds of things 
they are (k- properties) from properties that are merely prevalent in instances of a kind. An 
example of a k- property for the kind dog is the property of being four- legged.2 Prasada and 
Dillingham (2006) show that k- properties (i) support formal explanations that are expla-
nations by reference to the kind of thing something is (e.g., Fido has four legs because he is 
a dog); (ii) support normative expectations (e.g., dogs, by virtue of being dogs, should have 
four legs); and (iii) are generally expected to be present in instances of the kind.

Further research has found that k- properties are understood to be aspects of being 
the given kind of thing and that they are represented via a formal part- whole relation 
between the kind and property (Prasada & Dillingham, 2009). These findings suggest 
the kind mechanism (2) needs to be augmented in the following manner to capture how 
kinds are characterized and individuated (3).

(3) Ki— < a1, a2. . ., an

In (3), the kind mechanism is understood as projecting (— <) an aspect structure  
(a1, a2, . . ., an), which represents the properties that a kind has in virtue of being that kind 
of thing. The (k- )properties are represented as aspects of being that kind of thing and 
together characterize and distinguish it from other kinds.

The augmented mechanism (3)  incorporates a descriptive component in terms of 
which kinds are (qualitatively) individuated via distinct sets of k- properties. Although 
kind representations cannot be distinguished merely by indexical representations devoid 
of any descriptive content (e.g., 1Ki & 2Ki), they may be distinguished indexically in addi-
tion to being distinguished qualitatively via their k- properties.3 In fact, it is possible that 
developmentally it is sometimes the case that two kinds may initially be distinguished 
only indexically via their names with the expectation that they will additionally differ in 
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yet to be discovered ways (Xu, 2012). Given the generative type- token mechanism, the 
expectation is that the kinds also differ in their k- properties. If we come to believe that 
two putative kinds with different names do not actually differ in their k- properties, we 
would have to conclude that there is in fact only one kind of thing with two names for it.4

In light of the characteristics of kinds and instances of kinds discussed so far, we can 
summarize the mechanism in the following manner (see Figure 12.1). A kind concept such 
as dog is, at its core, a generative mechanism that has the capacity to generate indefinitely 
many representations, each of which represent an instance of the kind and which are 
distinguished from one another numerically via an index devoid of any intrinsic descrip-
tive content. The generative mechanism itself implicitly contains the indefinitely many 
instances and thus provides the means for thinking about the kind itself and implicates a 
modal distinction between actually and potentially existing instances of a kind. Finally, 
the kind projects an aspect structure that represents the properties that have a principled 
connection to the kind (k- properties) as aspects of being that kind of thing. This com-
ponent of the mechanism serves to qualitatively distinguish the kind from other kinds.

Relation to Standard Approaches  
to Conceptual Representation

Standard approaches to conceptual representation focus on specifying the conditions 
under which a concept applies (see Murphy [2002] for a review of theories of conceptual 
representation). According to the definitional approach, the concept applies to the things 
that have the properties that are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for category 
membership. The prototype approach replaces this criterion for concept application with 
ones involving sufficient similarity to a prototype. In the theory view, concepts apply to 
things that have the appropriate causal- explanatory structure. These varying conditions 
for concept application can best be understood as corresponding to the aspect structure 
component of the generative type- token mechanism in that they provide alternative 
accounts of how kinds are qualitatively individuated from one another (Prasada, 2013). 

K1

ωKi

K2 K3 ......

– – < a1,a2,a3,...,an

Figure 12.1 Form of the generative type- token mechanism that provides the means for thinking 
about kinds and instances of kinds.
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Consequently, these approaches provide no account of the mechanisms that allow us to 
think and reason about kinds and instances of kinds as such. The exemplar approach, by 
contrast, involves representations that correspond to instance- of- kind representations. 
As such, the exemplar approach lacks any mechanisms for representing kinds or informa-
tion for individuating kinds by design; however, such mechanisms are clearly needed to 
capture our ability to think and talk about kinds. In sum, standard approaches to concep-
tual representation are radically incomplete.

One advantage of the generative type- token mechanism is that it captures key charac-
teristics of the standard approaches to conceptual representation in a principled manner. 
The mechanism generates representations of instances of kinds (2) and thus provides a 
natural way of accounting for phenomena that are best handled by exemplar theories 
of concepts (Murphy, 2002). Furthermore, because instances of a kind may lack some 
of their k- properties (for reasons other than their being the kinds of things they are), k- 
properties are like properties in prototype concepts in that they are typically present in 
members of the kind, but need not be.5

Finally, because k- properties are represented as aspects of being the relevant kind of 
thing, the generative type- token mechanism directly supports formal explanation of these 
properties (Prasada & Dillingham, 2006, 2009). As such, it possesses the explanatory di-
mension of concepts highlighted by the theory- based approach (Carey, 1985; Gopnik & 
Meltzoff, 1997; Keil, 1989; Murphy & Medin, 1985). The generative type- token mechanism 
directly supports a formal mode of explanation. However, by identifying properties that 
have a nonaccidental connection to the kind, the mechanism also provides the basis for 
representing other forms of explanatory structure (e.g. teleological, causal) that may char-
acterize the connection between kinds and properties as well connections between differ-
ent k- properties (e.g., Lombrozo & Carey, 2006; Cimpian & Erikson, 2012; Keil, 1994; 
Kelemen & Rossett, 2009; Lombrozo & Gwynne, 2014: Sloman, Love, & Ahn, 1998).

In sum, the generative type- token mechanism captures key characteristics of standard 
approaches to concept representation in a principled and organic manner.

Kinds of Kinds

A second advantage of the generative type- token mechanism is that unlike the defini-
tional, prototype and exemplar approaches, it provides a principled way of distinguishing 
kinds of kinds. The theory- based approach to conceptual representation distinguishes 
different kinds of kinds via the causal mechanisms operative in a domain (Solomon, 
Johnson, Zaitchik, & Carey, 1996) and by the modes of construal or explanation that are 
applicable within a given domain (Keil, 1994). The kinds of kinds or domains identified 
in these ways tend to involve intuitively obvious distinctions (e.g., between natural and 
artificial kinds; living and nonliving things), however, these distinctions generally do not 
have linguistic significance. The generative type- token mechanism provides a principled 
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way of distinguishing kinds of kinds on a formal basis. The distinctions between kinds of 
kinds that are identified in this manner are not always intuitively obvious, but they gen-
erally highlight core characteristics of our conceptions of things that are reflected in our 
use of language. As such, the domain distinctions provided by the type- token mechanism 
and the theory- based approach complement one another.

One can potentially distinguish various kinds of kinds by choosing different sets of k- 
properties to define a kind of kind; however, in the absence of some extrinsic motivation, 
kinds of kinds generated in this manner are arbitrary and unmotivated. The general form of 
kind concepts (see Figure 12.1) captures not only what is common to all kind concepts but 
also provides a framework for distinguishing kinds of kinds in a principled manner. By con-
sidering how the distinct elements of the mechanism may be systematically related to one 
another, it is possible to generate distinct kinds of kinds that are psychologically significant.

Distinguishing Kinds of Kinds via the Distinctness of Instances of Kinds

If we consider how the distinctness of instances of kinds is related to the kind of which 
they are instances, two possibilities immediately present themselves. We can think of the 
distinctness of instances of kinds to be a nonaccidental fact that is due to their being the 
kind of things they are or an accident that is not due to the instances being the kind of 
thing they are. These two ways of thinking about the relation between kinds and the dis-
tinctness of instances of a kind may be captured as parametric options for thinking about 
the relation between a kind and the distinctness of instances of that kind.6 The first way 
of way of thinking about the distinctness of instances of a kind is characteristic of the way 
we think of dogs, tables, tree, people, and triangles, among many other kinds of things. 
The second way of thinking is characteristic of how we think about instances of water, 
sand, wood, and many other kinds of stuff. This way of distinguishing between kinds of 
kinds captures a conceptual distinction that is relevant to the count– mass noun distinc-
tion. Names for kinds whose instances are distinct by virtue of their being the kinds of 
things they are generally are count nouns, whereas names for kinds whose instances are 
understood to be distinct for reasons other than their being the kinds of things they are 
generally are mass nouns. It is important to note that this conceptual distinction does not 
directly encode the count– mass noun distinction. The count– mass noun distinction in-
volves distinct modes of quantification and so requires additional assumptions concern-
ing quantity. Only kinds whose instances are considered quantitatively equivalent may be 
understood as providing a unit of quantification. It is generally true that if we think the 
instances of a kind are distinct because they are the kinds of things they are, we also con-
sider the instances to be quantitatively equivalent; however, this need not be the case. For 
example, we likely understand the distinctness of blades of grass to be due to their being 
grass, but we do not assume that any two blades of grass are the same quantity of grass. 
Although much more needs to be said about the mapping between conceptual repre-
sentations and the count– mass noun distinction, it is hopefully clear that the generative 
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type- token mechanism naturally generates a distinction between kinds of kinds that is 
clearly relevant to the count– mass distinction.

Distinguishing Kinds of Kinds via Another Way of Distinguishing Instances of Kinds

While we conceive of the distinctness of the instances of some kinds to be due to their 
being the kinds of things they are, one may wonder if there are kinds for which the kind 
determines the distinctness of instances in more than one way. A moment’s reflection sug-
gests that books, pamphlets, magazines, and many other kinds of “informational objects” 
are distinguished in terms of their physical matter as well as their abstract intelligible 
matter. Thus, A Tale of Two Cities and David Copperfield are different books because they 
contain different abstract intelligible matter, whereas two copies of A Tale of Two Cities 
are distinct books because they are constituted of distinct physical matter. These distinct 
ways of distinguishing books underlie two ways of counting books and many other in-
formational objects that are conceived of as being constituted of both concrete and ab-
stract matter. The names for such kinds are polysemous, with both concrete and abstract 
readings supporting distinct predicates (e.g., is torn/ is shocking). Even preschoolers are 
sensitive to this characteristic of this kind of kinds (Rabagliati, Marcus, & Pylkkanen, 
2010; Srinivasan & Snedeker, 2011, 2013; see also Chapter 13, this volume).

It is important to note, however, that not all kinds of informational objects allow us to 
distinguish instances on the basis of their abstract intelligible material. We expect differ-
ent newspapers, dictionaries, encyclopedias, and many other kinds to contain the same 
abstract information (e.g., the news for newspapers, definitions for dictionaries). Such 
kinds of informational objects can be distinguished by their physical matter as well as by 
who produces them, but not by the abstract information they contain by virtue of being 
the kinds of things they are.

This difference between kinds of kinds of informational objects is reflected in their 
names’ ability to support weak interpretations of definite noun phrases (Prasada & 
Briggs, 2014). The standard interpretation of definite noun phrases (e.g., the dog) is that 
they refer to a single thing; consequently, in a sentence such as (4), Sally and Sue are 
understood as having pet the same dog. If the definite noun phrase involves a noun that 
names a kind of informational object, the possibilities for interpretation are determined 
by the kind of informational object.

(4) Sally pet the dog and Sue did, too.
(5) Sally read the book and Sue did, too.
(6) Sally read the newspaper and Sue did, too.

In (5), Sally and Sue are understood as having read the same book, but since books can 
be distinguished either by their concrete matter or their abstract intelligible matter, there 
are two ways of understanding what counts as the same book (e.g., the same or different 
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copies of A Tale of Two Cities). On the other hand, if the informational object is of a kind 
such as newspaper (6), whose instances cannot be distinguished by the abstract informa-
tion they contain by virtue of being the kinds of things they are, Sally and Sue may be in-
terpreted as having read different newspapers (e.g., New York Times and New York Post).7

These phenomena show that our conceptual systems systematically distinguish kinds 
of kinds on the basis of whether and how kinds do and do not distinguish their instances. 
The sketch of the mechanisms in Figure 12.1 will have to be augmented to capture the 
different types of matter that instances of different kinds of kinds may be constituted of; 
however, it provides a principled framework for making such augmentations. Standard 
approaches to concepts provide no insight into these phenomena and lack the tools to 
capture them except in ad hoc ways.

Distinguishing Kinds of Kinds via the Manners in Which They Are Characterized

Given that we distinguish kinds of kinds on the basis of whether they are constituted of 
abstract matter in addition to concrete matter, one might wonder whether we may also 
distinguish kinds of kinds on the basis of whether they are characterized and individuated 
on the basis of abstract properties in addition to concrete properties. Recent research on 
dual- character concepts suggests that we do (Knobe, Prasada, & Newman, 2013). Knobe 
et al. (2013) present evidence that concepts such as scientist allow categorization and eval-
uation in terms of both abstract values and concrete features that realize those abstract 
values. In contrast, concepts such as pharmacist provide only a single (concrete) basis for 
categorization and evaluation. These data suggest our conceptual systems countenance 
both kinds that involve dual characterization and those that don’t.

It is worth noting that kinds like book are understood to be constituted of two kinds of 
matter and thus have two bases for distinguishing their instances, but kinds like scientist 
are not understood as being constituted of two kinds of matter and thus we do not have 
two ways of distinguishing amongst scientists. Instead, kinds like scientist can be charac-
terized in two ways, and thus we have two ways of distinguishing between scientists and 
nonscientists. This difference is naturally captured by augmenting distinct parts of the 
mechanism to accommodate concepts like book (representation of the constitution of 
instances) and scientist (adding value representations for characterizing the kind).

Distinguishing Subkinds and Two Ways of Thinking about Kinds

Kinds are understood to contain indefinitely many instances that need only be numeri-
cally distinct. Of course, in most cases, instances of a kind also differ in their qualitative 
characteristics and thus are similar to one another rather than being identical. The quali-
tative differences between instances of a kind are not determined by the kind and thus are 
expected to be unsystematic and understood to be accidental. However, there are times 
when the differences between instances of a kind may be thought to be systematic and 
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nonaccidental (e.g., between Spot the Dalmatian and Lassie the collie) because they are 
due to the instances being different kinds of the kind in question (e.g., different kinds of 
dogs). To capture this possibility, the mechanism for thinking about kinds and their in-
stances must be augmented to reflect the fact that we have two ways of thinking of kinds. 
We think of kinds containing indefinitely many instances that are numerically distinct, 
but we can also think of kinds as containing a finite number of (sub)kinds (Shipley, 1993). 
This duality in our thinking about kinds is reflected in the ambiguity of sentences such 
as (7), which can be interpreted as stating that the zoo has two instances of the kind ele-
phant or that the zoo has two kinds of elephants (Krifka et al., 1995).

(7) They have two elephants at the zoo.

Figure 12.2 captures this duality in the way we think about kinds. It is important to 
note that the mechanism allows for the possibility that a kind contains subkinds but 
does not require it. Thus, it is perfectly possible to think that something is an instance of 
a kind without it also being an instance of a subkind. So, for example, something may be 
a toothpick without being a specific kind of toothpick because we do not countenance 
different kinds of toothpicks. Thus an infinite regress is avoided.

The kind and subkinds are related via a kind of relation such that the subkinds specify 
(qualitatively) different ways of being the kind of thing. Thus to be a collie is one way to 
be a dog and to be a Dalmatian is a different way to be a dog. As such, we expect each kind 
of dog to have the k- properties of dogs, but to realize them in their own ways. Thus, we 

Figure 12.2 Updated form of the generative type- token mechanism that captures the duality of 
how we think about kinds.
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expect all kinds of dogs to bark by virtue of being dogs, but we expect each kind of dog 
to have its distinctive way of barking. Similarly, all kinds of dogs have four legs by virtue 
of being dogs, but we expect the shape, size, and proportions of the legs to differ for each 
kind of dog. As such, the perspective provided by subkinds involves qualitative distinc-
tions at a finer granularity than the perspective provided by the kind mechanism. This 
shift in granularity is entailed by the kind of relation between kinds and subkinds repre-
sented by the generative type- token mechanism in Figure 12.2.8 The shift in granularity 
is not captured by standard feature listing theories which represent subkinds by simply 
adding features to those that represent the kind (Murphy, 2002). Adding conditions to 
identify a subset of a kind is appropriate for representing phrasal concepts such as white 
bear, but not subkind concepts such as polar bear. Thus, a white bear is understood to be 
something in addition to being a bear, rather than a specific way to be a bear, but to be 
a polar bear is not understood to be something in addition to being a bear but a specific 
way to be a bear (Prasada, Henefield, & Otap, 2012).

It is important to note that it is possible for a subkind to have a property that is not 
a k- property of the kind. For example, being spotted is a k- property of Dalmatians even 
though it is not a k- property of dogs. Furthermore, a subkind can sometimes have a k- 
property that negates the kind’s k- property. For example, penguins by virtue of being 
birds are expected to be able to fly, however, by virtue of being penguins are expected not 
to be able to do so. These kinds of cases are handled easily and naturally by the type- token 
mechanism but pose serious challenges for feature listing theories.

Conceptual Change and the Nature of the Perspectives 
Provided by the Mechanisms

The formal structure specified by the generative type- token mechanism provides a set of 
perspectives from which to think and talk about things and their properties. The basic 
mechanism in Figure 12.1 provides perspectives for thinking and talking about things 
as instances of kinds and about kinds as such. Theses perspectives are enriched in vari-
ous ways by the formal differences between the different kinds of kinds discussed earlier. 
Furthermore, the perspectives were shown to be relevant to a range of linguistic phenom-
ena. The linguistic phenomena reflect core characteristics of our conceptions of kinds 
of things (e.g., whether the distinctness of instances is due to their being the kind of 
thing they are; whether the abstract contents of newspapers are free to vary the way the 
contents of magazines are, etc.) rather than arbitrary collections of characteristics that 
languages happen to encode that do not reflect our conceptions of the kinds in question.

It is likely that the perspectives specified by the generative type- token mechanism, spe-
cifically, and the formal dimension of common sense concepts, generally, are unrevisable 
and invariant over the course of development. In this respect, the perspectives provided 
by the mechanism are more like core knowledge (Spelke & Kinzler, 2007) than beliefs, 
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theories, or other knowledge structures within our conceptual systems. However, unlike 
core knowledge, the intricate perspectives provided by the formal dimension of lexical-
izable concepts are unlikely to be found in nonhumans. As illustrated in this chapter, 
lexical concepts typically provide both abstract and concrete perspectives for thinking 
and talking about things. There is no evidence that animal concepts function in these 
ways (Chomsky, 2012).

The generative type- token mechanism likely interfaces with core knowledge and per-
ceptual and linguistic systems in addition to other parts of our conceptual system. As 
such, it is an element of our “central” conceptual system. It is probably best thought of as 
providing part of the skeletal understanding embodied in lexical concepts. Although we 
construct new theories and ways of understanding many phenomena (see Carey, 2009), 
it is unlikely that the perspectives embodied in lexical concepts and their grammatical 
reflections change with these new ways of understanding (Chomsky, 2000).

Some Avenues for Future Research

With the exception of some work on the sortal properties of concepts (Carey & Xu, 
1999; Hall, 1993; Hall & Waxman, 1993; Macnamara, 1986; Rips, Blok, & Newman, 
2006; Srinivasan, Chestnut, & Barner, 2013; Xu, 2012; Xu, Carey, & Quint, 2004), there 
has been practically no work on the formal dimension of common- sense concepts. The 
characteristics of the generative type- token mechanism that underlies our ability to think 
and talk of things as instances of kinds and kinds discussed in this chapter suggest that 
the study of the formal dimension of concepts is likely to reveal rich and nonobvious 
characteristics of how we structure out concepts.

While further investigations of the formal dimension of common- sense concepts 
are likely to enrich our theories of conceptual representation, they will also raise ques-
tions concerning whether and how these formal characteristics of concepts are acquired, 
how children acquire their linguistic reflections, and how formal dimensions of con-
cepts are accessed and used in online sentence comprehension and lexical acquisition. 
Furthermore, it will be important to understand how the perspectives provided by the 
generative type- token mechanism are related to representations of explanatory factors in 
other theories of the formal structure of lexical items, for example, Pustejovsky’s (1995) 
qualia structure.

As discussed earlier here, the perspectives provided by the formal dimension of 
common- sense conception complement those provided by our intuitive and scientific 
theory- building activities (Carey, 2009). This raises the question of how and to what 
extent these knowledge structures interact in the course of conceptual development and 
knowledge acquisition (Shtulman & Varcarcel, 2012; see also Chapter 4, this volume).

Although it is a common assumption that the meanings of words are represented 
via conceptual representations (e.g., Bloom, 2000; Murphy, 2002), current theories of 
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conceptual representation are woefully inadequate for this purpose. Given that many lin-
guistic phenomena depend on the perspectives provided by different kinds of kinds gen-
erated by the generative type- token mechanism underlying our kind concepts, the formal 
dimension of common sense concepts is likely to be especially important for representing 
the meanings of words. As such, it could potentially play an important role in acquiring 
the meanings of words. Work on syntactic bootstrapping has shown that there are system-
atic connections between the formal characteristics of verbs (e.g., the number and types 
of arguments the take) and the meanings they express that can be exploited in acquiring 
the meanings of verbs (Gleitman, Cassidy, Nappa, Papafragou, & Trueswell, 2005). An 
open question is whether linguistic phenomena associated with different kinds of kinds 
help children acquire the meanings of words for those kinds or whether the reverse is true.

Finally, recent research suggests that young infants may possess a pedagogical stance 
whereby they interpret ostensive- communicative acts as directing attention to kinds 
and kind- relevant properties rather than directly perceivable properties of things (Futó, 
Teglas, Csibra, & Gergely, 2010; Gergely & Csibra, 2013). An intriguing possibility is that 
the ostensive- communicative acts direct attention to kinds and kind- relevant properties 
by engaging generative type- token mechanisms of the sort described in this chapter as 
they appear to be central to thinking and talking about kinds and instances of kinds.
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Notes

1. This chapter uses mechanism to refer to the means by which we think about things. The theory 
outlined in the chapter describes a number of formal characteristics of the relevant mechanisms. 
As such, mechanism is used in a manner parallel to its use whereby theories of universal grammar 
are understood as specifying a theory of the language- learning mechanism (Chomsky, 1975).

2. K- properties are kind- relative. Thus four- leggedness is a k- property of dogs, but not spiders.
3. A  reviewer pointed out that given that structure- process tradeoffs are always possible 

(Anderson, 1978), some hypothesized representational differences could end up being captured 
as differences in processing instead.

4. Prasada, Khemlani, Leslie, and Gucksberg (2013) provide evidence that kinds can also be 
characterized via properties that have causal and statistical connections to kinds. However, kinds 
cannot generally be individuated by such properties. Causal properties are limited to material 
kinds and thus cannot individuate immaterial kinds (e.g., triangle). Properties with mere statisti-
cal connections to a kind are extrinsic to the kind (Prasada, 2014).
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5. With respect to concept application, the proposed theory is an atomic theory (Fodor, 1998). 
The concept dog applies to things we think are dogs and to the kind dog. The k- properties of the 
concept do not specify conditions for application, but the presence of k- properties provide (de-
feasible) reasons for applying the concept.

6. These two ways of thinking are not mediated via our knowledge of k- properties of a kind or 
how they may or may not explain the distinctness of the instances.

7. These are one class of nouns that allow weak definite interpretations. For others, see Carlson 
and Sussman (2005).

8. The relation between superordinate concepts such as animal and basic level concepts such 
as dog does not entail a shift in granularity but, like the relation between basic and subordinate 
concepts (e.g., collie), involves a realization relation. Further research is needed to determine the 
ways in which the formal representation of superordinate concepts is like and unlike that of basic 
or subordinate level concepts (Markman & Wisniewski, 1997).
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Concepts as Explanatory Structures
Evidence from Word Learning  
and the Development of Lexical Flexibilit y

Mahesh Srinivasan

Introduction

One central difference between theories of conceptual development is their emphasis on 
our ability to explain and make sense of the world (Murphy & Medin, 1985; for a review 
of theories of concepts, see Laurence & Margolis, 1999; Murphy, 2002). For example, ac-
cording to most empiricist and constructivist theories— like the classical and prototype 
theory of concepts (e.g., Carnap, 1932; Katz, 1972; Locke, 1690/ 1979; Rosch & Mervis, 
1975; Smith & Medin, 1981)— conceptual development consists primarily of learning 
what has to be true of something for it to be categorized as a member of a particular type, 
with less emphasis on learning why it has the properties it does. Thus, by tabulating how 
perceived features in the world co- occur, children create representations that capture reg-
ularities and support categorization— for example, such that objects with four legs and 
flat surfaces are tables, and such that furry quadrapeds that bark are dogs. Only later in life 
do children understand why regularities exist and pick up on the abstract causal structure 
of these concepts (e.g., Quine, 1977; Sloutsky, Kloos, & Fisher, 2007). In contrast, ac-
cording to the theory-theory of concepts (Carey, 1985, 2009; Gelman & Wellman, 1991; 
Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Keil, 1989; Murphy & Medin, 1985), children do not track reg-
ularities blindly but instead seek explanations for why those regularities exist from early 
in life. Thus, guided by explanatory theories of what artifacts and natural kinds are, even 
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young children may invoke a table’s intended function to understand its physical structure 
and material, and a dog’s internal essence to understand its appearance and behavior.

In this chapter, I consider what children’s word learning can tell us about their concep-
tual development and, in particular, the degree to which explanatory theories structure 
children’s early concepts. Previous studies have explored this issue primarily by testing 
whether young children extend new words on the basis of exclusively perceptual features 
like shape, as predicted by empiricist theories, or can instead use more abstract concep-
tual factors like intended function or essence as cues to kind membership, as predicted 
by the theory-theory (see, e.g., Bloom, 2000; Booth & Waxman, 2002; Booth, Waxman, 
& Huang, 2005; Diesendruck, Markson, & Bloom, 2003; Gelman & Bloom, 2000; 
Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Gentner, 1978; Keil, 1989, 1994; Kemler Nelson, 1995; Kemler 
Nelson, Russell, Duke, & Jones, 2000; Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988; Smith, Jones, & 
Landau, 1996; Smith, Jones, Landau, Gershkoff- Stowe, & Samuelson, 2002; Tomikawa 
& Dodd, 1980).

In what follows, I will review this previous work, after first setting out some philo-
sophical considerations that motivate the theory-theory and that differentiate it from 
other theories of conceptual development. I will then discuss recent evidence for another 
aspect of word learning that could lend insight into the role of explanatory theories in 
conceptual development: how children learn to use words flexibly, with multiple distinct 
but related meanings. By some accounts, flexible uses of words— for example, the use of 
words to label animals and meat (e.g., tasty/ thirsty chicken) or materials and artifacts 
(e.g., shattered/ drinking glass)— require adopting different explanatory stances toward 
an entity (e.g., Keil, 1994; Moravscik, 1975, 1981, 1990; Prasada, 2000; Pustejovsky, 1995, 
1998). This raises the possibility that understanding how flexible words are acquired will 
also lend insight into the role of explanatory theories in conceptual development.

Concepts as Explanatory Structures:  
Theoretical Motivations

When we look out at the world, we see tokens of different conceptual types— for ex-
ample, tokens drawn from the categories of birds, trees, roads, or cars. Critically, we also 
conceive of these categories as coherent and not as arbitrary collections of things. Thus, 
we do not believe it is an accident that different tokens of birds are grouped together or 
that the sets of properties that we associate with birds co- occur in the ways they do— for 
example, that birds have wings, fly, lay eggs, and build nests. This intuition— that our 
concepts are nonarbitrary and coherent— is difficult to explain for empiricist and con-
structivist theories of conceptual development. In these theories, children can construct 
concepts from any set of intercorrelated properties, regardless of how ad hoc the group-
ings of properties are; expectations of coherence do not constrain the concepts that we 
construct.
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By contrast, according to the theory-theory, our concepts do not simply represent sets 
of co- instantiated properties but are also structured by explanatory relations we perceive 
between different properties and are thus coherent by virtue of these relations (Keil, 
1994; Murphy & Medin, 1985). Thus, when we think of birds, we do not simply think 
of entities that have wings, fly, lay eggs, and build nests. Rather, we draw explanatory 
connections between these properties: Birds may have wings because they are needed for 
flight, they may lay eggs in order to reproduce, and these and other bird properties may be 
caused by an internal, hidden bird “essence” (Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Keil, 1989, 1994).

This expectation that concepts should be coherent and have explanatory structure, 
which is predicted under the theory-theory, could have important consequences for con-
ceptual development. According to empiricist and constructivist theories, children may 
initially play a relatively passive role in concept acquisition: As they are exposed to tokens 
of a category, children tabulate co- occurrences of features and gradually form summary 
representations that abstract across tokens. In contrast, according to the theory-theory, 
children’s desire to explain why things are the way they are leads them to adopt a more 
reflective and active role in conceptual development from the start. It leads them, for in-
stance, to ask adults for explanations of why things are the way they are (e.g., Callanan &  
Oakes, 1992; Kemler Nelson, Egan, & Holt, 2004), to generate and test possible explana-
tions by exploring and intervening in the world (e.g., Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Schulz, 
Gopnik, & Glymour, 2007), and even to revise their theories when confronted with ex-
planatory gaps (e.g., Carey, 1985, 2009).

What kinds of explanations might children seek? Theory theorists have argued that 
there are multiple distinct kinds of explanations that we use to understand the world 
(e.g., Dennett, 1987); these different explanations have been referred to in the literature 
variously as explanatory stances, modes of explanation, or modes of construal. For example, 
an answer to why an entity has the properties it does could appeal to how those prop-
erties are caused by the deeper essence of the kind— for example, birds may fly because 
of an internal, unobservable essence (referred to as the physical stance or causal mode of 
explanation). An entity’s properties can also be explained in terms of the functions those 
properties afford— for example, chairs may have four legs, flat surfaces, and be made of 
solid materials because they are meant to be sat upon (referred to as the teleological or 
design stance). Further, such properties can also be explained by appealing to intentional 
mental states— for example, birds lay eggs because they want to reproduce (referred to 
as the intentional stance). Finally, an entity’s properties can also be explained in a non-
mechanistic way, by understanding an entity to have its properties simply because of the 
kind of thing it is— for example, dogs have four legs because they are dogs (referred to as 
the formal stance; see Prasada & Dillingham, 2006, 2009; see Chapter 12, this volume). 
The relevance and utility of these different explanatory stances can depend on the nature 
of the entity being explained; while formal explanations can be applied across content 
domains, causal explanations are more sensible for natural kinds, teleological explana-
tions are more sensible for artifacts, and intentional explanations are more sensible for 
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intentional beings (Keil, 1994; Prasada & Dillingham, 2006, 2009). The theory-theory 
accounts for these differences by arguing that concepts are embedded within overarching 
framework theories— for example, theories of natural kinds and of artifacts— which con-
strain how different explanatory stances are applied for different concepts.

The explanatory stances described here have a long intellectual history, rooted in 
Aristotelian metaphysics. Aristotle proposed that all good explanations for why things are 
the way they are appeal to one or more of four aitia, or explanatory causes: the material that 
constitutes the entity, the kind of thing it is, what is responsible for the entity’s existence, and 
its purpose or function (Moravcsik, 1974, 1981). These explanatory causes allow us to under-
stand one aspect of an entity in terms of another. Thus, a table may have the material and 
structure it does to support its function, and it may have its function because it was designed 
by an agent. Recently, several scholars have built on Aristotle’s proposal and have interpreted 
it as a psychological claim about how we understand and speak about the world (Moravcsik, 
1974, 1981; Pustejovsky, 1995, 1998). As I will discuss in the section The Development of 
Lexical Flexibility, flexible word use has been critical evidence for this claim.

An explanation- based system of reasoning could powerfully shape conceptual devel-
opment by constraining how we reason about the relations between a novel entity’s ma-
terial, form, function, and how it comes into being. Prasada (2000), for instance, argues 
that, using an explanation- based system based on Aristotelian aitia, we can make rich 
inferences from sparse data. For example, after observing a single exemplar of a bird nest, 
we can conclude that 1) the bird nest has a specific, nonarbitrary form; 2) this form must 
have been created by an agent, likely a bird; and 3) the bird must have created the nest 
for a specific function, likely to hold eggs, because the nest’s material and structure would 
support this. Critically, because these inferences are arrived at logically and do not make 
reference to specific properties of the nest being observed, they can be applied generically 
to all bird nests. This could make sense of why we can make generic statements like “Bird 
nests are built by birds” and “Bird nests are for holding eggs,” even when such generaliza-
tions can be subject to exception (Prasada, 2000).

To review, the theory-theory predicts that children’s early concepts will not reduce to 
bundles of co- occurring perceptual features but will instead have explanatory structure. 
Critically, this also predicts that children’s early use of words— for example, how they 
extend a newly learned word— will not depend on perceptual factors alone but instead 
on theory- like intuitions of what kind of entity they think the word labels and what 
properties define that entity. In the next section, I evaluate this prediction in the context 
of previous studies of children’s word learning.

Explanatory Concepts and Word Learning

Word learning provides a window onto conceptual development because it centrally in-
volves concept- related behaviors like reference and categorization: We use words to label 
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entities that are within the extension of our concepts, taking into account grammatical 
properties of the words themselves (e.g., whether they appear in mass or count syntax). 
Thus, we can gain insight into children’s concepts (e.g., dog, table) by observing how they 
learn, use, and generalize words that correspond to those concepts (e.g., “dog,” “table,”).

When applied to word learning, the theory-theory predicts that even young children 
should extend words according to the abstract, explanatory factors that are argued to 
structure concepts. For example, children should not simply use words like dog and table 
to label things that look like dogs or tables, but rather should extend these words accord-
ing to deeper, more causally central properties, such as whether entities are likely to have 
the intended function of tables or the essence of dogs. Relatedly, children’s word exten-
sions should be sensitive to the kind of thing they think a word refers to: They should 
extend a word for a new object differently if they construe the object as an artifact as op-
posed to as a natural kind, because intuitive framework theories of artifacts and natural 
kinds will privilege different properties of the object (Keil, 1994).

Interestingly, some studies of children’s early word learning have provided evidence 
that appears to contradict these predictions of the theory-theory. Specifically, when 2-  
and 3- year- olds are taught a novel count noun to label an object, they show a “shape bias”: 
They prefer to extend the word to other objects that share the same shape (but that may 
differ in texture, color, or size), but not to other objects that differ in shape (but that may 
be similar in other ways; see Landau et al., 1988; Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1998; Smith 
et al., 1996, 2002). Perhaps more strikingly, some of these studies also find that children 
continue to show a shape bias even when they could instead base their word extension on 
deeper, more causally central conceptual factors. For example, some studies have found 
that children prefer to extend a novel word for an object that has a specific function to 
a similarly shaped object that has a different function, compared to a differently shaped 
object that has the same function (Gentner, 1978; Landau et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1996; 
Tomikawa & Dodd, 1980).

On first glance, this finding— that children show a shape bias and fail to take into 
account conceptual factors like function when extending count nouns— would suggest 
that children have associated words that appear in count noun syntax with collections of 
items that share perceptual properties but that otherwise lack deep explanatory structure 
(Landau et al., 1998; Smith et al., 2002). However, another possibility is that children 
base their word extension on shape because shape is causally related to deeper, conceptual 
properties that structure children’s concepts, such that shape can be used as a cue to kind 
membership (see e.g., Bloom, 2000). For example, an artifact’s shape is often diagnostic 
of its intended function (e.g., balls are round so that they can be rolled), and an animal’s 
shape is often diagnostic of its behavior (e.g., bird wings enable flight) and underlying 
biological essence.

The idea that the shape bias stems from children’s use of shape as a cue to deeper con-
ceptual properties has been supported by several studies. First, even before mastering lan-
guage, children appear to use shape as a cue to kind membership. For example, Graham 
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and Diesendruck (2010) found that 15- month- olds use shape as a basis for generalizing 
nonobvious properties between novel objects, suggesting that they expect shape- matched 
objects to be members of a common kind. Thus, after being shown that a novel object 
made a rattling noise when shaken, infants were more likely to attempt shaking another 
novel object that matched in shape, as opposed to other novel objects that matched in 
color or texture. Second, the shape bias is attenuated in contexts where shape is unlikely 
to be a reliable cue to deeper conceptual properties. When given information that made 
sense of why two objects might share the same shape without being members of the same 
kind— that is, that one object was a container for the other object— 3- year- olds were less 
likely to show a shape bias (Diesendruck et al., 2003). Third, a number of studies have 
followed up on earlier studies that pitted shape against function and have found that 
when objects have affordances to suggest that they have been designed to fulfill specific 
functions, children do not show a shape bias but instead favor function when extending 
words (Kemler Nelson, 1995; Kemler Nelson et al., 2000).

Perhaps most relevant to the predictions of the theory-theory, children’s labeling be-
havior also shifts according to how they construe objects. For example, Keil (1994) found 
that manipulating the ontological status of a labeled object affects how children then 
extend that word. Thus, when an object is described as a kind of rock, children extend the 
novel word for that object to other objects of similar colors and textures (ignoring shape), 
but when the same object is described as a frog, children instead show a shape bias. Other 
studies with younger children have confirmed that, by at least age 2, children’s higher- 
level construal of an object (e.g., as an artifact vs. animal) affects word extension, attesting 
to the influence of intuitive framework theories on children’s early concepts (Booth & 
Waxman, 2002; Booth et al., 2005).

This discussion suggests that children’s word meanings do not reduce to bundles of 
perceptual features but instead have explanatory structure. In the spirit of this proposal, 
some studies have explored whether children’s use of words in fact reveals a sophisticated 
ability to adopt systematically different explanatory stances toward entities in the world, 
as discussed in the first section. For example, if children are able to adopt a physical stance 
toward natural kinds, they should use natural kind labels to pick out entities that puta-
tively share the same biological essence. And if children are able to adopt a design stance 
toward artifacts, they should use artifact labels to pick out objects that share the same, 
original intended function.

In support of the idea that children are able to adopt the physical stance and expect 
words for natural kinds to label category members that share a common essence, stud-
ies have shown that 4- year- olds readily generalize biologically relevant properties (e.g., 
means of breathing) among labeled category members, even when the category members 
are perceptually different (e.g., when one “bug” looks like a bug, and the other “bug” 
looks like a leaf; Gelman & Markman, 1986, 1987). Importantly, children can also use in-
formation related to biological essence to determine whether an entity is likely to be a cat-
egory member and thus can be referred to using a category label. For example, by at least 
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age 5, children recognize that an animal of one natural kind (e.g., a raccoon) cannot easily 
be transformed into an animal of another kind (e.g., a skunk) and that kind membership 
depends critically on internal properties (Keil, 1989; see also Gelman & Wellman, 1991).

A number of studies have also shown that young children have an early appreciation 
of some aspects of the design stance— that is, the ability to reason about an object’s prop-
erties and kind membership in terms of its creators’ intended function, as opposed to 
its appearance or current use (Bloom, 1996; Dennett, 1987; Gelman & Bloom, 2000; 
German & Johnson, 2002; Matan & Carey, 2001). For example, when 2- year- olds are 
introduced to a new artifact, they tend to assume that it is “for” a single specific pur-
pose; after they learn this function, they avoid using the object for an alternative purpose 
(Casler & Keleman, 2005). Furthermore, even 3- year- olds recognize the role of a creator’s 
intention in determining category membership. For instance, when children are given 
evidence that an entity’s structure was intentionally created, children are more likely to 
construe it as an object (e.g., and call it a “knife”), but can construe the very same entity as 
a substance (e.g., and call it “plastic”) when given evidence that its structure was created 
accidentally (Gelman & Bloom, 2000).

Taken together, the studies described here indicate that young children’s early use of 
words is not based solely on perceptual factors but is guided more generally by intuitions 
of what kind of entity they think a word labels and the conceptually deep properties that 
define those entities (e.g., like biological essence and intended function), which suggests 
that children have at least a rudimentary understanding of different explanatory stances 
from early in life.1 These findings are difficult to explain for theories of conceptual de-
velopment in which children’s early concepts— and concept- related behaviors like word 
learning and extension— are solely dependent on perceptual factors. In the next section, 
I  describe how evidence from how children learn to use words flexibly, with multiple 
meanings, might provide an additional source of clues about the role of explanatory 
structures in conceptual development.

Lexical Flexibility and Explanatory Concepts

One striking feature of our use of words is that we do not use different, unique words 
for each idea we wish to convey. Instead, many, if not most, words can be used flexibly, 
whereby a single word can be used to label multiple distinct but related ideas. For ex-
ample, rather than labeling a chicken and its edible meat using two separate words, in 
English we use the same word, chicken. As indicated in Table 13.1, such lexical flexibility is 
both widespread and systematic: Multiple words in English, for example, can alternately 
label an animal or its meat (e.g., tasty/ thirsty chicken; also true of turkey, fish), materials 
and artifacts composed of those materials (e.g., shattered/ drinking glass; also true of tin, 
iron), tools and actions involving those tools (e.g., the red shovel/ shovel the snow; also true 
of hammer, rake) and more.2 But what might lexical flexibility reveal about conceptual 
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structure and, by extension, what might we learn about conceptual development from 
observing how children learn to use words flexibly?

One possibility is that lexical flexibility does not reveal much about conceptual struc-
ture or development because concepts do not place strong constraints on flexible word 
use. By this account, new meanings of words— for example, the use of google as a verb 
to refer to searching for information— are created and enter into a language whenever 
such innovations are communicatively beneficial. This process places only weak concep-
tual constraints on innovation:  Speakers only need to grasp the relationship between 
the word’s new and older meanings (e.g., between the novel verbal meaning of google 
and its original nominal meaning), but these meanings can otherwise be related in any 
number of ways. Because flexible uses of words are argued to be relatively arbitrary and 

Table 13.1

Examples of Lexical Flexibility in English
Patterns and Participating Words Examples

Animal for Meat
(chicken, turkey, fish, etc.)

The chicken was thirsty / 
The chicken was tasty

Artist for Product
(Picasso, Camus, Mozart, etc.)

Picasso was born in 1881 / 
That museum has a Picasso

Body Part for Object Part
(leg, arm, back, etc.)

He has a cut on his leg / 
That table has wooden legs

Container for Contents
(pot, bowl, box, etc.)

He scrubbed the pot with a sponge / 
He stirred the pot

Material for Artifact
(glass, tin, iron, etc.)

She bought a sheet of glass / 
She poured water into the glass

Object for Aperture
(door, window, goal, etc.)

He painted the door / 
He walked through the door

Object for Representational Content
(book, magazine, DVD, etc.)

The book has a red cover / 
The book is fascinating

Place for Institution
(White House, Wall Street, City Hall, etc.)

The White House is being painted / 
The White House made an announcement

Substance for Transfer to Goal
(salt, butter, water, paint)

He bought some salt / 
He salted the soup

Substance for Transfer to Sources
(weed, milk, dust, juice)

She poured the milk into the glass / 
She milked the cow

Tool for Action Involving Tool
(hammer, shovel, rake, bike)

She has a hammer / 
She hammered the nail
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unpredictable, it follows that the different meanings of a flexible word would also be 
difficult to derive from a single core meaning (Lehrer, 1990; Murphy, 2007) and would 
instead have to be learned and represented separately, similarly to unrelated homophones 
like bat (which can label an animal or baseball equipment).3

However, some considerations suggest that there may be constraints on flexible word 
use. First, while we do not perceive relations between unrelated homophones, we readily 
grasp relations between the different meanings of flexible words like chicken, and this 
difference seems to be reflected in lexical structure, as several experimental studies have 
confirmed that flexible words and homophones are represented and processed differently 
(Frazier & Rayner, 1990; Frisson & Pickering, 1999; Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen- Wilson, 
2002; but see Klein & Murphy, 2001, and Klepousniotou, Titone, & Romero, 2008, for 
evidence that some flexible words may be represented similarly to homophones). Second, 
the proposal that flexible word use is relatively unconstrained does not square with the 
fact that flexible uses of words often fall into systematic patterns, as illustrated in Table 
13.1. Additionally, the fact that these patterns are generative and can be extended to new 
words (Murphy, 1997)— for example, the innovative verbal use of google extends the tool 
for action pattern— is unexpected if the different meanings of flexible words have to be 
individually memorized and cannot be derived.

This discussion motivates a different view of lexical flexibility, in which the different 
uses of flexible words are not arbitrary but are instead constrained by conceptual struc-
ture.4 Indeed, by some accounts, lexical items are explanatory structures, and different 
uses of flexible words reflect our ability to adopt different explanatory stances. For ex-
ample, following Moravcsik’s interpretation of Aristotelian aitia (Moravcsik, 1975, 1981, 
1990), Pustejovsky (1995) argues that all lexical items include qualia structures that cap-
ture how we conceptualize and speak about the world; these structures are templates 
that can include information about the physical characteristics that distinguish an entity 
from other things (e.g., its shape, size, color, etc.), its part- whole constitution and what it 
is made of, its purpose and function, and how it comes into being. These qualia roles are 
argued to give rise to and constrain lexical flexibility, such that different uses of a flexible 
word foreground different aspects of its qualia structure, resulting in different explana-
tory stances. For example, when we use glass in its artifact sense to label something (e.g., 
the drinking glass), we construe the entity as something with a specific physical form that 
was created with a specific function in mind; this use of glass seems to correspond to the 
teleological/ design stance described in the first section of this chapter. In contrast, this 
stance is not taken when glass is used in its material sense (e.g., the smooth glass): Here 
we focus on the entity’s material but accept variations in its physical form and function.

Pustejovsky has argued that many different forms of lexical flexibility arise from the in-
teraction between context and a word’s qualia structure (Pustejovsky, 1995, 1998). For ex-
ample, flexible words like book or CD could have qualia information about physical prop-
erties foregrounded in contexts that describe physical objects (e.g., the book is heavy), and 
information about the functions of these objects foregrounded in contexts that describe 
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informational content (e.g., the book is intriguing). Similarly, words like door or window 
could have qualia information about physical properties foregrounded when used to 
label physical objects (e.g., he painted the door) and information about their part– whole 
structure foregrounded when used to label apertures (e.g., he walked through the door). 
Adjectives like fast or good could also get their different meanings by recruiting qualia 
information of the nouns they modify:  For example, a fast car, a fast motorway, and a 
fast typist are all “fast” in different ways, presumably because cars, motorways, and typists 
each have different functions. Finally, in contexts where predicates require an event as an 
argument, nouns can be coerced to yield event meanings (a phenomenon referred to as 
type coercion), perhaps because relevant events can be found within the qualia structure of 
some nouns. Thus, when we “begin a book,” we mean that we have begun “reading a book” 
(using qualia information about the function of books) or begun “writing a book” (using 
qualia information about how books are created); by contrast, it is not sensible to “begin a 
rock,” perhaps because no relevant events involving rocks can be found within the qualia 
structure of rock (e.g., rocks don’t have functions and are not created by agents).5

Critically, if this proposal is correct— that flexible word use arises from explanatory 
lexical structures— then understanding how children learn to use words flexibly may also 
lend insight into the role of explanatory structures in conceptual development. Thus, 
while previous research has used children’s extension of a word within a single meaning as 
a window onto conceptual development (as reviewed in the previous section), we might 
also learn something about early conceptual structure by exploring how children extend 
words flexibly, across multiple meanings.

The Development of Lexical Flexibility

Let’s assume for a moment that Pustejovsky and others are right, and that flexible uses of 
words reflect that concepts have explanatory structure. If this is correct, then according 
to the theory-theory, children should find lexical flexibility intuitive, due to an early- de-
veloping ability to adopt different explanatory stances toward entities in the world. Thus, 
studies regarding the development of lexical flexibility could provide a source of insight 
into the role of explanatory structure in children’s early concepts.

Interestingly, most classic and contemporary accounts of word learning predict, contra 
the theory-theory, that children should have difficulty learning to use words flexibly. In par-
ticular, while some linguists and philosophers have argued that flexibility is fundamental to 
word meaning (Keil, 1994; Moravscik, 1975, 1981, 1990; Prasada, 2000; Pustejovsky, 1995, 
1998), developmental psychologists have typically assumed that children’s task in learning 
a word is to link a word- form to a single category of meaning; indeed, by many accounts of 
word learning, this assumption itself guides the learning process (e.g., Markman, 1989; Yu &  
Smith, 2007). But critically, this assumption might lead children astray when learning flex-
ible words. For example, if children assume that words only have a single meaning, they 
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might initially treat the different meanings of flexible words like glass or chicken as separate 
and unrelated homophones. Or, they might fail to understand that the different meanings 
of flexible words are distinct and instead conflate them as instantiations of a single, overly 
broad meaning (e.g., a category that includes both chicken animals and meat).

While there has not been a great deal of work on the development of lexical flexibil-
ity, what work there is suggests that children are not confused by lexical flexibility but 
instead find it intuitive. Early work on this topic focused on how children use words 
in their spontaneous speech and showed that beginning at around age 2, children cre-
atively extend words to new meanings— for example, children creatively use words for 
space to describe time (“Mommy, can I have some reading behind dinner”; Bowerman, 
1983), words for tools to describe actions involving those tools (“Don’t broom my mess”; 
Clark, 1982), and words for objects to describe placing those objects in goal locations 
(“I’m crackering my soup”; Clark, 1982; see also Kuczaj, 1978; Maratsos & Chalkley, 1971; 
Smith, 1933). Importantly, these innovations are related to attested patterns of flexible 
word use— for example, the innovative use of broom is similar to attested uses of hammer 
and shovel— suggesting that from early in life, children form generalizations about flexi-
ble word use and use them to coin new word meanings and fill communicative gaps.

More recent experimental evidence confirms that children have sophisticated knowl-
edge of lexical flexibility from early in life (Al- Mughairy, Foushee, Barner, & Srinivasan, 
2015; Lippeveld & Oshima- Takane, 2015; Rabagliati, Marcus, & Pyllkanen, 2010, 2013; 
Srinivasan & Snedeker, 2011, 2014). To begin, by age 4, children can resolve the correct 
meaning of a flexible word in context (e.g., recognizing the difference between a roasted 
vs. hungry chicken; Rabagliati, Pylkkanen, & Marcus, 2013). Children of this age are also 
sensitive to the difference between flexible words and homophones: Although they allow 
a novel word to alternate between the different meanings of flexible words— for exam-
ple, between a chicken animal and chicken meat— they expect unrelated homophones like 
baseball bat and animal bat to correspond to different words (Srinivasan & Snedeker, 
2011, 2014). Finally, 4- year- olds can even use their knowledge of patterns of lexical 
flexibility to infer the meanings of new words (Al- Mughairy et al., 2015; Srinivasan & 
Snedeker, 2014). For example, after being taught that a first novel word labels a novel 
action involving a novel tool, children do not allow a second novel word to label the tool 
itself, which suggests that they expect the first novel word to label both the action and 
the tool, similar to how words like hammer and shovel are used (Al- Mughairy et al., 2015). 
This last finding— which fits with the previously discussed finding that children coin new 
word meanings in their spontaneous speech— suggests that children have formed gen-
eralizations about lexical flexibility and can use them to anticipate new word meanings.

Stepping back, if we assume that lexical flexibility reflects that lexical concepts have 
explanatory structure, then the studies described earlier, demonstrating that young chil-
dren find lexical flexibility intuitive, would suggest that children’s early concepts do not 
reduce to bundles of perceptual features but are instead structured by abstract, explana-
tory factors. In particular, children’s understanding of lexical flexibility might reveal their 
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cognitive ability to adopt different explanatory stances, which could constrain their ex-
pectations about the different meanings flexible words can take. Furthermore, children’s 
expectations about flexible word use might even shape the nature of lexical flexibility. In 
particular, although language users routinely coin new meanings for words, it may be 
that only those innovations that are the most learnable for children, given their cognitive 
biases, are the ones that survive and enter into languages. Thus the patterns of lexical 
flexibility that exist today (e.g., animal for meat, material for artifact) could consist of 
innovations (e.g., using chicken to label meat, long to label duration) that were historically 
the most learnable for children (Srinivasan & Rabagliati, 2015).

This resulting purported fit between children’s conceptual structure and patterns of 
lexical flexibility provides a possible answer as to why lexical flexibility exists as a useful 
feature of language and motivates a new view of word learning. Imagine, for a moment, 
that there was no lexical flexibility in language, such that we had to use a separate word to 
express each basic meaning we wished to convey (e.g., separate words for chicken animals 
and meat, glass material and drinking vessels). If this were the case, the lexicon would 
have to be much larger than it currently is, and building it would be a very slow process, 
given that word- meaning mappings are arbitrary (e.g., there is nothing inherent in the 
sound “dog” that links it to the concept dog; de Saussure, 1959) and have to be learned 
one by one, through observation (e.g., through pedagogy or overhearing). Lexical flexi-
bility may arise in languages to reduce this burden: When words are linked to multiple 
meanings in predictable ways that fit with how children construe the world, learning one 
meaning for a word (e.g., the tool meaning of hammer, or the animal meaning of chicken) 
will give clues to its other possible meanings (e.g., the action meaning of hammer, or the 
meat meaning of chicken). This could greatly simplify the task of word learning: To learn 
multiple word- meaning pairings, children would only need to acquire one word- meaning 
pairing by observation and could then infer the word’s other meanings spontaneously, 
in absence of observational evidence (Al- Mughairy et al., 2015; Srinivasan & Rabagliati, 
2015). This proposal would also help explain why flexible words are widespread and more 
prevalent in language than homophones: While flexibility could facilitate word learning 
by allowing children to infer new word meanings, homophones could not confer such an 
advantage since they are by definition unrelated.

The proposal that children’s early concepts are explanatory structures and constrain 
their acquisition of flexible words makes one key additional prediction about the nature 
of lexical flexibility and its relation to word learning. Specifically, if lexical flexibility 
is constrained by early- developing properties of conceptual structure, then different 
languages should employ largely similar patterns of lexical flexibility (Srinivasan & 
Rabagliati, 2015; see also Zhu & Malt, 2014). In particular, because children growing 
up in different linguistic communities are likely to construe the world in similar ways, 
they should also expect words to have multiple meanings in similar ways. Thus, as dif-
ferent languages change over generations of learners, they should each develop the same 
patterns of lexical flexibility (e.g., animal for meat, material for artifact), because these 
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patterns would historically have been formed from the same kinds of easily learnable 
innovations. A corollary of this idea is that those patterns of lexical flexibility that are 
less attested across languages are less prevalent in part because they are more difficult for 
children to learn.

Recent studies provide initial support for these predictions, consistent with the idea 
that lexical flexibility is constrained by early- developing explanatory concepts. For ex-
ample, a large- scale cross- linguistic study found that, of 26 different patterns of lexical 
flexibility found in English (e.g., animal for meat, material for artifact), nearly all were 
attested in each of 14 other languages (Srinivasan & Rabagliati, 2015).6,7 Furthermore, 
the one pattern that was most absent across languages— the use of words for substances 
to label the transfer of those substances from sources (e.g., milk the cow, dust the table)— 
also happens to be difficult for children to learn (Srinivasan & Barner, 2013). In partic-
ular, children learning English initially misinterpret the verbal uses of words like milk 
or dust and assume that they denote the transfer of these substances toward goals rather 
than sources (e.g., such that milk the cow involves putting milk onto a cow). Taken to-
gether, these findings support the idea that children’s early conceptual structure places 
constraints on lexical flexibility such that flexible uses of words that are easier for children 
to conceptualize are more likely to be learned. Over the course of a language’s history, 
flexible words that are more learnable may also be more likely to enter into the language 
and to form patterns, leading to cross- linguistic universals.

Conclusions and Future Directions

A central problem for the cognitive sciences is to characterize the nature of concepts 
and how they arise in human development. In this chapter, I have considered what chil-
dren’s word learning can tell us about their conceptual development and, in particular, 
the degree to which children’s early concepts have explanatory structure. Previous studies 
have addressed this question primarily by exploring how young children extend words 
within a single meaning and have suggested that children’s word extension is not based 
purely on perceptual factors but instead on more abstract explanatory factors like in-
tended function and essence. Building on this previous work, I have argued that chil-
dren’s flexible extension of words across multiple meanings can also provide insight into 
the nature of early conceptual development. In particular, children’s early appreciation 
of lexical flexibility may reveal an early- developing cognitive ability to adopt different 
explanatory stances, which may both facilitate children’s acquisition of lexical flexibility 
and constrain the structure of lexical flexibility across languages.

Recent work on the development of lexical flexibility has opened many new topics 
for further research into the nature of conceptual development and word learning. First, 
although there are reasons to think that lexical flexibility is constrained by conceptual 
structure, there is currently no direct evidence that links children’s ability to adopt 
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different explanatory construals to their ability to learn and use the different meanings 
of flexible words. Such evidence is critical to our understanding of what the development 
of lexical flexibility reveals about conceptual development. One way that future studies 
could address this question is by exploring whether receiving evidence that two meanings 
share the same flexible label invites children to adopt specific modes of construal. For 
example, after demonstrating that a use of an artifact is called daxing and that the artifact 
itself is also called a dax, will children adopt the design stance and conceptualize the arti-
fact’s demonstrated use as the intended function of the artifact?

Second, future work should explore the degree to which lexical flexibility facilitates 
children’s construction of the lexicon. As noted before, one possibility is that children’s 
concepts allow them to pick up on patterns of lexical flexibility, such that after learning 
one meaning of a word, children can spontaneously infer the word’s other meanings. If 
this ability is critical to lexical development, then we should find evidence that children 
can exploit patterns of lexical flexibility at the earliest stages of word learning, even before 
they have learned many flexible words.

Finally, if lexical flexibility does indeed provide a window onto conceptual structure, 
researchers can use examples of lexical flexibility as clues, to construct new and fruitful 
hypotheses about the nature of concepts. For example, motivated by our ability to call 
someone a scientist who either engages in the concrete activities of scientists (e.g., uses 
experimental methods) or embodies the abstract values of scientists (e.g., engages in a 
search for truth), Knobe, Prasada, and Newman (2013) have found evidence that many 
of our concepts provide criteria for determining category membership in these two ways.
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Notes

1. A full appreciation of the design stance, for example, continues to develop over childhood. 
For example, children initially fail to privilege an object’s original design over its current use when 
deciding category membership (see, e.g., German & Johnson, 2002; Matan & Carey, 2001) and 
may initially have a “promiscuous teleology,” in which they over- apply teleological explanations 
to nonliving natural objects (e.g., stating that clouds are “for raining” and that mountains are “for 
climbing”; Keleman, 1999).

2. Here, I use the term lexical flexibility as a superordinate term, to denote a number of dis-
tinct ways in which words are used to label related meanings. These include metonymy (where 
one aspect of a concept is used to stand for another, e.g., the gallery has a Rothko, where Rothko 
refers to one of Rothko’s paintings), metaphor (where words from one conceptual domain are 
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used to describe another, e.g., spending money vs. time), and morphological conversion (where a 
word from one grammatical category is converted into another, e.g., expensive shovel vs. shoveled 
the snow).

3. Consistent with this idea— that the meanings of flexible words are distinctly represented 
and weakly constrained by conceptual structure— there are examples in which meanings some-
times drift apart from one another. For example, it is possible to drink from a glass that is made of 
plastic (rather than glass) or to land on water (rather than on land).

4. In the section The Development of Lexical Flexibility, I describe the results of a cross- 
linguistic survey that explores whether there are parallels in lexical flexibility across different 
languages, suggestive of conceptual constraints. One issue to consider here is whether, across 
different languages, word- forms are marked as they alternate between different meanings. 
In English, for example, the same word- form chicken can label animal and meat meanings, 
and the same word- form hammer can label tool (noun) and action (verb) meanings (see 
Table 13.1). But in other languages, these same alternations could be realized via devices like 
compounding or morphological conversion, such that different word- forms are used for 
different meanings. For example, words for specific meats could correspond to compounds 
created from words for animals in combination with the general word for meat (as is the case 
in Mandarin Chinese), and some languages might not permit zero- derivation conversion of 
verbs from nouns (as in the English use of hammer). Still, if we find that languages generally 
encode the same patterns of flexibility (e.g., animal for meat, tool for action) but vary in how 
they mark word- forms as they alternate between different meanings, we would still need to 
explain why languages use productive linguistic devices to capture the same conceptual shifts 
in meaning (e.g., between animals and meat, tools and actions), which is the focus of this 
chapter.

5. The claim here is that qualia structure yields the initial, default interpretation of these 
words, but that given a strong enough supporting context, other interpretations will also be pos-
sible (Pustejovsky, 1995, 1998). For example, among employees at a book- binding business, one 
could imagine that “begin the book” could refer to beginning to bind a book.

6. To assess the cross- linguistic regularity of these patterns, we asked respondents to indicate 
whether, in their native language, the same word- forms could be used to label different meanings, 
as in English. We considered a pattern (e.g., animal for meat) to be attested in a language if re-
spondents judged that at least one word in that language exhibited the shift in meaning related to 
that pattern. Relevant to Footnote 4, we also highlighted to respondents that word- forms in their 
language could be marked as they alternated between different meanings (e.g., via compound-
ing or morphological conversion). Given this instruction, it is likely that participants’ responses 
reflected their judgments that the same word- forms in their language could alternate between 
different meanings, without undergoing any marking.

7. Interestingly, although the patterns were present across languages, they were sometimes 
instantiated in words in different ways. For example, while nearly all languages use words for 
materials to label artifacts derived from those materials, languages differ in which artifacts can be 
referred to; for example, while English uses glass to label glass drinking vessels, the translation- 
equivalent in Russian instead labels mirrors. This suggests that while flexible uses of words must 
be learned (i.e., because languages differ in how patterns are instantiated in words), some types 
of lexical flexibility are easier to learn than others (i.e., because the same patterns appear across 
languages).
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Conceptualizing the Event
The Relationship between Infants’  
Representations and Linguistic Organization

Laura Lakusta and Laura Wagner

Introduction

Consider an event of a baby taking her first steps to retrieve a ball. When viewing this 
event, one may encode various aspects of the scene, such as the number of steps that the 
baby takes, the speed at which the baby wobbles, the precise path that the baby takes as 
she lunges forward, or the baby’s facial expression as she first reaches out and touches 
her goal. When describing this event using language, a much coarser representation is 
recruited:  Many details of the perceptual representation are typically “discarded” in 
exchange for a more abstract representation (Landau & Jackendoff, 1993). For exam-
ple, the central components of this event as it is encoded in semantic structure are the 
figure (baby), manner of motion (wobbles), path (to), and reference object (ball), and 
these are packaged in syntax as noun phrase (“the baby”), verb phrase (“wobbles”), and 
prepositional phrase (“to the ball”) ( Jackendoff, 1983; Talmy, 1985). One key question 
for understanding language development is how children learn to map their percep-
tually rich nonlinguistic representations into these pared- down, abstract linguistic 
descriptions.

One approach to answering this question is to begin with linguistic theory, which 
provides detailed analyses about the structure within language, and then examine 
the infant mind for evidence about how their preverbal representations relate to the 
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semantic structures of language (see Wagner & Lakusta, 2009, for further discussion of 
this approach). We focus on the semantics of events, especially motion events, because 
these have played a central role in both linguistic theories and, not coincidentally, in 
investigations of infant representations. In this chapter, we first review the linguistic 
analyses of the semantic structures of motion events that served as the primary starting 
point for much of the infancy work discussed. We then consider infant thought and 
ask: 1) Do infants parse events into the central components used in language to define 
events? For example, do they track the content of these components and note changes 
to them more so than they do for linguistically irrelevant components? 2) Do infants 
form categories of these linguistically relevant components that would support lan-
guage use? Do they represent events in terms of the abstract components and not just 
the specific instantiations of those components? 3) Do infants organize their represen-
tations of these components in ways that are similar to how languages organize them? 
For example, do they show evidence of the representational asymmetries observed in 
languages? We find that, in general, infant thought shows striking similarities to the 
structure found in language, and we discuss how the mapping from thought into lan-
guage may take place.

The Language of Motion Events

Talmy’s classic (1985) linguistic analysis characterizes motion events in terms of the fol-
lowing components: a figure (the object undergoing the motion), the motion itself, the 
path taken by the figure, and a reference object, which grounds the figure and path in-
formation (see Figure 14.1). Note that in this analysis, the core components of figure, 
motion, path, and reference object are abstract in nature; they identify semantic roles 
that need to be filled with specific values (such as baby, to) (see, among others, Dowty, 
1991; Gruber, 1965; Jackendoff, 1983).

Focusing on the path component, Jackendoff (1983) proposed that there are three 
main types: paths can be directed to a goal reference object (goal paths); they can specify 

The baby went to the ball

Semantics Figure object Motion Path Reference object

Syntax Noun phrase Verb phrase Prepositional phrase

Figure 14.1 Linguistic components of a motion event as proposed by Talmy (1985). Note that 
language allows for some refinements of this schema. For example, the specific manner of motion 
(wobbled rather than went) can be encoded, as well as the cause. Further, languages differ in how they 
lexicalize the different semantic components; English for example typically packages the motion 
with manner (wobbles), whereas Spanish tends to package the motion with a path and expresses the 
manner separately (by wobbling).
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the path from a source reference object (source paths); or they can simply specify motion 
past a reference object (via paths). Example (1) exemplifies all three kinds of paths.

1) The baby wobbled from her crib past her chair and to the ball
Source path Via path Goal path

Motion events clearly involve physical– spatial relations, but Jackendoff (1990) has argued 
that for all events— both motion and non- motion related— the semantic roles should be 
analyzed as falling into two tiers: a thematic tier that encodes objects in terms of their 
motion and spatial locations, and an action tier that encodes those same objects in terms 
of their intentions. Consider the baby wobbling event described in (1). In the thematic 
tier, the spatial source would be the crib (the starting point of the action) and the baby 
herself would be the figure (the thing that moves). However, in the action tier, the baby 
would take on the agent role (assuming she voluntarily initiated the motion) and the spa-
tial source would have no role at all. Both tiers are needed for every event. For example, 
for the event described with the sentence “The mother hugged the baby,” the baby would 
be the goal in the thematic tier (she’s the endpoint of the action) and the patient in the 
action tier (the object being affected by the action). The mapping between the two tiers is 
not one to one, and knowing the role something plays in one tier does not determine the 
role in another. For example, if the subject of (1) were changed to the ball, then the ball 
would continue to be the figure on the thematic tier but would no longer be an agent on 
the action tier (and might even be considered to be a patient; see Dowty, 1991). There are 
motivated and partially systematic links between the semantic roles in the thematic and 
action tiers and various syntactic positions (e.g., agents are often subjects; via paths are 
likely to be adjunct prepositional phrases, while goal paths can be incorporated into verb 
meanings). A detailed discussion of how these links are organized is beyond the scope 
of this chapter, but it bears mentioning that infants also have to learn their language’s 
specific connections between semantic roles and syntactic positions. To the extent that 
infants’ preverbal representations are compatible with the semantic roles of language, the 
child will be aided in this aspect of language learning. Moreover, as discussed further 
below there is evidence that some language mappings (e.g., argument vs. adjunct status) 
may have close parallels in the preverbal representational space (e.g., relative salience).

Parsing Events into Components

Our first question is whether infants parse events into the right components: Do they 
track linguistically relevant elements of events? They do track agents and patients. In 
one study, 15-  to 18- month- old infants who were habituated to events such as a man X 
pushing a man Y showed elevated heart rate when the roles were reversed and man Y 
pushed man X (Golinkoff & Kerr, 1978). Similarly, 10- month- olds who saw giving events 
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involving three core participants— a giver, a receiver, and a gift— showed longer looking 
times when the identity of the gift was changed (Gordon, 2004). But the infants only no-
ticed the change in the gift if it actually was a gift. When the infants saw a hugging event 
with a hugger and a huggee, one of whom was holding an object, they did not notice 
when the object was changed. Only when the object played a meaningful semantic role in 
the event did infants keep track of its identity (see also He, Wellwood, Lidz, & Williams, 
2013, for a recent replication of these results).

What about the core components of motion events? To understand how conclusions 
are drawn about what children notice about an event, first consider the basic method. 
Infants are familiarized or habituated to events with one particular event component 
held constant. For example, “Mr. Balloon” moves onto a box in a scenario including both 
a box and a bowl (Figure 14.2). Then the infant sees an event that has a change in a target 
component. In this case, “Mr. Balloon” moves into a bowl (a change in path from on to 
in). Infants signal that they have noticed the change by looking longer at one event than 
at another event. In order to succeed in this task, infants need to be able to represent the 
component in question and detect when it has changed in subsequent trials.

Using this type of methodology, researchers have found that infants track the iden-
tity of the figure of the event (man crossing vs. woman crossing; Göksun et al., 2011), 
the manner of motion of an event (e.g., twisting vs. spinning; Pulverman, Golinkoff, 
Hirsh- Pasek, & Sootsman- Baresh, 2008; Pulverman, Song, Hirsh- Pasek, Purden, & 
Golinkoff, 2013), the reference object of an event (crossing a tennis court vs. crossing 
a railroad; Göksun et al., 2011), and all three kinds of paths— via paths (over vs. under; 
e.g., Pulverman et al., 2008, 2013), goal paths (e.g., into a bowl vs. onto a box; Lakusta & 
Carey, 2015; Lakusta, Wagner, O- Hearn, & Landau, 2007; Wagner, 2009), and source 
paths (e.g., out of a bowl vs. off of a box; Lakusta et al., 2007).

Not only do infants track specific components of events, they can track these compo-
nents as independent units. That is, when infants are presented with a particular manner 
and path, they decompose the event into manner and path components and track them 
separately. For example, when 10-  to 12- month- old infants were familiarized to events 

Familiarization Test

Di�erent Endpoint/
Same Location

Same Endpoint/
Di�erent Location

Figure 14.2 Example of methodology used to study infants’ motion event representations. In this 
study (Lakusta & Carey, 2014) infants were familiarized to an agentive balloon moving onto a box. 
During an inter- trial (not depicted) the locations of the objects were switched and infants were then 
able to view the objects in their new locations. During test, infants viewed the balloon move to a 
different endpoint (bowl) or to the same endpoint in a new location.
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depicting an animated starfish performing various manners (e.g., twisting, bending) that 
shared a common via path (e.g., over a dot), during test, they looked longer at an event 
containing both a new via path with a new manner (e.g., toe- touch + under a dot) relative 
to an event that preserved one of the familiar components (e.g., toe- touch + over a dot). 
These results suggest that infants did not represent the original manner– path combina-
tion as a single component but as composed of separable pieces that could be tracked 
separately (Pruden, Roseberry, Göksun, Hirsh- Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2013). Furthermore, 
using a similar methodology, studies have shown that 13-  to 15- month- olds can isolate 
the manner in events over varying paths (starfish twists over a ball, under a ball, around 
a ball, etc.), but 10-  to 12- month- olds can do so only when the external reference object 
(e.g., ball) is removed (thus “simplifying” the path) (Pruden, Göksun, Roseberry, Hirsh- 
Pasek, & Golinkoff, 2012). When more complex realistic dynamic events are used, 13-  to 
15- month- olds can isolate the manner component only when the reference object is re-
moved; by contrast, they can isolate the path component across varying manners only 
when a reference object is present (Konishi, Pruden, Golinkof, & Hirsh- Pasek, 2014). 
These results suggest that infants’ representation of path may require a reference object, 
which reflects the definition of path offered by linguistic theory (the spatial relationship 
of the figure with respect to a reference object; Talmy, 1985).

In addition to showing that infants pay attention to changes to the core semantic com-
ponents of these events, several of these studies have also shown that infants do not pay 
attention to all kinds of changes in these events; that is, some dimensions of their percep-
tual representations appear to be discounted, or discarded, in these tasks. For example, 
in the studies showing successful tracking of goal paths, infants do not show evidence of 
tracking the spatial location of the goal objects when the figure acts as a goal- directed 
agent in a motion event (Lakusta & Carey, 2015; Lakusta et al., 2007; Wagner, 2009).

These studies suggest that infants are sensitive to the structure of events and repre-
sent the information that corresponds to linguistically relevant semantic roles. As early as 
10 months, infants represent figures, grounds, manners, and all three types of paths (via, 
source, and goal paths). However, these results still leave open the question of whether 
the nature of these representations is abstract, as they are in language. The research re-
viewed next begins to shed light on this question, by testing whether infants categorize 
the central components of motion events.

Do Infants Form Categories of Event Components?

Being able to perceive a component of an event is a necessary prerequisite to forming 
a categorical representation of that component (see Göksun et  al., 2010, for a discus-
sion), but it is not sufficient for claiming that infants possess the category. Why? Because 
to succeed in the previous tasks, infants only needed to represent the specific objects/ 
paths/ manners in the event; they needed to be sensitive only to hopping, or getting into 
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a bowl, or moving under a dot. These tasks did not ask if infants had a representation at 
a more abstract level, such as manner, source path, goal path, or via path. A more com-
pelling piece of evidence that infants have abstracted over the specific contents of the 
components is to see if they can categorize across them: Do infants appreciate that hop-
ping, skipping, and jumping are all examples of the same general category (manners of 
motion)? Testing categorization brings researchers one step closer to uncovering whether 
infants possess abstract concepts that may reflect the semantic roles found in language.

Several studies (e.g., Casasola & Cohen, 2002; Casasola, Cohen, & Chiarello, 2003; 
Hespos & Spelke, 2004; McDonough, Choi, & Mandler, 2003; see Casasola, 2008, for a 
review) have explored infants’ representations of specific spatial relationships, such as in 
(containment) and on (support)— relationships that fall under the broader category of 
goal path. For example, Casasola et al. (2003) habituated 6- month- old infants to four dif-
ferent events depicting the spatial relation in (e.g., peg in yellow block, monkey in basket) 
and then tested infants with events including novel objects in the familiar relation (e.g., 
cup in dog bowl) vs. novel objects in an unfamiliar relation (e.g., turtle on another turtle). 
Infants looked longer at the novel relation, which suggests that they formed an abstract 
category of containment. Using a similar method, Casasola (2005) found that 14- month- 
olds formed an abstract category of support when they were familiarized to two object 
pairs in this relation; when infants were familiarized to more than two object pairs, the 
presence of different objects seemed to disrupt infants’ ability to form an abstract cate-
gory, a finding suggesting that maintaining representations of object identity can some-
times interfere with representations of spatial relationships.

The presence of abstract categories for relationships such as in and on in preverbal 
infants raises the question of whether infants also represent the broader concept of goal 
path. Lakusta and colleagues have investigated this question by testing whether infants 
categorize goal paths, as well as source paths, in dynamic motion events (Lakusta, Garcia, 
Bantinjane, & Carey, 2014). In this study, infants (age 14– 15 months) were familiarized in 
one condition to events depicting a figure (duck) moving to various goals (to a mailbox, 
to a tree, onto a box, and onto a block), and, at test, infants were shown novel examples 
of goal and source paths (into a box vs. out of a box). In a second condition, infants were 
familiarized to exactly the same events, except that the events included source paths (the 
duck moved away from a mailbox, away from a tree, off a box, and off a block). At test, 
they were shown the same novel examples of goal and source paths (into a box vs. out of 
a box) as those infants in the goal path familiarization condition. In a third condition, in 
order to explore whether infants had any baseline preference for the goal or source path 
test events (e.g., into vs. out of a box), infants did not receive any prior familiarization 
to events including goal or source paths. Rather, they only viewed goal and source paths 
during the test phase. The results revealed a baseline preference for viewing goal paths 
(see next section regarding representational asymmetries); infants who did not receive 
familiarization to goal or source paths looked longer at the goal path than at the source 
path events during the test phase, thus they showed a goal bias. But above and beyond the 
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baseline result, infants in the two familiarization conditions showed different patterns of 
looking. Infants familiarized to the goal path events no longer showed a preference for 
goal paths; presumably they generalized the Goal paths that they viewed during famil-
iarization to the goal paths that they viewed during test and they were no longer where 
highly interested in these types of events (i.e., events involving goal paths). This suggests 
evidence for goal path categorization in 14.5- month- old infants. In contrast, infants fa-
miliarized to source path events continued to look longer at goal path events vs. source 
path events, suggesting no evidence for source path categorization. However, in a second 
experiment the source reference objects were made highly salient (e.g., bigger colorful 
mailbox, bigger, striped box, etc.) and evidence for source path categorization was found. 
The finding that infants only showed evidence for this category when the source objects 
were made more salient suggests that at 14.5 months, infants can categorize source paths 
in events, but they need to be motivated to attend to and encode paths involving refer-
ence objects that are starting points, consistent with a goal bias that has been previously 
reported in the literature (see next discussion).

Infants also appear to categorize path- related reference objects. Göksun, Hirsh- Pasek, 
and Golinkoff (2014) investigated infants’ ability to categorize events in terms of a partic-
ular kind of path– object relationship that is encoded linguistically in Japanese with the 
verb wataru. Wataru is used to describe motion events involving a path that crosses a ref-
erence object that serves as a boundary, such as walking across a railroad track or a road, 
or using a bridge to cross over a reference object. Göksun et al. familiarized 14- month- old 
infants to realistic scenes depicting instances of this particular motion event (e.g., a girl 
crossed the tracks; the boy crossed over the bridge). At test, infants were shown a novel 
example of the same relationship (e.g., a woman crossed a street) and their looking at that 
event was compared to their looking at an event in which the reference object did not 
serve as a boundary point (e.g., a woman crossing a wide field, which would be described 
by the Japanese verb tooru). Infants looked longer at the novel wataru event, a finding 
suggesting that they had created a general category of such events during familiarization. 
One final element of note from this study: The infants tested were all acquiring English, 
and not Japanese. Thus, even though the infants were not being exposed to a language 
that used this particular path configuration in its grammar, they were nevertheless able to 
form a category using it. This result speaks to the importance of preverbal representations 
for supporting the acquisition of language in general.

Do Infants Organize Their Representations  
in Line with Linguistic Asymmetries?

In language, there are representational and processing asymmetries between goal and 
source paths, and many linguists have proposed that despite their surface similarities 
(both are types of paths), source and goal paths are expressed differently in syntactic 
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structure, semantic structure, or both (e.g., Filip, 2003; Markovskaya, 2006; Nam, 2004, 
but see Gehrke, 2005, for a different view). For example, in semantic structure, preposi-
tional phrases (PPs) expressing goal paths pass tests for linguistic boundedness, or telic-
ity, while PPs expressing source paths do not. Thus, to describe the duration of a bounded 
(telic) event, English uses an in X time adverbial (it took X time for the boundary to be 
reached), whereas to describe the duration for an unbounded event, English uses a for X 
time adverbial. Sentence 2a contains a goal path PP and it is compatible with the in X 
time phrase but sounds odd (indicated by the #) with the for X time phrase. The reverse 
pattern is found for Sentence 2b, which contains a source path PP.

2a) Jessica ran to the pool in 10 minutes/ #for 10 minutes
2b) Jessica ran from the pool #in 10 minutes/ for 10 minutes

In semantic structure this difference can be captured by noting that goal paths create 
event boundaries, whereas source paths modify the process of the event. In syntactic 
structure, the goal path has been proposed to be a direct argument of the verb, whereas 
the source path has the status of an adjunct (Nam, 2004).

The asymmetry between goal and source paths has also been observed in language use 
by adults and children as young as 3 years of age. When describing events, goal paths are 
included more often than source paths across a variety of languages and event domains 
(manner of motion, transfer, change of state; Ihara & Fuijita, 2000; Lakusta & Landau, 
2005, 2012; Landau & Zukowski, 2003; Papafragou, 2010; Regier & Zheng, 2007). For 
example, in English, when children and adults watched simple motion events (e.g., a bird 
flying out of a bowl into a pot) and then described them, they mentioned goal paths more 
often than source paths (“the bird flew into the pot,” rather than “the bird flew out of the 
bowl” or “the bird flew from the bowl to the pot”) (Lakusta & Landau, 2005). Thus the 
linguistic differences between goal and source paths— whether they are best understood 
as semantic or syntactic— appear to have real effects on how individuals choose to de-
scribe events.

But the critical question for this chapter is whether preverbal infants who are not 
describing events of any sort nevertheless show differential representations of goal and 
source paths. We have already noted some results suggesting that goal paths are more 
salient for infants. For example, infants show a baseline preference for watching goal 
paths over source paths (Lakusta et al., 2014), and infants track source paths only when 
the source reference objects are particularly visually salient; in contrast, infants track 
goal paths given even visually unexceptional objects (Lakusta et  al., 2007; Lakusta & 
Carey, 2015).

More importantly, when goal paths and source paths are directly pitted against each 
other, infants prefer to track the goal paths. In one study, 12- month- old infants were fa-
miliarized to a figure (a duck or an agentive balloon) moving from one of two visually 
salient source objects (a large, multicolored box or a large, multicolored bowl) to one of 
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two visually ordinary goal objects (a smaller, monochromatic box or a smaller, mono-
chromatic bowl) (Lakusta & Carey, 2015; Lakusta et al., 2007). During the test phase, 
infants viewed the figure move either from a different source object but to the same goal 
object (different source path/ same goal path) or from the same source object but to a 
different goal object (same source path/ different goal path). Infants looked significantly 
longer at the test trials in which the figure moved from the same source object but to a 
different goal, a finding suggesting that they preferentially encoded the goal path over 
the source path during familiarization and, at testing, were more surprised when the goal 
path changed than when the the source path did. Thus, similar to language structure and 
language use, infants’ event representations of goal and source paths show a goal bias.

How might such a bias be leveraged during the language acquisition process? If infants 
are biased to encode goal path information, then they are more likely to see an event’s 
endpoint (relative to its starting point) as being integral to the event itself. Then, when 
acquiring the meaning of a motion verb (e.g., walk), the learner may be more likely to 
represent the goal path than the source path as integral to the verb’s meaning and make it 
a semantic argument of the verb (e.g., walk = walk + goal path); by contrast, the less con-
ceptually central source path may modify the verb (and hence be relegated to a semantic 
adjunct). And, as noted at the beginning of this section, linguists have proposed exactly 
this linguistic division between goal and source paths in language (i.e., in motion events, 
goal paths are semantic/ syntactic arguments and source paths are adjuncts; Filip, 2003; 
Markovskaya, 2006; Nam, 2004). This jump from salience in conceptual representations 
to arguments vs. adjunct in semantic event structure is a conceptual leap for the infant 
to make, but just the sort of leap proposed by many bootstrapping accounts of language 
acquisition (see Lakusta & Carey, 2015, for a more in- depth explanation of this learning 
scenario).

Moving between Thematic and Action Tiers

The discussion so far has focused on infants’ representations of events primarily as they 
are encoded on the thematic tier. Infants could succeed in these tasks by relying exclu-
sively on their understanding of spatial and motion relations— that is, figures, manners, 
source and goal paths all define the spatial structure of an event. But as was noted previ-
ously, language also organizes these events in an action tier in which the roles of the com-
ponents are conceptualized in terms of agency and intentionality. There is a large body of 
work documenting infants’ sensitivity to intentional properties of actors and their use of 
increasingly sophisticated analyses over the first 2 years of life (see, among others, Gergely 
& Csibra, 2003; Johnson, Ok, & Luo, 2007; Johnson, Slaughter, & Carey, 1998; Luo & 
Baillargeon, 2005; Meltzoff 1995; Muentener & Carey, 2010; Saxe, Tenenbaum, & Carey, 
2005; Saxe, Tzelnic, & Carey, 2007; Shimizu & Johnson, 2004; Wagner & Carey, 2005; 
Woodward, 1998, 1999; Woodward & Sommerville, 2000).
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There is also, moreover, a range of results suggesting that infants are specifically sen-
sitive to the distinction between agents and patients, and even organize their represen-
tations of them in line with the prominence hierarchies of language. Several linguistic 
theories have appealed to parallel hierarchies within semantics and syntax to help explain 
how information gets mapped between the two (Aissen, 2001; Dowty, 1991; Grimshaw, 
1981; Pinker, 1989). For example, consider the case of agents and patients in semantic 
structure and subject and direct object in syntactic structure. In semantics, agents are 
ranked higher than patients, and in syntax, subjects are ranked higher than direct objects; 
when mapping between the two levels of representations, agents are canonically mapped 
into subject position and patients into direct- object position (Aissen, 2001; Dowty, 
1991). Infants also appear to represent agents and patients in events asymmetrically in 
their conceptual representations. A study by Cohen and Oakes (1993) reported that 10- 
month- old infants are more likely to notice a change in the agent of a hitting event than 
a change in the patient (the object that was hit). Furthermore, a word- learning study by 
Grace and Suci (1985) reported that 17.5- month- olds were more likely to learn the name 
for a puppet in an event if the puppet was an agent rather than a patient. Such results 
suggest that children may attend more to the agent than the patient in events— an asym-
metry that reflects the semantic hierarchy of agents and patients in language and may 
directly support the mapping of nonlinguistic representations into linguistic ones (see 
Fisher & Song, 2006, for a detailed review of the mapping involving agents and patients).

We consider next a somewhat more specific question— namely, can infants appreciate 
the intentional structure in motion events, and does it influence their ability to repre-
sent, track, and categorize the event components? There is some evidence that infants’ 
representations of goal paths is intrinsically tied to their assessment of the figure object 
as an intentional agent. Seminal work in this area was conducted by Woodward (1998) 
using reaching events. Infants were habituated to a hand reaching for one of two specific 
objects in one of two specific locations; at test the object– location pairings were switched 
and infants could choose between an event showing a hand reaching to an old object in 
a new location and a hand reaching to a new object in an old location (see Figure 14.2 
for a very similar design based on Woodward, 1998). Infants as young as 6 months old 
reliably looked longer when the hand reached to a new object, which suggests that they 
had encoded the goal path as critically involving a particular reference object. However, 
infants’ preference went away when the actor was not seen as intentional— for instance, 
if the hand was replaced by a mechanical claw (Woodward, 1998), or if the hand bumped 
the object but did not grab it (Woodward, 1999), or if the hand was swathed in shiny 
gold lamé and failed to look human (Guajardo & Woodward, 2004). These additional 
conditions suggest that infants treat a goal path (a role on the thematic tier) as a product 
of an intentional agent (a role on the action tier).

The work by Woodward suggests that infants link goal paths to intentional agents. 
Furthermore, the intentionality of the agent also appears to modulate the goal bias ob-
served in preverbal infants. Following the methodology used by Lakusta et al. (2007), 
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12- month- old infants were familiarized to a non- self- propelled balloon moving from one 
of two source objects to one of two goal objects (Lakusta & Carey, 2015). At test, infants 
did not look significantly longer when the nonagentive balloon moved to a different goal 
object (same source object) than when it moved from a different source object (same goal 
object). This pattern of looking significantly differed from the goal bias pattern observed 
when infants viewed the motion events involving a self- propelled balloon with a face. 
Thus, when the balloon was clearly nonintentional, infants did not link it to its goal path, 
but when it could potentially be viewed as an agent (because it had a face and was self- 
propelled) it was linked strongly to its goal path.

Interestingly, a goal bias being restricted to intentional events has also been observed 
in the nonlinguistic representations of adults and children. For example, when presented 
with pairs of motion events that include source and goal paths (a woman hopping from a 
chair to a TV), children and adults notice the change in goal path more than the change 
in source path when the event involves an animate figure moving intentionally toward 
the endpoint. When the figure looks back at the source while moving to the endpoint, 
or when the figure is an inanimate object (e.g., leaf ), there is no difference in memory 
for goal and source path changes (Lakusta & Landau, 2012). It is important to note that 
the encoding of goals and sources in the language of children and adults differs from the 
pattern just described in nonlinguistic thought. In the Lakusta and Landau (2012) study, 
when children and adults described the goal- directed events (a woman hopping from 
a chair to a TV) and events involving an inanimate figure object (leaf blowing), they 
included the goal over the source for both event types. Thus, although a goal bias in non-
linguistic/ preverbal thought seems to be restricted to goals in goal- directed, intentional 
events, a goal bias in language seems to extend to events in a variety of domains.

It is unclear what the precise nature of infants’ representations is concerning the link 
between thematic and action tiers. For example, as reviewed in this chapter, there is much 
evidence suggesting that infants represent endpoints that are goals in intentional events 
(e.g., Lakusta & Carey, 2015; Lakusta et al., 2007; Woodward, 1998). However, it is less 
clear whether infants encode endpoints in events that are nonintentional (endpoints in 
the thematic tier, but not goals in the action tier). Could it be that infants only encode 
goals in events (motion, reaching, etc.) in which intentional movement is perceived? If 
so, what implications does this have for language learning, specifically for the linking of 
preverbal conceptual representations of goals with the more abstract notion of goal path 
in semantic and syntactic structures? One possibility is that representations of endpoints 
in goal- directed, intentional events may be “privileged” for children learning the language 
of goal paths. That is, endpoints in intentional events may be the first notion of goal that 
is mapped into the linguistic, abstract notion of goal. Then, perhaps children draw on 
analogical alignment (Gentner, 1983) at the conceptual level and construct the following 
analogy for purposes of mapping endpoints and starting points into language: Endpoints 
in nonintentional events (goals in the thematic tier, as in Sentence 3a) are like endpoints 
in intentional events (goals in the action tier, as in Sentence 3b), and thus, endpoints 
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(in general) outrank starting points. The syntactic parallelism in how these are both ex-
pressed would presumably facilitate such a mapping.

3a) The leaf floated (from the branch) to the ground.
3b) Nicholas ran (from home) to the game.

Thus, the process of learning language may force children to create a fully abstract notion 
of a goal path, and perhaps it even plays a type of bootstrapping role for infants when 
representing endpoints in nonintentional events.

Conclusions

It is well accepted by now that infants have rich representations of the world that involve 
a variety of kinds of information, both perceptual and conceptual. But this very richness 
poses potential problems for acquiring a language, as linguistic systems are organized 
around relatively small sets of abstract constructs. We reviewed here a promising body 
of research that suggests that infants’ preverbal thought contains linguistically relevant 
components, in fairly abstract form, organized in linguistically relevant ways. The re-
search discussed here focused primarily on one domain of language– motion events, and 
it is certainly an open question whether the parallels found here between preverbal and 
linguistic concepts will hold across a broader set of concepts. However, if one adopts the 
general position that languages look the way that they do because they must be learned by 
human children, it would not be at all surprising to find that linguistic systems regularly 
reflect back the content and organization of preverbal thought.
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When Children Don’t Say What They Know
Syntax Acquisition and Executive Function

Virginia Valian

Introduction

“Want lollipop.”
What does a 2- year- old who says “Want lollipop” know about the syntax of English? 

She has failed to include a determiner for “lollipop”— presumably “a.” She has failed to 
include a subject— presumably “I.” She has produced an active sentence rather than a 
passive (“lollipop is wanted”). Does she lack the determiner category? Does she not re-
alize that English requires subjects for declaratives (unlike imperatives)? Is her grammar 
missing the rules that would produce a passive?

I will use three case studies— determiners, subjects, and the active– passive relation— 
to argue that children’s syntactic knowledge is greater than it appears to be on the surface. 
Even when most of children’s speech consists of two- word utterances, I  suggest, their 
grammars already contain genuinely syntactic categories, plus operations that combine 
and move those categories in ways that are isomorphic with the adult grammar. A coun-
tervailing view is that, early in acquisition, children’s syntax consists only of a few basic 
procedures for putting words together; only later, perhaps around age 5, do children have 
something approaching formal syntax (as, e.g., Ambridge & Lieven, 2011, propose).

Here is why it is important to choose between those two interpretations of 2- year- 
olds’ limited output: If children’s grammars are abstract and formal from the beginning 
of combinatorial speech, as I propose, that puts constraints on the possible mechanisms 
by which children can acquire language and carries implications for what is innate in 
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language. Early abstractness lends credibility to the idea that basic features of syntax are 
innate. If basic syntax is not innate, there must be very powerful learning mechanisms 
that can provide abstract representations at a very early age.

Most of children’s early errors are errors of omission rather than commission. 
Children’s utterances are short and spare, fitting Roger Brown’s (1973) description 
of them as telegraphic speech. But just as the telegram sender or memo jotter has a 
richer grammar than is apparent from their written words, so, too, I will argue, does the 
child. The reductio of my position is that the 2- year- old knows everything, and that is 
clearly false!

My proposal is that there are two things that the child doesn’t know. One part concerns 
content: 2- year- olds don’t know syntactic details, such as the fact that a can only be used 
with singular count nouns. There may be more basic aspects of syntax that the child does 
not represent, but I suggest that it is surprisingly difficult to find any. The other part con-
cerns process: The 2- year- old speaker has difficulty coordinating all the different processes 
required to talk fluently and in full sentences; he or she is not well- practiced at the exec-
utive functions that speaking and listening require. Although executive functions with 
respect to language have been discussed primarily in terms of bilingual processing (for 
a review, see Valian, 2015a), they are also involved in monolingual processing. Executive 
functions are discussed later in more depth, but in language they at least include planning, 
working memory, and integrating. Executive functions develop over childhood and ad-
olescence at different rates, though 2-  and 3- year- olds have been studied less than older 
children (Davidson, Amso, Anderson, & Diamond, 2006; Huizinga, Dolan, & van der 
Molen, 2006).

On the view presented here, even very young children’s grammars are continuous with 
those of adults (Pinker, 1984). When language acquisition theorists speak of continuity, 
they mean that the categories and syntactic structures that the child has are commensu-
rate with, though not necessarily identical to, the adult’s. In the case of categories, the lack 
of identity would be due to the skeletal nature of children’s categories. Children’s catego-
ries are not specialized for any particular language. A skeleton for the determiner cate-
gory is that determiners take nouns (or noun phrases) as their complement. Syntactically, 
that is all there is to know about determiners. Adults, unlike children, not only have the 
skeleton but, for each language they know, have flesh on the skeleton. Adults know the 
identity of the determiners in their language; they know the restrictions on the use of 
each of them, such as that a can only precede singular count nouns, while the can precede 
any common noun; they know that in some cases it is appropriate to say “a” and in other 
cases it is appropriate to say “the”; they know that sometimes it is not appropriate to use 
a determiner (as in “form is easy; meaning is hard” (Naigles, 2002)); they know how to 
pronounce a and the, and they know how to incorporate a or the with a following word to 
fit the prosodic structure of English. Adults also know that some words— those with low 
information value— can acceptably be omitted if time is at a premium. Determiners fre-
quently convey little information and may be absent in adults’ memos and texts. Children 
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have to learn all of that piece by piece. What they do not have to learn is that determiners 
form a constituent with noun phrases.1

With respect to process, children confront the problem of coordinating and integrat-
ing the different aspects of speaking and listening. Executive function is a cover term to 
refer to such higher- level cognitive organization (see Miyake & Friedman, 2012, for more 
detail). At a minimum, speaker– listeners integrate phonology, prosody, syntax, seman-
tics, and pragmatics— both within an utterance and across utterances. Speaking, in par-
ticular, requires planning, coordinating, and updating in order to formulate and produce 
a message. Speakers take into account the prior discourse, the context, and the audience. 
Speakers choose lexical items; they put those items together according to the syntax of 
their language; they provide a prosody for the utterance; they pronounce each lexical 
item according to the phonology of the target language; they choose among alternate 
ways of conveying their message; they keep track of where they are; and so on. When 
talking to others in a conversation, speakers must take turns with the other participants, 
coordinate their gestures with their speech, and switch back and forth between talking 
and listening. They revise each of those procedures as necessary.

As effortless experts in our native language, it is difficult for us to notice how profound 
the complexity of speaking and listening is, but any adult who is learning a new language 
acutely experiences the difficulty of coordinating the different levels of language. Anyone 
who has given a talk when very nervous knows that emotional states can interfere with a 
process as automatic as inhaling in synchrony with natural prosodic boundaries. Even in 
the normal course of talking, competent speakers can get lost as they are producing an ut-
terance, ending up in a place they had not intended. Or speakers can realize that their ini-
tial syntactic choices will not work out because they have not thought far enough ahead. 
Consider the non- sentence, “There are a lot of things that I don’t know why I do them.” 
Once one has chosen “There are a lot of things,” one has difficulty finding a grammatical 
way out. Speaking and listening are skilled, integrative activities that require practice. 
By underestimating what is involved in competent, fluent speech, one can misattribute 
the sources of a child’s limited output to lack of syntactic knowledge instead of limited 
executive functions.2

In addition to overt categories, grammars also contain “invisible” categories, such 
as elements that are like pronouns but are not pronounced, the so- called null subjects 
in languages like Italian, where overt subjects are not required for full grammaticality. 
One cannot grammatically say “eat pasta” as a declarative without a pronominal sub-
ject, while it is completely grammatical and even preferable to say “mangio pasta” in 
Italian. In order to prevent “wild” grammars, with empty categories run rampant, there 
are restrictions on what the unspoken elements in a language can be. Children may 
have the stock of those empty categories, without knowing which ones are instantiated 
in their target grammar. What children learn is the particular combination of features 
in the target language that do or do not license empty categories. With respect to cate-
gories, then, continuity implies that adult categories are lineal descendants of children’s 
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skeletal categories; they are not different in kind, only in detail. If continuity is correct 
with respect to categories, the skeleton is there; it remains only to put the flesh of detail 
on it.3

Languages are composed not only of categories but also of operations4 (sometimes 
called rules) that move elements from one position to another under specified con-
ditions. For example, movement takes place in passive sentences in English. In a sen-
tence like, “The hammer is cracking the egg,” the hammer is both the subject of the 
sentence and the agent or instrument of the action of cracking. The egg is the direct 
object of the verb and the object of the action. In the passive form, “The egg was 
cracked by the hammer,” the hammer and the egg have the same semantic (or the-
matic) roles as in the active but they have different syntactic roles. The same semantic 
role can be present in different syntactic positions. A competent speaker knows that 
syntactic roles and semantic roles can be flexibly related to each other and knows the 
operations that effect that flexible relation. A competent speaker also understands the 
role of morphology in English in signaling a passive— be + en/ ed, optionally followed 
by a by- phrase.

In what follows, I  will discuss three examples of children’s early syntactic develop-
ment: determiners, null subjects, and passives and actives. In each case, I will suggest that 
the child is continuous with the adult. The differences between the child and the adult 
do not involve syntax, even though the differences seem to be manifested syntactically. 
When English- speaking children aged 2 or 3 say things like, “Want lollipop,” instead of 
“I want a lollipop,” it is not because they lack the determiner category, or do not under-
stand that their language requires subjects for declaratives, or have no mental represen-
tation for passives, but because there are extrasyntactic limitations that are responsible 
for the child’s restricted output. For any aspect of syntax, my approach is to see how far 
we can get by simultaneously a) establishing diagnostic tests that the child should pass if 
the child represents the basic syntax correctly and b) determining the nonsyntactic lim-
itations that could explain the child’s non- target output. If both conditions are satisfied, 
we can conclude that the child’s syntax contains the aspect in question. This should be 
a fruitful research strategy because it provides for explicit tests of knowledge limitations 
and use limitations. For determiners, subjects, and the passive, I examine how well that 
strategy works.

The fundamental idea is that the child is in a dilemma: She has the syntactic knowl-
edge in question, but only limited executive functions. She cannot plan, maintain work-
ing memory, and integrate the different components of speaking and listening as well as 
a mature speaker can. Something has to give; the child has to cut corners. The child can 
use at least two methods to figure out what not to include in her utterances. She can use 
information structure and exclude low- information elements, such as determiners that 
are not essential for meaning. She can use already established prosodic structures to fit 
her utterance to, resulting in a failure to include elements that do not fit the prosodic 
template, such as initial pronominal subjects.
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Determiners

Children’s use of determiners (words like a, the, demonstratives, possessive pronouns, and 
the like) has received extensive attention from researchers, from infancy through age 3. It 
is the most- studied syntactic category, which may seem surprising: Determiners lack the 
referential richness of nouns and verbs. What are the diagnostic tests that indicate that 2- 
year- olds (and younger children) have an abstract category of determiners? First, 2- year- 
olds show rule- based diversity in their use of determiners. For example, they use a and the 
jointly with a variety of nouns, neither restricting nor applying their determiners to any 
semantic or arbitrary class (Meylan, Frank, & Levy, 2013; Valian 2009, 2013, 2014; Valian, 
Solt, & Stewart, 2009; Yang, 2013; Yang, Wadsworth, & Valian, 2014).5 This suggests that 
a and the are in a syntactic equivalence class for children: They are items that take noun 
phrases as their complement. Even stronger evidence for an equivalence class is the fact 
that 2- year- olds use all the determiners they know, not just a and the, but also this, an-
other, and other determiners, with a wide range of nouns (Valian et al., 2009). Children’s 
diversity of use is what we would predict if children are fully productive (Yang, 2013).

Second, 14- month- olds pass a different test of equivalence. Fourteen- month- olds gen-
eralize from the pairing of a known determiner with a nonce noun to other determin-
ers with that newly acquired noun, but do not generalize to phonetically similar nonce 
words that have been paired with pronouns (Shi & Melançon, 2010). Thus, infants ac-
quiring French know that if the determiner le appears before the made- up word crale, 
the determiner ton, but not the pronoun tu, can also appear before it, even though they 
have never heard ton with crale. In a head- turning procedure, children trained on le crale 
look differentially when presented with ton crale and tu crale, showing that le and ton are 
members of a class, but ton and tu are not.

Third, children around age 2 use filler syllables to substitute for a range of determiners— 
in European French (Veneziano & Sinclair, 2000), Canadian French (Tremblay, 2005), 
and Italian (Bottari, Cipriani, & Chilosi, 1993/ 1994). Children’s ability to substitute a 
single filler syllable for more than one determiner demonstrates that they have an equiv-
alence class of determiners.

If children indeed have an abstract notion of determiners, we must figure out why they 
markedly underuse determiners before nouns. Executive functions are relevant because chil-
dren must first look up the appropriate words in their lexicon and then integrate their mean-
ings. For children, that task appears to require controlled, rather than automatic, processing. 
The contrast in infants’ behavior when they hear utterances with a correct determiner, no 
determiner, or an incorrect word substituting for a determiner provides relevant evidence 
(Gerken & McIntosh, 1993; Kedar, Casasola, & Lust, 2006; Zangl & Fernald, 2007). Consider 
in particular the experiments by Zangl and Fernald (2007) with children aged 18 months, 
28 months, and 36 months. The differences in how the children in different age groups per-
formed suggest an increasing mastery of the cognitive processes required simply to match a 
noun with a picture and show how executive functions interact with language structure.
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Children heard utterances with eight familiar nouns (such as doggy and ball). Each 
target word was used three times, once with an actual determiner (such as the), once 
with a made- up determiner (such as ko, chosen to be determiner- like), and once with no 
determiner. For example, the child would hear “Look at the doggy,” “Look at ko doggy,” 
and “Look at doggy.” The experimenters measured how quickly and how long the child 
looked at the correct pictorial match for the noun when shown two simultaneously dis-
played pictures.

The 18- month- olds were slower overall to orient to the correct picture than were the 24-  
or 36- month- olds, a finding suggesting less skill at word identification. The 18- month- olds 
oriented more quickly and looked longer when a legitimate determiner or no determiner 
was used than when a nonce determiner was used. Thus, 18- month- olds are thrown off by 
hearing an unfamiliar determiner before a noun but recognize a noun as quickly whether 
it is or is not preceded by a genuine determiner.6 Like 18- month- olds, 24- month- olds ori-
ented most quickly and looked longest when a genuine determiner or no determiner was 
used, compared to the nonce condition. But the later part of the looking period showed 
longer looking when a nonce determiner was used. That pattern might suggest that 24- 
month- olds are not only more adept at noun identification than 18- month- olds but also 
slightly puzzled by the presence of an unknown morpheme before a noun.7

The 36- month- olds oriented more quickly than both younger groups, showing greater 
skill at word identification overall. Beyond that, these children, unlike the younger 
groups, were completely indifferent to the determiner condition. They oriented equally 
quickly and looked equally long to the correct noun no matter what preceded it— a cor-
rect determiner, a nonce determiner, or nothing. The 3- year- olds’ look- up procedure for 
the very familiar nouns that were used in the study was so well practiced— so close to 
automatic— that a real determiner led to no advantage. The 3- year- olds did not need the 
cue that a real determiner provided.8

To test whether highly practiced word identification was responsible for the 36- month- 
olds’ behavior, Zangl and Fernald (2007) gave another group of 3- year- olds the same task 
but with nouns the children had never encountered before. Novel nouns were paired with 
pictures of novel objects. If children are faced with nouns they have only recently learned, 
the value of a real determiner over a nonce determiner should assert itself, even if the chil-
dren are skilled at lexical look- up with known words. Using new nouns should increase 
the task demands so that controlled, rather than automatic, processing would be required.

After the children had learned the new noun– picture pairings to criterion, they then 
participated in a looking task that used a real determiner or a nonce determiner before a 
familiar noun (shoe or car) or a new noun (dax or kreeb). As would be expected, children 
were faster to orient to familiar nouns and to real determiners. In addition, however, in 
this context where children had to handle both familiar and new nouns, the nonce deter-
miner led to slower identification even for familiar nouns. The entire identification pro-
cedure went from being automatic to controlled. Under controlled processing, the 36- 
month- olds were now more like 18- month- olds, thrown off by a nonce determiner that 
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other 36- month- olds, who had only faced familiar nouns, were unfazed by. Even a task 
as seemingly undemanding as pairing a noun with a picture requires executive functions.

Similar results come from a study that compared the first looks of English- speaking 18-  
and 24- month- olds, depending on whether the child heard a real English determiner, no 
determiner, a small nonreferential (function) word (and), or a real Spanish determiner 
before the noun (Kedar et al., 2006). Eighteen- month- olds were equally likely to have a 
correct first look to the target whether they heard a real English determiner or no deter-
miner, compared to hearing the wrong function word or the Spanish determiner. Two- 
year- olds were more accurate overall than 18- month- olds, and were most accurate with 
the real English determiner. Here we see that 2- year- olds have better processing skills— 
better ability to identify a target under optimal conditions with a real determiner and a 
familiar noun— than 18- month- olds have.

The tasks used in both experiments (Kedar et al., 2006; Zangl & Fernald, 2007) re-
quired the child to integrate disparate pieces of information: They needed to look up 
the words from the utterance and match the abstract representation of the meaning with 
one of the two pictures they were presented with. That is what made the task a (minimal) 
executive function task. Not surprisingly, older children could perform the needed exec-
utive functions better than younger children could, as seen by how quickly they oriented 
to the correct picture. Grammar also seems to have played a role, in that a real determiner 
was a better cue for a newly learned noun than a nonce determiner. These two studies are 
evidence that, for young children, a seemingly simple task requires controlled processing 
and is helped or hindered by noun and determiner familiarity.

If children are in fact limited in their ability to coordinate the different processes in-
volved in speaking and listening, longer or more complex messages should have a bearing 
on inclusion of elements. Inessential words and morphemes should be dropped. In line 
with that expectation, third- person singular - s is less likely to be included by 3- year- olds in 
five- word sentences than in three- word sentences, particularly if the verb occurs medially 
rather than sentence- finally (Mealings & Demuth, 2014).9

Vocabulary limitations are also relevant. Two- year- olds' determiner vocabulary is con-
siderably more impoverished than their parents’. Two- year- olds from the Valian corpus 
(21 children ranging in mean length of utterance (MLU) from 1.53 morphemes to over 4 
morphemes in spontaneous conversation with their parents) have between 5 and 21 de-
terminer types; their parents use 19 to 28 types. The lower the child’s MLU, the fewer de-
terminer types he or she knows. This is an extra- syntactic limitation with consequences. 
The size of children’s determiner vocabulary predicts how often children use determiners 
(r = .80). Even for adults, the size of their determiner vocabulary moderately predicts 
their frequency of use (r = .48). If the child has a determiner “concept” for which she 
does not have a word, using no determiner is one likely result.

Finally, limited executive functions should push the child to rely on prosodic tem-
plates. English prosodic feet tend to be mono-  or disyllabic. Disyllabic feet tend to have a 
trochaic stress pattern: A stressed or strong syllable is followed by an unstressed or weak 
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syllable. “See me after lunch” is an imperative with three feet: see me, after, and lunch. The 
word lunch is a strong syllable that can appear on its own. Weak syllables in English tend 
not to appear alone and tend not to appear as part of an iambic foot, where the stress is 
on the second syllable. The imperative “Get a life,” for example, has two feet, get a, and 
life. If the language were iambic, the feet would be get and a life. Children are more likely 
to include a determiner if it can be pronounced as part of a disyllabic trochaic foot than if 
it is unfooted (Demuth & McCullough, 2009). Compare “it’s a bag” with “he’s kicking a 
dog.” The first sentence has two feet, where a is the second weak syllable of a foot with the 
stress on the first syllable. In the second sentence, a is prosodically stranded because kick-
ing is already a two- syllable trochee. Children are more likely to produce a determiner 
in the first type of sentence than the second type. Cross- linguistically, the age at which 
children begin producing determiners varies in part as a function of cross- linguistic dif-
ferences in the phonological properties of determiners (see Demuth, 2014, for a summary 
of the relevant data).

To summarize, when using the two- part strategy described earlier, we find that a) chil-
dren pass diagnostic tests for the determiner category and b) children show that their 
executive functions are less efficient and that their determiner vocabulary is deficient. 
Thus, although children fail to include determiners in all the contexts in which they are 
required, that failure is not a syntactic failure. The data support the hypothesis that chil-
dren’s grammars are continuous with adults’.

Null Subjects

Recall that some languages, like English, require overt subjects for full grammatical-
ity, while others, like Italian, do not. How best to understand the linguistic properties 
that determine whether and when overt subjects are required is still a matter of inquiry 
(for a discussion, see Biberauer, Holmberg, Roberts, & Sheehan, 2010; Camacho, 2013; 
Kučerová, 2014). That makes it difficult to hypothesize the specific formal syntactic prop-
erties that children should represent early in development. The properties will be part of 
the inflectional and agreement system, but the specifics are not clear. To learn whether 
English requires subjects, or to learn that Italian does not, the child must represent fea-
tures having to do with tense and agreement. To the extent that children seem to know 
the status of subjects in their language at an early age, we can infer that they represent 
the features that determine that status. In this approach, the existence of overt (and null) 
subjects in different contexts is a byproduct of more fundamental features of language. 
Neither languages like English, that require subjects, nor languages like Italian, that do 
not, are the default. (See Valian, 1990, 1993, for other reasons that there should be no de-
fault with respect to null subjects.)

One diagnostic test for those features should be an early cross- linguistic difference in 
the extent to which children use subjects. For example, English- speaking children should 
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use subjects more than do Italian-  or Portuguese- speaking children. And they do (Valian, 
1991; Valian & Eisenberg, 1996). In addition, to the extent that 2- year- olds produce em-
bedded clauses, where subjects are absolutely required in English for both grammatical-
ity and acceptability, children supply subjects for them (Valian, 1991). And on the rare 
occasions that expletive subjects, which exist only in languages like English, are required, 
children produce them (e.g., the it of “it’s raining”; Valian 1991).10

Evidence for immature executive function is extensive (see Chevalier, 2015, and Valian, 
2016, for review). First, children in all languages include subjects less often than adults 
do and increase their use as they develop (Valian, 2016). That is so even if the child’s 
language, like Italian and Chinese, does not require subjects for full grammaticality. If 
what is causing a lower rate of subject production in children is a lesser ability to per-
form the executive functions necessary for fluent speech, rather than an absence of the 
formal properties that determine the type and distribution of subjects, then all children, 
no matter what language they speak, should include subjects less often than adults do.

Second, as with the third- person singular - s that we reviewed earlier, we should expect 
length effects. Children should use fewer subjects in long sentences than in short ones. 
That is also the case, both in spontaneous production (Valian, 1991)  and in imitation 
(Valian, Hoeffner, & Aubry, 1996).

Third, we should expect that giving a child a second opportunity to imitate a sentence 
will increase the child’s inclusion of subjects. On the second time around, the child will 
already have performed a lexical look- up and will have established an overall meaning 
for the sentence, leaving more resources available for repeating the subject. Children do 
repeat subjects more frequently on their second imitation than on their first (Valian & 
Aubry, 2005).

Fourth, an interaction of extrasyntactic factors and executive function is evident from 
the fact that 2- year- olds are more likely to imitate a subject if the direct object is highly 
predictable from the verb’s semantics than if it is less predictable (e.g., “the cat is eating 
some food” vs. “the cat is eating a sock”). The same is true for the verb and the direct 
object itself. Highly predictable direct objects require fewer conceptual resources than 
do less predictable direct objects (Valian, Prasada, & Scarpa, 2006).

Fifth, children can accommodate their limited executive function by taking advantage 
of information structure. Subjects, particularly subjects that a speaker can suppose the lis-
tener is aware of through prior discourse or joint attention, are often unnecessary for full 
intelligibility. Thus, the child should be particularly likely to leave subjects out when they 
contribute little information value. In Inuktitut, a language that does not require subjects, 
children aged 2 to 3½ are more likely to include a subject when it refers to an entity new 
to the discourse than to an old referent (Allen, 2000). In addition, such children are more 
likely to include a subject for a new referent if they and their conversational partner are 
not jointly looking at an object, demonstrating conversational sophistication (Skarabela, 
Allen, & Scott- Phillips, 2013). English- speaking children imitate expletive subjects (such 
as the it in “it’s hot outside”) less often than they imitate referring pronominal subjects, 
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and in turn imitate pronominal subjects less often than they imitate full lexical subjects 
(Valian & Aubry, 2005; Valian, Hoeffner, & Aubry, 1996). Expletive subjects, which do 
not exist in most null- subject languages, are a paradigm case of an element that is not 
informationally necessary; in contrast to referential pronouns or nouns, they carry no 
semantic or conceptual information at all. Children do imitate expletives, but less often 
than they imitate words with more content.

The availability of a prosodic template also plays a role in the likelihood that a child 
will include a subject, as was the case for determiners. Children produce fewer pronom-
inal subjects in contexts where they do not fit the trochaic prosodic template of English 
(Demuth, 1994; Gerken, 1991, 1994). Pronouns are typically unstressed. If they are the 
first word of a sentence they are prosodically stranded and less likely to be pronounced.

To summarize, when using the two- part strategy, we find a) evidence that children 
know whether their language requires subjects and b) ample evidence that limited exec-
utive function and extrasyntactic factors play a role in children’s imperfect inclusion of 
subjects. The data support the continuity hypothesis.

The Passive

Passives may be full (e.g., “the rabbit was chased by the goose”) or truncated (e.g., “the 
rabbit was chased”). Neither English- speaking children nor adults produce sentences in 
the passive very often (unless they are adult academics). A sample of spontaneous speech 
from 12 four- year- olds found no full passives (Huttenlocher, Vasilyeva, & Shimpi, 2004). 
The proportion of full passives in the four- million word corpus of adult spoken British 
English is only .000007 (Aston & Brunard, 1998). The rate in adult speech to children 
is .00005— slightly higher but still very infrequent (Gordon & Chafetz, 1991). On the 
other hand, in Sesotho, where the passive is frequently used by adults, it is present in 
children’s speech before age 3 (Demuth, 1989).

Is the absence of full passives in English- speaking children’s speech due to their having 
no mental representation for the structure or due to the fact that the structure is rare 
altogether? Priming experiments are one way to answer that question. In a priming task 
with children, the child hears a priming sentence (or sentences) that describes a picture, 
then sees a new picture, the target, and is asked to describe it. In abstract priming, there is 
no overlap between the lexical items in the priming sentence and those that would most 
naturally be used to describe the target. The extent to which the child’s description of the 
target uses the same syntactic structure as the priming sentence is a measure of priming. 
Such a priming experiment requires executive control, or the integration of several cogni-
tive processes. The child has to understand the priming sentence, understand the picture 
the sentence is describing, and recognize the sentence as a description of the picture the 
child is seeing. When the child sees a new picture, she has to understand that her job is 
to describe that picture. She has to “read” the picture— that is, figure out what is going 
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on in the picture. She has to associate the key features of the picture with stored lexical 
items. The child has to put those lexical items into sentential form. She has to produce 
the sentence.

Priming experiments make assumptions about the participant. One is that— ceteris 
paribus— speakers will prefer to reuse a recently heard syntactic structure over compos-
ing a new one, because a reuse requires fewer cognitive resources. Things are not, how-
ever, always equal. An infrequent structure, like the passive, will be dispreferred exactly 
because it is less frequent and therefore requires more cognitive resources to produce 
than a structure the participant uses frequently and is very familiar with. Priming of in-
frequent structures thus has to contend with the general dominance of frequent struc-
tures. Another assumption is that speakers have to have a mental representation of the 
structure in question in order to reuse it. If a speaker does not understand the structure 
of a passive, the person will not be able to reuse that structure to describe a new picture 
that has different elements than those used in the first picture. A third assumption is that 
the participant knows the meanings of all the words in the priming sentence and has the 
vocabulary necessary to describe the target picture.

From the point of view of a highly practiced adult speaker, the task is transparent and 
easy. From the point of view of a 3- year- old, however, the task is neither transparent nor 
easy. Lexical look- up— associating the meaning of the lexical items with key features of 
the picture— is itself a challenging process. Producing a description of a new picture is 
challenging. Integrating the different facets of the experiment is challenging.

Several priming experiments failed to find evidence of the passive with 3- year- olds (e.g., 
Savage, Lieven, Theakston, & Tomasello, 2003) but did find it with older children (e.g., 
Huttenlocher et al., 2004, for 4- year- olds; Savage et al., 2003, for 6- year- olds). Others 
showed priming of the full passive in children younger than 4, but only with intensive 
input (de Villiers, 1984) or training (Brooks & Tomasello, 1999).

The two- part strategy described earlier would require a) that the child give positive ev-
idence, in the form of priming, of being able to flexibly map semantic roles onto syntactic 
roles and b) that a reduction in the cognitive demands of the task allow demonstration of 
priming at younger ages than those typically reported.

Two experiments suggest that the failure to demonstrate priming of the passive in chil-
dren aged 3 to 3½ is due to executive function limitations rather than syntactic limita-
tions. Bencini and Valian (2008) constructed an experiment to reduce the lexical look- up 
demands involved in priming and to ensure that children processed the priming sentence. 
Before every two priming sentences, the experimenters showed the child line drawings 
of the objects and actions in the priming and target pictures. For the objects, children 
were asked to name the pictures, such as a chair and a blanket. For the actions, the ex-
perimenter asked the child to point to “covering,” “bouncing,” and so on. The reasoning 
was that reducing the difficulty of an extrasyntactic part of the task would reduce the 
executive control needed to perform it. Children were also asked to repeat the priming 
sentence, to ensure that the child had actually paid attention to it and processed it.
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With those two features, our young 3- year- olds who were primed with passive sen-
tences produced more full passives than did those primed with eight active sentences and 
more than those who received no priming at all.11 Thus, the difference between earlier 
findings against the possibility that 3- year- olds can represent the passive and our findings 
showing that children’s grammars do include the structures necessary to produce the pas-
sive was whether or not the cognitive demands of the task had been reduced. Similarly, 
Shimpi, Gámez, Huttenlocher, and Vasilyeva (2007) found success in priming of the pas-
sive (where both full and truncated passives were accepted) in 3- year- olds, but only when 
the children had to repeat the priming sentence. In a condition where children heard the 
priming sentences in a block but did not repeat them, there was no priming. Only when 
the children heard and individually repeated the sentences was there priming.

To summarize, children pass the diagnostic test of priming of the passive, indicating 
that their grammars allow them to represent both active and passive sentences. But prim-
ing does not occur when the task is too cognitively demanding. As with determiners and 
subjects, children’s grammars seem continuous with adults’.

Conclusions

We looked at three aspects of syntax— determiners, subjects, and the passive— to exam-
ine whether children’s limited or absent production should be attributed to lack of syn-
tactic knowledge or extra- syntactic factors. In all three cases we showed that children 
passed the diagnostic tests we provided and that children’s lacunae could be attributed 
not to syntactic deficits but to a combination of limited executive functions and extra-
syntactic factors. Children appear to have an abstract formal grammar as soon as they are 
producing combinatorial speech. Their grammars are continuous with those of adults. 
But there is a lot for children to learn, even if they have the bare bones at the outset of 
combinatorial speech. They have to acquire a richer vocabulary, they have to learn details 
about how lexical items behave, they have to develop all the other parts of the grammar, 
and they have to expand their ability to integrate the tasks involved in speaking and lis-
tening. There’s a lot that children don’t know, and a lot that they are not very adept at. 
In addition, children do not necessarily understand the structure of the experiments we 
ask them to participate in or understand what they are being asked to do. One 2- year- old 
in an imitation experiment understood that she was being asked to do something: She 
opened her mouth after the experimenter said the sentence, but no speech came out. 
There was a missing link that she was unable to supply. We had no way of finding out 
what her linguistic knowledge was because she had no way of retrieving that knowledge.

There exists a line of research to understand the effects of utterance planning on 
productions (e.g., McDaniel, McKee, & Garrett, 2010; Rispoli, 2003; Wijnen, 1990). 
McDaniel et  al. propose that “the architecture of the child and adult formulators are 
very much the same. Sentences are planned in similar ways and the planning points are 
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the same. The difference between children and adults lies in the amount of advance plan-
ning they undertake, and possibly in the levels of simultaneous planning they can sustain 
during sentence formulation” (p. 92). That is an excellent description of the differences in 
executive function between children and adults. I have suggested how we can get beyond 
what the child doesn’t know to the abstract skeleton that constitutes her syntax.
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Notes

1. More technically, determiners take noun phrases (NPs) as their complement. The deter-
miner phrase (DP) structure is complex and can vary cross- linguistically. But the skeletal structure 
assumed here can be applied to any language. Whether overt determiners exist in every language 
is controversial. Not all languages have articles. All languages do seem to have demonstratives; if 
demonstratives are considered to be determiners, then all languages have determiners.

2. The innateness of a representation is orthogonal to the ease with which one can use or 
process it.

3. Notice that this is not the same as saying that the child has a “predisposition,” which suggests 
a graded tendency. Rather, it is a hypothesis that the child has a mental representation, the struc-
ture of which is similar to the adult’s.

4. The term operations as used here has no connection with the similar term in Piagetian 
theory.

5. For a challenge to the conclusion that children have an abstract determiner category, see Pine, 
Freudenthal, Krajewski, and Gobet (2013). For a response to the challenge, see Yang et al. (2014).

6. Since nouns need not always be preceded by a determiner, particularly nouns like doggy, which 
can be used as proper nouns as well as common nouns, the children’s indifference to the presence or 
absence of a determiner may not be surprising. Four of the eight nouns in the experiment were ones 
that may be used without a determiner in some contexts: doggy, kitty, birdie, and baby.

7. My interpretation here slightly differs from Zangl and Fernald’s (2007).
8. Note that if only 3- year- olds had been tested, these data might have suggested that the chil-

dren had no representations of determiners. But the data from the 2- year- olds show that children 
are more dependent on their syntactic knowledge when they have less familiarity with the nouns 
they are hearing.

9. Longer sentences are also more complex, even if they are only adding an adjunct.
10. A truth- value judgment experiment is at odds with this conclusion (Orfitelli & Hyams, 

2012). It is possible that the cognitive challenges of the task prevented the younger children from 
displaying their knowledge.

11. Since the active is by far the preferred structure for children, those primed with the active 
did not differ in their production of actives from those who received no priming at all.
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Core Knowledge and Conceptual Change
A Perspective on Social Cognition

Elizabeth S. Spelke

Introduction

This century has seen an explosion of research probing infants’ social cognitive capacities 
and propensities. The research is fueled in part by the recognition that humans, from early 
childhood, engage with one another in ways that are unique in the living world. Here 
I consider the sources of our species’ social talents. According to one family of accounts, 
we have distinctive, innate capacities for forming new concepts and systems of knowledge 
in any domain, including the social domain (e.g., Carey, 2009). According to a second 
family of accounts, we have innate, specifically social talents and proclivities (e.g., Csibra 
& Gergely, 2009; Dunbar, 1998; Meltzoff, Kuhl, Movellan, & Sejnowski, 2009; Premack 
& Premack, 1995; Tomasello, 1999, 2009). To evaluate these accounts, I ask what infants’ 
beginning social concepts might be. To set the stage, I first outline some of the ideas and 
findings that animate the two approaches to human social cognitive development.

Core Knowledge and Compositional Capacity

Human perceptual and action capacities are highly similar to those of other animals, 
but our cognitive achievements are unique; we alone create new systems of knowledge 
(such as computer science) and restructure older knowledge systems (such as physics) by 
forming new concepts. What capacities underlie these achievements? I believe research 
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provides evidence for a small set of domain- specific cognitive systems that serve as the 
foundations for all our knowledge, including core systems of object cognition, numerical 
cognition, and spatial cognition. In addition, we are endowed with a domain- general 
system, unique to our species, that serves to represent, and combine productively, the 
outputs of the core systems (Spelke, 2011).

The domain- specific systems have five key properties. First, they are limited; each op-
erates on restricted inputs, delivers restricted outputs, and supports a small but critical 
set of inferences. A core place system, for example, represents extended surfaces but not 
objects; it computes the distances and directions of surfaces but not the angles at which 
surfaces meet; and it supports inferences concerning one’s own position and heading 
but not inferences about the shapes or relative positions of objects (Spelke & Lee, 2012). 
Second, the systems are shared by other animals. For example, chicks and fish show the 
same signature limits as children in their representations of places, suggesting that the 
place system evolved in ancestors common to humans and other animals (Gallistel, 
1990; Spelke & Lee, 2012). Third, the systems are innate; they arise independently of 
our encounters with the entities that they serve to represent, and independently of our 
experiences with the tasks they serve to accomplish. For example, human infants show 
sensitivity to auditory– visual numerical correspondences, likely the very first time they 
view a visual array of 4 or 12 similar objects (Izard, Sann, Streri, & Spelke, 2009), and 
controlled- reared chicks analyze the geometric structure of a spatial layout the first time 
that they encounter such a layout (Chiandetti, Spelke, & Vallortigara, 2014). Fourth, the 
systems exist and function throughout life. For example, the core number system found 
in infants is central to the intuitive reasoning of people of all ages (Dehaene, 1997) and in 
all cultures (e.g., Dehaene, Izard, Pica, & Spelke, 2006). Finally, each system connects in 
some way to children’s later cognitive achievements. For example, the robustness of core 
number representations at 6 months of age predicts children’s mastery of number words 
at 3.5 years (Starr, Libertus, & Brannon, 2013b), and activities that exercise that system 
enhance performance of symbolic arithmetic in adults (Park & Brannon, 2013) and chil-
dren (Hyde, Khanum, & Spelke, 2014). These findings suggest that the domain- specific 
systems found in infants serve as foundations for later learning and reasoning.

Nevertheless, even the most basic systems of concepts that humans can articulate 
explicitly— including object kinds, the positive integers, and the points, lines, and fig-
ures of Euclidean geometry— are far more powerful than any system of core knowledge 
(Carey, 2009). For example, Euclidean plane geometry captures fundamental relation-
ships between distance and angle, but no core system of geometry serves to represent 
both of these properties (Spelke & Lee, 2012). In general, mature human concepts cap-
ture rich information about the world, organize that information into a unitary, inter-
connected web of belief, and make that information available to serve a wide array of 
purposes.

I hypothesize that children create new systems of concepts by combining informa-
tion from diverse domains of core knowledge. In the case of number and geometry, these 
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combinations first are manifest at the time that children master their native language. For 
example, children use concepts of one, two, and three as they master language expressions 
that quantify over object kinds (two shoes designates an array composed of a shoe and 
another shoe) and map approximate number representations to those expressions (two 
shoes designates a quantity of shoes larger than one and smaller than three). Then children 
express larger, exact numbers by using their known number words to form new expres-
sions (e.g., “three shoes and two more” and “three pairs of shoes”). Because the rules of 
language are productive, such natural language expressions can, in principle, designate 
any of the natural numbers.

This example suggests that our species- unique capacity for creating new systems of 
concepts connects to our equally distinctive capacity for learning and using a natural lan-
guage. Children’s attainment of the natural number system presents a genuine conceptual 
advance, because each integer concept extends beyond the limits of any single system of 
core knowledge. Nevertheless, the rules and principles that allow for the linguistic expres-
sion of concepts such as three and relations such as two more are widespread across human 
languages and likely universal (though cf. Frank, Everett, Fedorenko, & Gibson, 2008). 
Natural number concepts, therefore, may be shared by all people with sufficient access to 
a natural language (though perhaps not by people who lack such access— see Spaepen, 
Coppola, Flaherty, Spelke, & Goldin- Meadow, 2013; Spaepen, Coppola, Spelke, Carey, 
& Goldin- Meadow, 2011). It is even possible that children come to grasp the fundamental 
logic of natural number— that numbers are composable from other numbers by addition 
and multiplication— by learning the words and rules of their native language and apply-
ing those rules to number words. Such a possibility might explain why people who lack 
any formal education, and whose culture does not provide any counting routine, come to 
have these concepts (Izard, Pica, Spelke, & Dehaene, 2008; Izard, Streri, & Spelke, 2014).1

Thus, it is possible that children develop new systems of knowledge by mapping rep-
resentations from core knowledge systems to the words and expressions of their native 
language. Language learning may make new concepts available, because the words of 
a language link together information from distinct systems, and because the rules that 
form larger expressions are recursive and domain- general; they are conditioned only by 
the grammatical properties of words and expressions, not by their conceptual content. 
Concepts that are constructed on the basis of language expressions can thus be abstract 
(they can apply to anything we can articulate), accessible (they can be used for any pur-
pose we can devise), and powerful (because they can be composed to form infinitely 
many new concepts).

Regardless of the role that they assign to language, conceptual combination hypoth-
eses propose that our early- developing, foundational cognitive systems are substantially 
the same as those of other animals, but that we alone combine the products of these sys-
tems rapidly, flexibly, and productively to form new systems of knowledge. Nevertheless, 
research on conceptual change has focused primarily on case studies with parallels to 
the history of mathematics and science (Carey, 1985, 2009). In contrast, few case studies 
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of conceptual change have been conducted in the domain of social cognition. That gap 
is significant, because a compelling family of hypotheses supports a different picture of 
human social cognitive development.

Uniquely Human Capacities for Social Cognition

Many contemporary thinkers propose that our unique cognitive accomplishments stem 
from a set of species- unique social cognitive capacities and motives. Humans may be pre-
disposed to teach and learn from one another, gaining knowledge far beyond our direct 
experience (Csibra & Gergely, 2009; Meltzoff et  al., 2009; Premack & Premack, 1995; 
Tomasello, Kruger, & Ratner, 1993). We may be predisposed to cooperate with one an-
other both extensively and flexibly, accomplishing a wide range of tasks that no single 
person could perform (Tomasello, 2009). To this end, we may have unique cognitive ca-
pacities for forming and keeping track of large and differentiated social groups (Dunbar, 
1998) marked by cultural norms that perpetuate the group and its traditions, skills, and 
knowledge (Tomasello, 1999). According to these views, it is our special talents in the social 
domain, rather than any general combinatorial capacity, that distinguishes us from other 
animals. Indeed, Tomasello has proposed that natural language itself develops as a con-
sequence of our inherent, uniquely human social predispositions (e.g., Tomasello, 2003).

Recent research in developmental psychology bolsters this proposal, as children display 
species- unique social cognitive abilities long before they display any such abilities in the 
domains of science or mathematics. By the end of the first year, infants communicate with 
others by sharing attention to objects (Tomasello, 2008). Before their second birthday, chil-
dren spontaneously help others to complete their goals and engage in joint collaborative 
actions (see Warneken & Tomasello, 2014). Before starting school, children become adept 
at learning from others (see Harris, 2012), outperforming all other animals in their mas-
tery of culture- specific actions and artifacts (e.g., Horner & Whiten, 2005). This learning 
may extend to actions such as counting and artifacts such as clocks, calendars and rulers— 
devices that both require and support children’s number concepts. Thus, our species’ unique 
aptitude for social reasoning might propel our achievements in all other domains.

Nevertheless, the clearest evidence for uniquely human social cognitive capacities 
comes from studies of older infants and toddlers. Thus, this research does not reveal the 
developmental origins of children’s social talents. For insights into those sources, I turn 
to studies of younger infants.

Early Social Cognitive Development

Research on young infants presents a complex picture of our earliest social cognitive ca-
pacities, with puzzling gaps and inconsistencies. Although 1- year- old infants monitor 
their social partners’ attention to objects (Tomasello, 2008), younger infants neither do 
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this nor discern the objects of other people’s gaze (Brooks & Meltzoff, 2005; Phillips, 
Wellman, & Spelke, 2002; Woodward, 2003). In some experiments, young infants appear 
to represent other people’s perceptions and beliefs, even when those mental states differ 
from their own (Kovacs, Teglas, & Endress, 2010; Luo & Johnson, 2009). Other experi-
ments using similar measures, however, show no evidence for this ability until the second 
year (e.g., Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005) or beyond (e.g., Clements & Perner, 1994).

Most dramatically, some experiments suggest that very young infants are sensitive to 
helping: After watching a protagonist character struggle to climb a hill or open a box con-
taining a desired toy, for example, infants respond positively to a character who helps the 
protagonist by pushing him up the hill or opening the box, relative to a character who hin-
ders him (e.g., Hamlin & Wynn, 2011; Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007). In other experi-
ments, however, much older infants fail to understand the purpose of acts such as opening a 
box so as to gain access to an object inside it, even when those acts are performed by a single 
agent (Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). Moreover, infants show little ability to deter-
mine which of two actions will be helpful to a protagonist, even in the simplest contexts.

In one study, for example, an actor reached repeatedly and consistently for one member 
of a pair of objects (e.g., a bear rather than a ball). Then both objects were moved out of 
the actor’s reach and view but remained accessible to the infant. When the actor asked 
for help in obtaining the desired object, 14- month- old infants readily handed her one of 
the objects, demonstrating the ability and motivation to help her, but they chose between 
the objects at random (Hobbs & Spelke, 2015). Further studies showed that the infants 
correctly inferred that the actor’s goal was the bear (as do younger infants: Woodward, 
1998), and that they gave her the desired object when she reached for it directly but un-
successfully. Nevertheless, the infants failed to infer that the more helpful action was to 
give her the bear when that inference required that they take account of the preference 
she demonstrated by her prior goal- directed action. Children do not succeed at this task 
until their second birthday, and they fail a similar, more natural task until 3 years of age 
(Hobbs & Warneken, in review). How can infants be so sensitive to distinctions between 
helpful and unhelpful actions in some circumstances, and so insensitive to these distinc-
tions in other, seemingly simpler situations?

In research on early cognitive development, such inconsistencies often are revealing. In 
studies of numerical cognition, for example, infants presented with some type of displays 
successfully compare arrays of two vs. three objects but fail to compare arrays of one vs. four 
objects (Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser, 2002), whereas infants presented with other displays 
detect the latter numerical difference with greater ease than the former (Starr, Libertus, & 
Brannon, 2013a). These findings point to the contours of the distinct and limited systems 
by which infants represent numerical information (Carey, 2009). Could inconsistent pat-
terns of reasoning in the social domain similarly reveal the contours and limits of core social 
cognition?

Here I  consider whether an account of social cognitive development, centering on 
distinct and limited systems of core knowledge that come to be productively combined,  
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can explain children’s developing capacities for sharing attention to objects, for communica-
tion, and for the social cognitive achievements that follow, including pedagogical learning, 
cooperation, moral evaluation, and mental- state inferences. I suggest that two core systems 
support infants’ reasoning about people, their behavior, and their mental states. One system 
represents people as agents who cause their own motion and act intentionally on objects. 
The other system represents people as social beings who engage with other social beings 
and share phenomenal states of attention and emotion. Each system, I hypothesize, is 
ancient and limited: It is shared by other animals, and it supports understanding of only 
a small subset of the social interactions and relationships that older children master. Our 
unique social cognitive achievements depend on our capacity for combining these initial 
agent and social concepts with one another and with concepts from other core domains.

In the rest of this chapter, I consider the core agent and social systems in turn. Then 
I sketch briefly how these systems might be productively combined to form a new and 
more powerful system of knowledge of people, their actions, and their mental states.

Core Knowledge of Agents

A wealth of research provides evidence that infants aged 6 to 12 months represent agents 
as entities that cause their own motion and direct their actions to objects. When presented 
with a body that either has a face or engages in apparently spontaneous forward motion in a 
consistent facing direction, they infer that the body is self- propelled (Csibra, Biro, Koos, & 
Gergely, 2003; Pauen & Träuble, 2009). If such a body encounters an object, infants expect 
that it will not pass through it (self- propelled objects, like inanimate objects, are solid); in-
stead, it will cause changes to the object’s motion or state on contact (Muentener & Carey, 
2010). If an agent moves consistently to an object, choosing that object over others, infants 
represent the agent’s motion as a goal- directed action (Woodward, 1998).

As the goal of an action is identified, infants also expect that an agent will pursue its 
goal efficiently, taking the least effortful, unobstructed path to the goal object (Gergely, 
Nádasdy, Csibra, & Bíró, 1995). If an agent first is seen to reach to an object by circum-
venting an obstacle and then the obstacle is removed, infants expect the agent to reach 
to the object on a new and more direct path (Brandone & Wellman, 2009). Finally, in 
predicting and interpreting an agent’s actions, infants take account of the agent’s per-
ceptual access to objects. If an object is occluded from an agent’s perspective, infants do 
not expect the agent to approach it (e.g., Luo & Johnson, 2009). Conversely, if an object 
lies within the agent’s perceptual field, infants expect the agent to adapt its motion ac-
cordingly, moving efficiently toward the object if it is the agent’s goal and circumventing 
the object if it stands in the way of a different goal object (Csibra et al., 2003; Luo & 
Baillargeon, 2010).

An experiment by Saxe, Tenenbaum, and Carey (2005) provides the clearest evidence 
for domain- specific reasoning about agents. Ten- month- old infants first explored an 
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inanimate object— a beanbag. Then on a series of trials, they saw the beanbag fly over 
a barrier on a puppet stage. On different trials, the height of the barrier varied, and the 
path of the beanbag was efficiently adapted to it. Thus, infants saw motion that was goal- 
directed and efficient, displayed by a manifestly inanimate object. The authors asked 
whether infants would posit an unseen agent behind the stage as the cause of the bean-
bag’s motion, by testing infants with events in which a hand appeared from behind one 
or the other side of the stage. Infants’ looking patterns provided evidence that they ex-
pected the hand to emerge where the beanbag’s motion began. Interestingly, infants did 
not show this expectation when a train (a moveable but inanimate object) replaced the 
hand, or when an autonomously moving puppet replaced the inert beanbag: Infants pos-
ited a distinct, animate causal agent to explain the efficient, goal- directed movement of 
an inanimate object, but not of another autonomous agent.

Thus, 6-  to 12- month- old infants represent agents’ actions as autonomously generated, 
goal- directed, efficient, perceptually guided, and causally efficacious; but what are the 
origins of these capacities? Under some conditions, infants reason about actions only 
after they begin to perform them. In particular, infants come to view acts of reaching for 
objects as goal- directed when they start reaching for objects (between 4 and 5 months) 
and they come to view acts as guided by second- order goals (e.g., pulling on a cloth to 
retrieve a distant object that sits on it) when they start engaging in such actions (between 
8 and 12 months: Sommerville & Woodward, 2005). Children surely need to learn which 
motions by an agent are goal- directed actions (like sewing) and which are unintended 
side effects (like pricking one’s finger: Woodward, 1999). Do the abilities just described 
also depend on local and piecemeal learning about actions and their properties, or do 
they spring from a unitary core system of knowledge?

Fortunately, most of these abilities are found in other animals, whose own action ca-
pacities develop more precociously and who can be tested under conditions of controlled 
rearing. Apes and monkeys represent reaching actions as goal- directed and perceptually 
guided (Marticorena, Ruiz, Mukerji, Goddu, & Santos, 2011). Newly hatched chicks rep-
resent agents as causing both their own motions and the motions of other objects, and 
they do so on first encountering a visible agent (Mascalzoni, Regolin, & Vallortigara, 
2010). Monkeys use information about another agent’s perceptual access to an object 
to make inferences about their likely actions on that object, as do infants (Flombaum & 
Santos, 2005) and chicks (Salva, Regolin, & Vallortigara, 2007). These findings suggest 
both that other animals share the limited knowledge of agents found in young human 
infants and that some of that knowledge is present at the time when an animal first en-
counters other agents and engages in its first acts of reasoning and learning about them.

Nevertheless, some key aspects of infants’ reasoning about agents and their actions 
have not been studied in other animals, to my knowledge. In particular, does the prin-
ciple of efficiency— that agents will tend to select the most efficient action that achieves 
their goal— serve as a guide to infants’ earliest action understanding? Recent studies pro-
vide ways to address this question, by using training methods with young human infants. 
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In studies by Sommerville, Woodward, and Needham (2005), 3- month- old infants (who 
cannot yet reach for and grasp objects) were given Velcro mittens that allowed them to 
pick up objects and displace them. When the infants later viewed events in which an-
other person reached for one of two objects, they represented the reaching as directed 
to the goal object. Because infants without the mittens experience did not show this 
expectation, infants evidently learned to perceive this reaching action as goal- directed. 
Although infants’ ability to attribute goals to agents who reach for objects normally 
emerges 1– 2 months later, it evidently can be collapsed through a brief manipulation in 
the lab. But what do infants learn from wearing the mittens, and what do they already 
understand about agents and their actions? In particular, do infants learn, by acting on 
objects, that agents will tend to act efficiently?

Research by Amy Skerry addressed this question (Skerry, Carey, & Spelke, 2013). 
Three- month- old infants were allowed to play briefly with an object while wearing Velcro 
mittens. During this period, no other object stood on the table, so infants picked up and 
displaced the object directly. Then they viewed events in which an agent reached over a 
barrier of variable height, adapting her trajectory to the height of the barrier, and picked 
up an object on its far side. To test whether the infants expected the agent to act effi-
ciently, the barrier was removed and the agent alternately moved to the object on a direct, 
straight path or on a familiar, circuitous path. Infants in the Velcro mittens condition 
(but not in other conditions involving no mittens experience or experience with mittens 
lacking Velcro) behaved like older infants: They looked longer at the inefficient, circu-
itous action. Importantly, this pattern was only shown by infants who viewed efficient, 
goal- directed actions during familiarization; if the action presented at familiarization oc-
curred with the barrier placed behind the goal object, such that the curvilinear reaching 
action was inefficient from the start, then infants given Velcro mittens experience, like 
older infants, did not expect direct reaches to the object at testing. Thus, the infants with 
the mittens experience did not simply expect that the agent would reach for objects on 
straight paths. Instead, they expected goal- directed and efficient action only when the 
curvilinear motion was an efficient response to a barrier.

These findings suggest that infants’ own action experience helps them to individuate 
actions, perhaps by enhancing their abilities to determine which of the movements of 
other agents are intentional actions, rather than passive motions, reflexive behaviors, 
or unintended byproducts of other actions. Infants’ experience with the mittens could 
not have taught them, however, that actions are efficient and constrained by barriers, 
because the infants had no experience with barriers to direct reaching during the exper-
iment. These infants also could not have learned about efficient ways to circumvent bar-
riers through their earlier reaching experiences because they do not yet reach for objects. 
Knowledge of action efficiency thus develops prior to infants’ own reaching experiences. 
Nevertheless, these studies leave open the possibility that this knowledge develops in 
3-month- old infants through earlier experiences of other kinds. Studies of newborn in-
fants or of controlled- reared animals could probe its sources further.
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Infants’ early knowledge of agents appears to be organized into an interconnected 
whole: Given information that a person is engaged in an action, infants infer that the 
action is goal- directed, constrained by obstacles, and efficient. Nevertheless, young in-
fants’ understanding of agents is limited. Infants older than 9  months can represent 
agents as acting on objects when their actions are indirect and imply second- order goals 
(e.g., when an agent opens a transparent box so as to obtain an object that it contains), 
but young infants only represent the first- order goals of direct actions (e.g., opening the 
box; Woodward & Sommerville, 2000). Infants in the second year use information about 
an agent’s direction of gaze in predicting and interpreting his or her actions, but younger 
infants do not; they use information about occlusion from an agent’s visual perspective 
(e.g., Kovacs et al., 2010) but not gaze (e.g., Phillips et al., 2002; Woodward, 2003).

Moreover, infants as young as 7 months of age distinguish successful from failed goal- 
directed actions (Hamlin, Hallinan, & Woodward, 2008) and are attentive to displays 
of emotion (Walker- Andrews, 1997), but they show limited expectations that agents 
will be happy when their actions are successful and unhappy when they fail (Hepach 
& Westerman, 2013; Skerry & Spelke, 2014). Although infants may endow agents with 
intentions, goals, and preferences (i.e., mental states construed as intentional relations to 
objects), they may fail to endow agents with emotions and other phenomenal experiences 
(i.e., mental states with phenomenal, shareable content). Finally, young children often 
imitate the goal- directed actions of others, thereby learning conventional ways of acting 
on objects, but infants younger than 9 months do not; they imitate the communicative 
gestures of other people but not their actions on objects (Meltzoff, 1988).

In summary, research suggests that a core system of agent representation, distinct from 
other core systems, emerges early in infancy. This system serves to represent the actions of 
agents as efficient, goal- directed, intentional, and causally efficacious, provided that in-
fants can identify an action and its goal. This system, however, shows poor prospects as 
the sole source of our uniquely human cognitive accomplishments, both because it likely is 
shared by other animals and because it is critically limited with respect to its domain of ap-
plication (e.g., to direct but not indirect actions), the information it detects (e.g., occluders 
but not closed eyes that block an agent’s visual access to objects), the representations it 
constructs (e.g., mental- state representations of goals and intentions but not of emotions), 
and the functions it performs (predicting and interpreting agents’ actions on objects, but 
not using such actions to determine how to help an agent to achieve his or her goal).

At this point, readers may object. Young infants are highly sensitive to gaze in some 
contexts. When they observe or interact socially with others, they sometimes respond ap-
propriately to expressions of emotion. When they observe acts of helping, even 5- month- 
old infants appear to represent indirect actions as guided by second- order goals; they 
seem to understand that an agent who unsuccessfully tries to open a closed box aims to 
obtain the object it contains, and that a second agent, who opens the box, helps him or 
her achieve that goal (e.g., Hamlin & Wynn, 2011). Moreover, infants engage in appro-
priate social or moral evaluations of helpers and hinderers, evaluations that suggest they 
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understand helpful and cooperative actions as both instrumental and social (see Hamlin, 
2013). These abilities, I suggest, are supported by a different system of core knowledge.

Core Knowledge of Social Beings

From birth, humans are social. Young infants attend to faces, use subtle features to dis-
tinguish one face from another (Pascalis, de Haan, & Nelson, 2002), and look longer at 
faces that look directly at them (Farroni, Csibra, Simion, & Johnson, 2002). If a person 
looks at an infant and then opens his mouth or protrudes his tongue, the infant behaves 
in ways suggestive of imitation (Meltzoff & Moore, 1977; cf. Ray & Heyes, 2011). If the 
person looks first at the infant and then to the side, the infant will move her attention 
to the same side of the scene (e.g., Hood, Willen, & Driver, 1998); infants automatically 
coordinate their own state of attention to that of their social partner. Finally, if the person 
vocalizes or gestures visually in a manner suggestive of an emotion, the infant may re-
spond with expressions suggesting the same emotion (e.g., Field et al., 1983).

None of these behavior patterns is unique to humans. For example, monkeys are highly 
attentive and sensitive to faces from birth, look longer at faces with direct gaze, and 
follow gaze to objects (Paukner, Simpson, Ferrari, Mrozek, & Suomi, 2014). Monkeys 
imitate the facial gestures of those who look at them (Ferrari et al., 2006), and they are 
sensitive to emotional expressions and respond with appropriate expressions of their own 
(Simpson, Paukner, Sclafani, Suomi, & Ferrari, 2013). Like human infants, infant mon-
keys engage with their mothers in face- to- face interactions (Ferrari, Paukner, Ionica, & 
Suomi, 2009). Perhaps most surprising, newborn human and monkey infants are equally 
attentive and responsive to faces of both these species; preferences for faces of their own 
species develop later in infancy, and the direction of those preferences depends on social 
and visual experiences, in both species (Scott & Monesson, 2009; Sugita, 2008). All these 
findings suggest that capacities for face recognition, imitation, and processing of gaze and 
emotion are shared across primates.

Debates abound concerning the nature and sources of these capacities. Some argue that 
each of these behavior patterns is automatic and reflexive, and that true imitation and 
other social actions emerge by learning from rich social experience (e.g., Ray & Heyes, 
2011). Such reflexes might well have evolved to promote infants’ survival and care, and they 
might be both distinct from each other and discontinuous with later- developing social 
cognitive abilities. Alternatively, all these abilities might spring from a unified system of 
core social knowledge. Just as agents have one fundamental property (they act on objects, 
causing changes in the world), social beings may have one fundamental property: They 
engage with other social beings, sharing phenomenal states. When a person looks at, 
speaks to, or imitates an infant, the infant may perceive the person as engaging with him, 
and he may respond to his social partner by performing the same gestures and entering 
into common mental states of attention and emotion. A unitary system for engaging with 
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others could explain why newborn infants imitate the gestures of a person who looks at 
them, why infants’ attention shifts in response to the shift in such a person’s gaze, and why 
infants tend to respond in kind to their social partners’ expressions of emotion.

This hypothesis is difficult to test using methods that focus on infants’ first- person 
interactions with real people or with high- fidelity videos or photographs. Because such 
displays are rich in information, highly familiar, and have been reliable signals of social 
engagement throughout primate evolution, it is hard to know whether infants’ responses 
to these displays reflect a unitary and general conception of social beings or diverse, local, 
learned, or evolved expectations triggered by specific displays. The hypothesis can be 
tested, however, through experiments that allow infants to observe the social interactions 
of animated characters who behave in novel ways. Rich and systematic experiments using 
these methods and displays have been conducted in multiple laboratories, illuminating 
diverse aspects of early social cognitive development (e.g., Gergely et al., 1995; Johnson, 
Dweck, & Chen, 2007; Premack & Premack, 1995; Thomsen, Frankenhuis, Ingold- Smith, 
& Carey, 2011). If infants have a unitary and general system of core social cognition, then 
they may expect that social beings who engage with one another will align with their 
behavior, and they may apply these expectations to superficially unfamiliar social events. 
Research with Lindsey Powell begins to test these predictions (Powell & Spelke, 2013a).

These studies present infants with simplified social characters (colored geometric forms 
with schematic faces) that move both together and individually. In one study (Powell & 
Spelke, 2013a), two groups of three characters each appeared in a display with two boxes. 
The three members of each group danced together in alternation, and then all the charac-
ters faced forward, two members of one group circled one box, and two members of the 
other group circled the other box. Then, at the test, the remaining member of each group 
alternately circled the same box; thus one character copied the motion of its own group, 
whereas the other did not. Infants looked longer when the third group member’s motion 
was incongruent with its group, suggesting that they expected the members of each group 
to act alike. Further studies using this method showed that this expectation was specific 
to animate characters that interacted socially: The effects disappeared if cues to animacy 
were removed or if animated characters failed to interact with each other. Thus, infants 
expect aligned actions from socially interactive characters, but not from grouped objects 
or socially unrelated agents.

We next asked whether infants expect social beings to approach the characters whose 
actions they imitate (Powell & Spelke, 2013b). Infants were introduced to two pairs of 
characters and a fifth character centered between them. On familiarization trials, each 
pair performed a different novel action and the fifth character responded to the pair, in 
turn, by performing just one of the actions, thus imitating one group and not the other. 
When, on test trials, the fifth character alternately approached and danced with the two 
groups, 12- month- old infants looked reliably longer at the incongruent actions (danc-
ing with the nonimitated group), and 4- month- old infants showed the opposite prefer-
ence. The latter effect was replicated in studies replacing the group- specific motions with 
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sounds:  4- month- old infants again looked longer when the fifth character approached 
the group whose sound he had copied. Following Kidd, Piantadosi, and Aslin (2012), 
we reasoned that events involving five characters place high demands on young infants’ 
memory, reducing their confidence in their social predictions and enhancing attention to 
test events that confirm those predictions (see also Powell & Spelke, 2013a, Experiments 4 
and 5). Consistent with that hypothesis, a further experiment, presenting 4- month- old in-
fants with the same copying events performed by three characters, revealed a trend toward 
longer looking at the incongruent approach events (Powell, 2012). Thus, infants across a 
wide age range expect social characters to affiliate with the characters whose actions or 
sounds they copy, although older infants detect these cues to affiliation with greater ease.

We next asked whether young infants expect social beings to affiliate with their imi-
tators. Imitation evokes affiliative motives in children (Agnetta & Rochat, 2004), adults 
(Chartrand & Bargh, 1999) and even monkeys (Paukner, Suomi, Visalberghi, & Ferrari, 
2009). To test whether infants attribute such motives to social characters who are imitated, 
we reversed the roles of the actors in the above studies presenting imitative interactions. 
At the test, therefore, the targets of imitation— alternately approached the characters who 
were or were not their imitators. In these experiments, infants showed no expectation that 
targets of imitation would affiliate with their imitators (Powell & Spelke, 2013b). We con-
clude that young infants have asymmetric expectations about imitative interactions: They 
expect imitators to affiliate with their targets, but not the reverse.

These findings suggest two key limits to young infants’ reasoning about imitation and 
social affiliation. First, adults and older children expect social group members to conform 
to the norms of their group, and we often interpret imitative behaviors as caused by social 
forces that promote conformity (see Tomasello, 2009). Infants may lack this expectation, 
because such forces would apply to imitators and targets alike. Second, social beings (infants 
included) like people who imitate them; thus, the imitative actions that infants experience 
and observe will tend to elicit prosocial actions and feelings in their targets. Nevertheless, 
infants may not expect imitative actions to have this causal effect on other social beings. If 
they did, they should expect those who are imitated to affiliate with their imitators.

These considerations suggest that infants interpret imitation as a sign of social engage-
ment and prosocial motives in the imitator, but that they fail to view imitation either as 
caused by social forces or as causing prosocial motives in others. More generally, infants 
may fail to view the gestures by which social beings engage with one another as causally 
efficacious actions. This last suggestion is bolstered by the findings of studies of infants’ 
responses to imitative actions on objects. Nine- month- old infants detect when another 
person imitates their own action on an object, but they do not respond to this copying 
with smiling and other signs of social engagement as do older infants (Agnetta & Rochat, 
2004; Meltzoff, 1999). Moreover, such infants expect characters who affiliate with one 
another to imitate their movements of jumping or sliding if those movements have no 
apparent instrumental purpose, but they fail to expect imitation if these same movements 
result in contact with an object and cause changes in the object, changes that suggest that 
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the imitator’s action was guided by an instrumental goal (Powell, Schachner, & Spelke, 
2014). Young infants may interpret imitative actions either as social or as instrumental, 
but not as both at once.

Contrary to this suggestion, studies of infants’ preferences for social beings who help 
others do appear to provide evidence that infants view the actions of social beings as guided 
by both instrumental and social goals (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2007, 2010). When one 
agent tries and fails to accomplish an instrumental goal (climbing a hill, or opening a box 
to obtain an object) and a second character helps him (by pushing him up the hill or open-
ing the box with him), young infants prefer the helpful character to a third character who 
hinders the agent (by pushing him down the hill or slamming the box shut). Beginning at 
3 months, infants look selectively at the helpful character; beginning at 6 months, they also 
reach for the helpful character. These findings suggest that infants understand and value 
acts of helping— instrumental acts guided by second- order social goals.

Powell (2012) notes, however, that helpful and cooperative actions often involve repro-
duction of others’ actions, and they did so in the helping scenarios presented to young 
infants (although see Hamlin, Ullman, Tenenbaum, Goodman, & Baker, 2013, for a 
study with older infants that dissociated helping from imitation). In each scenario, the 
action of the helper copied the previous action of the character that he helped, whereas 
the action of the hinderer did not. Like the character who attempted to climb the hill, 
the helper moved up the hill whereas the hinderer moved down; like the character who 
pulled upward on the box in a vain attempt to open it, the helper pulled upward whereas 
the hinderer pushed downward. If young infants fail to understand helping actions as 
instrumental behaviors guided by second- order social goals, might they view these imi-
tative actions as social gestures? If so, then young infants may value helpers because they 
detect and value those who imitate others.

To test this possibility, we showed 12- month- old infants animated events based on 
those in Hamlin et al.’s (2007) study, in which a character successfully climbed to a pla-
teau at the center of a hill and then repeatedly attempted, and failed, to climb from the 
plateau to the top of the hill (Powell & Spelke, 2014). After this event, the character 
moved to one side of the plateau and remained stationary while two other characters 
alternately moved either up the plateau (the imitator) or down the plateau (the non- 
imitator). These motions were similar to those of the helper and hinderer in the original 
study, but they had no effect on the agent, who stood motionless outside their path; thus 
they preserved the imitative aspects of the actions but not their helpful effects. When 
infants were given a reaching preference test, following Hamlin’s procedure, they reached 
selectively for the imitator. Thus, a preference for imitators might account for infants’ 
preferences for helpful actors.

The infants in this experiment were 12 months old, and so their preference for imitators 
might have developed late in the first year, as a consequence of their rich social experience 
with others who imitate them. To test whether young infants prefer social characters who 
imitate other characters to those who do not, we returned to studies of 4- month- old 
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infants, using the animated events in which a lone character made one of two sounds, 
and two other characters responded to him by producing either the same sound (the im-
itator) or a different one (Powell & Spelke, 2014). When infants were shown 3D versions 
of the latter two characters in a looking preference test modeled on Hamlin et al.’s (2010) 
test, they looked longer at the character who had imitated the lone character’s sound, an 
action suggesting that they preferred the imitator. In contrast, experiments reversing the 
order of the above imitative interactions provided no evidence that infants prefer the 
targets of imitation to non- targets. These findings, replicated in further studies, suggest 
that infants’ preference for imitators does not stem from a preference for social beings 
whose actions are more familiar or more similar to those of other social beings, as these 
properties are as true of targets as of imitators. We suggest that infants prefer imitators 
because their acts of imitation signal that they are attentive to their social partners and 
invested in their behavior. This preference should lead young infants to prefer helpers to 
hinderers in any situation in which a helper’s actions are similar to those of the individual 
whom she helps, as in the experiments of Hamlin et al. (2007, 2011).

In summary, these findings lend credence to the hypothesis of a core system of social 
knowledge. Such a system can account for young infants’ attention and responsiveness 
to their own social partners, and for infants’ expectations of and preferences for social 
beings whose interactions they observe as third parties. Infants appear to represent other 
social beings as capable of engaging with other social beings. They interpret imitation by 
social beings (but not the same repetition of motion by inanimate objects or nonsocial 
agents) as a sign of social attention and commitment. They also expect a social being 
who imitates another social being to affiliate with her target, and conversely expect social 
beings who have affiliated with one another to imitate their partners’ actions. Finally, 
studies of infants’ first- person social interactions hint that infants may interpret direct 
gaze, imitation, and other social behaviors as attempts to communicate and share mental 
states of attention and emotion.

Like other core systems, the core system of social knowledge appears to have pro-
nounced limits. In contrast to older children, young infants may not expect social beings 
to affiliate with similar others or to behave in accord with social norms— at least, such 
expectations are not engendered by acts of imitation. Above all, infants may not endow 
social beings with the power to cause changes in the behavior or mental state of the 
beings with whom they engage. Although adults and children use imitation to increase 
their social partner’s liking for them, infants do not appear to expect imitation to have 
this effect, as they expect imitators to affiliate with their targets but not the reverse. More 
generally, infants may endow social beings with experiences of attention and emotion but 
not with causal powers.

In this respect and others, young infants’ reasoning about people as social beings ap-
pears to differ from their reasoning about people as agents. Agents act on objects, causing 
changes in those objects, but social beings engage with other social beings, expressing their 
mental states of attention, emotion, and commitment. The actions by which agents cause 
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changes in objects are as efficient as possible, but the most common gestures by which 
social beings engage with others are inefficient: We signal our engagement by means of 
otherwise purposeless actions such as waving a hand or dancing (see also Schachner & 
Carey, 2013). For infant observers, agents’ actions on objects are predictable from their 
visual access to objects (the presence or absence of occlusion) but not from their direction 
of gaze, whereas social beings’ states of engagement appear to be signaled by their gaze 
direction, at least in first- person social encounters, from birth (e.g., Farroni et al., 2002).

Most tentatively, infants appear to interpret the behavior of agents who act on ob-
jects as guided by goals and intentions, but they may interpret the behavior of social 
beings who engage with other social beings as expressive of shareable phenomenal states 
of attention and emotion. In these last interpretations, we may see the germs of two dis-
tinct conceptions of mental states, as intentional relations to objects and events and as 
phenomenal experiences that can be shared by social partners. These two conceptions 
continue to have dissociable effects in studies of adults (Gray, Gray, & Wegner, 2007; 
Knobe & Prinz, 2008). Thus, distinct systems for representing agents and social beings 
may originate in infancy and remain partly distinct throughout life. These distinct sys-
tems may have evolved in distant ancestors, because effective actions on inanimate and 
animate objects differ fundamentally (Gelman & Spelke, 1981).

The contrast between infants’ reasoning about object- directed actions vs. socially di-
rected gestures is especially striking, because the most important and familiar agents and 
social beings for young infants are the same individuals: the people who care for them. 
Infants are immersed in experiences in which one and the same person displays social and 
instrumental actions. Nevertheless, infants appear to interpret people’s instrumental and 
social actions in distinct ways. Moreover, limits to attention and working memory may 
prevent young infants from representing a single action as both social and instrumental, 
even when it is (as, for example, when a person looks and smiles at them while presenting 
them with a toy). At any given moment, young infants may construe other people either 
as agents or as social beings, but not as social agents (Powell et al., 2014).

Beyond Core Social Knowledge

Infants’ social behavior begins to undergo dramatic changes at the end of the first year. 
By 12 months, infants communicate by pointing to objects and by alternating their at-
tention to their partner and to objects (e.g., Liszkowski, Carpenter, & Tomasello, 2008). 
They also begin to learn from the communications and actions of others (e.g., Agnetta & 
Rochat, 2004), to collaborate with and help others (e.g., Warneken & Tomasello, 2014), 
and to understand the conflicting instrumental behaviors of agents as reflective of their 
relative positions within a social hierarchy (e.g., Thomsen et  al., 2011). Later, children 
develop an understanding of their own and others’ mental states and of social norms, and 
they come to use this understanding to explain and evaluate their own actions and those 
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of others (e.g., Tomasello, 2009). All of these developments are unique to humans and 
broadly shared across human cultures.

I believe that all these changes depend on a capacity to combine productively core 
representations of agents and social beings so as to form a new, uniquely human system 
of concepts of social agents— causally efficacious social beings. Social agents engage in 
instrumental actions to fulfill social goals: They act to help or hinder the instrumental 
actions of others, they inform others about objects, and they offer objects as gifts that 
express and enhance their affiliation. Social agents also engage with one another to 
achieve instrumental goals:  They communicate and cooperate so as to better compre-
hend and transform the material world. Because the actions of social agents have social 
consequences and are guided by social intentions, those actions are morally evaluable. To 
understand and evaluate the actions of social agents, children must develop a conception 
of mental states both as intentional relations to objects and as shareable experiences.

If the core agent and social systems exist in other animals, then animals will be able to 
link specific actions and social gestures in a limited, piecemeal manner. Some direct links 
between social gestures and instrumental actions arise by means of associative learning 
(as, for example, when a dog interprets a person’s waving of a ball as a sign that he is about 
to throw the ball). Other direct links between agent and social representations are innate 
in animals (for example, the performance of instrumental actions in courtship displays). 
Young infants also learn associative relations between social gestures and object- directed 
actions; such learning may lead infants to predict future object- directed actions from the 
direction of an actor’s gaze, and therefore to follow the actor’s gaze to the object, before 
infants develop any general understanding of gaze as object- directed (Woodward, 2003). 
At the end of the first year, however, infants begin to combine their knowledge of agents 
and social beings productively to form an integrated system of knowledge. Like Premack, 
Meltzoff, Tomasello, Gergely, and Csibra and others, I believe this system is unique to 
our species. I suggest, however, that its construction depends on the same combinatorial 
system that gives rise to new concepts of objects, number, and geometry.

A system of knowledge of social agents may begin to emerge when infants first speak 
and understand natural language expressions that both refer to objects and convey social 
intentions. Although infants as young as 6 months interpret some words as referring to 
social events (“bye bye!”), to people (“mama,” “Simon”) and to objects (“apple,” “feet”), 
only at the end of the first year do infants appear to understand expressions that com-
bine these words (“Look, Simon, an apple!”). Infants’ new understanding of people as 
social agents might depend, in part, on their emerging ability to interpret such expres-
sions: Social agent concepts may become available as infants begin to master words and 
expressions that convey a speaker’s social goals. With these concepts, infants can view the 
communicative actions of speakers as both directed to people and referring to objects.

With a concept of social agents, young children may begin to make sense of actions and 
relationships that are both instrumental and social, such as cooperating, teaching, and 
helping. They also may begin to conceive of mental states as both intentional relations to 
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objects and as shareable phenomenal experiences. Thus, children can begin to learn what 
actions are helpful in a given social context and what mental states are likely to guide a 
particular social action— two prerequisites for moral reasoning. Like the development 
of knowledge of number and geometry, this learning proceeds slowly; it takes children 
many years to sort out, for example, the specific mental states that are most likely to guide 
a social agent’s actions in a given situation. Over time, however, children will develop a 
consistent and workable system of knowledge that is unique to our species.

To my knowledge, little evidence bears on this hypothesis, but it makes testable pre-
dictions. In particular, natural variation in the pacing of language development should 
predict variation in the onset of uniquely human forms of communication, cooperation, 
mental state reasoning, and moral evaluation; diminished access to a natural language 
should delay these developments; and language training should accelerate them. Except 
in the case of mental- state reasoning (e.g., Milligan, Astington, & Dack, 2007), these 
predictions are largely untested.

If any version of the combinatorial capacity hypothesis is correct, then our uniquely 
human social cognitive capacities are a consequence, rather than a cause, of the funda-
mental capacity that distinguishes us from other animals. In the domain of social cogni-
tion, as in the domains of number and geometry, children may come to combine repre-
sentations from different core domains to create new concepts and systems of knowledge. 
If they do, then the key features of human cognition that distinguish us from other ani-
mals would not be our distinctively social talents but our pervasive and unstoppable pen-
chant for forming new and more powerful concepts in any domain (Carey, 1985, 2009). 
The domain of social cognition may be an especially informative one in which to test 
this hypothesis, because it likely is the first domain in which humans move beyond core 
concepts and construct a new and uniquely human system of knowledge.
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Note

1. Carey (2009) has made a strong case that the development of the natural number system 
depends on mastery of counting, as well as on reasoning processes of the sort that underlie con-
ceptual change in formal science education and in the history of science. I disagree: Our use of the 
natural number system is greatly aided by mastery of culture- specific devices such as a counting 
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procedure, a conventional base system, and Arabic notation, but the construction of natural 
number concepts does not depend on those devices (see Izard et al., 2014, for relevant evidence). 
Behind this specific disagreement is a more general question concerning the role of cultural evo-
lution and historical change in human cognitive development. I do not pursue this question here.
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17

Is False Belief Understanding Continuous  
from Infancy to Preschool Age?

Beate Sodian

Introduction

Until recently, development of an understanding of agency has been characterized 
as involving conceptual change (see Carey, 2009, p. 203ff.). While infants and tod-
dlers were assumed to possess a basic understanding of goal- directed action, this was 
thought not to involve propositional attitudes, that is, representations of agents’ repre-
sentations of states of the world. On the basis of a large body of research on young chil-
dren’s developing understanding of false belief (see Wellman, 2011, 2014, for reviews), 
a representational theory of mind was thought to develop around the age of 4 years, 
when children master verbal false  belief tasks. The conceptual restructuring between 
an earlier and a later understanding of mental states was characterized as the transition 
from a desire to a belief/ desire psychology (Bartsch & Wellman, 1995) or as a concep-
tual differentiation from an undifferentiated concept of pretense and belief (“prelief ”) 
to a differentiation between belief, pretense, and reality (Perner, Baker, & Hutton, 
1994). This standard, conceptual- change view of theory of mind development has 
been challenged by new findings on false belief understanding in infancy (Baillargeon, 
Scott, & He, 2010).

Carey (2009) reviewed the first studies on false belief understanding in infancy 
(Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005) and concluded, tentatively, that prelinguistic infants have 
the capacity to represent an agent’s epistemic mental states (p. 211), suggesting conceptual 
continuity rather than conceptual change as taking place in the development of mental 
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state representation but leaving the question unanswered as to why 2-  and 3- year- olds 
consistently fail even simple tasks assessing their understanding of epistemic states. Since 
then, more than 20 studies of false belief understanding in infancy have been published 
(see Scott & Baillargeon, 2014), and a heated debate is ongoing between proponents of 
rich interpretations of these findings and those endorsing lean interpretations (Apperly & 
Butterfill, 2013; Baillargeon et al., 2010; Heyes, 2014; Perner & Roessler, 2012; Ruffman, 
2014; see Sodian, 2011, for a review). The correct description of theory of mind develop-
ment depends crucially on the interpretation of these findings; however, there is currently 
no other issue in conceptual development over which there is so much disagreement. 
Although the research on infant false belief has been reviewed (see references just cited), 
there has been little discussion of what it means to assume conceptual continuity and 
what kinds of evidence are relevant to distinguishing between different interpretations of 
this claim. Therefore, I begin this chapter by briefly reviewing the most important find-
ings on false belief understanding in infancy and the theoretical interpretations that have 
been proposed. Based on experimental and longitudinal findings, I will then distinguish 
between a strong and a moderate (epigenetic) version of a conceptual continuity claim 
and argue that there is currently more evidence for the epigenetic than the strong version.

False Belief Understanding in Infants and Young Children

A considerable body of evidence, resting on 25 published experimental studies, most 
of which are from Renée Baillargeon’s lab, indicates a remarkable sensitivity to agents’ 
beliefs or belief- like states in infants at or below the age of 24 months. Most of these 
experiments have used looking- time or anticipatory- looking methods, but there is also 
converging evidence from prompted action paradigms.

Looking- Time Studies

In their pioneering study with 15- month- old infants, Onishi and Baillargeon (2005) used 
a violation- of- expectation paradigm that was adapted in subsequent studies. The proce-
dure had a familiarization phase, a belief induction trial, and a test trial. In the familiar-
ization phase, infants first saw an agent place an object in box A and then reach for the 
object in box A on two subsequent trials. In the belief induction trial, the object was 
moved from box A to box B. In the false belief condition, the agent was unable to observe 
this transfer, while in the true belief condition, the transfer was done in the agent’s pres-
ence. In the test phase, the agent reached into either box A or box B without retrieving 
the object. An agent who had not seen the transfer would be expected to reach for the 
object in box A, while an agent who did see the transfer would be expected to search in 
box B. The 15- month- olds’ looking times indicated that they shared these expectations. 
They looked reliably longer (indicating a violation of expectation) at belief- incongruent 
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outcome events— that is, a knowledgeable agent searching in box A, and a mistaken 
agent searching in box B— than at the corresponding belief- congruent outcome events. 
Similarly, Surian, Caldi, and Sperber (2007) found evidence in a looking- time task that 
even 13- month- olds take an agent’s (in this case a nonhuman agent’s) false belief about 
the location of an object into account when reasoning about his goal- directed actions. 
Luo (2011) found evidence for false belief representation in 10- month- old infants, and 
findings by Kovács, Téglás, and Endress (2010) suggest that 7- month- olds are sensitive to 
the presence or absence of an agent in a belief- induction condition.

An impressive series of further studies by Baillargeon and her colleagues has demon-
strated the generality and reliability of these findings. Song, Onishi, Baillargeon, and 
Fisher (2008) showed that 18- month- olds expect an agent’s false belief about an object’s 
location to be corrected by an appropriate (but not by an inappropriate) communica-
tion. Further studies demonstrated that false belief understanding in infants is not lim-
ited to false beliefs about the location of an object. Song and Baillargeon (2008) found 
that 15- month- olds expect an agent who has access to misleading perceptual information 
about an object to draw a false conclusion based on this perceptual information, and 
Scott and Baillargeon (2009) showed that 18- month- olds expected an agent to act con-
sistently with her wrong belief about an object’s identity. Studies conducted in other labs 
have yielded converging evidence; for instance, Träuble, Marinović, and Pauen (2010) 
found that infants’ understanding of belief formation is not limited to visual access but 
generalizes to acoustic information. Furthermore, cross- cultural evidence indicates that 
infants in traditional non- Western societies show similar response patterns in violation- 
of- expectation false belief tasks to patterns of Western infants (Barrett et al., 2013).

Anticipatory-Looking Studies

In an early study relying on video coding, Clements and Perner (1994) presented 2-  and 
3- year- old children with a videotaped location- change false belief task in which an agent 
(Sam, the mouse) held a false belief about the location where his food was. Children 
aged 2 years 11 months to 3 years 6 months clearly showed correct anticipation of the 
agent’s search in their looking behaviors, whereas they gave wrong (i.e., reality based) 
verbal and nonverbal judgments, indicating a dissociation between implicit and explicit 
understanding of belief in young 3- year- olds. More recently, anticipatory- looking par-
adigms were developed in which the direction and duration of eye movements were 
measured as an indicator of infants’ expectations about an action the agent was going 
to initiate. Southgate, Senju, and Csibra (2007) recorded the direction and duration of 
eye movements during a time interval in which infants, on the basis of previous events, 
should expect the agent to initiate an action at one of two locations; the authors found 
evidence for belief- based anticipatory-looking in 25- month- olds. In a similar study of 18- 
month- old infants, Thoermer, Sodian, Vuori, Perst, and Kristen (2012; see also Neumann, 
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Thoermer, & Sodian, 2008) familiarized infants to a videotaped sequence of events in 
which an agent watched a car move from one side of the stage (box A) to the other (box 
B), and subsequently reached for the car through one of two doors placed above the 
boxes on the right and left ends of the stage. In the false belief condition, the agent was 
distracted from watching the car by a phone ringing; while the agent was looking away, 
the car changed its direction, returned to the box from which it had originated, and went 
farther, disappearing from the stage. The majority of the 18- month- olds looked reliably 
longer at the door through which the agent would reach for the car based on his false 
belief (i.e., the belief that the car had maintained its direction) than at the other door that 
was close to the location where they had last seen the car. Competence in infants as young 
as 18 months was also demonstrated in an eye- tracking study by Senju, Southgate, Snape, 
Leonard, and Csibra (2011). Surian and Geraci (2012) extended this line of research to 
nonhuman agents, showing that 17- month- olds anticipated that a triangle (i.e., an unfa-
miliar agent) would search for a disk in the wrong, belief- congruent, place.

While anticipatory-looking indicates expectations that infants may have formed about 
an agent’s behavior when passively watching a sequence of events, anticipatory interven-
tions by 18-  and 24- month- old infants in an ongoing action- sequence show that toddlers 
can use their expectations about agents’ behaviors to plan and carry out helpful, proactive 
communicative actions: 18-  and 24 month olds spontaneously intervene when an adult is 
mistaken about the location of an object she is about to retrieve (Knudsen & Liszkowski, 
2012a). In another study, 18- month- olds spontaneously and selectively warned an adult 
about aversive material in the location where the adult falsely believed her toy to be 
(Knudsen & Liszkowski, 2012b), thus displaying a behavior that is strikingly absent in 
chimpanzees’ interaction with familiar, well- liked humans (Premack, 1988).

Prompted Action Studies

More evidence for infants’ and toddlers’ ability to take others’ false beliefs into account 
in everyday interaction comes from two prompted action paradigms:  Buttelmann, 
Carpenter, and Tomasello (2009) prompted 18- month- old infants to help an adult 
achieve her goal. Depending on whether or not the adult had been present when a toy 
was transferred from box A to box B, infants interpreted the adult’s behavior (trying to 
open box A) differently. They retrieved the toy from box B and brought it to the adult 
when he had been absent during the transfer, but they helped the adult open box A when 
he had been present during the transfer, apparently inferring that the adult who knew 
where the toy was located must have been looking for something else in box A. In a study 
by Southgate, Chevalier, and Csibra (2010), 17- month olds watched an agent place two 
novel unnamed objects in two separate boxes. Subsequently, the contents were switched 
while the agent was absent. When the adult returned, she pointed to one box and said 
to the child: “Do you remember what I put in here? There’s a sefo in here. Shall we play 
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with the sefo?” Children correctly inferred that the experimenter must be referring to the 
object in the other box, not the one the experimenter was pointing at, and retrieved the 
object from there.

False Belief Understanding in 2-  to 4- Year- Olds

If the findings on infants’ false belief understanding indicate that by the second year of 
life infants possess a concept of belief— that is, represent an agent’s perceptual access and 
appreciate its causal role in altering his epistemic state— then we need to explain why 
2-  and 3- year- old children have such persistent difficulty on false belief tasks. Baillargeon 
et al. (2010) attribute these difficulties to task demands. They distinguish between non-
verbal spontaneous response tasks, such as the looking- time and anticipatory- looking 
tasks described earlier, and elicited response tasks in which children, after listening to a 
narrative or watching a sequence of events, are typically asked a direct question about an 
agent’s belief or an agent’s anticipated action. Such elicited response tasks are assumed 
to be more difficult than nonelicited tasks that do not require children to answer direct 
questions given the working- memory and inhibitory- control demands involved in re-
sponse selection. In contrast, when children don’t have to cope with response selection 
and inhibition, they can succeed on false belief tasks at younger ages.

Thus, task demands may mask 2-  and 3- year- old children’s competence in classic false- 
belief tasks. Young 3- year- olds’ success in implicit false belief tasks can be taken as evi-
dence for this claim (Clements & Perner, 1994; Low, 2010; Low & Perner, 2012; Ruffman, 
Garnham, Import, & Connolly, 2001). Rubio- Fernández and Geurts (2012) have argued 
that young children’s success in indirect (nonelicited) response formats is not due to a 
dissociation between an implicit and an explicit mind- reading system but to a disruption 
of perspective tracking over the course of a series of events in elicited response formats. In 
a version of a verbal false belief task that carefully avoided such disruptions, they found 
competence in young 3- year- olds.

A direct comparison of elicited vs. nonelicited task formats was conducted by He, 
Bolz, and Baillargeon (2011), who found that 2.5- year- olds’ success in a verbal anticipa-
tory- looking false belief task depended on whether the experimenter looked at the ceiling 
during and after giving the anticipatory prompt or whether she looked at the child. While 
children may have interpreted the prompt as a direct question when the experimenter 
looked at them, thus turning the task into an elicited response task, they appeared to read 
the prompt as a self- addressed utterance when the experimenter did not address them 
directly. Consequently, the direct prompt led to failure in the majority of the children, 
while the indirect one led to evidence for false belief understanding. Another compari-
son of direct and indirect false belief tests by Rubio- Fernández (2013) showed superior 
performance in adults under indirect conditions that do not disrupt perspective tracking. 
Furthermore, Setoh, Scott, and Baillargeon (2011) reported successful performance of 
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2.5- year- olds in a low- demand elicited response task. Thus, there is some evidence for the 
view that false belief understanding may be masked because of task demands in tradi-
tional false  belief tasks in children below the age of 4 years.

Limitations of Young Children’s Mind- Reading Abilities

Although the findings of the infant false belief literature appear to demonstrate an im-
pressive ability of infants and young children to track another agent’s perspective— that 
is, to represent what the agent has seen and not seen (heard and not heard, been told 
or not been told)— there are very few critical tests of their understanding of the role 
of informational access in knowledge formation. A critical test would be a condition in 
which an agent is absent before or after a specific event (e.g., a location change) happens 
but is present at this event. If infants really encode the agent’s access to information as 
a condition for knowing, rather than as a situational feature (the agent’s absence), then 
they should ignore the agent’s absence at irrelevant points in time. Sodian and Thoermer 
(2008) tested 16- month- olds’ understanding of the seeing– knowing relation in a habit-
uation experiment. The infants’ looking times at the outcome scene (the agent reaching 
for an object in one of two boxes) in the conditions in which the agent had been absent 
before or after the hiding event did not differ from their looking times in the informa-
tionally relevant condition in which the agent was absent during the hiding event. This 
finding suggests that the children reacted to a situationally salient cue, the absence of an 
agent during a series of events, but they did not respond to informationally relevant con-
ditions. It can be argued that the children may have been confused about what the agent 
did or did not see; therefore, more evidence with similar control conditions is needed 
(see, however, Wellman, 2014, for a review of studies with converging findings).

Similar findings were obtained by Dunham, Dunham, and O’Keefe (2000) in a study 
of 27-  to 33- month old children’s ability to tailor their communicative behaviors to the 
knowledge state of their partner. An experimenter placed a desirable object into one of 
two opaque containers. The child was then required to ask for the parent’s assistance in 
retrieving the object. In one condition, the parent covered her eyes during sticker place-
ment (parent- ignorant condition); in a second condition, the parent’s eyes were open 
during sticker placement (parent- knowledgeable condition); and in a third condition, 
the parent first covered her eyes but then opened them during placement of the sticker 
(sham- ignorant condition). Children at both ages appropriately informed the parent, 
by employing a pointing gesture, more often in the parent- ignorant condition than in 
the parent- knowledgeable condition. However, the younger age group did not differen-
tiate between the sham condition and the parent- ignorant condition, whereas the older 
children appropriately gestured less in the sham condition than in the parent- ignorant 
condition. These findings indicate that children may possess a firm grasp of the relation 
between seeing and knowing only shortly before their third birthday. Similar findings 
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were obtained in a task in which children had to choose between a knowledgeable and 
an ignorant informant to obtain information about the location of a sticker (Sodian, 
Thoermer, & Dietrich, 2006).

There are at least two different interpretations of these findings. One is that infants and 
young children below the age of about 3 years have no understanding of knowledge for-
mation, but they respond to situational cues that occur in the context of knowledge for-
mation, and they may have become sensitive to these cues through a process of statistical 
learning. Another interpretation is that infants and toddlers encode informational access 
when tracking an agent’s perspective, but they have difficulty retrieving the exact repre-
sentation of the agent’s informational access from memory when they have to handle two 
or more conflicting representations of the agent (e.g., an agent with eyes closed at time 1, 
an agent with eyes open at time 2) and have to collate these with the state of the world at 
time 1 and time 2. In a simpler task, involving just the distinction between a person who 
had visual access and one who had not, Neumann (2009) found that 18- month- olds’ eye 
movement patterns indicated that they preferentially followed the knowledgeable agent’s 
lead. In a parallel cueing task, however, in which either an agent who had seen a hiding 
action or an agent who had not seen it gave a cue to an object’s location, 18- month- old 
infants did not discriminate between these agents and tended instead to follow the cue- 
giver (see Sodian, Thoermer, Kristen, & Perst, 2012, p. 126 ff., for a fuller description of 
this study). In sum, it appears doubtful that infants and toddlers possess an understand-
ing of the causal link between an agent’s access to information and his or her epistemic 
state. Without an understanding of knowledge formation it is not possible to understand 
how false or incomplete information leads to a false belief.

A similar conclusion is suggested by an analysis of infant false belief tasks in terms of 
the kinds of perspective- taking abilities they require. Transfer- of- location tasks can be 
solved on the basis of representation of what an agent saw (vs. did not see) at a given 
point in time— that is, level 1 visual perspective taking— whereas other types of false 
belief tasks require level 2 perspective taking (representing how an agent represents an 
object). Scott and Baillargeon (2009) conducted a series of experiments on infants’ un-
derstanding of false beliefs about identity: 18- month- olds watched events involving two 
toy penguins: one that could be disassembled (two- piece penguin) and one that could 
not (one- piece penguin). Outdated contextual information could lead the agent to 
falsely believe she was facing the one- piece rather than the two- piece penguin. Findings 
indicated that the infants represent an agent’s false beliefs about the identity of objects. 
Butterfill and Apperly (2013) argue, however, that the task can be solved by discriminat-
ing between two types of objects (a divisible and an nondivisible penguin) and does not 
involve identity representation (see Scott & Baillargeon, 2009, for counterarguments 
against this interpretation). Mature false belief understanding (in the sense of a prop-
ositional attitude) involves meta- representation (representing an agent’s representation 
of a state of the world) and is therefore a level 2 notion. Empirically, level 2 visual per-
spective taking is developmentally related to the emergence of false belief understanding 
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around the age of 4 years. If false belief competence in infancy is limited to level 1 visual 
perspective taking, then it cannot be based on an understanding of belief as a proposi-
tional attitude; it does not involve meta- representation and is therefore not conceptu-
ally equivalent to later, explicit false belief understanding. These considerations have led 
to “two- systems theories” of theory of mind development which posit an early, mini-
mal, or restricted system of belief representation that precedes a later, full understanding 
(Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Perner & Roessler, 2012). These theories will be discussed 
in the next section.

Theories of Infant False Belief Understanding

Competence Masking

Rich interpretations of infant false belief understanding claim that infants represent epis-
temic states; that is, they understand how access to information determines an agent’s 
knowledge or belief and how beliefs guide action (Baillargeon et al., 2010). Then why do 
2-  and 3- year- olds consistently fail false belief tasks? Baillargeon et al. (2010) propose that 
children’s competence is masked in elicited response tasks because they lack inhibitory 
control and have working memory restrictions or insufficient language abilities. When 
selecting a response in an explicit false belief task, children must inhibit any prepotent 
tendency to answer the test question on the basis of their own knowledge. In contrast, 
spontaneous response formats, as used in the infant studies, do not pose these task de-
mands. This view is supported by some findings regarding 2-  and 3- year- old children’s 
success in performing false belief tasks under reduced task demands (see earlier discus-
sion: He et al., 2012; Rubio- Fernández & Guertz, 2012), as well as by findings from adult 
studies showing that indirect false  belief tests allow participants to track a protagonist’s 
perspective uninterruptedly, whereas direct false belief tests disrupt the process of per-
spective tracking in various ways (Rubio- Fernández, 2013).

This strong version of a conceptual continuity theory has been challenged on various 
grounds. Proponents of low- level accounts argue that the findings from infant false belief 
studies do not reflect false belief understanding or other types of mental state attribution 
but can be accounted for by low- level domain- general processes such as novelty prefer-
ence or statistical learning (Heyes, 2014; Ruffman, 2014). Proponents of two- systems ac-
counts argue that infant false belief tasks tap a conceptual or preconceptual competence 
that does not reflect the full understanding of beliefs as propositional attitudes (Apperly 
& Butterfill, 2009; Perner & Roessler, 2012).

Low- Level Perceptual Novelty

Heyes (2014) has argued that the results of the looking- time false belief experiments can 
be explained in terms of domain- general low- level perceptual novelty. Infants’ looking 
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behavior is explained as a function of the degree to which the observed and remembered 
or expected (imagined novelty) low- level properties of the stimuli, their colors, shapes, 
and movements are novel with respect to events encoded by the infant in earlier phases 
of the experiment. Thus, Heyes (2014) assumes that the events presented in looking- time 
tasks are encoded by the infants as colors, shapes, and movements rather than as actions 
on objects by agents. However, research on infants’ understanding of goal- directed 
action, originating from Woodward’s (1998) seminal experiments on infants’ understand-
ing of action goals, has carefully controlled for such lower- level interpretations (see Scott 
& Baillargeon, 2014, for a detailed account). There is a large body of evidence indicating 
that infants are not merely responding to the perceptual novelty of colors, shapes, and 
movements; they are representing agents acting on objects.

Heyes (2014) further assumes that infants’ looking behaviors are controlled by 
working memory limitations and low- level perceptual expectations. For instance, she 
argues with respect to Southgate et al.’s (2007) anticipatory- looking task that infants 
may have looked to a particular box, not because they expected the agent, based on 
their false belief, to search in this box, but because the infants themselves imagined 
the ball to be in a particular box. The bell ringing and head turning of the agent that 
was supposed to signal to infants that the agent could not see movements of the ball 
may instead have distracted the infants so that they did not see or remember these 
movements. In that case, infants might assume the ball to be at the location where they 
had last seen it and expect the hand to appear above that location. In a similar study 
conducted in our lab, Neumann (2009), in the false belief condition, showed a car that 
changed its direction, returned to its origin, and then went farther, disappearing from 
the screen (see Thoermer et al., 2012, for a description of the procedure). Neumann 
analyzed not only the infants’ looking times at each of the two doors through which 
the agent’s hand could appear but also those toward each of the two boxes in which 
the car could be located. She found that infants looked reliably longer at the door 
through which the agent would reach, based on her false belief, than at the other door. 
When comparing looking times at the two boxes, however, the majority of the infants 
looked longer at the box that was closest to the location where they had last seen the 
car (which was, in the car- return condition, opposite the side where the agent searched, 
based on her false belief ). This pattern suggests that infants remembered both the last 
location where they had seen the car and the location where the agent had seen the car 
before it changed its direction. They were also able to keep these representations sep-
arate and to infer the agent’s action correctly from her representation of the car’s path 
of motion. It is difficult, of course, to unequivocally rule out low- level interpretations 
in preverbal infants, since looking patterns toward specific areas of interest are not as 
unambiguous as answers to control questions. It is therefore necessary to pursue alter-
native strategies: One of these is to test for within- subject consistency in responding 
across conceptually related but superficially very different tasks (discussed later in the 
chapter).
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Behavioral Rules and Statistical Learning

Perner and Ruffman (2005) have argued that infants’ success in false belief tasks could 
be based on behavioral rules, rather than on mental state attribution. For instance, in-
fants may predict others’ behavior based on the behavioral rule that people will look 
for an object where they last saw it. Perner (2010) demonstrates that an explicit account 
of infants’ performance in mind- reading tasks in terms of mental state attribution is no 
more parsimonious than one in terms of behavioral rules. Yott and Poulin- Dubois (2012) 
conducted a transfer test, suggested by Perner (2010), to distinguish between the two 
accounts: Infants were first taught a behavioral rule— to search for a toy in location B 
after they had observed it being placed in location A. They were then administered the 
violation- of- expectation task, by Onishi and Baillargeon (2005), with results that repli-
cated their findings. If the infants had transferred the behavioral rule they had learned 
immediately before the false belief task, then the reverse pattern would have been ex-
pected (infants should then expect the agent to systematically not search in the place 
where the toy was last seen). This finding tentatively supports a richer interpretation of 
infants’ reasoning. The authors argued, however, that the pattern is not fully conclusive 
since the training manipulation may not have been strong enough.

However, in Ruffman’s (2014) thorough analysis of all published infant false belief 
studies, he found no convincing evidence for mental state understanding; instead, he 
accounts for infants’ performance on every single task in terms of an understanding of 
behavior (the application of often quite sophisticated behavioral rules). Ruffman argues 
that domain- general innate statistical learning processes in conjunction with domain- 
specific innate or early developing preferences, as well as interest in face, eyes, and bi-
ological motion may contribute to infants’ remarkable ability to develop expectations 
about agents’ behaviors. These behavioral expectations may lay the foundations for a 
later theory of mind. Language ability, the self– other distinction, and inputs from the 
social environment, such as maternal mental state talk and interaction with siblings, are 
thought to account for the transition from a theory of behavior to a theory of mind. 
However, it remains unclear how statistical learning, together with the other mechanisms 
just outlined, can account for the emergence of the ability to explicitly represent and 
intentionally switch perspectives (see Perner, 2014).

Minimal Theory of Mind

A third class of theories has been developed, in between the rich accounts claiming that 
full conceptual competence is present in infancy and the radically lean accounts that try 
to explain findings in terms of domain- general perceptual novelty, behavioral rules, and 
statistical learning. These middle- ground theories grant the infant some conceptual (or 
preconceptual) understanding of mental states, but distinguish this rudimentary form of 
mental state attribution from a representational theory of mind.
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A two- systems theory was proposed in studies by Apperly and Butterfill (2009) and 
Butterfill and Apperly (2013): Minimal theory of mind is an early- developing, fast and 
automatic, but inflexible system 1 that accounts for the basic ability to track (within limits) 
others’ perceptions and epistemic states. The system 1 infant can distinguish between events 
that an agent has registered and events that she has not registered. This system 1 notion of 
registration is based on level 1 perspective taking— that is, only contents based on what an 
agent can and cannot see can be formed, but not contents that require level 2 understand-
ing (how the agent sees something as being). The facts registered by an agent are taken by 
the infant as the basis for calculating the agent’s behavior. In contrast, the later- developing 
system 2 is a representational theory of mind, characterized by an understanding of prop-
ositional attitudes. The idea of system 1 signature limits is consistent with the infant false 
belief research that has, to date, used exclusively level 1 tasks (with the exception of a belief- 
about- identity task by Scott and Baillargeon [2009], which is controversial; see earlier 
discussion). It is further supported by findings from studies indicating that level 1, but not 
level 2, perspectives are registered automatically in adults (Samson, Apperly, Braithwaite, 
Andrews, & Bodley Scott, 2010; Surtees, Butterfill, & Apperly, 2012).

Experiential Record

A similar idea about infants’ understanding of belief was proposed by Perner and Roessler 
(2010, 2012; see also Perner, 2014). On the basis of level 1 perspective- taking skills, infants 
record what others did and did not perceptually track— that is, they keep an experiential 
record. An agent’s reappearance is likely to evoke these records and make the infant think 
of what the agent has experienced when she last saw him. Thinking of this content allows 
infants and young children to anticipate a possible action and thus influences their looking 
behavior. In contrast to Apperly and Butterfill’s (2009) notion of registration, an experien-
tial record only serves to record the experienced facts, and its influence on anticipating a 
behavior is just a side effect, not the result of a calculation. Perner (2014) explains that the 
child’s thinking of the experienced events fleetingly produces the thought that something 
is going to happen, not rational expectations about what the agent will do. The fleeting 
effect should affect children’s thoughts just as long as the child happens to stay reminded 
of what the agent has experienced. This notion of an experiential record does not entail 
a concept of belief at all, but it may facilitate the acquisition of such a concept, since the 
content of the experiential record is equivalent to the content of the agent’s belief.

Both notions of registration and of keeping an experiential record appear to account 
especially well for the looking- time and anticipatory- looking data. Furthermore, the 
notion of an experiential record accounts for the deficits that some researchers have found 
in children’s understanding of knowledge formation (see earlier discussion). It is difficult 
to activate the precise record of what the agent experienced if a sham- ignorance condi-
tion (absence, covering one’s eyes) immediately preceded or followed the agent’s percep-
tual access to a certain event. The fleeting effect of the agent’s perceptual experience on 
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action anticipation may have disappeared or been replaced by the record of the agent 
being absent once the looking- time measure is recorded. Thus it is to be expected that in-
fants and toddlers may pass or fail such tests, depending on task demands that may make 
it easier or more difficult to retrieve experiential records from memory. In contrast, once 
a causal understanding of the relation between access to information and knowledge/ 
belief is acquired, children’s response patterns in such tasks should be predictable from 
their encoding of the agent’s access to information.

Core Cognition of Agency

While low- level, domain- general accounts of the infant theory of mind findings deny 
the existence of domain- specific core cognition, the higher- level accounts are compati-
ble with core cognition of agency but support different descriptions of the infant’s core 
cognition and, therefore, different versions of a conceptual continuity account. While 
Baillargeon’s competence- masking theory postulates a genuine concept of belief in in-
fancy and therefore assumes a strong version of conceptual continuity from infancy to 
childhood and adulthood, both Apperly and Butterfill’s (2009) minimal theory of mind, 
and Perner and Roessler’s (2012) notion of an experiential record make more cautious 
assumptions about the conceptual underpinnings of performance on false belief tasks in 
infancy and therefore assume discontinuities between infancy and preschool age, with 
new representational resources emerging with language acquisition and social interac-
tion. Both the idea of “registration” of an agent’s perceptual experience and the idea of 
forming an “experiential record” imply that the infant has an understanding of agents 
as perceiving and attending to events in the world. Since the content of an experiential 
record (or the registration of an event perceived by an agent) is equivalent to the content 
of this agent’s belief, continuity in the representation of belief- like states would be ex-
pected from infancy through childhood and adulthood under these assumptions as well. 
However, this is an epigenetic version of a conceptual continuity account that does not 
entail the assumption of a representational understanding of mental states in infants and 
young children. Rather, an early ability to track perspectives and attribute attention and 
goals to agents serves as the basis for later belief representation.

One source of evidence for conceptual continuity accounts is concurrent and predic-
tive within- subject coherence between conceptually related theory of mind tasks. If in-
fants’ performance on false belief tasks is, in fact, based on conceptual understanding, 
then we would expect individual performance on conceptually equivalent tasks to be 
correlated, independent of measures of general cognitive ability. Such evidence would 
allow us to rule out low- level interpretations, since these theories account for infants’ per-
formance in terms of superficial task features (perceptual novelty). It is potentially also 
possible to specify patterns of correlations to be expected under a strong vs. an epigenetic 
version of a conceptual continuity account. Given the difficulties involved in conducting 
multiple- method multiple- measures studies with infants and young children, there are 
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very few within- subject data on psychological reasoning in infancy. The following section 
gives a brief overview of findings relevant to the present issues.

Conceptual Coherence and Conceptual Continuity

Core cognition theory posits that core elements of cognition in domains of evolutionary 
importance (i.e., agency) are continuous over the lifespan. In fact, there is convergent 
evidence from several longitudinal studies of theory of mind development from infancy 
to preschool age in support of this claim. Infants’ social information processing (decre-
ment of attention in habituation tasks measuring goal encoding; see Woodward, 2009) 
predicted children’s performance on a theory of mind battery (Wellman & Liu, 2004), at 
the age of about 4 years, in three independent studies (Aschersleben, Hofer, & Jovanovic, 
2008; Wellman, Lopez- Duran, LaBounty, & Hamilton, 2008; Wellman, Phillips, 
Dunphy- Lelii, & LaLonde, 2004), independent of verbal intelligence, language, and 
executive functions. Importantly, Yamaguchi, Kuhlmeier, Wynn, and van Marle (2009) 
showed that the relation between infant encoding of goal- directed action and preschool 
theory of mind was specific to the social domain; no significant correlation was observed 
between a nonsocial infant habituation task and later theory of mind performance.

Given these exciting findings on 3-  to 4- year longitudinal stability in cognition of 
agency, my collaborators and I initiated a long- term longitudinal study of theory of mind 
development. The study started with 96 infants, age 7 months in January, 2007 and is on-
going, with data collection at the final measurement point (8 years) under way at the time 
of this writing (see, e.g., Kristen, Sodian, Thoermer, & Perst, 2011; Kühn- Popp, Kristen, 
Paulus, Meinhardt, & Sodian, 2016; Licata et  al., 2014; Paulus et  al., 2014; Sodian & 
Kristen- Antonow, 2015). We have analyzed the data from infancy through early child-
hood and have found evidence for conceptual continuity in false belief understanding 
from infancy to the age of 5 years.

We assessed implicit false belief understanding, with the anticipatory- looking measure 
described earlier (Neumann et al., 2008), at the age of 18 months and found a correlation 
of r = .50 with explicit false belief understanding in the explicit location false belief task by 
Wellman and Liu (2004) at 48 months, which remained stable when gender and verbal 
IQ were controlled for (Thoermer et al., 2012). This correlation was specific to the location 
false belief task; infant false belief understanding did not correlate with the content false 
belief task at the age of 48 months. While this finding clearly indicates a unique source of 
variance, shared by the infant and preschool false belief assessments, and therefore appears 
to support a conceptual interpretation of infant competencies, the task specificity led us 
to speculate about a lower- level link between the two tasks (note that the anticipatory- 
looking task we used at 18 months was also a location false belief task). However, subse-
quent findings showed that the implicit false belief task at 18 months also predicted the 
mastery of the content false belief task and the false belief about emotions  task (Wellman 
& Liu, 2004), when the development of false belief understanding between the age of  
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4 and 6 years was taken into account, rather than false belief competence at 48 months 
(Sodian, Kristen, & Licata, 2015). Furthermore, implicit false belief understanding at 18 
months predicted children’s understanding of an accidental transgressor’s moral inten-
tions at the age of 5 years; moreover, goal encoding at the age of 7 months also predicted 
moral intention understanding at 5 years, and goal encoding at 7 months was correlated 
with false belief understanding at 18 months (Sodian et al., 2016). Understanding the acci-
dental transgressor’s positive intentions requires an understanding of his or her false belief 
(Killen, Mulvey, Richardson, Jampol, & Woodward, 2011). Therefore, our findings indi-
cate conceptual continuity between false belief understanding in infancy and at the age of 
5 years. The finding that performance on the infant task was predictive not only for belief 
understanding on a parallel task but also more generally for belief- based intention rea-
soning suggests that the understanding of agency that underlies infants’ performance on 
the implicit false belief task at 18 months provides a foundation for a full- fledged under-
standing of belief. This is consistent with both the strong and the epigenetic versions of the 
conceptual continuity claim: Tracking an agent’s visual input and forming an experiential 
record may be a good basis for learning about representational mental states, even if this 
ability is not yet driven by such an understanding at 18 months.

Another finding obtained in the study by Thoermer et al. (2012) goes against a low- 
level interpretation of infant false belief understanding and for conceptual coherence in 
infant theory of mind: Performance on a level 1 implicit visual perspective- taking task 
(Sodian, Thoermer, & Metz, 2007) at 15 months was significantly correlated with im-
plicit false belief understanding at 18 months at r = .34; the correlation remained signifi-
cant when controlled for verbal IQ. Since the two tasks were superficially quite different 
(violation of expectation vs. anticipatory-looking; agent’s view obstructed by an occluder 
vs. agent distracted by a phone ringing; stationary toy vs. moving car), it is hard to tell 
how the unique source of variance could be located in common task features inducing 
low- level perceptual novelty. Heyes (2014) argues with respect to Southgate et al.’s (2007) 
paradigm, which is similar to the one used in our study, that the bell ringing may have 
distracted infants and led them to expect the object at the location where they last saw 
it. If this were the case, then we would not expect a correlation with the level 1 perspec-
tive- taking task, in which there was no distraction by bell ringing and no object hidden 
in a container. Thus, it appears that the finding supports a conceptual interpretation of 
the observed relationship: Since the false belief task is based on level 1 visual perspective 
taking, we expect infants’ performance on a perspective- taking task to be related.

There is clearly a need for further within- subject data on performance in different 
psychological reasoning task formats, varying across task features. Olineck and Poulin- 
Dubois (2009) found a relation between looking- time tasks assessing goal representation 
and intention- based imitation at 10– 14 months of age. Similarly, Thoermer, Woodward, 
Sodian, Perst, and Kristen (2013) found a concurrent relation between goal encoding in 
a habituation task and imitative grasping, both assessed at 7 months of age, independent 
of working memory, indicating that low- level mechanisms such as perceptual novelty or 
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motor resonance are not sufficient to explain infant action understanding. There is evi-
dence for a concurrent association between intention understanding (behavioral reen-
actment) and false belief understanding (violation of expectation) at 18 months (Poulin- 
Dubois & Yott, 2014; Yott & Poulin- Dubois, 2012), which supports the theoretically 
expected link between the two concepts. Since a looking- time and an imitation paradigm 
were correlated, this finding suggests that perceptual novelty accounts, which can easily 
be used to explain findings of looking- time tasks, are not sufficient to explain psychologi-
cal reasoning at 18 months. In a more recent study, using a set of violation- of- expectation 
tasks assessing intentions, desires, and beliefs, Yott and Poulin- Dubois (2015a) found a 
significant correlation between intention and false belief understanding when controlling 
for age and verbal ability. Furthermore, Yott and Poulin- Dubois (2015b) found a scal-
able sequence of intention, emotion, desire, and false belief understanding in 18-  to 30- 
month- old children, indicating a predictable sequence in which these concepts emerge 
in infancy that cannot be accounted for by low- level perceptual features. Moreover, in 
this study, 18- month- olds looked longer at an incongruent trial of desire understanding 
whereas 14- month- olds did not. This developmental pattern cannot be explained by low- 
level processing. Thus, there is accumulating evidence supporting the idea of conceptual 
coherence in infant psychological reasoning. However, to date, too little research has 
addressed this important issue, and none has investigated concurrent relations between 
different types of infant false belief tasks.

Conclusions

Conceptual continuity in cognition of agency is suggested by an impressive body of 
recent findings on false belief understanding in infancy. A strong version of a conceptual 
continuity account assumes a representational understanding of mental states in infancy. 
A more moderate, epigenetic version of a conceptual continuity theory postulates that 
prior conceptual or preconceptual abilities lead up to or enable a later conceptual under-
standing of the mind. Thus, infants’ ability to record or register an agent’s experience at a 
given time, based on level 1 perspective taking, may be the basic building block for a later 
representational theory of mind. In distinguishing between the strong and the epigenetic 
versions of a conceptual continuity account, two sets of findings have led me to favor 
the epigenetic version: There are reasons to doubt that children below the age of 3 years 
understand the causal relation between seeing and knowing, and there is no convincing 
evidence for level 2 perspective taking in children below the age of 3 years. A second aim 
of this chapter was to distinguish between conceptual and low- level perceptual novelty 
accounts of the findings on infant false belief understanding. Existing findings on con-
current and predictive (longitudinal) relations between conceptually related tasks speak 
against low- level accounts of infant false belief. However, further within- subject data are 
needed.
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What Neuroscience Can Reveal about Cognition  
and Its Origins

Amy E. Skerry and Rebecca Saxe

Introduction

Over the last several decades, developmental psychologists have charted the develop-
ment of human cognitive abilities with extraordinary breadth and precision (Carey, 
2009). This research has revealed rich representational resources available remarkably 
early in life (Kinzler & Spelke, 2007), as well as cases of surprisingly prolonged, piece-
meal development (Le Corre & Carey, 2007). Still, despite this exciting progress, many 
of the most fundamental questions concerning the origins of human cognition remain 
unanswered.

Here, we propose that theories and methods of neuroscience could contribute to 
this endeavor, focusing on four classes of outstanding questions. First, there is a long- 
standing debate in cognitive science regarding human cognitive architecture (Fodor, 
1983; Kanwisher, 2010):  Does the mind consist of a few general- purpose mechanisms 
carrying out diverse functions or a larger number of functionally specialized mechanisms 
tailored to computational demands of specific domains? For any given cognitive phe-
nomenon, what are the contributions of domain- specific and general- purpose systems? 
Second, we must understand how the assumptions of the domain are represented and 
how those representations support domain- relevant operations. Characterizing the form 
and content of mature cognitive representations is a prerequisite for understanding the 
developmental processes that yield them.
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This brings us to a third question: What is the initial state of the human mind (i.e., what 
is specified genetically?), and what are the mechanisms that yield mature cognition from 
these initial resources? Mechanisms of change could include both experience- independent 
maturational mechanisms as well as learning mechanisms that yield qualitatively new rep-
resentational systems (Carey, 1985, 2009). For any domain, we want to understand the 
interplay between innate structure and learning in the emergence of adult- like representa-
tions. A final, related question concerns possible continuities and discontinuities in cogni-
tive mechanisms over development. Does behavioral change correspond to the emergence 
of entirely new mechanisms or to the tuning and refining of existing systems?

For each of these issues, we argue that the vocabulary, tools, and phenomena of neu-
roscience provide insights that complement what has been learned from behavioral 
methods alone. Given that cognitive science ultimately aims to understand the human 
mind at multiple levels (e.g., computational, algorithmic, implementational; Marr, 1982), 
characterizing the neural basis of human cognition is an important enterprise in its own 
right. However, in this chapter, we make a stronger claim: that neuroscience can inform 
the level of analysis typically of interest to researchers in cognitive psychology and cog-
nitive development (e.g., Carey, 2009). While Marr argued that different levels of anal-
ysis could be pursued independently, a premise of modern cognitive neuroscience is that 
these levels inform and constrain one another, and that theories and phenomena from 
cognitive psychology can thus guide understanding of neural function. We propose that 
this relationship is partially symmetric, and that the study of cognitive development can 
benefit from theories and findings of neuroscience. We advance this proposal in the con-
text of two case studies: face perception and theory of mind.

We use three general criteria as evidence for a “contribution” to the study of human 
cognitive development. First, neuroscience methods could provide evidence that con-
verges with results of behavioral studies (e.g., looking time), possibly ruling out alterna-
tive explanations of the behavior. Second, neuroscience could enable comparison with 
relevant populations (e.g., different species, developmental history), allowing us to “look 
under the hood” in populations otherwise difficult to study effectively. Finally, and most 
excitingly, neuroscience could provide evidence that differs qualitatively from what we 
learn from behavior. In this chapter, we focus on the claim that neuroscience can provide 
a unique window into intermediate stages in a hierarchy or processing stream, allowing 
access to representations that are encapsulated from awareness or even behavior. This 
is itself a deep contribution to cognitive science, as it provides constraints on the algo-
rithms by which information is transformed during processing and inference (e.g., how 
viewpoint- invariant face representations are constructed from retinal inputs). Moreover, 
these insights can provide hypotheses and tools for charting the emergence of different 
levels of representation over human development and can yield novel predictions for 
behavioral studies. In some cases, neuroscience has already made such contributions; in 
others, the data are not yet available and we focus on potential contributions. Our goal 
is not to provide a comprehensive review of developmental cognitive neuroscience, but 
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instead to sketch a roadmap for research integrating neuroscience, cognitive psychology, 
and developmental science to understand the human mind and brain.

First Case Study: Face Perception

For a social species, faces are an essential source of information. A conspecific’s face sig-
nals identity (Bruce & Young, 1986), attention (Senju & Johnson, 2009), and emotion 
(Darwin, 1888; Ekman, 1993), and we can recognize hundreds of distinct faces, even under 
highly variable conditions (e.g., lighting, viewpoint, position:  Pinto, Cox, & DiCarlo, 
2008). To support such abilities, the visual system must perform a series of operations 
capable of transforming retinal inputs into high- level representations that are invariant to 
relevant transformations. What mechanisms subserve this ability and how do these mech-
anisms emerge in human development? To fully understand human face perception, we 
must characterize each of the stages in this representational hierarchy and clarify contribu-
tions of innate resources and visual experience to the organization of these representations.

Domain Specificity

Behaviorally, face processing exhibits signatures of a specialized perceptual mecha-
nism (Moscovitch, Winocur, & Behrmann, 1997; Tanaka & Sengco, 1997; Yin, 1969). 
Nevertheless, cognitive scientists have long debated whether face processing depends on 
mechanisms specialized for face perception or on more general- purpose visual systems 
(Diamond & Carey, 1986; Farah, Wilson, Drain, & Tanaka, 1998; Gauthier, Williams, 
Tarr, & Tanaka, 1998; McKone, Kanwisher, & Duchaine, 2007). Research in cognitive 
neuroscience has contributed to this debate by revealing large patches of the human cor-
tical surface that are selectively involved in face perception. A region of the mid- fusiform 
gyrus (termed fusiform face area [FFA]), for example, exhibits a reliably stronger re-
sponse to faces than that to non- face objects (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; 
McCarthy, Puc, Gore, & Allison, 1997). The face response is robust across stimulus sets 
and presentation parameters (Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006; O’Craven & Kanwisher, 2000; 
Schwarzlose, Swisher, Dang, & Kanwisher, 2008), responding more to identical sensory 
input when perceived as a face than when not perceived so (Tong, Nakayama, Vaughan, 
& Kanwisher, 1998). The FFA’s response to faces is twice as strong as the response to any 
nonpreferred stimulus (Kanwisher, 2010; Kanwisher & Yovel, 2006, for review), and se-
lectivity is observed even in the response of individual neurons (Parvizi et al., 2012; Tsao, 
Freiwald, Tootell, & Livingstone, 2006).

Moreover, the response in the FFA is tightly linked to face- processing behaviors:  It 
converges with well- established signatures of face perception from behavioral psy-
chophysics (McKone & Robbins, 2011; Schiltz & Rossion, 2006; Yovel & Kanwisher, 
2005)  and is related to face detection and recognition performance on a trial- by- trial 
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basis (Grill- Spector, Knouf, & Kanwisher, 2004). Damage to the FFA is associated 
with selective deficits in face memory and recognition (Riddoch, Johnston, Bracewell, 
Boutsen, & Humphreys, 2008; Wada & Yamamoto, 2001), and variability in the FFA re-
sponse predicts individual differences in face recognition (Furl, Garrido, Dolan, Driver, 
& Duchaine, 2011; Huang et al., 2014). While the FFA has been studied most extensively, 
many of these characteristics are shared by other face- selective regions, including the oc-
cipital face area (OFA) and a region of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) selective for 
dynamic faces (Pitcher, Dilks, Saxe, Triantafyllou, & Kanwisher, 2011; Pitcher, Walsh, & 
Duchaine, 2011). Together, an extensive body of research suggests that this set of cortical 
regions is responsible for solving core computational challenges of detecting and recog-
nizing conspecific faces.

Face Representations and Computations

Beyond providing evidence for domain specificity, this selectivity opens the door for in-
vestigating the internal workings of this cortical system. Neuroscientists are now well 
positioned to test how populations of neurons within face- selective regions perform the 
computations required for face processing (e.g., transforming retinal input into invari-
ant identity representations that generalize across viewpoint and expression; DiCarlo, 
Zoccolan, & Rust, 2012). A precise characterization of these representations is a funda-
mental goal in its own right and an essential step in charting the development of these 
mechanisms. Having identified a face- selective network, neuroscientists can now probe 
its intermediate stages, allowing access to representations difficult to study behaviorally 
(e.g., representations that are invariant to mirror images but not other transformations; 
see later discussion).

Here, the most exciting work has come from monkey neurophysiology. Like humans, 
macaque monkeys exhibit selective cortical responses to faces (Tsao et al., 2006), forming 
a set of six interconnected regions (Moeller, Freiwald, & Tsao, 2008) that are causally in-
volved in facial discrimination (Afraz, Boyden, & DiCarlo, 2014). Although the precise 
extent of homology between macaque and human face networks remains poorly under-
stood (Sereno & Tootell, 2005; Yovel & Freiwald, 2013), there appear to be deep parallels 
in functional organization across these two species (Rajimehr, Young, & Tootell, 2009; 
Tsao, Moeller, & Freiwald, 2008).1 Thus, the diverse tools of systems neuroscience can be 
used to characterize the representations in different face- selective regions. By characteriz-
ing the response profiles of single neurons (e.g., what stimulus parameters drive neuronal 
firing, and what is the tuning function like?) and the information that can be read out 
(“decoded”) from activity across a given population of neurons, this research can provide 
constraints on the algorithms that solve facial recognition in the primate brain. This, in 
turn, can provide a roadmap for understanding face perception in the human brain. An 
elegant line of work using these techniques has begun to piece together the series of rep-
resentations that support face detection and face recognition.
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The most posterior region of the macaque face network (posterior lateral [PL]) is hy-
pothesized to play a role in the initial detection of faces. A bottom- up investigation of 
the features that drive this region revealed a surprising profile: Neurons in PL respond 
maximally to the presence of an eye surrounded by a face boundary in the top contra-
lateral visual field (Issa & DiCarlo, 2012). Many researchers have proposed that face de-
tection relies on a whole- face template, rather than combining simpler feature detectors 
(Morton & Johnson, 1991; Tanaka & Farah, 1993; Tsao & Livingstone, 2008). However, 
neural responses in PL were additive (cells responded to a face boundary and eye in inso-
lation) and did not depend on face- appropriate configuration of the eye within the con-
tour. Thus, the earliest stages of face detection may depend on summation over relatively 
simple, retinotopically localized eye- like features and contours, rather than conjunctions 
or whole- face templates (Issa & DiCarlo, 2012).

More anterior regions of the macaque face network (middle lateral [ML], middle fundus 
[MF]) appear to also play a role in face detection, but with a different profile. In one study 
(Ohayon, Freiwald, & Tsao, 2012), monkeys viewed artificial images that varied the local 
contrast relations between face parts (e.g., left eye vs. nose). Neurons in regions ML/ MF 
were strongly modulated by local signed- contrast relations (which patch is brighter and 
darker), with a high proportion of neurons coding contrast relations in the eye region. 
Interestingly, neuronal contrast preferences corresponded to the specific contrast differ-
ences that are computationally useful for detecting faces under realistic illumination condi-
tions (Gilad, Meng, & Sinha, 2009; Sinha, 2002). Behavioral sensitivity to contrast polarity 
in faces (Farroni et al., 2005; Otsuka et al., 2013), often attributed to a coarse, subcorti-
cal face- processing mechanism (Farroni et al., 2005; Stein, Peelen, & Sterzer, 2011), may 
therefore stem from this intermediate stage of cortical face processing in which neurons are 
tuned to local contrast regularities that pick out faces in natural scenes.

PL and ML/ MF are the most posterior regions of the macaque face network. Recent 
research suggests that the six macaque face regions are organized into a posterior- to- 
anterior hierarchy of increasingly abstract representations of facial identity. For example, 
in ML/ MF, neurons are tuned not only to local contrast (relevant for face detection) 
but also to face geometry (relevant for face identity). In one study (Freiwald, Tsao, & 
Livingstone, 2009), monkeys were presented with artificial face stimuli that parametri-
cally varied along 19 dimensions (e.g., iris size, inter- eye distance). Neurons in ML/ MF 
were selective for individual face parts and tuned to the geometries of these face parts, 
with a particularly high frequency of tuning to facial layout parameters (e.g., face- aspect 
ratio) and eye geometry (e.g., iris size). Interestingly, neural responses to decomposed ver-
sions of these face stimuli exhibited significant second- order interactions between differ-
ent face parts, indicating sensitivity to higher- level conjunctions. However, the neuronal 
responses did not require the context of a complete, upright face. This partial context 
specificity suggests that in ML/ MF (unlike PL) facial parameters are not represented as 
isolated low- level features but are integrated in a partially configural representation of a 
face (Freiwald et al., 2009).
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In another study, monkeys viewed images of 25 individuals in eight different head ori-
entations (Freiwald & Tsao, 2010). In regions ML/ MF, the neural patterns were strongly 
organized around head orientation. Images of the same orientation were most similar in 
their neural responses and only a small proportion of cells (19%) showed significant mod-
ulation by identity. Thus, although neurons in in ML/ MF code identity- relevant face 
parameters, the initial representation of that feature space may be relatively intolerant to 
transformations like head orientation.

In contrast, the most anterior region (anterior medial [AM]) contained a majority 
(73%) of identity- tuned neurons, and these responses were highly tolerant to changes in 
viewpoint. Interestingly, a region that falls between these two patches, anterior lateral 
(AL), seems to form a mid- level representation that exhibits partial viewpoint invariance 
(Freiwald & Tsao, 2010). Specifically, the pattern of response to same identity is most 
similar for mirror- symmetric views (e.g., right and left profile), but not for other changes 
in orientation. These results suggest that neurons in AL may reflect an intermediate rep-
resentation pooling over mirror- symmetric views of a face, a discovery that may help clar-
ify the algorithms that support invariant face recognition (DiCarlo et al., 2012).

These data, combined with other findings of increased invariance across inferior tempo-
ral cortex (e.g., to position: Rust & DiCarlo, 2010), lend strong support for a hierarchical 
arrangement of face- selective regions. Moreover, these results confirm that computations 
within the face- processing network are spatially segregated into distinct regions and pro-
vide an initial blueprint for models of face recognition inspired by this cortical hierarchy. 
In sum, neuroscience has compellingly demonstrated the existence of a domain- specific 
system and begun to make exciting progress in piecing together the representational stages 
that contribute to face- relevant computations. Taken together, the research characterizing 
these regions’ functional specificity and internal feature spaces provides the foundation for 
asking two related questions about the development of human face processing.

Developmental Trajectory

How do human children develop sophisticated face- processing abilities? We argue that 
some of the deepest questions regarding the development of human face perception can 
be informed by the data, methods, and models of neuroscience. For example, is there any 
innate basis for human face perception and, if so, what are the format and content of these 
innate representations? That is, which aspects of mature face- processing computational 
machinery are specified genetically, and which aspects are derived from visual experience 
with faces? A related question (question #4) concerns continuity in the mechanisms that 
support face processing over the lifespan.2 In most cases, the data required to answer these 
questions are not yet available, but we provide a sketch of a research program that could 
make progress toward that end.

Given the centrality of faces to successful social functioning, it is unsurprising that 
the primate visual system has evolved innate mechanisms for attending to and processing 
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faces (Kanwisher, 2010; McKone, Crookes, & Kanwisher, 2009; Sugita, 2009). Behavioral 
evidence shows that key face- processing signatures are present remarkably early in life, 
with studies of infants replicating many of the key phenomena from adult psychophysics 
of face processing (Chien, 2011; De Haan, Johnson, Maurer, & Perrett, 2001; Gliga & 
Dehaene- Lambertz, 2005; Kelly et al., 2005). Face sensitivity is not dependent on experi-
ence with faces, as preferences for faces over comparably structured non- face objects are 
present even in neonatal infants (Farroni et al., 2005; Goren, Sarty, & Wu, 1975; Morton 
& Johnson, 1991) and in animals raised with no visual experience with faces (Rosa Salva, 
Farroni, Regolin, Vallortigara, & Johnson, 2011; Sugita, 2008).

Still, the scope and extent of innate structure remain unclear. What is the precise 
computational role of the innate face representations, and how do these relate to mature 
face- processing mechanisms? At one end of the spectrum, some investigators have pro-
posed that the cortical face- processing network is a genetic adaptation to complex social- 
communicative demands faced in recent primate evolution (Leopold & Rhodes, 2010). 
An extreme interpretation of this hypothesis would be that the full structure of the 
domain- specific cortical mechanism is specified genetically, supporting all face- relevant 
computations (e.g., individuation, gaze detection, expression discrimination) prior to 
visual experience with faces (Farah, Rabinowitz, Quinn, & Liu, 2000; McKone et al., 
2009). Alternatively, early face preferences could be supported by relatively minimal 
innate structure that precedes the cortical hierarchy described earlier ( Johnson, 2005). 
For example, neonates might possess only a crude perceptual template that biases at-
tention toward faces, with the rest of the specialized system built from domain- general 
learning mechanisms operating over this preferentially attended input (De Schonen & 
Mathivet, 1989; Morton & Johnson, 1991). Of course, there are a variety of intermediate 
possibilities between these extremes.

Behavioral evidence for early face processing is insufficient to test these two hypothe-
ses. While many studies of face processing have been conducted with preverbal infants, 
faces are a frequent if not predominant visual input over the early months (Frank, Amso, 
& Johnson, 2014; Sugden, Mohamed- Ali, & Moulson, 2014), and it is known that face- 
processing abilities undergo experience- dependent change in the first year (Kelly et al., 
2005). Thus, studies with neonatal or face- deprived organisms are most relevant for ques-
tions about innate structure. However, most studies with neonates have focused on visual 
face preferences (e.g., Farroni et  al., 2005), elucidating the features that guide infants’ 
attentional bias for faces (e.g. nonscrambled, upright, appropriate contrast). Evidence for 
other face- relevant computations is much more limited. Although studies have demon-
strated successful recognition of individual faces (Turati, Bulf, & Simion, 2008; although 
see Gliga & Dehaena- Lambertz, 2007), none of these studies include a comparison to 
non- face objects and therefore leave open the question of whether neonatal individua-
tion relies on mechanisms that are face- specific.3 Other proposed signatures of continuity 
are similarly ambiguous. For example, evidence that visual orientation to faces in early 
infancy predicts later individuation performance (De Klerk, Gliga, Charman, Johnson, 
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& BASIS team, 2014) or that face- processing abilities and disorders are highly herita-
ble (Duchaine, Germine, & Nakayama, 2007; Polk, Park, Smith, & Park, 2007; Wilmer 
et al., 2010) could be explained in terms of either an underlying mechanism that is con-
tinuous across development or an initial attentional bias that gates the development of 
a new, experience- dependent mechanism. We propose that neuroscience provides a rich 
alternative to behavioral studies for disambiguating these hypotheses.

First, neuroscience can provide direct signatures for testing whether the same neural 
mechanism supports early and later abilities. In addition to the occipitotemporal face 
network just described, regions such as the superior colliculus, pulvinar, and amygdala 
have been argued to support a face detection system that is fast (Bailey, Braeutigam, 
Jousmäki, & Swithenby, 2005), coarse (Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003), 
and unconscious (Pasley, Mayes, & Schultz, 2004; Williams, Morris, McGlone, Abbott, 
& Mattingley, 2004), perhaps homologous to subcortical mechanisms for orienting 
toward prey, predators, and conspecifics across a range of vertebrate taxa (Sewards & 
Sewards, 2002). Given that adult face processing is supported by both subcortical and 
cortical systems, do infant face preferences depend on a genetically specified cortical spe-
cialization for face processing, or are can they be fully explained by more primitive sub-
cortical face- processing mechanisms ( Johnson, 2005; Morris, Buchel, & Dolan, 2001)? If 
the latter, what is the precise role of early visual experience (guided by the innate subcor-
tical system) in the construction of new domain- specific mechanisms?

Given that these two mechanisms have well- characterized neural markers, the recruit-
ment of different brain regions can serve as signatures for testing which face- processing 
mechanisms are operational early in development. A line of studies attempted to tackle 
this question by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to measure neural 
response to faces in children: While initial reports suggested prolonged development in 
the FFA (Golarai et al., 2007; Scherf, Behrmann, Humphreys, & Luna, 2007), rigorously 
controlling for confounding variables like motion and temporal signal- to- noise reveals 
no reliable differences between children and adults (Dilks, personal communication; 
McKone, Crookes, Jeffery, & Dilks, 2012). Still, these children have years of exposure to 
human faces; what neural mechanisms support face processing in infancy? Thus far, the 
dominant tool for investigating the neural basis of early face processing has been elec-
troencephalography (EEG). Although this method has poor spatial resolution, its high 
temporal resolution could be useful if cortical face regions and subcortical systems were 
known to differ in their temporal profiles. However, while many have associated the ca-
nonical N170 with cortical mechanisms (and shorter latency components with subcorti-
cal processing: 79), the source of the N170 has yet to be conclusively determined (Bentin, 
Allison, Puce, Perez, & McCarthy, 1996; Itier & Taylor, 2004; Nguyen & Cunnington, 
2014). Moreover, some have suggested that seemingly equivalent components may have a 
different source in adults and children (McKone et al., 2009). Empirically, claims of face- 
specific EEG signals in infancy and childhood have also been inconsistent across studies. 
While some studies report an “infant N170,” this face- specific component occurs with 
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~100 ms greater latency and is more medially distributed compared to the adult N170. 
Furthermore, key properties of the N170 are absent at early ages: Whereas a late positive 
component (P400) shows sensitivity to inversion in young infants, an inversion effect 
for the N170 does not emerge until 12 months of age (De Hann, Humphreys, & Johnson, 
2002; Halit, de Haan, & Johnson, 2003), and other studies report gradual change in the 
N170 well into childhood (Taylor, Batty, & Itier, 2004). Methods such as fMRI and 
near infra- red spectroscopy (NIRS) provide promising alternatives for measuring neural 
responses to faces in infancy, as they have the spatial resolution to directly localize regions 
involved in early face processing.

Still, infants are heavily exposed to conspecific faces from birth, and face- processing 
mechanisms undergo substantial change during the first year (Kelly et al., 2005). Thus, 
any imaging methods would need to be brought to very young, or even neonatal, in-
fants in order to conclusively identify innate cortical mechanisms. A  complimentary 
approach is to measure face responses in developmentally mature populations that lack 
visual experience with faces. For example, neuroscientists could measure neural responses 
in monkeys following selective deprivation for faces (e.g., Sugita, 2008). If cortical face- 
selectivity is observed following controlled rearing, this would provide strong evidence 
against the necessity of visual face experience in the emergence of the cortical face net-
work (see also Mahon, Anzellotti, Schwarzbach, Zampini, & Caramazza, 2009).

So far, we have focused on the question of whether infants’ face- processing abilities 
are supported, in part, by the cortical mechanism associated with adult face processing. 
However, there are a variety of more nuanced questions that neuroscience could help 
to address. Specifically, neuroscience may be useful for characterizing the structure and 
content of innate face representations and the mechanisms of developmental change. The 
electrophysiological results reviewed here offer tools for directly measuring neural feature 
spaces in experience- deprived monkeys and hypotheses to guide behavioral studies with 
human infants. In particular, these results make novel and nuanced predictions about 
intermediate stages of face processing, which could motivate new behavioral experiments 
on the features that affect face processing in human neonates.

For example, neurons in PL and ML/ MF are driven by specific perceptual parameters 
(eye in contour and local contrast respectively) that are diagnostic of faces in natural 
scenes. Do these response profiles emerge as a result of experience with statistical reg-
ularities of faces or are they part of an innate schema for face detection? This question 
could be addressed by directly measuring neural responses in face- selective patches of 
monkeys reared without face exposure or via behavioral experiments with human infants. 
For example, in PL, a bottom- up approach revealed features of face representations that 
are neither simple visual parameters nor holistic perceptions— do these same stimulus 
properties drive infant attentional preferences? The research on facial contrast relations 
provides a particularly strong example of the way in which neuroscience can motivate and 
constrain developmental investigations. Whereas initial behavioral research with human 
infants focused on the simple distinction between forward and inverse contrast polarity 
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(Farroni, Csibra, Simion, & Johnson, 2002), Ohayon and colleagues (2012) demonstrated 
that the contrast relations that drive ML/ MF neurons are specifically those relevant for 
picking out faces in natural scenes (e.g., Sinha, 2002). A recent NIRS study showed that 
similar contrast sensitivities (particularly intact contrast relations between the sclera and 
iris 53)  are reflected in neural responses in infant temporal cortex (Ichikawa, Otsuka, 
Kanazawa, Yamaguchi, & Kakigi, 2013).

Finally, the methods of neuroscience allow us to examine not only the content of innate 
representations but also change/ continuity in these representations over development. 
For example, a key signature of neural face representations is the emergence of viewpoint- 
invariant identity representations in anterior face regions (Freiwald & Tsao, 2010). Does 
viewpoint invariance depend on visual experience with faces (see Li & DiCarlo, 2010)? 
Neonates can reportedly recognize faces across certain viewpoints (Turati et al., 2008), 
but it is unknown whether this ability depends on viewpoint- invariant face representa-
tions of the kind documented in AM. Does developmental change in perceptual invari-
ances reflect the emergence of distinct representations (e.g., a new cortical region) or 
altered tuning within existing neural populations?

A related example comes from the literature on perceptual narrowing. Over the first 
9 months of life, infants’ recognition abilities become restricted to faces of the race and 
species to which infants are exposed (Anzures et  al., 2013; Kelly et  al., 2007). Should 
we think of this behavioral change in terms of tuning of underlying face- feature spaces 
within a developmentally continuous system? Given that individual neurons in ML/ MF 
respond parametrically to specific face features (Freiwald et al., 2009), a tempting inter-
pretation of perceptual narrowing would be that it alters the neural feature space in such 
regions. For example, there could be an innate feature space for face individuation that 
is rich but broadly tuned, and perceptual narrowing might reflect the pruning of the 
face- specific features (or ranges of values on those features) to prioritize coding of feature 
values that are diagnostic of identity in the infant’s face environment. An alternative pos-
sibility is that the innate feature space is very minimal and infants rely on domain- general 
representations to discriminate faces. In this account, perceptual narrowing might reflect 
a shift to a new set of representations altogether (a developmental discontinuity), as neu-
rons develop preferential responses to specific geometric parameters of faces. In principle, 
the methods of primate neurophysiology offer an exciting avenue for distinguishing these 
possibilities. By combining neuroscience with controlled- rearing methods from compar-
ative and developmental psychology (e.g., Sugita, 2008), we may be able to understand 
not only the nature of such representational changes but also the maturational and expe-
riential influences that drive them.

In sum, neuroscience has deepened our understanding of face processing and its emer-
gence over human development in several ways. First, it has demonstrated the existence 
of domain- specific mechanisms for processing faces, backed up by rigorous tests of face 
selectivity. Second, it has provided a more precise description of different stages and levels 
of representation involved in solving the key computational challenges of face detection 
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and recognition. Third, it has validated the existence of distinct cortical and subcortical 
face- processing systems, and provided reliable signatures to pinpoint the mechanisms 
in operation at different ages. And finally, it has provided tools with which we can di-
rectly measure the feature spaces and representational distinctions present in innate face- 
processing machinery and characterize change in those feature spaces over development.

Theory of Mind

In this section, we explore the role of neuroscience in the study of a second social func-
tion: the ability to reason about the minds of others using a so- called theory of mind 
(ToM; Gopnik & Wellman, 1992; Perner, 1991). To explain and predict the behavior of 
other people, we rely on a coherent set of intuitive principles about how other minds 
work. This intuitive theory specifies abstract causal relations between different mental 
states (e.g., how desires, expectations, and beliefs determine emotions), between mental 
states and events or circumstances in the world (e.g., how a person’s perceptual experi-
ences shape her beliefs), and between mental states and overt behavior (e.g., that people 
act so as to bring about their desires and intentions efficiently). Equipped with these 
“theory- like” assumptions, we can go beyond observed behaviors to recover hidden inter-
nal states and recruit inferred mental states for a range of relevant inferences.

Unlike a domain of high- level vision such as face perception, our knowledge of other 
minds has rich causal structure, expressed over abstract concepts, and is largely indepen-
dent of stimulus properties. The methods of neuroscience described thus far have primar-
ily been developed for characterizing perceptual systems. Can these methods also make 
progress in the study of abstract, causal domains? Theory of mind provides a useful case 
study for exploring the contributions of current neuroscientific methods to the study of 
high- level cognitive processes, as well as the limits of extant approaches.

Domain Specificity

On its face, theory of mind has properties in common with many domains of abstract 
knowledge. For example, we might rely on an intuitive theory of the weather to predict 
that it will rain (e.g., based on the cloudy sky) and to make inferences about where the 
storm will move (e.g., based on the wind). Is the brain equipped with distinct selective 
mechanisms for each domain of abstract knowledge, or are diverse domains of reasoning 
supported by general- purpose mechanisms that support prediction, inference, and ex-
planation, regardless of content? While a domain- general mechanism might seem more 
plausible, a number of lines of evidence suggest that mental state reasoning is “special.” 
For example, theory of mind exhibits a unique and systematic developmental trajectory 
from infancy through late childhood (Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001), and the devel-
opment of this ability is selectively impaired in individuals with autism spectrum disor-
ders (Baron- Cohen, 2000).
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Again, findings from neuroscience provide strong convergent evidence in favor of a 
domain- specific mechanism. A striking discovery in cognitive neuroscience has been a set of 
cortical regions— medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), precuneus (PC), bilateral temporal- 
parietal junction (TPJ), and bilateral anterior temporal cortex (ATL)— that respond se-
lectively to reasoning about other’s mental states (Dodell- Feder, Koster- Hale, Bedny, & 
Saxe, 2011; Saxe & Kanwisher, 2003). This selective response is robust and replicable: the 
theory of mind regions can be identified in 80– 90% of individual subjects in just 10 min-
utes of scan time, and they can be identified with a wide range of stimuli and tasks (e.g., 
Gallagher et al., 2000; Sommer et al., 2007; see Koster- Hale, & Saxe, 2013, for review). The 
region most selective for mental state content appears to be the rTPJ; this region shows a 
higher response when reasoning about a person’s mental states than when reasoning about 
the same person’s bodily states or physical appearance (Saxe & Powell, 2006), does not 
vary with the logical and executive functioning demands of the task (Dodell- Feder et al., 
2011; Saxe, Schulz, & Jiang, 2006), and is distinct from nearby regions involved in repre-
senting bodies, actions, and goals (Downing, Jiang, Shuman, & Kanwisher, 2001; Pelphrey 
& Morris, 2006; Saxe, Xiao, Kovacs, Perrett, & Kanwisher, 2004).

The surprisingly selective neural substrate for theory of mind raises further questions 
concerning the nature and origins of domain specificity. What drives the development 
of functionally specific circuitry, and why do some processes get their own large- scale, 
functionally specialized cortical real estate while others do not (Downing, Chan, 
Peelen, Dodds, & Kanwisher, 2006)? Unlike face processing, reasoning about others’ 
mental states (particularly representational states like false beliefs) may not be phyloge-
netically ancient nor developmentally primitive. By traditional measures, it is not until 
age 4 that children understand that a person’s behavior is guided by her belief (Baron- 
Cohen, 2000; although see later discussion), and the ability to reason about others’ 
false beliefs appears to be either uniquely human (Penn & Povinelli, 2007; Tomasello, 
Carpenter, Call, Behne, & Moll, 2005) or present in few other species (Clayton, Dally, 
& Emery, 2007). Yet, like perceiving a face, reasoning about what someone is thinking 
or feeling appears to rely on a reliable, highly specialized neural substrate. While we 
know little about what drives emergence of selectivity for theory of mind, it does appear 
to be behaviorally relevant: Emerging selectivity in the rTPJ is predictive of behavior 
on a battery of challenging theory of mind problems (Gweon, Dodell- Feder, Bedny, & 
Saxe, 2012).

Theory of Mind Representations and Computations

As with face processing, identifying a network of selective regions is only the first step 
in figuring out what these regions do. More recent research has investigated the specific 
aspects of social cognition that drive the response in particular regions; for example, 
the rTPJ shows the strongest response for propositional mental states like beliefs, while 
the MPFC responds strongly to information about traits, emotions, and preferences 
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(Amodio & Frith, 2006; Mitchell, Banaji, & Macrae, 2005; Saxe et al., 2006). However, 
these studies focus on the magnitude of response across entire regions. As we observed 
for face perception, many of the most exciting discoveries can come from fine- grained 
investigations of the response of individual neurons, or patterns of activity across popu-
lations of neurons. For an ability like theory of mind that is quite limited in other spe-
cies, the invasive tools of neurophysiology are not feasible. Luckily, a growing literature 
suggests the same basic approach can be extended to fMRI, even though it lacks the 
spatial resolution of single- unit recordings. Methods such as multi- voxel pattern analysis 
(MVPA) allow us to characterize the information contained in distributed patterns of 
activity within a cortical region (Haxby et al., 2001; Norman, Polyn, Detre, & Haxby, 
2006), meaning we can potentially use neuroscience to characterize representations even 
in domains like theory of mind.

A new line of studies using this approach has identified several abstract dimensions 
of mental states that can be decoded from the patterns of activity across the rTPJ. 
Specifically, neural patterns in the rTPJ distinguish accidental vs. intentional harmful 
acts (Koster- Hale, Saxe, Dungan, & Young, 2013), the perceptual modality through 
which others’ beliefs are formed (visual vs. auditory; Koster- Hale, Bedny, & Saxe, 2014), 
and the epistemic validity (good vs. poor evidence) of different beliefs (Koster- Hale, 
Richardson, Hilary, & Saxe, unpublished report); the discriminability of these neural 
patterns predicts individual differences in behavior (Koster- Hale et al., 2013). Taken to-
gether, this growing body of research shows that it is possible to probe fine- grained fea-
tures represented in different theory of mind regions.

This research has focused on epistemic properties of beliefs, but what about the af-
fective or emotional properties of others’ mental states? A number of studies implicate 
MPFC in emotion processing (Amodio et al., 2006), and recent findings suggest that 
distributed patterns of activity in the MPFC contain information about distinct emo-
tions when presented in facial expressions, bodily motions, or tones of voice (Peelen, 
Atkinson, & Vuilleumier, 2010). More recently, we found that patterns of activity in 
MPFC reflect an abstract representation of emotion that can be elicited even by a sche-
matic depiction of the person’s situation (e.g., being excluded from a social group), even 
without any overt expression (Skerry & Saxe, 2014). In contrast, patterns of activity in 
the FFA could distinguish between positive and negative emotion only when presented 
in facial expressions. Finally, a region in posterior temporal cortex (STC) appears to 
contain a representation of valence that generalizes across modalities (i.e., faces, bodies, 
and voices in Peelen et al., 2010) but does not distinguish trials in which positive vs. 
negative affect are conveyed via the situation (Skerry & Saxe, 2014). Thus, reminiscent 
of the intermediate face representations observed in AL (Freiwald & Tsao, 2010), STC 
may contain a representation of others’ emotions that is only partially invariant to prop-
erties of the stimulus.

In sum, this emerging body of research suggests that, as with face perception, the tools 
of neuroscience allow us to make progress on the internal workings of neural systems 
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selective for theory of mind. We can identify the various discriminations supported by 
different regions and start to understand the way those discriminations are constructed 
within a hierarchy of increasingly abstract, invariant representations.

Developmental Trajectory

Can a deepened understanding of the neural processing stream for theory of mind 
inform our understanding of theory of mind development? Despite being one of the 
most extensively studied domains, the development of theory of mind is, in many ways, 
still a mystery. For decades, behavioral data suggested a dramatic change in the ability to 
reason about other’s beliefs occurring around age 4. In the classic Sally- Anne paradigm, 
for example, a child is introduced to a character’s belief about the location of her toy (e.g., 
Sally puts her toy under her bed), followed by an event that renders this belief false (e.g., 
while Sally is outside, Anne moves Sally’s toy to the closet). When asked where Sally 
will look for her toy, children under the age of 4 point to the true location of the toy, 
whereas older children recognize that Sally will act on the basis of her outdated belief 
(Wimmer & Perner, 1983). This phenomenon replicates across a variety of paradigms and 
tasks and has been taken as evidence for a key conceptual change in understanding other 
minds (Wellman et al., 2001). However, more recent studies using measures of sponta-
neous looking- time have revealed expectations about others’ beliefs within the first year 
of life (Baillargeon, Scott, & He, 2010). These new data raise deep puzzles and challenges, 
which neuroscientific tools may help address (Saxe, 2013).

Why do 3- year- old children apparently fail to take others’ beliefs into account in 
their explicit predictions and explanations of others’ actions? One possibility is that 
around age 4  years, children develop a new concept of other’s beliefs (Perner, 1991; 
Wellman et al., 2001), integrated with their previously existing theory of other’s de-
sires, intentions, and actions. In this view, the difference between 3-  and 5- year- olds 
reflects a reorganization of concepts within children’s theory of mind, and therefore 
plausibly the emergence of distinct patterns of activity within existing brain regions or 
the emergence of new regions within the theory of mind network (e.g., the emergence 
of the right TPJ).

An alternative account is that children’s concepts of others’ beliefs may be stable over 
this period (Baillargeon et al., 2010; Scholl & Leslie, 1999), with improved performance 
on typical tests of theory of mind reflecting the maturation of domain- general resources 
that unmask existing knowledge (e.g., children develop the inhibitory control required 
to suppress prepotent tendencies to point where the object actually is: Carlson, Moses, 
& Claxton, 2004; Sabbagh, Xu, Carlson, Moses, & Lee, 2006). If so, performance on 
theory of mind tasks should be correlated with maturation of the brain systems involved 
in executive function and inhibitory control (including dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
[DLPFC] and the intraparietal sulcus [IPS]; e.g., Fedorenko, Duncan, & Kanwisher, 
2013). This alternative view does not predict any association between task performance 
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around age 4 years and activity in brain regions associated with theory of mind, like 
rTPJ and MPFC.

Although the critical tests have not been conducted, initial hints seem to favor the 
conceptual change hypothesis: In 4- year- olds, performance on standard theory of mind 
tasks is specifically related to maturation of the rTPJ and MPFC (Sabbagh, Bowman, 
Evraire, & Ito, 2009). However, in this study, maturation was inferred from an EEG 
measure of coherence of alpha waves at rest, where increased coherence is thought to 
reflect biological maturation processes such as myelination. Thus, this measure cannot 
directly test whether representations in the rTPJ and MPFC are changing. In older chil-
dren, aged 5 to 12 years, performance on an expanded battery of theory of mind tasks 
(including moral evaluations of accidents based on false beliefs) is correlated with change 
in the rTPJ and MPFC and not with change in DLPFC or IPS (Gweon et  al., 2012; 
Saxe, Whitfield- Gabrieli, Scholz, & Pelphrey, 2009), and the rTPJ in particular showed 
increased selectivity in its response to beliefs, in contrast to other social information. 
However, these studies measured only the magnitude of response in each region and so 
provide limited access to the representations involved. Thus, it remains to future studies 
to test whether maturation in executive function brain regions, or altered representations 
in rTPJ and MPFC, are better predictors of changing performance on explicit tests of 
theory of mind.

A second set of questions concerns the abilities of younger children and even infants. 
Does infant sensitivity to others’ beliefs depend on the same mechanism that adults 
recruit explicitly reasoning about others’ beliefs, or are early theory of mind abilities 
supported by a distinct (possibly fast and automatic) mechanism, as some have argued 
for early face perception? If the latter, does this “implicit” theory of mind mechanism 
continue to operate in adulthood, in parallel with the cortical theory of mind regions 
involved in explicit mental state reasoning (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009; Kovács, Téglás, 
& Endress, 2010; Low & Perner, 2012)?

In principle, neuroscientific approaches could be used to address each of these ques-
tions, although in practice there are methodological hurdles. For example, in behavioral 
research, the key signature of belief understanding is that infants form differential action 
expectations when the other person has a false, vs. true, belief (e.g., Onishi & Baillargeon, 
2005; Southgate, Senju, & Csibra, 2007). Recent studies have aimed to identify neural 
mechanisms involved in spontaneous or “implicit” theory of mind in adults using modi-
fied versions of infant behavioral stimuli that rely on this contrast between true and false 
beliefs (Kovács, Kühn, Gergely, Csibra, & Brass, 2014; Schneider, Slaughter, Becker, & 
Dux, 2014). However, in adults, reasoning about both false and true beliefs depends on 
(and elicits equivalent) activity in theory of mind brain regions (Döhnel et al., 2012). 
Thus, a challenge for studying both theory of mind in infants and a putative “implicit” 
theory of mind in adults will be to design an experimental condition that elicits spon-
taneous theory of mind and a control condition that does not, but which is matched 
for other low- level properties of the stimulus. Newer experimental designs that focus on 
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testing representational distinctions within theory of mind regions (see later discussion), 
rather than comparing conditions that do and do not elicit theory of mind, may provide 
a way out of this conundrum.

As we further understand the internal workings of the theory of mind network (i.e., 
what different regions compute and represent), we can ask not only whether there is 
a region of cortex responsive to mental states continuously over development but also 
more precise questions regarding which representations and computations are present 
innately and which are constructed from specific kinds of experiences. For example, 
an exciting line of research has begun to investigate one type of experience that might 
affect the development of the theory of mind network: first- person visual experience. 
A dominant theory of human social cognition proposes that mental state reasoning in-
volves “embodied simulations” that are dependent on first- person sensory experiences 
(Gallese & Goldman, 1998; Stich & Nichols, 1993). In this proposal, mechanisms for 
reasoning about others’ visual percepts and knowledge should depend on one’s own 
experiences with seeing (Gallese & Sinigaglia, 2011; Meltzoff, 2007). Contrary to 
this hypothesis, congenitally blind individuals exhibit neural activity comparable to 
that in sighted participants when listening to stories describing mental states (Bedny, 
Pascual- Leone, & Saxe, 2009). This was true even for mental states formed on the basis 
of visual percepts; as in sighted subjects, the rTPJ of congenitally blind individuals 
contains information about the modality from which a belief is formed (visual vs. 
auditory; Koster- Hale et al., 2014). The striking invariance of theory of mind mech-
anisms to dramatic changes in developmental experience suggests that pressures in-
dependent of visual experience drive the emergence of this domain- specific cortical 
mechanism and its internal features. Are theory of mind mechanisms similarly invari-
ant to other changes in developmental experience (e.g., language delays in congenitally 
deaf children: Pyers & Villiers, 2013), and if not, which regions and representations 
are disrupted? Of course, research on the neural representation of theory of mind is 
at an early stage; we are only beginning to understand the internal computations of 
the mechanisms supporting theory of mind in adults. But as we build more nuanced 
hypotheses about different processing stages and corresponding neural features, this 
may yield methods and predictions for testing which representations are available in 
infancy and for investigating the kinds of experience that yield change in those repre-
sentations over development.

Conclusions

While the synergy of cognitive development and neuroscience holds tremendous prom-
ise, extant neuroscientific approaches are not without limitations. First, the research de-
scribed here generally involved identifying “features” of different neural representations 
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(e.g., the geometry of different face parts, the reliability of a belief ). While this feature- 
based approach has been productive, it is unlikely that representations in all domains, 
particularly domains of high- level cognition such as theory of mind, can be reduced 
to operations over lists of associated features (Laurence & Margoli, 1999; Murphy & 
Medin, 1985). Recently, computational cognitive scientists have formalized theory of 
mind and its development in terms of probabilistic inference over structured, generative 
knowledge (e.g., rational planning models: Baker, Saxe, & Tenenbaum, 2009). Thus, to 
capture the richly causal and compositional nature of the representations in domains 
like theory of mind, neuroscientists will need to move beyond a feature- based approach, 
incorporating the abstract, structured knowledge representations that have been fruit-
ful in other areas of cognitive science (Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 
2011). Merging the efforts of developmental science and neuroscience will raise meth-
odological challenges as well. For example, many of the future directions proposed 
in this chapter will depend either on improving methods for studying neural activity 
noninvasively in young infants (e.g., NIRS, infant fMRI) or on identifying appropriate 
animal models and combining developmental methods such as controlling rearing (e.g., 
Sugita, 2008) with the tools of neurophysiology (e.g., Freiwald et al., 2009, Freiwald & 
Tsao, 2010).

Despite these challenges, the progress already made in the cases of face perception and 
theory of mind leave us optimistic about this approach. In this chapter, we have reviewed 
a number of recent discoveries from neuroscience that shed light on the mechanisms 
underlying both face perception and theory of mind. Moreover, we have sketched out 
future extensions of this work that may deepen our understanding of the development 
of social perception and cognition. Neuroscience lets us characterize different stages in 
processing, including intermediate stages encapsulated from behavior, and enables us to 
identify features that govern the representations at different stages. This in turn, can be 
used to further understand the development of these abilities.

Notes

1. While some have speculated about regions in the macaque ventral stream that may be anal-
ogous to human FFA (Rajimehr et al., 2009; Tsao et al., 2008), it remains unclear whether there 
is a direct region- to- region mapping between the macaque and human face network (Sereno & 
Tootell, 2005; Yovel & Freiwald, 2013).

2. This question is related to, but distinct from, the question of innate content. There could be 
relatively sophisticated innate abilities supported by a developmentally discontinuous system or 
continuous systems that undergo substantial developmental change and refinement.

3. Moreover, a comparison with non- face objects would be difficult to interpret:  If infants 
individuate faces but not non- face objects, might that be because faces are simply more interesting 
(given the attentional preference) or more visually discriminable?
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What Develops in Moral Development?

Paul Bloom and Karen Wynn

Introduction

We have long been interested in the foundations of morality and have sought to find such 
foundations in babies. This is a controversial area of study, as many scholars and research-
ers doubt that these foundations exist. An empiricist perspective on morality, defended 
by scholars such as John Locke and accepted today by many philosophers and psycholo-
gists, conceives of our sense of right and wrong as a human invention, like baseball or real 
estate law. From this standpoint, looking for signs of morality in babies is a fool’s errand.

Our view is different. One consideration comes from evolutionary biology. For a long 
time, cooperation and altruism were seen as embarrassments to standard evolutionary 
theory— they hardly fit the notion of “nature red in tooth and claw.” But over the last 
many years, it has become clear that our social proclivities can evolve through Darwinian 
natural selection, including mechanisms of kin selection, reciprocal altruism (e.g., 
Axelrod, 1984; Trivers, 1971, 1985), and (more controversially) group selection (Wilson 
& Wilson, 2008). Hence, while the details differ, many evolutionary theorists believe 
that humans, and perhaps other species, have evolved certain capacities and propensities 
that are at least related to morality, such as anger toward cheaters (e.g., Price, Cosmides & 
Tooby, 2002) and some appreciation of fair and unfair situations. It would be consistent 
with this perspective to find such capacities and propensities as part of our initial state.

A second source of support for moral nativism is the existence of parallel findings 
in other domains. There is now considerable evidence, for instance, that babies think 
of physical bodies largely as adults do— as connected masses that move as units, that 
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are solid and subject to gravity, and that move in continuous paths through space and 
time (e.g., Baillargeon, 1987; Spelke, 1990; Wynn, 1992). And there’s evidence as well 
that babies have a rich understanding of social beings, appreciating that they have goals 
and desires (Gergely, Nádasdy, Z., Csibra, G., & Bíró, 1995; Woodward, 1998), attitudes 
(Kuhlmeier, Wynn, & Bloom, 2003) and, possibly, beliefs (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). 
Such findings again make it at least plausible that some rudimentary moral capacities will 
also be present in young babies.

Third, and most relevant, there is a growing body of research with babies that directly 
supports the existence of certain moral foundations. We will review some of this work later 
in this chapter (for more extensive reviews, see Bloom, 2013, and Wynn & Bloom, 2013).

But, still, there’s a lot of room for skepticism about moral nativism. It is clear from 
our own research— as well as common sense and everyday experience with babies— that 
there are profound differences between the moral life of a baby and the moral life of an 
average adult, let alone that of an average adult moral philosopher. These differences are 
sufficiently profound that perhaps talk about baby “morality” is inappropriate; maybe 
what we find is, at best, proto- moral or moralish.

How then can we best understand the development of morality— what’s the truth 
about the relationship between what babies possess and the morality of adults? The re-
mainder of this chapter has two parts. In the first, we discuss the problem of conceptual 
development and relate it to the study of morality, drawing particularly on the work of 
Susan Carey. This section is fairly general and abstract, making certain distinctions and 
elaborating on the space of logical possibilities. In the second part, we get more detailed, 
making some specific— and possibly rash— speculations about which aspects of morality 
are part of our core moral foundations, and which are not.

Moral Development and Conceptual Development

In our view, the most substantive and productive body of work on conceptual development 
has been developed by our graduate advisor, Susan Carey (see especially, Carey, 1987, 2009). 
She summarizes the requirements for a theory of conceptual development as follows:

A theory of conceptual development must have three components. First, it must 
characterize the innate representational repertoire— the representations that are 
the input to subsequent learning processes. Second, it must describe how the initial 
stock of representations differs from the adult conceptual system. Third, it must 
characterize the learning mechanisms that achieve the transformation of the initial 
into the final state. (Carey, 2011, p. 113)

Carey’s own research along these lines can be seen as one of the great research programs 
in developmental psychology, providing rich and nuanced accounts of conceptual 
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development across multiple domains, such as the physical objects, number, biological 
categories, and, most relevant to our own interests here, the domain of agents, “including 
their goals, communicative interactions, attentional states, and causal potential” (Carey, 
2011, p. 114).

Where does moral development fit in? Although morality has not received the same 
sort of attention from Carey and her colleagues (but see Cushman, Sheketoff, Wharton, 
& Carey, 2013), there has been considerable previous work on its ontogenetic origins. 
Moral development was once one of the central topics in developmental psychology, ex-
plored by Freud, then Piaget, and then, in great detail, Lawrence Kohlberg (see Gibbs, 
2003, for review).

Kohlberg advanced a stage theory, in which children were said to think about morality 
first in terms of simpler notions such as self- interest (what’s good is what brings me plea-
sure), then in terms of parental authority (what’s good is what my parents say is good), 
and then progressing through stages of increasingly subtle and articulated understanding 
until, ultimately, morality is understood (by those few who attained the highest stage) in 
terms of abstract rules and principles, similar to the systems developed by moral philoso-
phers and in particular the deontological theory of Immanuel Kant.

Few contemporary psychologists would endorse Kohlberg’s account. For one thing, 
Kohlberg seriously underestimated the moral sophistication of children. This will be clear 
from our review of laboratory research in the following section, but John Macnamara— 
who was, incidentally, our undergraduate advisor, and who independently encouraged 
each of us to work with Susan— made the same point with everyday examples. He pointed 
out that Kohlberg, following Piaget, assessed children’s understanding in fairly complex 
ways, including by asking them to justify and explain their moral intuitions. Macnamara 
then suggested the following:

We get a far better assessment of children’s capacities in these matters by watching 
how children react to injustice, generosity, frustration and suffering. We can also learn 
a lot from their ability to react appropriately to the moral elements in stories. All this 
means that we can engage children in serious moral discussion at a far younger age 
than Piaget and Kohlberg would have us believe. (Macnamara, 1991, p. 147)

Furthermore, Kohlberg’s theory of how children go from one stage to another was a 
version of Piaget’s theory, which has been the target of substantial theoretical criticism 
(Carey, 1985; Macnamara, 1976). In addition, many have pointed out how tendentious 
it is for Kohlberg to view a Kantian philosophy as the ultimate mature state, particu-
larly given that so many philosophers are skeptical that Kant’s perspective on morality 
is the right one (e.g., Flanagan, 2008). Indeed, many doubt that adults have any kind of 
systematic moral philosophy at all, arguing instead that we possess what Pizarro (2007) 
has dubbed a “hodgepodge morality”— “a fairly loose collection of intuitions, rules of 
thumb, and emotional responses.”
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Despite these concerns, though, we believe that Kohlberg’s program has considerable 
merits. For one thing, we believe that it is correct in its emphasis on rational delibera-
tion as part of the mature state, something that has not been fully appreciated by many 
psychologists currently studying adult morality (see Bloom, 2013). For another, even if 
Kohlberg’s theory is wrong in all of its specifics, it’s the right kind of theory, satisfying all 
three of the desiderata outlined by Carey.

There is less theorizing of that sort going on now. That is, there is a lot of research on 
the moral lives of babies, and a lot of careful work on the moral psychologies of preschool 
children (see e.g., Turiel, 1983), but few detailed theories of how this early understand-
ing transforms into adult morality. Similarly, there is a lot of research on mature moral 
psychology— there is a huge body of experimental findings, for instance, that bear on 
the extent to which adults’ intuitions are consequentialist or deontological (e.g., Greene, 
2007)— but there is little work, or even informed speculation, as to how this mature 
moral psychology comes into being. There do not yet exist theories of moral develop-
ment spelled out in the rich level of detail as, say, contemporary theories of the develop-
ment of numerical understanding.

We are not going to present such a theory here. Our goal is substantially more 
modest: We hope to explore, in a speculative fashion, the question of what develops and 
what doesn’t, and we begin by looking at the question of how much of moral develop-
ment is conceptual development.

Some would answer: not one bit. For one thing, it is possible that there is no such 
thing as moral development. The radical nativism of Plato (or Jerry Fodor) might turn 
out to be right for the domain of morality; all moral concepts might be there to start 
with. We find this implausible in general, but it might be true in some instances. It is 
conceivable, say, that the notion of fairness is an innate one, and although we learn more 
about what is and isn’t fair as we grow older, the concept itself is invariant.

Second, there might be development— but not conceptual development. Conceptual 
development is a subtype of cognitive development, which in turn is a subtype of devel-
opment more generally. Children grow teeth and the visual system matures, but none of 
this is conceptual development. In one version of a strong nativist theory— a “life his-
tory” view (Sheskin, Chevallier, Lambert, & Baumard, 2014)— moral concepts might 
similarly blossom and transform through neural maturation, emerging according to a 
timetable set by certain functional considerations.

Or perhaps moral development is driven through more general cognitive changes. 
Children might become more moral beings, for instance, as they develop greater capac-
ities for processing, more self- control, greater introspective access to their own feelings, 
and so on. To return to the example of fairness, young children are less likely to equally 
divide resources than older children— they are less likely to choose the option that adults 
view as fair (see Sheskin, Bloom, & Wynn, 2014). It is possible that this is because they 
lack a full understanding of fairness— a conceptual difference between children and 
adults— but it is possible as well that they have this understanding but just lack the 
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impulse control to override their immediate self- interest, a limitation that has nothing to 
do with conceptual change.

As a third alternative, moral development may arise through a general apprecia-
tion of facts about the world, but not through changes in the concepts themselves. 
To take an example from our own research, babies might realize that physically block-
ing someone’s path hinders them and is, other things being equal, morally wrong, but 
they surely don’t recognize all the variety of the other ways in which one can hinder 
someone. In the movie Die Hard, for instance, the terrorists hindered a barefoot John 
McClane from traversing a path by scattering broken glass on the floor. Only older 
children will understand that this is hindering and hence judge that what the terrorists 
did was wrong, but it doesn’t seem right to see this as a change in children’s moral con-
cepts. Similarly, an adult might become a moral vegetarian upon learning of the extent 
to which animals suffer as they are made into food, but this need not reflect a change 
in moral understanding, as opposed to the acquisition of certain beliefs about animals 
and how they are treated.

Finally, morality, including moral concepts, might not develop from initial founda-
tions. This is put nicely by Macnamara in a critical discussion of Piaget and Kohlberg’s 
stage theory, where there is a transition from “ethics of authority” to an “ethics of mutual 
respect”:

Why should we believe that a stage of development where children feel they should 
submit blindly to authority has anything to do with a stage where they have es-
tablished for themselves principles of mutual respect? It is not enough to say that 
the one precedes the other. Children grow their first tooth before they utter their 
first word. Yet no one supposes that growing the first tooth is a stage in language 
development. At the very least we need an argument to show that the authority 
stage is a necessary precursor to the mutual respect stage. Piaget does not have such 
an argument, and the reason one does not notice is he applies the word “ethics” to 
both stages. (Macnamara, 1991, p. 126)

This skeptical remark applies to our own work as well. We will suggest here that babies 
see a hindering act, such as preventing someone from going where they wish to go, as 
wrong. And surely adults see hindering as wrong (other things being equal, of course)— 
indeed, one can show adults the same stimuli as we show babies, and they will describe 
the hinderer as doing a bad act. It is tempting, then, to say that these two phenomena are 
linked— either the baby and the adult have the same concept of hindering, or the baby’s 
concept develops into the adult one. And we usually succumb to this temptation, seeing a 
developmental trajectory as the most parsimonious conclusion. But we should be mind-
ful of Macnamara’s point that this does not follow as a logical necessity— it’s conceivable 
that adults have come to reason about hindering in a way that does not rest on this initial 
understanding.
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What’s Part of Our Moral Foundations and What Isn’t

In this second part of the chapter, we explore different properties of adult morality, di-
viding them according to our hypotheses about how they relate to the initial state. Some, 
we believe, are part of the initial state and are relatively invariant; others show signs of 
development, including conceptual development.

Universals That Are Part of Our Core Moral Foundations

Battery is Wrong

Physically assaulting someone— battery— is a very basic moral violation. We have never 
heard of a society where you can smack people whenever you feel like it and nobody 
complains— and we wouldn’t believe it if someone were to tell us that one exists. This 
is not to say that hitting is always seen as wrong, of course— in most societies, physical 
punishment of children is acceptable (indeed, often morally obligatory), and so is physi-
cal violence in war, in self- defense, and in the treatment of criminals. But there has to be 
some reason for it.

Such universality hardly proves innateness. No society could survive if people were 
constantly smacking one another, and so a prohibition against battery might emerge 
through cultural pressures. And there are not many studies investigating infants’ reac-
tions to physical assault, in part for the mundane reason that experimenters think par-
ents won’t want their babies to participate in experiments where individuals strike one 
another.

Still, we tend to side with Mikhail’s (2014) suggestion that the act of intentionally 
striking someone without their permission has a special immediate badness that all 
humans respond to. There are two studies we are aware of that speak to infants’ responses 
to battery. In the first, Premack and Premack (1997) found that 1- year- olds assign positive 
and negative valences to the social interactions of computer- animated characters; one of 
the negative actions entailed an animated shape (a circle) “hitting” another (it came into 
sharp contact with the other, momentarily deforming or “squashing” it). In the second, 
Buon and colleagues (2014) found that 10- month- olds avoid someone who has physically 
assaulted a third party; they are more willing to accept a toy from someone who was seen 
caressing and smiling at a child and pushing and kicking a backpack than from someone 
who was seen to do the opposite. This shows that infants are responding to agents who 
make violent contact with another individual, and are not merely responding negatively 
to agents who act in a violent manner more generally.

Based on these findings, and on the cross- cultural evidence, we tentatively agree with 
Mikhail that the basic proscription against direct physical harm is part of our core moral 
foundation.
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Helping Is Good, Hindering Is Bad

All else being equal, helping someone achieve a goal is a good thing; hindering some-
one is bad. (Indeed, Mikhail [2014] points out that from a legal standpoint, hindering 
is battery, just as hitting is.) All theories of the evolution of cooperation assume that 
we respond differently to actions that help others achieve their goals than to those that 
impede the fulfillment of goals.

Here, too, there is support from infant data. In our very first study in this domain (Hamlin, 
Wynn, & Bloom, 2007), we repeatedly showed infants an event in which a climber was 
trying to get to the top of a hill. On some attempts, another character helped the climber 
up the hill; on others, a third character pushed the climber down the hill. To assess whether 
infants felt differently toward the helping and hindering characters, babies old enough to 
reach were encouraged to choose one of the two; they robustly reached for the helper. In a 
subsequent study (Hamlin, Wynn, & Bloom, 2010), babies 3 months of age, who were too 
young to indicate their preference for one character over the other by reaching out, saw the 
events and were then shown the helper and hinderer side by side and their visual preference 
was measured. They spent over twice as long looking toward the helper than toward the 
hinderer. Thus, at all ages tested, infants’ strong tendency was to orient toward the helpful 
character and away from the unhelpful (one might even say antagonistic) one.

Plainly, there is considerable development in our understanding of what constitutes 
helping and hindering. (Babies don’t know that you can help someone get a job by writ-
ing a good letter of reference, and hinder them by writing a bad one.) There is also the 
question of whether babies are sensitive to intentional helping vs. accidental helping (see 
Hamlin, 2013, for evidence that babies’ preferences are based entirely on the actors’ inten-
tions and not on the outcomes of their actions), as well as the whether they appreciate 
the distinction between doing something that an agent wants and doing something for 
the good of an agent even if the agent might not want it (see Martin & Olson, 2013, for 
research on this issue with 3- year- olds). But the fundamental notion of what helping and 
hindering are, and their moral valences, we propose are part of the initial state.

Wrongs Are Not Limited to Physical Contact

There are all sorts of ways you can harm people. You can hit them with your hand, you 
can hit them with a projectile, you can set a trap; you can lie about them, spread mali-
cious gossip, threaten, extort, steal from them, and so on. No- contact wrongs are a major 
feature of modern life; we can do terrible things to one another (including actions that 
are punishable by prison terms) just by tapping on our computer keyboards. But the ex-
istence of this category of wrongs is not especially modern. In his magisterial summary 
of moral philosophy, Rachels (2011) argues against strong moral relativism, arguing that 
some actions are wrong everywhere. You might think that his example for such a moral 
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universal would be something like murder and rape, but, interestingly, one of his first 
examples is lying. His logic here is simple: If there were no prohibition against lying, no 
natural default toward truth telling, communication would fail and there could be no 
human societies at all.

In our own work with infants, we have found that babies in their first few months of 
life respond to at least two different types of no- contact harm. First, babies dislike indi-
viduals who constrain others’ actions (a case of infringing on another’s freedom). They 
avoid a character who deliberately foils another’s attempts to open a box (by jumping 
on it and thus slamming it shut: 5-  and 9- month- olds, Hamlin & Wynn, 2011). Second, 
they dislike individuals observed taking something belonging to another— they prefer 
a character who returns a ball to someone who rolled it to them over a character who 
absconds with the ball after it is rolled to them (3-  and 5- month- olds, Hamlin & Wynn, 
2011). We are not certain just how babies view this second action, since there are two 
unsavory aspects to the behavior of the character who runs off with the ball. First, he is 
running off with another character’s toy (stealing?); second, he is failing to reciprocate 
in kind, rejecting an invitation to engage in a joint turn- taking activity (the game of 
rolling the ball back and forth to each other). Further studies will be needed to discern 
whether infants are sensitive to both of these transgressions or to just one (and if so, 
which one).

What these findings do suggest is that even very young babies view some actions as bad 
that do not involve physical contact with another individual, thus the fundamental core 
moral violations we recognize in the initial state may include a variety of distinct kinds 
of harms.

Morality Can Be Disinterested

While we certainly morally evaluate those who interact with us in kind and cruel ways, 
morality can also be disinterested. Indeed, some see this property of disinterestedness as 
essential to morality. Frans de Waal, for instance, argues that moral emotions are, or at 
least can be “disconnected from one’s immediate situation; they deal with good and bad 
at a more abstract, disinterested level. It is only when we make general judgments of how 
anyone ought to be treated that we can begin to speak of moral approval and disapproval” 
(De Waal, 2009, p. 18).

There is considerable debate over whether nonhuman primates can meet this criterion, 
over whether they can morally evaluate interactions that they are not themselves involved 
in, directly or indirectly (e.g., by being allies with one of the participants). But clearly 
humans are capable of this. For people, moral evaluation is never limited to situations 
of personal relevance; it’s always possible to evaluate the actions of others, even strangers 
who have no connection to you. This capacity for disinterested judgment corresponds 
to what scholars in the Scottish Enlightenment called a “moral sense,” a term coined by 
Francis Hutcheson to identify the capacity to make moral judgments.
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Our research with babies, described here earlier, involves situations in which our sub-
jects are disinterested in the sense that de Waal describes:  They are responding to the 
interactions of characters with whom they have no relationship and judging these char-
acters on the basis of the moral valence of their actions. This supports the conclusion 
that a moral sense, in the way Hutcheson and De Waal have articulated, is part of the 
initial state.

Now, to say that third- party moral judgment is disinterested isn’t to say that it confers 
no benefit. Among other things, the capacity for the moral evaluation of third parties 
is plainly valuable when it comes to selecting future social partners. This is likely why it 
has evolved. (Indeed, we believe that all complex cognitive systems have evolved through 
natural selection, which entails that, at some point in the past, they were advantageous.)

But this is compatible with our moral judgment being disinterested, in de Waal’s and 
Hutcheson’s sense, in being able to apply when the individual making the judgment has 
no involvement, no skin in the game. It can apply, for instance, when one is thinking 
about the actions of individuals in the distant past, of strangers read about in the newspa-
per, of fictional individuals, and (as with our babies) of simple geometrical figures.

Immoral Acts Should Be Punished

Punishment can occur without moral evaluation, as when one punishes a toddler or a 
nonhuman animal simply to discourage certain undesired behaviors in the future. But 
there is also a more visceral desire to punish a bad act, unmoored from any explicit belief 
that this will lead to better future outcomes. People everywhere punish others for actions 
they see as wrong. Boehm (2009) gives several examples of this in Hierarchy in the Forest, 
which reviews the lifestyles of dozens of small- scale human groups. When a Baruya man 
tries to take his neighbors’ livestock and have sex with their wives, he is murdered. When 
a leader becomes “very quarrelsome and strong in magic,” his tribesmen respond by hand-
ing him over to a “vengeance party” from another tribe.

Evolutionary theorists have long argued that some means of penalizing bad characters 
is an essential component of our evolved social capacities, because without such penalties, 
cooperative and altruistic behavior could never flourish (these penalties are why “crime 
doesn’t pay”— they counter the fitness differentials that otherwise would favor free 
riding, cheating, and other self- serving actions). There is debate, however, about whether 
successful penalization must consist of active punishment, or whether forms of social 
shunning could impose sufficient costs on cheaters (“partner choice” theories as pro-
posed by, e.g., Baumard, André, & Sperber, 2013; Campenni & Schino, 2014; Sylwester 
& Roberts, 2013).

In our own work with infants, we find evidence that infants’ third- party judgments 
influence their future partner choice in ways that may be costly for bad characters, who 
must make substantially greater offerings than nice characters to induce babies to interact 
with them (Tasimi & Wynn, under review). But we also find early precursors of both 
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punitive behavior and of preference for justly punitive characters, consistent with the 
view that some notion of punishment is part of our moral foundations. After witnessing 
a puppet commit one of our already- described transgressions— slamming a box shut that 
someone else is trying to open rather than helping them open it, or running away with 
a ball that someone rolled to them rather than rolling it back— toddlers were asked to 
choose one of the characters to give a treat to (for half the toddlers) or to take a treat from 
(the other half of subjects). When dispensing treats, toddlers chose to give the treat to 
the nice guy; when choosing whom to take a treat away from (in order to give it to a poor 
little puppy who didn’t get a treat), they chose the mean puppet. Even more impressively, 
at ages too young to dispense rewards and punishments themselves, infants prefer char-
acters who themselves punish the transgressor (by treating him badly) over those who are 
kind to the transgressor (Hamlin, Wynn, Bloom, & Mahajan, 2011).

For both theoretical and empirical reasons, then, we believe that our core morality 
includes punitive sentiments toward wrongdoers.1

It’s worth noting that these punishment findings help us address a potential concern 
about some of the infant findings described in the earlier sections. These studies show 
that babies prefer the “good” character over the “bad” one, but preference is not the same 
as moral judgment. (The authors of this chapter prefer chocolate over tofu, and would 
certainly reach for the former in a forced- choice situation, but this surely doesn’t entail 
that we think chocolate is morally good and tofu is morally bad.) Intuitions about reward 
and punishment, however, are more tied to morality, and the fact that babies prefer a 
character who punishes a transgressor suggests that their evaluation of the transgressor 
really is a moral one.

Universals That Do Not Fall under the Initial State,  
or Only Do So Partially

Treating Others Fairly and Equitably Is Good

Recent work suggests that notions of fairness develop quite early in life. In their second 
year, toddlers have some fundamental notions of fairness:  They expect an individual 
to distribute resources equitably between third parties (15- month- olds, Schmidt & 
Sommerville, 2011; 19- month- olds, Sloane, Baillargeon, & Premack, 2012). Interestingly, 
toddlers’ notion of what counts as “equitable” is nuanced; if individuals A and B do equal 
work, toddlers expect individual C subsequently to reward them equally, but if A does 
all the work, they are surprised if A  and B are rewarded equally (Sloane et  al. 2012). 
Importantly, toddlers not only expect others to distribute resources fairly but also prefer 
individuals who do so over those who do not (16- month- olds, Geraci & Surian, 2011), 
showing that fairness is moralized by this age.

But the picture for the first year is quite different. Babies who are a year of age and 
under show no expectation that others will distribute resources fairly (Sommerville et al., 
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2013), nor do they prefer individuals who allocate resources fairly over those who allocate 
them unfairly (Geraci & Surian 2011).

This pattern of findings is consistent with the following developmental trajec-
tory: Early experiences with and/ or observations of others’ acts of resource distribution 
support the early construction of a cognitive model of an equitable— or of a less equita-
ble, more uncertain— world. Supporting this account, it turns out that toddlers’ individ-
ual expectations of fairness relate to their own sharing behavior: Those who have stronger 
expectations that others will distribute resources equitably (possibly as a result of being 
in environments where equity and fairness are more the norm) are themselves the most 
generous sharers (Sommerville et al., 2013).

First- person fair behavior— as opposed to evaluations and preferences of others– is an 
even later developmental accomplishment. Young children show no natural inclination 
to distribute resources fairly but favor themselves; indeed, 5- year- olds will even give up 
resources (e.g., they will prefer to receive just one sticker rather than two) if doing so gains 
them a relative advantage over, or enables them to avoid being at a relative disadvantage 
to, a stranger. It is only by 9 to 10 years of age that children begin to express the principle 
of equity in their own resource distributions (Sheskin, Bloom, & Wynn, 2014).

Of course, the developmental lag between holding third parties to a standard and 
meeting that standard in one’s own behavior is not specific to resource distribution. We 
see it across the full spectrum of morality, whether it’s children sharing cookies, clergy 
preaching abstinence, or politicians finger- wagging at their opponents’ partisanship.

Morality Is Connected to Purity

Much contemporary work on morality, within both psychology and philosophy, focuses 
on notions such as justice, rights, and harm— concepts familiar from Bentham, Hume, and 
Kant. But looking both within our own culture and cross- culturally, it’s clear that morality is 
broader, including what Shweder, Much, Mahapatra, and Park (1997) describe as an “ethics 
of divinity,” which focuses on pollution and purity, sanctity and sacred order, and an “ethics 
of community.” This insight has been expanded and developed by Haidt (2012), who argues 
that we possess a set of moral foundations, some which correspond to the aspects of morality 
discussed here earlier (for instance, underlying the judgment that hitting and hindering are 
wrong) and others that are of a very different sort (involving a moral repugnance to certain sex 
acts, for instance, or the feeling that it’s morally wrong to betray your group or community).

Consider first purity. The emotion most connected to violations of purity is disgust, an 
emotion that is first expressed, developmentally, in response to bad tastes and smells. It is 
later extended to contaminants such as feces, cockroaches, vomit, and other bodily fluids; 
to foods known or perceived to be contaminated; and to certain people and certain sex 
acts (see Bloom, 2013, for review). Disgust might well be related to incest avoidance, and 
there are detailed theories as to how we come to develop a visceral disgust toward sexual 
relationships with siblings (Lieberman, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2007).
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But it is far from clear whether there is an innate foundation to the moralization of 
this domain. That is, it’s one thing to be repelled by the thought of having sex with your 
sibling, and quite another to see it as wrong when done by other people. We are not aware 
of any work suggesting that infants possess anything like a concept of sanctity or a sensi-
tivity to moral violations of purity, and we’re skeptical that this value constitutes part of 
the innate representational repertoire in Carey’s sense. Our own tentative view is that the 
moralization of purity emerges through cultural forces that connect disgust to morality 
in various ways (see Bloom, 2013, for extended discussion).

Morality Is Connected to Community

Humans appear to possess a rich ingroup/ outgroup psychology from the very start. 
Babies prefer individuals who speak our own language and who do so with a native rather 
than with a foreign accent (6-  and 10- month- olds, Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 2007). 
They also prefer individuals who are similar to ourselves (e.g., those who share their taste 
preferences; in 11- month- olds, Mahajan & Wynn, 2012; in 7- month- olds, Wynn, 2014, 
Wynn & Mackinnon, unpublished manuscript). Babies like not only those who share 
their own tastes but also individuals who are nice to someone who shares the baby’s 
tastes— and they like individuals who are mean to someone who’s expressed contrasting 
tastes (Hamlin, Mahajan, Lieberman, & Wynn, 2013). That is, babies view peoples’ ac-
tions very differently if they are directed toward individuals from their ingroup than if 
they’re directed toward an outgroup member.

Related to this, there is intriguing evidence that we posses very early intuitions about 
dominance that could serve as a basis for assessments of hierarchy and authority, core 
aspects of an “ethics of community.” Thomsen, Frankenhuis, Ingold- Smith, and Carey 
(2011) showed that infants (about a year of age) grasp the connection between physi-
cal size and dominance— they expected a smaller agent to step aside to allow a larger 
agent to pass, and were surprised (as evidenced by longer looking) if the larger agent 
stepped aside to let the smaller one pass by first. These landmark findings were extended 
by Mascaro and Csibra (2012), who found that 12-  to 15- month- old infants, given evi-
dence that one individual is behaviorally dominant over another (equal- sized) individ-
ual in one context, expect this dominance relationship to be maintained across other 
contexts and behaviors as well. However, they did not make transitive inferences about 
dominance: Shown that A was dominant to B and B was dominant to C, they did not 
infer that A would be dominant to C. This suggests that at this age, infants do not view 
social dominance as an individual trait (absolute level on some hierarchy) but rather as 
a relationship between two individuals.

But, as is the case with the purity research described earlier, there is no evidence for 
the moralization of these relationships. For instance, there is no evidence that babies view 
it as wrong, rather than merely surprising, for an individual A who is generally submis-
sive to B to usurp B’s authority by challenging or asserting dominance over B in some 
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instance. Similarly, the existence of powerful emotional ties toward one’s own ingroups 
does not entail that these ties are moralized: It is one thing to prefer your own group; 
quite another to believe that it is wrong not to do so. (Babies typically like breast milk; 
this hardly implies that they think that it’s morally wrong to shun it.) There is newly 
emerging evidence that toddlers may expect others to favor their own ingroup members 
(see, e.g., Jin & Baillargeon, 2014), but the same issue remains: There is as yet no evidence 
that they disapprove of others who disfavor, shun, or betray their groups. On the con-
trary, we suspect that moral condemnation of those who betray their own group when 
that group is not our own represents genuine conceptual change.

Actions Matter More Than Omissions, But Omissions Can Be Immoral

There is evidence for an action/ omission bias in mature moral judgment, where actions 
are viewed as more blameworthy. As an example modified from Spranca, Minsk, and 
Baron (1991), we are eating together and I know you are seriously allergic to peanuts and 
I know as well that the house salad dressing contains peanut sauce. I also wish you were 
dead. The waiter arrives and asks: “What sort of dressing would you like?”

Scenario 1: I say, “Try the house dressing.” You order it, and die.
Scenario 2:  The waiter says, “People do love the house dressing.” I  say nothing.  
You order it, and die.

The intuition is strong that the action matters more than the omission; the wrong of 
Scenario 1 is worse than that of Scenario 2 (Spranca et al., 1991). And there is a logic to 
this asymmetry— if we were to morally evaluate others on the basis of what they don’t 
do, moral judgments would become terribly unwieldy, because at any point there are an 
infinite number of things that each of us is not doing.

And yet one can be immoral by doing nothing at all. Surely parents who choose not 
to feed their children have done something wrong; most of us would feel the same about 
someone who let a dog or cat starve to death. Some obligations make certain actions 
obligatory, and some situations do so as well. If we find ourselves in a situation where 
rescue can easily be accomplished, without personal risk or harm, we would be judged as 
immoral for not acting. (Certainly, I should have warned you about the salad dressing.)

We have no idea if this notion of wrong- by- omission is part of the initial state and 
know of no data that bear on it (though there is evidence that, more generally, babies 
represent actions, such as approaching a given object, more readily than omissions, such 
as failing to approach a given object; Feiman, Carey, & Cushman, 2015). The question 
seems to us to be an interesting one, as it bears on the functional architecture of our moral 
psychology. That is, are moral evaluations initially outputs of an analysis over actions, in 
which case an omission should never trigger a moral response? (If so, then the mature 
view that some omissions are wrong is due to a different, perhaps more conscious and 
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deliberative, psychological process.) Alternatively, if the moral cognition of a baby is not 
limited in this way, then certain omissions might indeed be seen as immoral from the 
get- go.

Morality Is Associated with Certain Emotions, Such as Shame,  
Guilt, Anger, and Gratitude

It is a vexing question whether someone without emotions could be a moral being. David 
Hume famously argued that some emotional spark— some “passion”— is needed to moti-
vate moral action and moral judgment; others have argued that emotions are essential parts 
of moral attitudes themselves. All of this is a matter of considerable contemporary debate.

Nonetheless, there is little doubt that morality is intimately tied to emotional re-
sponses. Indeed, at least one of the emotions broadly accepted to be a human universal— 
anger— is an inherently moral one. That is, it is not only universal that it’s wrong to punch 
someone in the face; it’s universal that this disapproval will manifest itself in anger. While 
there is little systematic research in this area, our sense of the cross- cultural literature is 
that certain moral emotions, not just anger but also guilt and gratitude, are moral ones in 
this sense (see, e.g., Price, Cosmides & Tooby, 2002; McCullough, Kilpatrick, Emmons, 
& Larson, 2001).

On the other hand, the developmental evidence for moral emotions in the first year 
of life is scanty (see Bloom, 2013, for review). There is an early emergence of concern for 
others, linked in an unclear way with empathic responses to other’s suffering. Anger is 
certainly present early in infancy, but it’s unclear whether it’s a response to actions seen as 
immoral.2 Emotions such as guilt might emerge in the second year of life, while emotions 
such as gratitude might emerge still later. We suspect that the moral emotions are het-
erogeneous in their development, with some arising early on, with initial links to moral 
notions, and others far more culturally malleable.

Non- universals

It’s obvious that morals differ across time and place. Most of the readers of this chapter 
believe that slavery is evil and that gay marriage is not; that it is wrong to discriminate 
on the basis of race and sex, that husbands should not beat their wives, that children can 
openly disagree with their parents, and that it’s fine to work on the Sabbath. But of course 
many people, now and in the past, hold or have held very different views.

How can we make sense of this variation? In some cases, we suspect it does not reduce 
to actual changes in moral concepts. Two individuals can have an identical moral princi-
ple, such as “Do not harm anything that can suffer,” but have different views about issues 
such as abortion and eating animals because they have different views on whether fetuses 
and nonhuman animals can suffer.
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But there are also genuine moral changes. As mentioned earlier, we suspect that 
humans are not natural- born egalitarians— we suspect that the belief that (other things 
being equal) equitable distributions are moral is a cultural discovery, not something 
we are born with (e.g., Bloom, 2013; Singer, 1981). There is also historical emergence of 
genuinely new moral ideas such as the moralization of sexual purity. As other examples, 
Macnamara (1991) talks about the introduction through history of specific moral virtues, 
such as friendship and humility.

We see this as illustrating how morality can be influenced by culture and by contem-
plation, including the sort of contemplation that falls in the domain of theology and 
philosophy. Kohlberg was not so far off the mark about the adult state, then. A mature 
morality might not reduce to Kantian philosophy— or utilitarian philosophy, or a moral 
code drawn from Catholicism or Islam— but it can be powerfully influenced by these 
modes of formal thought. It is this process that can generate novel moral concepts.

But one question that arises here concerns the fate of the original moral system, the ini-
tial state. Assuming, as we do, that certain fundamental moral concepts are innate, do these 
evolve and transform through the course of moral development? Or do they remain stable?

In other core domains of cognition, the evidence suggests that the initial concepts 
do remain constant over development. We possess an initial concept of object, present 
from early infancy, which includes (for example) the understanding that objects are solid 
entities that cannot pass through each other, that an object cannot be in two places at 
the same time, and that an object has enduring existence through time and space. Some 
adults also learn facts of physics, including those that clash with these intuitive notions, 
such as the atomic theory of matter, but the initial concept remains. Similarly, babies have 
initial mental representations of numbers, but these initial representations are limited to 
positive integer values and do not include a concept of zero or of the negative numbers 
(e.g., Wynn, 1998). When children do learn about these “new” numbers, this constitutes a 
conceptual expansion, but the positive integers remain a psychologically privileged kind 
of numerical value.

Is this true of morality as well? Our own bet is that it is— that certain universals, such 
as the wrongness of direct physical harm, persist through development, regardless of the 
influences of culture and personal experience. Exploring this hypothesis in detail is where 
any systematic discussion of conceptual change in the moral domain should begin. But 
the goals of this chapter are more modest, and so this is where we end.

Notes

1. We also find evidence that infants’ partner choices are significantly influenced by individ-
uals’ social reputations, supporting the view that non- cooperators incur costs in the form of re-
duced social desirability: Both babies and school- aged children preferentially select a prosocial 
character to interact with over an antisocial character, even at significant personal cost (Tasimi & 
Wynn, under review).
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2. Anecdotally, we can report that we observed one young toddler subject, a year and a half of 
age, reach out and hit the “bad” puppet in one of our scenarios, suggesting that this young individual 
was moved by moral outrage at the puppet’s antisocial action (of slamming the box shut that another 
puppet was trying to open). We have often observed younger infants frown and look concerned or 
worried upon seeing the “bad” actions, but not give expressions that we would recognize as anger.
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Developmental Origins of Social Group Preferences

Andrew Scott Baron, Anthea Pun, and Yarrow Dunham

Introduction

Within the first year of life, infants are sensitive to a number of cues that, in older 
children and adults, demarcate meaningful social categories. For example, infants fre-
quently exhibit looking- time preferences for individuals from familiar groups over in-
dividuals from unfamiliar groups, and in some cases even direct preferential behavior 
toward these individuals (Anzures, Quinn, Pascalis, Slater, & Lee, 2010; Bar- Haim, Ziv, 
Lamy, & Hodes, 2006; Baron, 2013; Hamlin, Mahajan, Liberman, & Wynn, 2013; Kelly 
et al., 2005, 2007; Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 2007; Leinbach & Fagot, 1993; Mahajan 
& Wynn, 2012; Powell & Spelke, 2013; Quinn, Yahr, Kuhn, Slater, & Pascalis, 2002; 
Ramsey, Langlois, Hoss, Rubenstein, & Griffin, 2004; Thomsen, Frankenhuis, Ingold- 
Smith, & Carey, 2011). These findings have been reported across a variety of categories 
or category- diagnostic cues, including those relating to race, language, gender, attractive-
ness, class, dominance, and age, and have been interpreted as evidence of a core system 
for reasoning about social group members (Kinzler et al., 2007; Kinzler & Spelke, 2011; 
see Chapter 16, this volume). Understanding the psychology of social group preferences 
is paramount, considering such biases can directly lead to intergroup conflict, discrimina-
tion, and prejudice across the lifespan (Devine, 1989; Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, 
& Banaji, 2009). This chapter explores the nature of social group preferences, beginning 
in infancy through early childhood, and identifies several ways in which these initial 
forms of preference might be conceptually and functionally different from the forms of 
social group preference observed among older children and adults. Finally, we highlight 
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several ways in which conceptual development in this domain likely unfolds over the first 
few years of life.

Social Group Preferences in Infancy

While the tendency to identify and form preferences regarding social categories appears 
to emerge early in development and is evident across cultures, the particular categories 
that are learned and the resulting preferences that form are significantly constrained by 
the child’s cultural milieu. Evidence of this comes from the fact that acquired cultural dif-
ferences appear exceedingly early. For example, while 3- month- old infants show a visual 
preference for faces from different racial groups, the initial form of this preference is de-
termined by early experience. More specifically, African Ethiopian infants living in Africa 
as well as Caucasian infants living in Israel (a predominantly Caucasian environment) 
show a preference for own- race faces, while 3- month- old African Ethiopian infants raised 
in a predominantly Caucasian environment (Israel) do not (Bar- Haim et al., 2006). Thus, 
visual preferences for racialized faces emerge only when exposure to outgroup faces is 
limited and can be eliminated by early exposure to diversity.

Underscoring infants’ apparent general preference for individuals from familiar 
groups, research has shown that infants’ preferences based on gender and facial attrac-
tiveness is also mediated by their prior experience. Specifically, whether a child prefers 
to look at male or female faces is predicted by the sex of their primary caregiver (Quinn 
et al., 2002), and infants’ preference for attractive over unattractive faces appears to be at 
least partially describable as the devotion of visual attention to faces that are prototypical 
given their prior exposure to a population of faces. For example, infants have been shown 
to exhibit a preference for a novel face that is a composite of previously viewed faces, com-
pared with a novel face that is not a composite of previously viewed faces (Rubenstein, 
Kalakanis, & Langlois, 1999; Rubenstein, Langlois, & Roggman, 2002).

Language is another well- studied category. Infants living in monolingual households 
exhibit a preference for speakers of their native language over speakers of foreign lan-
guages (Kinzler et  al., 2007). That is, American infants from English- speaking house-
holds preferentially look toward English speakers over French speakers, whereas infants 
from French- speaking households in Paris show the opposite pattern. This work is also 
noteworthy for showing that visual preferences are not the extent of early social pref-
erences:  After 10- month- olds viewed alternating videos of two individuals speaking a 
familiar and then an unfamiliar language, infants preferentially accepted toys from the 
speaker of the familiar language (Kinzler et  al., 2007). This demonstrates that infants 
not only prefer to look at native- language speakers, but they also choose to preferentially 
interact with them. Incorporating multiple methodologies is critical in this case because 
it demonstrates that preferential looking measures cannot be taken as evidence that social 
preferences in interaction are also present. Indeed, in the case of race, infants in the first 
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year of life do not appear to preferentially interact with own- race others in the same para-
digm in which they do preferentially interact with speakers of familiar languages (Kinzler 
& Spelke, 2011).

Rethinking the Content of Infants’  
Social Group Preferences

The patterns of results reviewed here are important because they show that children’s 
looking behavior (and in some cases social engagement) differentiates classes of stimuli 
that parallel adult social category distinctions such as race and language. However, the 
implications of these findings for understanding the representational nature of infants’ 
social group preferences are not as clear as they might first appear. First, it is unclear 
whether infants’ longer looking time at a particular stimulus necessarily indicates an eval-
uative preference. Most notably, infants may simply look longer at a particular stimulus 
because it represents what is more familiar in their social environment, without attrib-
uting positivity or negativity toward it. This would be the case if, for example, infants 
are simply tuning their attention toward more likely sources of information or toward 
a class of stimuli they are engaged in mastering (cf. Kidd, Piantadosi, & Aslin, 2012). In 
this reading, early social preferences are part of a larger class of attentional processes by 
which infants regulate their own learning; whether these attentional biases relate to or 
directly cause truly evaluative social preferences to form becomes a central question for 
future work.

Second, even if infants’ preferences for individuals from familiar groups are interpreted 
as richly evaluative, other interpretive challenges remain. For one, it is unclear from the 
forced- choice procedures used in most studies of social group preferences whether an in-
fant’s choice to look at or interact with an individual is due to positivity toward individu-
als from one group, to negativity toward individuals from the other group, or to both (for 
a similar argument see Baron, 2013; Pun, Diesendruck, Ferera, Hamlin, & Baron, under 
review). Indeed, this is an inherent problem in all forced- choice paradigms. To begin to 
address this issue, Pun and colleagues developed a novel approach to independently ex-
amine positive and negative evaluations of social groups. In their work they showed that, 
by 12 months of age, infants have established positive evaluations of a familiar language 
group without holding negative evaluations of an unfamiliar language group. This find-
ing suggests that, under typical conditions, animosity toward unfamiliar groups emerges 
only later in development. Importantly, further research is needed to determine whether 
this finding reflects a general characterization of the state of infants’ intergroup prefer-
ences (e.g., the effort to identify affiliative others with less sensitivity to negative cues 
characterizing social outgroups) or is simply specific to language groups in the North 
American context and the specific patterns of early exposure it reflects. One way to exam-
ine this possibility is to study infants’ social group evaluations in an environment where 
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there is greater intergroup conflict and presumably greater prevailing negativity toward 
social outgroups. For example, researchers could examine infants’ evaluations of catego-
ries of ethnicity in Israel ( Jew and Arab) or categories of language in Ukraine (Ukrainian 
and Russian). If infants show negativity toward the more stigmatized group in their re-
spective environments, this would suggest that children are actively engaged with build-
ing representations of both friend and foe within the first year of life.

Third, many current designs preclude strong interpretations concerning whether pref-
erences are represented over individuals or groups/ categories. That is, does a preference 
for a speaker of a familiar language or race entail an intergroup representation at all? 
The findings themselves seem explicable as a preference toward individuals with certain 
properties (e.g., those who speak a certain way or look a certain way) rather than indi-
viduals who belong to certain groups. Traditionally, establishing that a representation 
is at the level of the category requires showing inductive generalization— for example, 
that a property ascribed to one member of a category is possessed by another member 
of the same category (Astuti, Solomon, Carey, Ingold, & Miller, 2004; Baron, Dunham, 
Banaji, & Carey, 2014; Diesendruck & Eldor, 2011; Gelman & Taylor, 2000; Heyman 
& Gelman, 2000; Hirschfeld, 1994; Rhodes & Gelman, 2009; Shutts, Banaji, & Spelke, 
2010). To our knowledge, no existing work with infants definitively addresses the issue of 
over which social group representations they can form inductive generalizations. Thus, 
much of the work with infants is open to the interpretation that it reflects infants’ pos-
itive evaluation of an individual who possesses a favored property or a property that is 
shared with the infant, but not a categorical representation of a group.

Fourth, and relatedly, differential evaluation in infancy might be less about rich social 
factors and more about the simple domain- general effects of familiarity. After all, the ten-
dency to prefer familiar stimuli is highly general and goes far beyond the social domain 
(Bargh, 2001; Baron, 2013; Elliott & Dolan, 1998; Zajonc, 1968). Zajonc demonstrated that 
familiarity leads to liking, and that such preferences can form following a single exposure, 
supraliminal or subliminal, across many content domains (Zajonc, 1968). Studies with in-
fants, children, and adults show a preference for familiar classes of nonsocial stimuli such as 
arbitrary shapes, sounds, smells, and textures. In some of the most striking examples, pref-
erences based on prenatal olfactory learning are observed in newborns shortly after birth, 
as they demonstrate an attraction to familiar odors such as the smell of their own amniotic 
fluid, compared to novel odors (Romantshik, Porter, Tillman & Varendi, 2007; Varendi, 
Porter, & Winberg, 1996). Newborns also show a preference for their own mother’s voice 
over the voice of other females, and prenatal auditory experience leads to auditory prefer-
ences observed postnatally (DeCasper, Fifer, Oates, & Sheldon, 1987; DeCasper & Spence, 
1986). Broadly speaking, then, preference for the familiar is plausibly an innate, domain- 
general cognitive bias (Elliott & Dolan, 1998; Zajonc 1968, 2001). The critical point is that 
observing a preference for a familiar individual or social group cannot, on its own, be taken 
as evidence of a bias that is uniquely social in nature (though, of course, familiarity would 
still, in this account, be an important causal force producing social preferences).
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More generally, we can ask what makes a group a social group? In one sense, a social 
group can refer to any category whose members are people. This can include cases where 
these groups are defined arbitrarily (e.g., all the people who happen to be riding the same 
subway car at the same). However, we might also expect that social groups are inferen-
tially rich, and that in particular they support social predictions, such as how individuals 
relate to and behave toward one another. Reasoning about social groups becomes most 
interesting when it begins to embody these richer expectations about social function-
ing. There is intriguing recent evidence that such expectations emerge early and involve 
distinctly coalitional properties such as helping one another (Powell & Spelke, 2013). 
More specifically, Powell and Spelke (2013; see also Chapter  16, this volume) demon-
strated that by 7 months of age, infants understand when agents behave consistently or 
inconsistently with members of their social group and expect that members from the 
same social group should act alike. In other research, infants and young children expect 
that members of the same social group potentially provide reinforcement to group mem-
bers in conflict with an individual from an opposing group (Pietraszewski & Shaw, 2015; 
Pun, Birch, & Baron, 2016). Whether infants’ social preferences are influenced by groups 
that are conceptualized in this way has yet to be demonstrated, although research with 
older children and adults points to increasingly rich social expectations about how group 
members will behave. For example, representations of social groups that includes content 
such as ingroup and outgroup appear to play causal roles in shifting older children’s evalu-
ations of others, thereby shaping their inferences about their likely behavior, the resources 
they allocate to them, and their beliefs about how those individuals will relate to them 
(Baron & Dunham, 2015; Dunham, Baron, & Carey, 2011; Dunham & Emory, 2014; for 
a recent review, see McAuliffe & Dunham, 2016). In addition, older children understand 
and expect that individuals will cooperate more with ingroup members than with out-
group members (Nesdale & Flesser, 2001), and will selectively enforce social norms of 
ingroup members but not outgroup members (Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2012), 
will punish ingroup norm violators differently than they do outgroup norm violators 
(Nesdale, Maass, Durkin, & Griffiths, 2005), and will share similar preferences and inter-
ests (Buttelmann & Boehm, 2014). Furthermore, children seem to hold the general belief 
that individuals are obligated to withhold harm from and to direct help toward ingroup 
members (Chalik & Rhodes, 2014; Rhodes & Brickman, 2011; Rhodes & Chalik, 2013). 
These expectations are considerably richer than what has been observed in infancy, so 
bridging from the provocative findings with infants (e.g., Powell & Spelke, 2013)  is an 
important avenue for future work.

In sum, more work is needed to confirm whether infants’ initial social group pref-
erences a) entail evaluative content, b) are formed over representations of individuals 
instead of individuals qua members of a social kind, c) are distinct from simple effects 
of familiarity, and d) have distinctly social content. Such studies will serve the dual role 
of enhancing our understanding of the conceptual foundations of developing inter-
group cognition, including identifying which aspects of intergroup cognition undergo 
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conceptual development, as well as working toward the practical goal of illuminating the 
developmental roots of intergroup bias.

Possible Sources of Conceptual Development  
in Intergroup Preferences

While the foundation of infants’ social group preferences may share a common under-
lying mechanism with preferences observed in other domains (e.g., preference for the 
familiar), characterizing how such general tendencies begin to interface with decidedly 
more social processes observed in older children and adults continues to be a project 
of fundamental importance. One challenge to charting this developmental trajectory 
is the dearth of research with toddlers, who bridge the infancy– childhood literatures. 
Nonetheless, there are several pathways to consider concerning the bridge from infancy 
to early childhood.

Beyond Familiarity: Social Learning and Learning Socially

Familiarity is a form of learning, but it is a particularly limited one based in rate of expo-
sure. Human social learning goes far beyond this, and a powerful mechanism governing 
intergroup cognition involves the internalization of cultural attitudes and beliefs about 
social groups (Bigler & Liben, 2006, 2007). Indeed, substantial research has shown that 
children acquire attitudes, positive and negative, implicit and explicit, through exposure 
to views portrayed and endorsed by the media (books, TV, movies) and other people 
(peers, teachers, caregivers; Aboud, 1998; Bigler & Liben, 2006; Degner & Dalege, 2013). 
Such messages are transmitted both directly (via instruction) and indirectly (via observa-
tion) throughout development.

As children enter the preschool years something remarkable happens:  Rather than 
simply responding to individuals, children begin explicitly thinking and talking about 
them. Representations of individuals and groups are now objects of cognition in their 
own right, and their meaning therefore begins to change as children balance their own 
experience with dominant cultural representations such as social stereotypes and norms 
of expression and conduct. The consideration of this new form of conceptual represen-
tation alongside more automatic or introspectively inaccessible forms of representation 
is the impetus for dual process theories, which have sought to explain cognition itself, as 
well as intergroup attitudes in particular, as an interplay between more explicit and more 
implicit levels of mental representation (Banaji, 2001; Banaji & Greenwald, 1995; Baron, 
2015; Baron & Banaji, 2006; Devine, 1989; Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2008).

Unsurprisingly, studies with infants and toddlers rarely make these implicit– explicit 
distinctions, presumably because children of those ages likely lack the introspective 
access that characterizes explicit representations. A  fascinating question of conceptual 
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development is how those early forms of preference, perhaps grounded in an innate ten-
dency to implicitly prefer the familiar, subsequently shape and become shaped by the 
emergence of more explicit representations of social groups and their value. For example, 
developmental intergroup theory (Bigler & Liben, 2007) identifies several ways in which 
explicit attitudes and beliefs about groups are constructed. Bigler and Liben (2007) argue 
that explicitly labeling individuals with the same noun label motivates children to search 
for some, even relatively arbitrary, commonality among those individuals and to infer 
that these individuals are members of a kind, sharing other properties such as preferences, 
beliefs, and behaviors in common (see also Bigler, Jones, & Lobliner, 1997; Gelman, 
2003). Once young children begin to map the use of common noun labels to particular 
groups for which they’ve already established positive or negative evaluations, they may 
begin to make the induction that all (or most) members of that group are similarly good 
(or bad). This added inference, commonplace though it may be within the broader world 
of category- based induction, could serve to reinforce and possibly strengthen the magni-
tude of preferences in the social domain.

A further question of interest is whether foundational preferences for familiar groups 
might play a more active role, for example, by distorting the encoding, retrieval, and 
evaluation of intergroup behaviors, thereby acting as a lens through which evidence of 
positive and negative social behavior is filtered. Here, initial intergroup preferences are 
not merely a default but instead a cognitive schema, guiding attention and organizing 
knowledge just as other schemas do (Bem, 1989; Levy & Carter, 1989; Martin, Eisenbud, 
& Rose, 1995; Piaget & Garcia, 1983/ 1989), placing it within the extensive research tra-
dition on the confirmation bias (Devine, Hirt, & Gehrke, 1990; Klayman & Ha, 1987; 
Trope & Bassok, 1982), in which initial assumptions (in this case group positivity) skew 
information search and uptake. For example, biased search or recall processes might lead 
positive information to “stick” to the familiar (in)group and negative information to 
the unfamiliar (out)group, phenomena that have been observed in children’s reasoning 
about social ingroup and outgroups (Baron & Dunham, 2015; Dunham & Emory, 2014; 
Dunham et al., 2011; Over, Bell, & Dunham, under review).

Another possibility is that infants’ initial preference to look at and interact with famil-
iar groups may lead them to eventually seek to explain their own preferential behaviors 
in terms of affectively congruent information (Baron, 2013). Indeed, substantial work 
in social, cognitive, and developmental psychology as well as in philosophy point to a 
uniquely human drive to explain our own and other’s behavior (Cimpian & Salomon, 
2014a, b; Dennett, 1998; Keil & Wilson, 2000; Kelley, 1967; Lombrozo & Carey, 2006; 
Malle, 2003; Salomon & Cimpian, 2014) that begins to emerge between 2 and 3 years of 
age. Therefore, if developing children begin to seek an explanation for their tendency to 
attend more to individuals from familiar groups (preferential attention, playmate prefer-
ence), they may settle on an explanation congruent with this behavior, perhaps construct-
ing the belief that there must be something good or better about the group to which they 
attend more. Ultimately, studies focusing on the transition from toddlerhood to early 
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childhood will help reveal how infants’ early social group preferences interface with these 
more explicit reasoning processes.

Beyond Familiarity: The Power of the Ingroup and the Rise of the Self

Research has demonstrated that by the preschool years there is a general tendency to pos-
itively evaluate the ingroup (Baron & Dunham, 2015; Bigler et al., 1997; Dunham et al., 
2011; Turner, Brown, & Tajfel, 1979). Indeed, as early as 3 years of age, following random 
assignment to a novel group, children exhibit a positivity bias in favor of the newly as-
signed group membership (Richter, Over, & Dunham, unpublished report). This ten-
dency to positively evaluate novel ingroup members appears to extend to other measures, 
such as attributing more positive characteristics to ingroup members (i.e., stereotyping) 
and prosocial behavior (e.g., sharing, distribution of resources). Importantly, it is unlikely 
that this effect can be reduced to one of differential familiarity with ingroup and out-
group members, because in many experimental paradigms groups are equally novel and 
exposure to ingroup and outgroup members is carefully matched. Most explanations for 
this phenomenon appeal to the child’s (or adult’s) sense of self: If, for example, the self is 
positively evaluated, associating it with a novel ingroup might lead that group to be con-
strued in a positive manner in order to make it consistent with one’s view of the self (Baron 
& Dunham, 2015; Bigler et  al., 1997; Dunham, 2013; Dunham et  al., 2011; Greenwald, 
Pickrell, & Farnham, 2002; Nesdale & Flesser, 2001; Spielman, 2000; Turner et al., 1979).

These considerations highlight a potential difference between early preferences that 
could be based solely or primarily on familiarity and later- emerging preferences that can 
be constructed exclusively from a representation of shared group membership. It is an 
open question whether infants have a concept of the self that is robust enough to support 
the causal pathway from self- related evaluation to group- related evaluation (see Meltzoff, 
2007a, b, and Hamlin et al., 2013, for a positive take on this possibility). Existing work 
that might be taken to suggest an affirmative answer is open to multiple interpretations. 
For example, Mahajan and Wynn (2012) show that infants prefer individuals that make 
the same choices that they have previously made. In their study, infants first demon-
strated a preference for one of two food items (or mittens). Next, a puppet demonstrated 
either a congruent or an incongruent preference. The authors reported that infants pre-
ferred to interact with the puppet who expressed the same food (or mitten) preference 
as they previously did, and concluded that infants’ preference for similar others stems 
from a comparison to the self, in which individuals are identified as “like me” or “not 
like me.” However, there are other strategies an infant could employ that do not require 
self- referential representations. For example, infants may have evaluated one of the food 
items as good or better and the other as bad or worse; this could lead them to subse-
quently prefer the puppet that demonstrated consistent knowledge or to simply favor 
the puppet that selected the favored object. This alternative explanation suggests the 
need to determine whether infants’ representations of social groups entail some kind of 
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self- referential content such as “like me” and “not like me” and whether and how such 
content constrains the construction of social group preferences.

These considerations suggest that a central way in which development may shape the 
conceptual structure of intergroup preferences is through the emergence, elaboration, 
and subsequent integration of a self- concept. As young children begin to acquire a sense of 
self (implicitly and explicitly), their initial intergroup cognitions may begin to reorganize 
to support increasing consideration of what, and who, is “like me” and “not like me.” This 
in turn could cause intergroup evaluations to shift from being driven primarily by factors 
such as familiarity and direct experience, to being increasingly generated via beliefs about 
the positivity and value of the ingroup. That is, categorical relationships between self 
and group will increasingly affect the structure of intergroup representations. Whether 
a preference for those “like me” follows naturally from self- identification with a group 
or whether it is an acquired generalization from their early experience with reclassifying 
familiar groups as “like me” will undoubtedly require further research.

Beyond Familiarity: Psychological Balance and the Self

A more complex treatment of the relationship between self and group appeals to the estab-
lishment of balance among related implicit constructs. According to the balanced identity 
model of implicit social cognition (Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2002), adults’ implicit 
associations are connected in sensible ways— the more I  identify with my own gender 
(male) and the more I associate the self with a particular attribute (good), the more I as-
sociate my gender with being good (gender attitude). Evidence for balance among im-
plicit constructs (e.g., identity, self- esteem, attitudes) has been well documented across 
a variety of domains among adults, underscoring the possibility that this is a universal 
feature of implicit social cognition (Cvencek et al., unpublished report; Dunham, 2013; 
Greenwald et al., 2002; Nosek, Banaji, & Greenwald, 2003). Importantly, while many 
social psychologists conceive of these relationships as associative balance based on spread-
ing activation of like valence, they can also be described in more inferential or propo-
sitional terms:  I  am good, I  am a member of this group, so this group must be good 
(Mandelbaum, 2015). Therefore, this broader view leaves open the question of the precise 
form these representations take in early development.

Only a few studies have sought to examine the developmental foundations of balanced 
identity (Cvencek et al., 2011; Dunham et al., 2007). These studies reveal two key find-
ings. First, balance reflects a developmental accomplishment in that stronger evidence for 
balance among these implicit constructs is only observed among older children. Second, 
evidence for balance is primarily observed in cases where it leads to greater positive self- 
esteem (see also Baron, Schmader, Cvencek, & Meltzoff, 2013). That is, in cases where 
balance among these constructs would clearly lead to negative evaluations of the self (e.g., 
when the ingroup is negatively stigmatized and so could lead to the devaluation of the 
self ), balance does not emerge as robustly. As such, these data argue for the possibility 
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that children’s implicit intergroup preferences organize in part to prevent the self from 
forming negative self- evaluations, highlighting a potentially self- protective role for inter-
group social cognition. A recent study provides some additional support for this claim. 
Following random assignment to a novel group, 6-  to 8- year- olds who were told that 
members of their ingroup had behaved badly nonetheless refused to express negative atti-
tudes about their own group, although they did learn the statistical connection between 
their group and negative behavior (Baron & Dunham, 2015). Understanding when and 
how balance among implicit constructs begins to form, and how it is constrained by mo-
tivational or functional efforts to protect a positive self- view, will be another critical area 
for future research.

Beyond Familiarity: Representing Social Hierarchies

Adult representations of social groups are not merely horizontal spaces in which groups 
are differentiated via cues to category membership (e.g., speaks English vs. speaks 
Spanish); they are also vertical arrangements of groups constituting social hierarchies 
that powerfully determine access to social opportunities and resources (Hawley, 1999; 
Jost & Banaji, 1994; Sidanius & Pratto, 1999; Silk, 2007). Mastering the social domain 
requires becoming an expert in identifying and tracking the vertical relationships be-
tween groups, knowledge that must come from some form of social learning (Barton & 
Whiten, 1993; Chiao et al., 2008; Moll & Tomasello, 2007). Children as young as age 3 
appear to be sensitive to cues concerning social hierarchy and differences in status among 
social groups, generally preferring higher- status groups (Baron & Banaji, 2009; Brey & 
Shutts, 2015; Dunham, Chen, & Banaji, 2013; Dunham et al., 2008; Newheiser & Olson, 
2012; Olson, Shutts, Kinzler, & Weisman, 2012; Pietraszweski, Cosmides, & Tooby, 2014; 
Pietraszewski & Shaw, 2015; Shutts, Kinzler, Katz, Tredoux, & Spelke, 2011). Critically, 
for members of lower- status groups, the tendency to prefer higher- status groups and the 
tendency to prefer their ingroup are in conflict. Current research suggests that children 
from both real and lab- created low- status groups do not manifest ingroup bias when 
compared to a higher- status group, and in some cases even show preferences favoring 
higher- status outgroups (Baron, 2015; Dunham, Srinivasan, Dotsch, & Barner, 2014).

No studies to date have demonstrated that infants’ social group preferences are sen-
sitive to status differences among groups. However, a recent line of research is now ex-
ploring infants’ capacity to reason about status in the form of physical dominance. In 
particular, new findings suggest that infants represent a variety of cues to social status, 
including relative physical size (Thomsen et al., 2011) by 10 months and numerical size of 
a group by 6 months (Pun et al., 2016). In addition, 15- month- old infants understand that 
an established dominance hierarchy (in which agent A dominates over agent B) remains 
stable from one conflict to the next, but only when the new conflict involves the same 
two agents (Mascaro & Csibra, 2012). Furthermore, infants of this age are also capable of 
representing social dominance relationships between more than two agents; infants were 
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better able to integrate several dominance relations into a single structure, rather than 
having to memorize each dominance relationship independently in an isolated manner. 
This suggest that infants learn to build social structures and hierarchies by understanding 
the multiple relationships that individuals have with one another and use this relational 
information to predict how social groups are organized (Mascaro & Csibra, 2014). These 
early findings suggest that infants’ representations of individuals may include some in-
formation about their relative status (especially concerning physical dominance). Some 
emerging research with older children suggests that by the preschool years, children are 
sensitive to several dimensions of social power, such as resource control, granting permis-
sion and giving orders, and setting rules or norms (Gulgoz & Gelman, in press). Future 
research should focus on whether infants’ representations of social groups also entail in-
formation about the relative status of social groups and the forms of status they can rep-
resent, and critically, whether and when such information shapes young children’s social 
group evaluations.

Independence of Positive and Negative Intergroup Evaluations

Another key consideration concerning developmental change in social group evalua-
tions is the possibility that ingroup and outgroup evaluations develop independently (see 
Brewer, 1999). That is, once children’s social group preferences become predicated on 
representations of “like me” and “not like me” (or high and low status) instead of being 
represented by groups that are more familiar in their local environment, evaluations of 
both groups likely follow independent trajectories and mechanisms of change. For exam-
ple, research with children in early and middle childhood reveal asymmetric patterns of 
judgments for ingroup and outgroup members (as well as of high-  and low- status group 
members). More specifically, work by Nesdale and Flesser (2001) and Aboud (2003) sug-
gests that on measures of explicit intergroup bias, positivity toward the ingroup emerges 
prior to negativity directed toward the outgroup. More recently, Buttelmann and Boehm 
(2014) demonstrated that 6-  and 8 year- olds who were randomly assigned to green or 
yellow groups (a minimal groups paradigm) behaved differently toward ingroup and out-
group members. Children were given a computer game to play in which they had the 
choice of giving desirable resources (e.g., cookies) or undesirable resources (e.g., glass, 
spiders) to ingroup members, outgroup members, or a neutral box that did not belong 
to either group. Interestingly, 6- year- olds focused on getting more desirable resources 
for ingroup members, whereas 8- year- olds gave disproportionately more undesirable re-
sources to outgroup members. Taken together, such findings demonstrate that ingroup 
favoritism emerges prior to outgroup dislike on an explicit measure of behavior.

A similar pattern has been observed for implicit forms of bias. Dunham and col-
leagues (Dunham & Emory, 2014; Dunham et al., 2011) found that children who had 
been randomly assigned to a group based on T- shirt color demonstrated both explicit 
and implicit preferences for their ingroup members. Researchers using recent analytic 
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techniques, including process dissociation models, which can tease apart ingroup and 
outgroup positivity and negativity, have suggested that, between the ages of 6 and 12, 
children’s implicit positivity and negativity toward categories of gender unfold differ-
ently (Baron et al., 2013; Dunham, Baron, & Banaji, 2015). Therefore, similar to the de-
velopment of children’s explicit attitudes (Aboud, 2003; Buttelmann & Boehm, 2014), 
children’s implicit attitudes may exhibit different trajectories for positive and negative 
attitudes toward the outgroup.

Is there any evidence for similar independence in infants’ evaluation of social groups? 
As discussed earlier, while research with infants has generally argued for a preference for 
the familiar group over unfamiliar groups, recent studies now suggest that by 12 months 
of age, infants’ social group preferences may in fact be rooted solely in a positive evalu-
ation of the familiar group, without a corresponding negative evaluation of unfamiliar 
groups (Pun et al., under review). In terms of development, a fruitful area for further 
research will be to examine the mechanisms by which this asymmetric development of 
ingroup positivity and outgroup negativity unfolds. One avenue to explore is whether 
a combination of an emergence of a preference for the ingroup and the internalization 
of the cultural standing of groups in their milieu may provide a backdrop against which 
children begin to establish independent evaluations of the ingroup and the outgroup and 
thus, a more nuanced representation of a complex, multilayered status hierarchy.

Conclusions

From even before birth, infants are bombarded with a rich abundance of both social and 
nonsocial information. From the smells, sights, and sounds infants are exposed to, to 
the diverse individuals they meet in their neighborhoods, children must make sense of 
a dizzying array of cues that can be used to categorize individuals into culturally mean-
ingful social groups. From its earliest moments, this process is heavily constrained by cul-
tural input, the environment in which children are raised. Early in development, infants 
appear to be drawn to individuals from familiar groups relative to individuals from unfa-
miliar (or less familiar) groups, which in some cases correspond to culturally salient social 
categories such as language, gender, and race. We have suggested that this initial prefer-
ence for the familiar becomes an initial building block, a starting point for the richer 
intergroup attitudes that develop later. This chapter has sought to identify core ways in 
which children’s intergroup attitudes go beyond a mere preference for the familiar, both 
in terms of their representational content and their inferential role. Nevertheless, the 
story we tell here still has many blank pages which must be filled with additional research 
documenting the development of increasingly elaborate intergroup representations and 
intuitions about how groups function. At the end of the day, a proper account of concep-
tual development in this domain must take into consideration the observation that older 
children’s and adults’ intergroup attitudes are not the product of a single source (e.g., 
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familiarity or ingroup bias), but rather are complex evaluative summaries incorporating 
information from multiple sources, including cultural messages, similarity to the self, 
group membership, social status, familiarity, and perhaps others as well. These myriad 
factors surely interact with and constrain each other in important ways both implicitly 
and explicitly, as evidenced by social learning studies using minimal group paradigms 
(Baron & Dunham, 2015; Dunham & Emory, 2014; Dunham et al., 2011).

The challenge for students of conceptual development is to identify and characterize 
the mechanisms by which infants’ early social preferences begin to shape and become 
shaped by these factors. Further research will undoubtedly need to answer the follow-
ing questions: How do young children’s representations of social groups change across 
infancy through early childhood? When do they begin to acquire content that makes 
these groups decidedly social groups, supporting uniquely social inferences concerning 
group members? How do these representations of social groups begin to acquire content 
such as ingroup and outgroup as well as content related to the relative status of group 
members? And what role do these concepts play in constraining children’s existing inter-
group preferences and the formation of new social group preferences (including evalua-
tive stereotypes)?

Understanding how social group preferences are constructed at different points in 
development will necessarily speak to the origins and development of intergroup bias 
and may help to identify optimal strategies and periods in development to foster greater 
intergroup positivity (Gonzalez, Steele, & Baron, in press). For example, after age 5, re-
search suggests that implicit intergroup bias undergoes little change in magnitude across 
development. Such findings point to the possibility that the factors that shape the forma-
tion of intergroup bias within the first few years are particularly influential, highlighting 
the need to continue to investigate how social group preferences first acquire evaluative 
content and how early forms of preference shape and are shaped by their developing rep-
resentations of self and group. This inquiry will be of great interest both as a case study in 
conceptual development and a practical effort to foster greater intergroup positivity and 
to reduce intergroup negativity.
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